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Middle East, and South America. Lemke argues that there are simi-
larities across these regions and levels of power, and that parity and
dissatisfaction are correlates of war around the world. The extent to
which they increase the risk of war varies across regions, however,
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area studies.
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1 Introduction

Earth’s billions of people reside in nearly two hundred countries char-
acterized by varying levels of development, governed by numerous
forms of political organization, and adhering to the traditions of widely
disparate cultures. Could it possibly be that these obviously different
peoples conform to common patterns in when, how and why they go
to war against others? One might be tempted to immediately answer
“no” or at least “doubtful.” But others might answer “of course,” per-
haps citing similarities such as taboos against incest that are common in
virtually every culture and society. In this book I ask whether general
knowledge aboutwhenwars are likely to occur is possible. In an attempt
to understand war onset generally, I consider patterns of war and peace
among the great powers, as well as in four minor power regions of the
globe.1

The research project culminating in this book began as a relatively
straightforward effort to determine whether a well-established theory
of great power interactions could be modified to help understand inter-
actions among minor powers. The theory modified is power transition
theory, which posits a hierarchical international system and emphasizes
the importance of relative power relationships and the incentives and
disincentives states face in their considerations of acting to change the
formal and informal rules that govern their interactions. In order to ex-
tend the theory to minor powers, careful consideration must be paid to
identifying the international sub-systemswithinwhich such states inter-
act. This leads to a new operational definition of regional sub-systems.
Armed with this notion of what constitutes a region, I press ahead with

1 Throughout this book I use antiquated terms such as “great powers” or “minor
powers” even though they have gone out of style, because there are no widely accepted
replacements.
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Regions of war and peace

the application of power transition theory to analysis of minor power
interactions and find that in spite of considerable similarity between
what transpires within these regional sub-systems and within the over-
all international system, there are nevertheless some differences. Thus
my extension of power transition theory to minor power regions re-
quires the definition of regional sub-systems and then raises a follow-
up question of why, despite some basic similarity, persistent differences
distinguish some of those regions.
In writing the book I thus begin with one, but quickly come to have

three tasks. First, modify power transition theory so that it applies to
minor as well as great power interactions. Second, define minor power
regional sub-systems and then analyze the modified version of power
transition theory within those regional sub-systems. Third, attempt to
account for the fact that, in spite of a reasonable amount of similarity
across the regions, there still are some persistent differences. Although
I list these three tasks sequentially, they are interrelated pieces of the
puzzle of when andwhywars break out between states. The conditions
which my version of power transition theory suggests make war more
likely do appear to affect when wars occur. A plausible case that these
conditions say something about why the wars break out when they
do canbemade. But there remains anunansweredquestion ofwhy these
conditions are more important in some regions than others. I believe
the question remains because the processes of political and economic
development not only affect when and why wars break out between
states, but also because the developmental process cannot be separated
from the wars themselves. Thus, there are persistent differences across
regions of the international systembecause the processes of political and
economic development are not evenly achieved around the globe.
My conclusion is that we can understand a significant amount of the

war and peace interactions of both great powers and minor powers
by paying attention to the hypothesized causes of war suggested by
my modification of power transition theory. However, the rest of the
story about war and peace interactions remains hidden unless we allow
for the cross-regional differences I uncover. I think these differences
indicate that at later stages of development, states are more likely to
wage war given the conditions central to power transition theory. The
more developed states are, the more applicable power transition theory
is to their behavior. In a sense, then, the usefulness of power transition
theory andmy extension increases as national development progresses.
The fundamental, and I think fascinating, resulting question is what
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Introduction

accounts for the poorer fit of the theory at early stages of development?2

I begin to address this question toward the end of this book, but nec-
essarily provide only a very crude first attempt. Even that crude first
analysis, however, suggests how we might better proceed in the future
as we try to address the question.

Issues at stake in this book
The overall task undertaken in this book is to extend knowledge about
great power interaction so as to help understand and anticipate minor
power interactions. In addressing this task a trio of intellectual issues is
raised. The first has to dowith the fact that almost all ofwhatwe “know”
in world politics research is based on the historical experiences and in-
tellectual culture of the West generally, and of the great powers more
specifically. We have a great power bias not only in our empirical anal-
yses of world politics, but also in our theorizing. This underlying bias
could render the aggregate task of my book quite difficult. The second
intellectual issue involves the epistemological question of whether we
can aggregate the disparate experiences of different cultures, different
time periods, different resource endowments, into one unified analysis.
Some political scientists focus exclusively on the “parts” of the inter-
national system while others focus on the “whole.” The two foci are
largely antithetical, or at least are often presented as being so. I treat the
epistemological debate as an empirical question, and discover support
for those who espouse a “parts” epistemology and for those who sub-
scribe to studying the “whole”. Finally, a third intellectual issue is why
we should care whether the Third World resembles the First? This may
seema rather dismissive reaction tomyeffort, but as summarizedbelow,
there is a growing body of literature within the field of realist security
studies that specifically debates whether the Third World matters.

Western/great power bias in “what we know”
Much (maybe most) of the extant empirical and theoretical research
on international conflict is informed by the history of great power

2 I only provide evidence in this book that power transition theory’s applicability seems
to increase with development, and thus I limit my claims to it. However, I think the
interrelationship between development and war makes it very likely that the applicabi-
lity of other theories varies as development progresses. If this hunch of mine is correct,
the key in the future will be to think about incorporating developmental processes into
explanations of state behavior. Obviously this will be a harder task with some theories
than with others.
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(largely Western and European) interactions. Theories are created with
this history inmind, andmany statistical analyses draw heavily on data
reflecting the interactions of the great powers. For example, the first
quantitative investigation of the relationship between power distribu-
tion and war focused exclusively on the great powers (Singer, Bremer,
and Stuckey 1972). More recently, empirical evaluations within the ex-
pectedutility theory tradition conductedpost-TheWarTrap focusona set
of strictly European dyadic observations (inter alia, Bueno de Mesquita
1985a; Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman 1992; and Bueno de Mesquita,
Morrow, and Zorick 1997).3 Various theories have been offered either
based explicitly on, or otherwise created to explain, great power inter-
actions. As evidence, consider that Gulick’s (1955) definitive history of
the balance of power is Europe’s Classical Balance of Power; in his intro-
duction to structural realismWaltz (1979: 73) claims: “A general theory
of international politics is necessarily based on the great powers,” and,
according to its earlier proponents, Organski’s power transition theory
“canbe tested fairlyonly ifwe locate conflictswhoseoutcomeswill affect
the very structure and operation of the international system” (Organski
and Kugler 1980: 45). Most likely these would be conflicts among the
great powers.
The centrality of great power interactions to research inworld politics

has not diminished. Recent titles includeWilliam R. Thompson’s (1988)
On Global War, Benjamin Miller’s (1995) When Opponents Cooperate:
Great Power Conflict and Collaboration in World Politics, and George
Modelski and William R. Thompson’s (1996) Leading Sectors and
World Powers. Perhaps the clearest statement of this preoccupation is
provided by the title of Jack Levy’s (1983)War in the Modern Great Power
System. There is no corresponding War in the Modern Minor Power Sys-
tem. Preoccupation with great power politics is understandable; most
international relations researchers are from the Western world, if not
specifically from one of the great power states. Thus, the history they
analyze and explain is, in a very real sense, their own. At the same time,
the great powers have existed as political units for a long period of

3 I mention the expected utility theory research program because it is one of the most
sophisticated bodies of theory and evidence currently available about world politics (see
Bueno deMesquita 1989 or Morrow 2000 for supporting arguments). In making the refer-
ence in the text, however, I appreciate that expectedutility theoryoffers ageneral argument.
It is only the empirical evaluations after The War Trap that are restricted to European inter-
actions. For a recent global evaluation of expected utility theory, see Bennett and Stam
(2000).
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time and have beenmore highly developed than states from other parts
of the world, and thus data about them are more readily accessible.
Finally, interactions among these heavyweights have been enormously
consequential for themselves and for the rest of the world. If scholarly
attention has to be restricted to a sub-set of states, this clearly is an
important one.
Hopefully, those who write books about great power politics under-

stand that they are restricting themselves. A few explicitly recognize
these restrictions. In his analysis of territorial disputes since World
War II, Paul Huth (1996: 6) writes: “At present, the scholarly litera-
ture on the causes of war in the twentieth century is oriented toward
the major powers, in general, and European international politics in
particular . . . international conflict behavior outside of Europe has not
been studied extensively.” Kalevi Holsti, summarizing his critique of
extant international relations research, agrees (1996: 205): “The world
from which these theoretical devices and approaches have derived is
the European experience of war since 1648 and the Cold War. They
have also drawn heavily upon the experiences of the great powers . . .”
Similarly, in the introduction to her edited volume, Stephanie Neuman
(1998: 2)writes: “mainstream IRTheory – (classical) realism, neorealism,
and neoliberalism – is essentially Eurocentric theory, originating largely
in the United States and founded, almost exclusively, on what happens
or happened in the West . . .Few look to the Third World to seek evi-
dence for their arguments.” I think it likely Neumanwould agree that it
is also true that few look to the ThirdWorld to develop their arguments
in the first place. Finally, Jeffrey Herbst (2000: 23) complains about “the
problem that almost the entire study of international relations is really
an extended series of case studies of Europe.”
So what? If the great powers have been especially consequential in

their interactions, and if many of the above researchers consciously un-
derstand that their arguments and evidence are restricted only to great
powers, what is the harm of a great power bias? There are a number
of ways in which great power bias may be harmful. First, which states
are designated great powers is somewhat subjective. Is Japan a great
power after post-WorldWar II economic recovery? Japan’s economyhas
attained enormous size (third or second largest in the world depending
on how GDPs are compared), but the Japanese military establishment
is relatively small. SaddamHussein’s Iraq in 1990 had one of the largest
armies in the world, but was not considered a great power. If Japan
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is excluded because of insufficient military resources, and Iraq is ex-
cluded (presumably) because of insufficient economic resources, then it
must be the combination of economic size and military resources that
defines the great powers. Most current lists of great powers continue to
include France. This seems odd because France’s military and economy
are roughly comparable in size to those of a number of states definitely
not included as great powers (such as Turkey). Perhaps once a state at-
tainsgreatpower status it remainsagreatpower forever.However, if this
is true it is difficult to explain why Spain, Portugal, Holland, Austria, or
Italy are no longer listed among the great powers. Arguably possession
of nuclear weapons is a defining characteristic of great power status.
If true, then India and Pakistan unambiguously established themselves
as great powers in 1998. But, if true then it also becomes impossible
to identify great powers before the first successful atomic explosion in
1945. A similar problem exists if we identify great power status with
veto power on the UN Security Council. It is not so clear who the great
powers really are. Thus any restriction to “the great powers” is an arbi-
trary restriction. We cannot be sure that all of the theorists and empiri-
cists referred to abovemake the same arbitrary restrictions, and thuswe
cannot conclude that there is any cumulative progress in the corpus of
great-power-specific research.
A secondproblem introduced by restricting analysis to the great pow-

ers (assuming a definitive list of great powers existed) is that there may
be somethingoddaboutgreatpowers compared to the rest of theworld’s
states which we thereby exclude ourselves from knowing if we only
study the great powers. Medical researchers atWest Virginia University
might restrict themselves to analyses of residents of the Mountaineer
State. In sodoing theywould likelydrawasampleof individuals heavily
representative of coal-miners (relative to samples that might be drawn
elsewhere). If they then found that smoking had no effect on whether
West Virginians develop lung cancer (presumably because being a coal-
miner is such a risk factor for lung cancer thatminers who do not smoke
suffer lung cancer as frequently as miners who do), such results would
surelybeof interest invarious corporateboardrooms inNorthCarolina –
andpresumablywould be “true” for the sample studied – butwould not
provide a revealing picture of the causes of lung cancer generally. The
medical researchers at WVU might restrict themselves out of practical
necessity (the West Virginian subjects are close at hand and thus easy,
like the great powers, to study), but the consequence of doing so could
be very misleading.
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If, as seems often the case, those who conduct their research under
the shadow of the great power bias do not take such considerations into
account, the consequences can be very profound. With the availability
of desktop computers of staggering computational capability, the most
common case selection procedure in recent quantitative studies has be-
come to include gargantuan quantities (over amillion in some analyses)
of annual observations of all dyads observed over some time period,
such as 1816 to 1992 (or to include all “relevant dyads” similarly ob-
served). Thus, most current quantitative research on world politics in-
cludes interactions among the non-great powers and between the great
powers, as well as between the great and non-great. However, these
analyses almost always evaluate hypotheses, generated from theories
or from loosely theoretical arguments, about great power interactions
without consideration that what makes the arguments “work” for the
great powersmight prevent them from “working” forminor powers. To
quote Holsti (1996: 14) once again: “Arewe to assume that the ideas and
practices that drove interstate wars between Prussian, Saxon, Austrian,
and French dynasts in the eighteenth century must repeat themselves
in twenty-first-century Africa?” Apparently we are. In the introduc-
tion to her edited volume quoted above, Neuman (1998: 17) goes on to
admit that the contributors to her book generally: “find the claim for
universalism by mainstream IR theorists annoying . . . ” What annoys
the contributors is that little or no effort is made to address very basic
questions such as Holsti’s.
These complaints against traditional empirical conflict analysismight

strike many as contrary to the spirit of the enterprise. For many practi-
tioners, the discipline of international relations is designed to uncover
general relationships between political phenomena around the world.
Thus, the idea that one set of variables is associated with war in Region
A but a very different set may be associated with war in Region B sug-
gests general relationships do not exist. Consequently, it is common in
international relations research to assume away this potential. Given
the advances in knowledge that empirical international relations stud-
ies have offered in recent decades, this assumptionmight be warranted.
However, there is a large group of scholars who might inform and thus
improve international relations research above and beyond what has
been achieved by assuming universality: area specialists. Area special-
ists explicitly focus attention on one part of the world. Each sub-set
of area specialists with the same state or region of focus is as guilty
of potential bias as are the great-power-centric analysts. However, the
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field of area studies, taken as a whole, suggests a strong caution against
unexamined assumptions of universality.

Square pegs and round holes: can we combine great powers
and minor powers?

As just mentioned, a currently prevailing tendency in international con-
flict research is to analyze the behavior of all dyads of stateswith respect
to hypotheses drawn frommodels and/or theories heavily informed by
great power behavior. This assumes implicitly that all of the dyads are
similar enough to make such aggregation (“pooling,” in the jargon of
statistics) acceptable. Colloquially this is an assumption that the proce-
dure does not cram square pegs into round holes. In terms of the wider
discipline of political science, this assumes generalists are correct and
area specialists are wrong.
The previous sentence caricatures both political science generalists

(whom I refer to as “generalists”) and area specialists (whom I refer to
as “specialists”) as holding polar-opposite epistemologies on whether
political scientists should study the whole as the sum of its parts (the
generalist position) or each individual part as disparate pieces of an in-
consistent whole (the specialist position). I am not aware of any general-
ist or specialist who holds such polarised opinions about epistemology,
but the caricatured distinction is often made. I repeat it here because it
serves a useful heuristic purpose for introducing how and why I aggre-
gate regional parts into a global whole.
According to Robert H. Bates (1997: 166) the distinction between the

two epistemological camps is caricaturized as follows:

Within political science, area specialists are multidisciplinary by incli-
nation and training. In addition to knowing the politics of a region or
nation, they seek also to master its history, literature, and languages.
Theynot only absorb thework of humanists but also that of other social
scientists. Area specialists invoke the standard employed by the ethno-
grapher: serious scholarship, they believe, must be based upon field
research . . .Those who consider themselves “social scientists” seek to
identify lawful regularities, which, by implication, must not be con-
text bound . . . social scientists strive to develop general theories and
to identify, and test, hypotheses derived from them. Social scientists
will attack with confidence political data extracted from South Africa
in the samemanner as that from the United States and eagerly address
cross-national data sets, thereby manifesting their rejection of the pre-
sumption that political regularities are area-bound.
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Chalmers Johnson (1997: 172) draws the distinction quite clearly by
suggesting that genuine area studies require that:

for a researcher to break free of his or her own culture, he or she must
immerse oneself in one’s subject, learning the language, livingwith the
people, and getting to understand the society so thoroughly as a par-
ticipant that it problematizes one’s own place as an objective observer.

Since it is impossible to gain this sort of knowledge formore than a coun-
try or two, general knowledge across countries is impossible. Finally, Ian
Lustick (1997: 175) summarizes the distinction thus:

the nomothetic (generalist) side argues that knowledge of specific cases
is possible only on the basis of general claims – “covering laws,” as it
were – whether derived in a process of logical inference or inspired
on the basis of empirical observation. The idiographic (specialist) side
responds that each case is unique and that knowledge of it can be
acquired only through direct immersion in the subject matter.

Clearly these caricatured positions are polar opposites. Again, I admit
I am unaware of any individual dogmatically arguing that general
knowledge is or is not possible. However, there are convincing argu-
ments to bemade bothways.What’smore, a number of scholars operat-
ing within the sub-field of international conflict studies offer arguments
consistent with the specialist position staked out above.
Raymond Cohen (1994) offers a plausible argument that the well-

known democratic peace applies only to the Western Europe/North
Atlantic group of states by critiquing the other areas of alleged demo-
cratic pacificity. His argument thus suggests that something specific to
this largeandadmittedly consequential regionaccounts for theobserved
pacificity of democratic dyads. Aggregating all the world’s dyads and
“pretending” the democratic peace phenomenon is general obscures the
fact that the Western Europe/North Atlantic group of states accounts
for the finding about democracies remaining at peace with one another,
and thus prevents discovery of whatever it is about this specific area
that causes the democratic peace.
John Mueller (1989) explains how World War I fundamentally

changed attitudes toward warfare in the West, and that since then war
among such states has been basically obsolete.4 Kalevi Holsti (1996)

4 Singer andWildavsky (1993) also argue war has become obsolete within the developed
West but is still common in the developing world.
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argues thatwarsprior to 1945wereClausewitzian in type, that theywere
consciously selected policy options designed to affect relations with
other states. After 1945, however, war is fundamentally different. What
Holsti calls “wars of the third kind” (wars fought within states or be-
cause of political weaknesses internal to states) have replaced the earlier
types of warfare. According to both authors, cross-temporal aggrega-
tions of data are thus inappropriate unless they take into account how
attitudes toward war or the nature of war have changed with the pas-
sage of time. Mueller’s argument might suggest that aggregation of the
West, where war is obsolete, with the non-West, where war is still an
option, is as inappropriate as temporal aggregation.
There are also a number of quantitative international conflict resear-

chers who explicitly reject aggregating observations of minor powers
and great powers. Both Midlarsky (1990) and Thompson (1990) argue
that great power wars must not be combined in analyses with minor
power wars because great power wars have system-transforming con-
sequenceswhichmake them fundamentally different fromminorpower
wars. In so doing they are repeating Levy’s (1983: 4) earlier claim that
“Wars in which the great powers participate should be analyzed apart
fromwars in general because of the importance of the great powers and
the distinctiveness of their behavior . . .”
At the other end of the spectrum are those who argue such regional

or temporal distinctions are red herrings. In addition to the general-
ist position staked out by Bates (1997), and the general tendency within
international conflict research to employ an all-dyads case selection pro-
cedure, a number of specific researchers have espoused the generalist
argument. Przeworski and Teune (1970: 4) begin their primer on social
science inquirywith the admission that: “The pivotal assumption of this
analysis is that social science research, including comparative inquiry,
should and can lead to general statements about social phenomena.”
Reacting to claims such as those of Levy, Midlarsky, and Thompson
from the previous paragraph, Bueno de Mesquita (1990a) argues that
focusing exclusively on great power wars is a use of ex post facto knowl-
edge to select on the dependent variable. He concludes “There currently
is no compelling basis for believing that big wars are qualitatively diffe-
rent in their causes from lesser disputes” (p. 169). In a separate article
Bueno de Mesquita provides a detailed account of a relatively minor
war that he argues had system-transforming consequences (Bueno de
Mesquita 1990b).

10
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My predisposition and training encourage me to lean in favor of
the generalist’s perspective rather than the specialist’s. And yet, when
one reads Ayoob’s book (1995), Holsti’s book (1996), or the essays con-
tributed to the Neuman volume (1998), one is repeatedly struck by how
plausibly expressed are the concerns that political relations are different
in the developingworld. The newness of ThirdWorld states, the incom-
plete control of Third World governments over their own people and
territory, the pervasive problems of poverty and lack of physical and
political infrastructure, all combine to make a rather convincing argu-
ment that the international situation confronting Third World leaders
is, or at least appears to be, different from the one confronting leaders
in great power states.
Those generalists who employ an “all-dyads” approach can point to

their results and conclude “no noticeable difference” across great power
andminor power dyads. But this conclusion is likely based on not having
looked for a difference since the operating assumption in such research is
that there is no difference. At a minimum, the “all-dyads” researchers
should look at a sub-set of their data, that which excludes the great
powers. Do the relationships between joint democracy and peace (for
example) persist when one only considers Third World dyads? Few or
none have bothered even to ask such questions.
In terms of hypothesis testing, to the extent that this is a mistake it is a

conservative one. If over-aggregation of dyads into global analyses is in-
appropriate, then any results actually found in the “all-dyads” studies
are likely to be even stronger in the appropriate sub-group. But theo-
retically, this conservative hypothesis-testing mistake could be a major
error. Specifically, if we really only have a theory about what the great
powers do, then the appropriate referent group for analysis is simply
the great powers. It might be that the relationship hypothesized for the
great powers is operative in the Far East too, but we do not understand
why this should be so based on our theory.What we need to do is enrich
our theories by building context into them. For example, if we hypothe-
size that great powers fightwars to preserve a balancewithin their inter-
national system, then the way to generalize this to minor powers is not
to include every minor power dyad in a global analysis. Rather, the cor-
rect way to generalize this theory to the minor powers is to think about
whatminor power international systems are, and to include dyads from
these minor power systems in a unified, albeit not necessarily global,
analysis with the great powers. If support for this unified analysis were
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uncovered, it wouldmean states in the great power system and inminor
power international systems fight wars to preserve balances.5

In spite ofmy training and intellectual predisposition, I ampersuaded
the distinction between generalists and specialists can be treated as an
empirical question. In summarizingher editedvolume’s central critique,
Neuman (1998: 17) writes: “The criticism leveled here is not meant to
imply that thewhole bodyof IRTheory is irredeemablyflawed.Rather it
holds that thequestionof relevance itself needs to be empirically tested.”
In this book I react to what I call the “square-pegs-in-round-holes” issue
by taking up Neuman’s challenge: I treat the epistemological debate as
an empirical question.
I do this in two ways. First, consistent with the argument made two

paragraphs above, I try to build context into my elaboration of power
transition theory. I think systematically aboutminorpower systems, and
only include cases I think relevant to my revision of the theory. Next,
the first step in my statistical analyses is to determine whether pooling
minorandgreatpowerobservations intoaunifiedanalysis is statistically
appropriate. The likelihood ratio tests conducted in chapter 5 and in the
appendix are thus empirical tests of whether or not the minor power
dyads are “square pegs” with respect to the “round hole” my theory
expects these pegs to fit. Finally, I also allow for the possibility there
might be differences specific to a given region by including a set of
variables representing each minor power region I study. The inclusion
of these regional variables could improve the overall fit of the statistical
model to the data on war onsets, and/or some or all of them could be
statistically significant. Either of these outcomeswould be interpreted as
support for the specialists. Finding that the group of regional variables
collectively does not improve the fit of the model, or that none of them
individually is statistically significant would be interpreted as support
for the generalists.
As it turns out, I find that the generalists and specialists are both par-

tially right. There is a general similarity across great and minor powers
(as generalists would expect) but there are also characteristics of regions

5 Additionally, correct specificationof the relevantdomainof cases applicable to the theory
being evaluated will have the benefit of facilitating comparison across theories. If we
restrict analysis of a given theory to the correct set of cases about which the theory speaks,
we know the empirical domain of the theory. We can then compare this empirical domain
to that of competitor theories. One criterion by which we judge a theory superior to a
competitor concerns its empirical domain. If theory X’s domain subsumes theory Y’s, X
is a superior theory. However, only if we correctly specify the empirical domain of our
theories is such progressive comparison possible.
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that make them differ (as specialists would expect). Further exploration
of what these region-specific differences might be is offered in a subse-
quent empirical chapter. This exploration is made possible by allowing
for the possibility that there is something to the specialist epistemol-
ogy. As is so often the case when intelligent people disagree, the “truth”
appears to lie in between.

Does the Third World matter?
If the truth lies between the specialists and generalists, then there are
some similarities and some differences across various regions in terms
of when wars occur. This means we might partly address questions of
how similar the Third World is to the great powers, as well as how and
why it might differ. In so doing, though, we might be asked why any
of this information is important. We might be asked whether the Third
World matters.
Thisquestion isnormativelyoffensive.Of course theThirdWorldmat-

ters.Most of humanity lives in the ThirdWorld. Almost all ofmankind’s
ancient civilizations arose in the Third World and thus our species’ cul-
tural heritage springs from what we now call the Third World. Most of
the material resources that facilitate the easy life those in the developed
world enjoy are delivered to the developedworld from the ThirdWorld.
Obviously the Third World matters.
And yet, this obviously true normative reaction belies the possibility

of a dispassionate appraisal of how important, specifically to those not
in the Third World, knowledge about the Third World might be. Such
a dispassionate assessment is at the heart of a debate within the exclu-
sively realist security studies literature about whether the Third World
matters. The number of studies touching on this debate is large, but the
handful of citations I think best includes David (1989, 1992/1993), Van
Evera (1990), Hudson et al. (1991), and Desch (1996). The unifying ques-
tion in thisdebate is theextent towhich theUnitedStates (andothergreat
powers) should concern themselveswith affairs in the ThirdWorld. Van
Evera argues theThirdWorld is largely irrelevant to the great powers.At
the opposite extreme, Hudson and her co-authors argue that the Third
World is more important than Europe. A somewhat more constrained,
but clearly pro-ThirdWorld view is offered byDavid, while Desch sum-
marizes both sides and concludes that some areas in the Third World
are very important to the great powers, but primarily as military bases.
This literature is relevant to my study because I believe the empiri-

cal analyses in subsequent chapters of this book suggest the variables
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central to my analysis indicate when wars in the Third World are more
likely. Thismeans clues exist whichmight be used to anticipate and pos-
sibly diminish the prospect forwar in the developingworld. If the Third
World matters to the great powers either in military strategic terms or
in economic terms, or even if only to scholars in terms of understanding
what makes war more likely, this is useful information.
I think it reasonably easy to reject nearly out of hand the statement

that the Third World does not matter to the First at all. Even Van Evera,
the most strident of those skeptical of the Third World’s importance, is
more accurately represented as suggesting that, sinceAmerica’s security
resources are limited, it must pick and choose where it exerts influence.
In Van Evera’s opinion the main threats to the United States do not
arise in the Third World, and thus it should not squander resources
there. This is, however, clearly a debatable position (and is vigorously
challenged by David and by Hudson et al.). I would also stress that it is
not based on any empirical analysis by Van Evera. Consequently I think
the specific question of whether the Third World matters to American
security interests is unanswered. If the answer to this specific question
is “yes,” the findings of this book are important.
More broadly, a wide range of scholars operating in other sub-fields

of international relations research have suggested that the Third World
is likely to remain themain locus of interstate conflict for the foreseeable
future. This is certainly a conclusion common to Mueller (1989), Singer
and Wildavsky (1993), and Holsti (1996). If this conclusion is correct,
then the findings of this book are again important.
Finally, any scholar interested in understanding the causes of war

should be interested in explanations ofwar that account for a larger pro-
portion of the world’s actors. The realist security studies authors sum-
marized above are basically concerned with questions specific to what
America’s foreign policy should be. The rest of us, concernedwith inter-
national conflict more broadly, must seek as wide an understanding of
war as possible.Whether thismeanswe develop knowledge of howwar
differs from place to place, or we develop knowledge about how similar
warpatterns are around theworld, abroaderunderstandingofwarmust
be our goal. Upon this criterion the findings of this book are important.
The tasks of this book, the extension of power transition theory to

include minor power interactions, the development of a new definition
ofwhat regional sub-systemsof the overall international systemare, and
the investigation of persistent cross-regional differences in the onset of
war, raise important intellectual issues abouthowbiasedourknowledge
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of world politics is by the experiences of the great powers, whether we
canmeaningfully speak about a “global whole” tying otherwise distinct
regions together, and whether the outcome of these efforts is useful. I
believe all three are addressed in ways that establish the importance
of the project reported in this volume. At a minimum, however, those
interested in these issues should care about how, andhowwell, I address
my tasks.

Plan of the book
The various tasks comprising this book’s subject matter are intricately
linked. Nevertheless, the book considers them sequentially. The idea is
first to build the argument, then to take the steps necessary to evaluate
the argument, and finally to consider the subsidiary question of cross-
regional differences. Chapters 2–7 thus move from the general to the
specific and then back to the general (with chapter 8 offering a summary,
some implications, and directions for future research).
Chapter 2 describes and summarizes the theoretical origins of my ef-

fort. I drawonpower transition theory. This theoryhasbeenaround long
enough, and has been discussed by sufficient past writers, that there are
a number of misunderstandings of it fromwhich I wish to disencumber
myself. Thus, chapter 2 lays out power transition theory as I understand
it, and highlights the strengths, while admitting the weaknesses, which
convince me it is sufficiently well established to justify elaboration.
Having presented the theoretical origins of my project, I turn in

chapter 3 to my revision of power transition theory. The revision I pro-
pose, the multiple hierarchy model, suggests the international power
hierarchy has nested within it localized power hierarchies operating
within minor power regions of the overall international system. Within
these local hierarchies, interactions parallel those among the great
powers atop the overall international hierarchy. After presenting my
multiple hierarchy model I describe past thinking about regional sub-
systems in order to demonstrate that many others have come to similar
conceptualizations, and to indicate how my work differs from these
predecessors.
Chapter 4 offers a technical discussion of what a local hierarchy is.

My operational definition of local hierarchies focuses on the ability to
interact militarily, and calculates how power degrades as states attempt
to project it beyond their borders. At some point the costs of power pro-
jection become too high to justify efforts to exert military influence any
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further. Beyond that point, states are not reachable militarily. Basically,
my definition of local hierarchies calculates the area of the surface of
the globe within which states can exert military influence, and calls the
overlapping areas local hierarchies.
In chapter 4 I also discuss how I measure the two explanatory vari-

ables central to power transition theory and the multiple hierarchy
model: national power and status quo evaluations. Considerations of
national power are reasonably straightforward on account of a great
deal of previous research by many other scholars. In contrast, evalua-
tions of the status quo have receivedmuch less attention. Consequently
there is arguably much more room to disagree with the measure of dis-
satisfaction than with the measure of relative power. Realizing this, and
quite frankly realizing how readers may be dissatisfied with my opera-
tional definition of local hierarchies, I include agreat deal of justification,
elaboration, and, as possible, validation of the operational decisions I
make. Chapter 4 is a long chapter because I find questions of measure-
ment absolutely central to howwe knowwhat we know in the study of
war and peace. There are no obvious measures of any of our concepts,6

and thus it is incumbent upon us to be thoughtful in observation and
measurement.Chapter 4 is longbecauseofmyattempts tobe thoughtful.
In chapter 5 I present statistical evaluation of the multiple hierarchy

model’s hypothesis about factors that make war more likely to occur.
All the statistical models reported support the hypothesis to varying
extents. I include a set of variables representing the four minor power
regions in my statistical models. The region-specific variables are in-
cluded in order to capture differences potentially existing across the
regions or in comparisons of them with the great powers. What these
region-specific variables allow me to do is represent in my statistical
evaluation the debate over epistemology between area specialists and
generalists caricatured above. If these variables improve the fit of the
model and/or are statistically significant, there is evidence the area spe-
cialists are correct and theworld is not composedof uniformparts. Some
of the region-specific variables are always statistically significant. This
offers some evidence that the area specialists are justified in highlighting
the importance of local context. Perhapsmore importantly, the existence
of these statistically significant regional variables allows me to estimate

6 Political scientists seem in strong agreement on this point. Bernstein et al. (2000) title
their essay on the difficulty of predicting political phenomena “God Gave Physics the
Easy Problems.” Similarly, Buzan (1991: 200) aptly reminds us: “Politics has never been a
tidy subject.”
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the impact of changes in power and dissatisfaction with the status quo
on the conditional probability of war within each region. When I do
this I find the substantive effect of these important explanatory vari-
ables diminishes sharply as consideration shifts from the great powers
through theMiddle and Far East to SouthAmerica andAfrica. Inclusion
of a set of control variables that could logically attenuate the relation-
ship between the explanatory variables and the probability of war does
not diminish support for themultiple hierarchymodel’s hypothesis nor
affect the importance of the region-specific variables.
In chapter 6 I reanalyze my central propositions with a major modi-

fication to the dataset. Specifically, the analyses in chapter 6 differ from
those in chapter 5 by incorporating great powers as actors within the
minor power local hierarchies. This is an important analysis of how sen-
sitive the results are to whether I “allow” great powers to interfere in
local hierarchies. This reanalysis also lets me investigate whether vari-
ation in the opportunities great powers have had to interfere with local
hierarchies causes the regional variations uncovered in chapter 5.
In the chapter 5 analyses the regional variable most statistically and

substantively important represents Africa. This variable is also themost
negative, suggestingAfrica is themost peaceful regionof thefive I study.
I refer to this odd finding as the “African Peace,” and structure my sub-
sequent discussion of what might cause the regions to differ around it.
In chapter 7 I follow up the empirical findings in chapter 5 with a

discussion of the African Peace and of the larger question of why the
region-specific variables matter. In essence, I try to account for the find-
ing of important regional differences. I investigate whether the finding
may be coincidental, caused by systematic measurement error, or due
to some more readily understandable omitted variables. I offer a new
set of analyses attempting to capture the important conditions system-
atically present or absent in some regions with conceptual variables. I
thus try to replace the statistical significance of the region variables with
conceptual variables such as underdevelopment and political instabil-
ity.When I include additional variables inmy statistical estimations, the
substantive significance of the Africa variable is reduced (i.e., Africa ap-
pears less different), but the statistical significance of the Africa variable
remains (i.e., Africa still is different). I close chapter 7 with a somewhat
more impressionistic consideration of why the regional differences are
so persistent.
In summary, chapters 2 and 3 describe power transition and the con-

ceptual modifications I make to it in order to render it applicable to
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minor power interactions. This is the first task of the book. The second
task is undertaken in chapters 4 and 5 where I present what I mean by
a local hierarchy or regional sub-system, and evaluate the multiple hi-
erarchy model within these local hierarchies. In chapter 6 I undertake
sensitivity analyses by reanalyzing the multiple hierarchy model with
a larger set of cases constructed to allow for great power interference in
minor power local hierarchies. Finally, in chapter 7 I address the ques-
tion of persistent differences in how well the multiple hierarchy model
accounts for interactions across the regions. This is the book’s third task.
Along the way I provide a great deal of commentary on and considera-
tion of the three intellectual issues discussed in the first section of this
chapter. I also try to anticipate the many objections I understand others
might have against the many choices I make along the way. I am aware
of the grounds for criticism from which an effort as broad as mine can
be attacked. However, I am asking some big questions, and with big
questions there is always a lot of room for disagreement. I trust the
disagreement will be productive.

Conclusions
The commentaryprovidedby this introductory chaptermight lead some
tobelieve that nopast international conflict researcher haspaid attention
to the question of whether or not his or her argument applies globally
and locally. The extent towhich this questionhas been ignored is impres-
sive, but imperfect. One of the many reasons Bueno de Mesquita’s The
War Trap continues to be read is that in it he addresses exactly this ques-
tion. In his statistical evaluation of hypotheses drawn from his expected
utility theory, Bueno de Mesquita investigates the “cultural objection”
(1981: 137–140), “the belief that politics in one place differs in idiosyn-
cratic ways from the politics in other areas” (p. 137). This is especially
interesting in terms of Bueno de Mesquita’s rational choice model be-
cause one of the specialist critiques often raised against generalists (and
specifically so by Johnson 1997), is that in other cultures rational ex-
pected utility maximization does not occur. If these specialist critiques
of generalist arguments are correct, Bueno deMesquita should be espe-
cially unlikely to find support for his hypotheses, such as that positive
expected utility for war is common among war initiators. Neverthe-
less, Bueno de Mesquita demonstrates that if one looks individually
at Europe, the Middle East, the Americas, or Asia, the initiators over-
whelmingly have positive expected utility for war, whilst the targets
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equally overwhelmingly have negative expected utility for war. In fact,
the strongest relationship is not found in the Western, European region
but rather in the Middle East (the relationship between expected utility
andwhether a state is the initiator or target is also stronger inAsia than in
Europe). Bueno deMesquita thus breaks down his sample into regional
sub-sets and reinvestigates his hypotheses, specifically asking whether
they apply in disparate regional contexts. Onemight quibble with some
of the specific decisions he makes in doing this, such as which states
are assigned to which regions, but he is nevertheless to be highlighted
as unique in addressing the empirical question of regional applicability.
I am unaware of anyone other than Bueno de Mesquita who has pub-
lished research similarly breaking their sample into regional sub-sets
and addressing this question.7

Throughout the chapters to follow I adapt and then apply a great
power theory to analysis of minor power interactions. I make every ef-
fort to do so with sensitivity to the problems to which my application
may fall victim. Critical readers might nevertheless find the application
naı̈ve, or at least ill-advised. Those strictly adhering to the specialist
perspective might be especially prone to deny the value of my effort, or
to conclude a priori that the application is doomed because even though
statistical regularities are uncovered, they may be trivial or otherwise
of very little substantive importance. I try to address such concerns in
more detail in the chapters to follow, and especially in chapter 7, but
would beg the forbearance of these readers for the following reason.
Since I attempt to be so sensitive to the potential pitfalls possibly pre-
venting the application from succeeding, one might view my effort to
extend power transition theory as being more likely to succeed than
other such efforts at extension (such as Bueno de Mesquita’s). The test
of whether my revised power transition model applies is thus a rela-
tively easy test. If the application does not work, we have evidence of
how difficult such minor power extensions of great power arguments
are.We also, I think,would learn something about howour theories, our
researchdesigns, and even the organization of our datasets donot reflect
reality in the underdeveloped world. This would then constitute a sort
of negative knowledge, a knowledge that efforts like mine do not easily
work. Imaginative researchers might be able to make very good use of
this negative knowledge in subsequently explaining whymy effort was

7 Although, for examples of thoughtful treatments of great power–minor power conside-
rations in empirical analyses, see Goldsmith (1987), Papadakis and Starr (1987) and Rasler
and Thompson (1999).
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less than successful. I do not believe my effort fails. But I will admit that
the application of power transition theory to minor powers provides
an incomplete picture of war onsets. Several interesting directions for
future research are nevertheless identified.
At a minimum, I think research such as I undertake in this vol-

ume is very important for scientific progress in the study of war and
peace. Many researchers within this sub-field accept Lakatosian stan-
dards for identification of what is progressive scientifically. Lakatos’s
methodology of scientific research programs was first used to evaluate
IR theory in the 1980s (see Bueno de Mesquita 1985b, 1989; Kugler and
Organski 1989) by scholars applying it to their own research. Recently
John Vasquez (1997, 1998) has applied Lakatosian standards to realist
theory, and found it sorelywanting. According to Lakatos a scientific re-
search program is progressive, among other things, if it is extended and
updated in awaywhich allows users of the theory to understand the oc-
currence of additional phenomena while still understanding the occur-
rence of previously explained phenomena. This is referred to as excess
empirical content. Like many researchers within the sub-field of inter-
nationalwar studies, I accept Lakatos’s standards for scientific progress.
I believe the effort reported here is evidence of scientific progress within
the power transition research program.8 In this book I begin with the
resource of a widely supported, established theory of great power poli-
tics. I then enlarge this theory’s empirical domain to offer an hypothesis
about war and peace interactions within minor power regional sub-
systems. I evaluate whether this hypothesis is empirically corroborated.
I find that it is, but that the corroboration itself suggests, if only by hints,
clues and impressions, that much more theoretical elaboration may be
available by linking the process of political and economic development
to the occurrences and purposes of war. The intertwining of these issues
and questions made the book fun to write; I hope it will prove not only
interesting, but also fun to read.

8 For an independent assessment that applies Lakatos’s methodology to evaluating how
progressive power transition theory research has been, see DiCicco and Levy (1999).
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As described in chapter 1, one of the motivations of this project is the
effort to extend knowledge about the conditions under which great
powers (and the developed world more generally) fight wars, so as
to determine whether that knowledge can increase our understanding
of the conditions under which developing states fight wars. I suspect
few would object to such a motivation, but some might not agree with
the specific body of existing knowledge I use as the basis for my exten-
sion. In this book I extend and adapt power transition theory, a theory
developed to account for the incidence of wars fought for control of the
international system among the very strongest of states. Some might
question why I would focus on any structural theory of international
behavior when strategic theories have gained such popularity and of-
fered so many insights. Others might question why I would specifically
select power transition theory as the best candidate among structural
theories. In order to address such potential concerns, I describe power
transition theory in some depth. Having summarized the theory, I sug-
gest it is the best candidate structural theory because it has achieved so
much empirical support and offered clues about a variety of interna-
tional phenomena beyond war and peace. I then address concerns that
strategic theories may offer a more promising avenue for extensions
such as I attempt. Throughout this presentation it is not my intention
to suggest power transition theory is the best theory of international
politics or that it does not suffer from some potentially serious explana-
tory gaps. I am well aware that power transition theory is imperfect.
However, I am unaware of any better alternative.

What is power transition theory?
Power transition theory was introduced in 1958 by A. F. K. Organski. In
the initial presentation of the theory, Organski describes a hierarchical
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international system in which states are differentiated by their power
resources. Employing the metaphor of a pyramid, Organski illustrates
how there are many weak but few strong states. The very strongest of
states is called the “dominant power.”1 This dominant power is an es-
pecially privileged leader of the international system, generally rising
to its position of influence by emerging victorious from an earlier great
power war (for more extensive summaries and discussions than are of-
fered below, see Organski 1958, 1968; Organski and Kugler 1980; Kugler
and Organski 1989; and Kugler and Lemke 1996, 2000).
Relations within power transition theory’s power hierarchy are not

anarchical despite the absenceof formal rules andenforced international
laws. In contrast to realist balance-of-power theories, power transition
describes international behavior as falling into established patterns or
international orders enforceable by the dominant power. Organski la-
beled these ordered, albeit informal, patterns the “status quo” (Organski
1958: 325). This status quo concerns economic, diplomatic, and military
relations between states.
The dominant power establishes and maintains the international sta-

tus quo in order to further its own long-term interests. In order to
secure more net gains (Kugler and Organski 1989: 172), more value,
from its international interactions, the dominant power creates self-
serving patterns of interaction. The patterns it creates and defends are
the international projection of the political and economic resource allo-
cation patterns it employs domestically (as argued by Lemke and Reed
1996: 146). The gains provided to the dominant power from this status
quo aremore thanmaterial. A status quo that is the international projec-
tion of domestic patterns of resource allocation is advantageous to the
dominant power both directly and indirectly. Directly, the projection of
what has proven successful domestically is likely to provide a stream
of material benefits to the dominant power from its subsequent inter-
national interactions. The status quo can benefit the dominant power
indirectly as well. The projection of what has proven successful do-
mestically is likely to reinforce the legitimacy of the dominant power’s
governing regime, thereby enhancing domestic stability. It is also likely
to legitimize (if only partially) its leadership of the international system,
and thus pacify much of its external relations as well.
For example, a dominant power enjoying comparative advantage in

commerce with other nations will likely establish a liberal international

1 In this book the terms “dominant power” and “dominant state” are interchangeable.
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economic order. Doing so will protect the profits it can anticipate from
international trade, preserve its access to international sources of finan-
cial capital, and deny these very resources to potential opponents of the
dominant power – those who might organize their domestic resource
allocation patterns differently. From this perspective it is not surprising
that financial capital is available in the modern international system, a
system in which the United States is the dominant power, along lines
favored by the United States. The United States was instrumental, via
its endorsement of weighted voting rules based on economic resources
contributed to the international bodies that disperse financial capital,
in constructing the international economic order (see Block 1977 and
Woods 1990). Consequently, the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank tend to extend credits to states provided they adjust their
domestic economic relations to conformwithWestern economic princi-
ples. This encourages these states to be more integrated into the global
economy, supervised by the dominant power. Further, other sources of
capital, such as the global bond market, also reward states for being
good credit risks, and for adhering toWestern, capitalist economic prin-
ciples. States which attempt to carry out economic relations in line with
different political or economic priorities, for example states espousing
communism, isolation from the world market, etc., are denied access to
important economic resources.
In addition to economic relations, the dominant power is anticipated

to externalize its domestic political and military practices as well. Con-
sequently we should expect democratic dominant powers to favor in-
ternational political organizations which operate along representative
lines, andwe should expect dominant alliance structures to be defensive
in nature, since the military goal of the dominant power is to preserve
the existing situation. The ruleswhich compose the status quo are diplo-
matic/political and military as well as economic. Once established, the
dominant power works to preserve this status quo because it expects to
profit directly and indirectly over the long run by doing so. The more
other states are similar in domestic composition and international out-
look to the dominant power, the more they too will benefit from the
status quo. These benefiting states are “satisfied with the status quo”
(Organski 1958: 326–333).
Were all of the states of the world satisfiedwith the status quo, power

transition theory hypothesizes, international wars would be especially
unlikely to occur. However, it is unlikely all members of the world will
share the same outlook on the status quo; thus there exists a second
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category of states, those which are “dissatisfied with the status quo.”
Statesmay be dissatisfiedwith the status quo for a number of reasons. It
is possible the existing informal rules of international politics are explic-
itly constructed to isolate and/or deny value to the dissatisfied state. It
could more simply be the case that some states are dissatisfied because
they had little or no say in the construction of the existing status quo,
and enjoy no direct or indirect benefits from it. Still other states may be
dissatisfied because they employ different domestic institutions for the
allocation of values in their society from those used by the dominant
power. Consequently, such a state would be unlikely to benefit from the
existing status quo, and in fact would likely expect to benefit greatly if
the status quo could be altered to reflect its established resource alloca-
tion patterns.
The example of a dissatisfied state provided by the Soviet Union’s

experience is especially apt. Within the Soviet Union resources were al-
located by order of the Communist Party. Officially sanctioned market
allocationswere exceedingly rare or nonexistent. Thus standards of effi-
ciency and profitability which strongly influence resource allocation in
the West would not direct resources to the non-market and unprof-
itable Soviet system. Consequently, Soviet development was not aided
by much foreign investment. Quite the contrary, the Western satisfied
states actively denied resources to the Soviets, even intervening against
the Soviet government in Russia’s civil war after World War I. Subse-
quent Soviet development thus occurred in spite of the status quo. As
impressive as such development was (at least through the mid 1970s),
any Soviet leader could have very plausibly expected that a different
sort of international status quo, especially one dictated by a Soviet-style
dominant power, would have allowed Soviet development to occur
more rapidly, to attain greater levels of development, perhaps even
to avoid stagnation and eventual decline after the late 1970s. Similar
images of imperial Germany’s inability to enjoy its “place in the sun”
(e.g., Taylor 1954, esp. pp. 428, 438) exemplify the concept of dissatisfied
states.2

2 I could not invent a more dramatic example of a dominant power deliberately struc-
turing international relations to deny resources to a challenger than is offered by Michael
Mastanduno’s (1992) discussion of CoCom. CoCom refers to the Coordinating Commit-
tee for export controls from NATO member-states. Since the NATO states were among
the most technologically sophisticated in the world, and since the aim of CoCom was to
deny advanced technologies to the Soviet Union, CoCom was essentially an anti-Soviet
technology-denying regime (Mastanduno specifically refers to it as “a system of economic
discrimination targeted against communist states” p.6). It had profound consequences
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The general concern about dissatisfied states is that they may have
what Starr (1978) cogently labels the “willingness” to change the inter-
national status quo. If they are especially dissatisfied, what Lemke and
Werner (1996) call “committed to change,” they have the willingness to
wagewarwith the dominant state to effect this change in the status quo.
The critical question is whether or not the dissatisfied states enjoy the
“opportunity” (also from Starr 1978) for war with the dominant state.
Here Organski’s original pyramid metaphor for the hierarchy of power
re-emerges in importance. Since the international status quo is defended
by thedominantpower, only thevery strongest ofgreatpowers canplau-
sibly threaten to change the status quo. The argument accompanying the
power pyramid implies that only if the dissatisfied state is roughly equal
in power to the dominant state should it perceive that it has the opportu-
nity to act upon its willingness for war. Thus, power transition theory’s
war hypothesis is that wars among great powers are most likely to be
fought for control of the international status quo when a power transi-
tion occurs between the dominant state and a dissatisfied challenger. In
the absence of a transition between contenders with disparate evalua-
tions of the international status quo, power transition theory anticipates
a high likelihood of peace atop the global power pyramid.
Thus, in direct contrast to balance-of-power hypotheses about the

power relationships associated with the outbreak of war, power tran-
sition theory posits that periods of rough equality, or parity, of power
are war-prone. So long as the dominant state is preponderant it is able
to defend the status quo against all dissatisfied states. The weak dissat-
isfied states realize that they do not have the wherewithal successfully
to challenge the dominant state for control of the international system,
and peace (albeit not harmony) is likely to prevail.
The critically important variables associated with war and peace

within power transition theory are thus relative power relations and
status quo evaluations. Among satisfied states and between states with
appreciable differences in relative power, peace is generally expected.
However, when a dissatisfied state rises in power such that it is roughly
or actually the equal of the dominant state, its demands for change to

for subsequent Soviet development. Perhaps the most dramatic denial of technology to
the Soviets by CoCom was communications. So far behind did Soviet communications
lag, that as late as 1987 Moscow’s telephone network could accommodate only sixteen
long-distance calls simultaneously. Since all Soviet long-distance phone calls were routed
throughMoscow (so they could bemonitored), as late as the 1980s the entire Soviet Union
could receive only sixteen long-distance phone calls at a time!
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the status quomove frombeing passive to explicit. Should the dominant
state resist these demands, the probability ofwar increases dramatically.
Suchwars are anticipated to be especially violent, since the stakes are so
large. A great deal of empirical evidence (summarized in the third sec-
tion of this chapter) suggests that parity is a dangerous condition; this
is consistent with power transition’s expectations.3

One might reasonably wonder how dissatisfied states could ever
achieve a position of parity with the dominant state. If the dominant
state begins its “reign” as the strongest state in the international system,
and if it is subsequently enriched by the status quo it establishes, how
could it ever fall from its premier position? Further, if to be dissatis-
fied is to be systematically disadvantaged in international interactions,
how could a dissatisfied state enjoy such growth that it becomes as
strong as the dominant state? The answers to these questions are based
upon power transition theory’s description of national power as pri-
marily domestically derived. An important, oft overlooked element of
power transition theory’s intellectual history (exemplified by Organski
1958: chs. 5–8; Organski and Organski 1961; Organski 1965; Organski
with Lamborn 1972; Organski and Kugler 1977; and Organski et al.
1984) is the focus on domestic, and primarily demographic, sources
of national power. Unlike balance-of-power theories that highlight the
important contribution of a state’s allies to its power, power transition
theory argues the ultimate basis of power is the demographic potential
of a state. Those governments which prove effective in organizing this
potential, by both penetrating their societies and extracting resources
therefrom, will be the governments of developed powerful states.
In fact, the term “power transition” initially referred to the domestic
process by which a state’s population was mobilized and the state
went from “potentially” powerful to a condition of “power maturity”
(Organski 1958: 300–306). If the ultimate source of national power is
domestic and demographic, then a larger state with a larger population
candevelopandcome to rival even thedominant state in termsofpower.

3 This is not especially hard to understand. Since war requires that one side attacks and
the other resists, it is more likely to occur when both sides perceive fighting as preferable
to giving in. This in turn is more likely to be the case when neither side expects to lose.
Neither side should be especially likely to expect to lose if they are roughly equal in
power. Rough equality of power is thus associated with uncertainty about who the likely
victor in a war would be. Thus parity is associatedwith a higher probability of war than is
preponderance because under conditions of preponderance everyone expects the stronger
side to win. Consequently the weaker side does not initiate war. Since the preponderant
state in question is the dominant power, and since it is satisfied with its own status quo
by definition, it does not initiate war either.
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Again, the example of Soviet development is especially apt. The Soviet
Union underwent fabulous modernization and development between
the 1920s and 1970s. However, this growth was achieved only at the
cost of tremendous domestic suffering as agriculture was collectivized,
heavy industry was forcibly constructed, and domestic opponents were
liquidated. It is a simple task to imagine an “easier” path to develop-
ment had the international status quo been favorably disposed to aid
the Soviets in their efforts to develop. Instead, the status quo system-
atically directed resources away from the Soviet Union, and the more
painful path had to be taken. Surely Soviet leaders might have expected
growth to be easier and faster had the international status quo been
amenable to them. That it was not did not prevent Soviet growth. How-
ever, it did affect the route to development which the Soviet Union
traveled.
In sum, power transition theory posits a hierarchical international

system within which states are characterized by their levels of power
as well as by their evaluations of the international status quo. Atop
the international power hierarchy sits the dominant power, the most
powerful state in the system. It supervises the informal patterns and
rules of interstate interaction labeled the “status quo.” This supervision
runs the gamut from the status quo’s initial creation through subsequent
efforts to preserve it. The dominant state undertakes these tasks because
it benefits from the status quo thus in existence. To the extent that other
states are similar to the dominant state, they too benefit from the status
quo and are satisfied with it. States disadvantaged by the status quo
are dissatisfied, and if their efforts at development are successful, such
that they come to rival the dominant state in power, the probability of
wars among the great powers for control of the international system is
expected to rise dramatically.

Problems with the theory
Asmentioned in the chapter’s opening paragraph, I do not labor under
the false belief that the story power transition theory tells about great
power relations, and specifically about the conditions under which they
fightwars, is completeorotherwiseunassailable.Rather, I amwell aware
the account offeredby the theory suffers fromvariousproblems, ranging
from simple inconsistencies in past research to substantial omissions
and conceptual opacity, that, if not corrected, could stall progresswithin
power transition theory research. In this section I outline fourof themore
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commonobjections to power transition theory, offeringwhat correctives
exist but with frank recognition that such concerns are important and
that the latter two are not yet satisfactorily resolved.

The “accuracy problem”
Afirst complaint questions howcloselypower transition theory’s expec-
tations about the outbreak ofwar have squaredwith the actual narrative
of history. This complaint is essentially a concern that power transition
theory does not tell a very accurate story. John Vasquez (1993: 103–
104) specifically takes power transition theory to task because neither of
the World Wars began as an attack by the rising dissatisfied challenger
(Germany) against the declining dominant power (Britain). Instead,
both began as wars involving other dyads which then spread and con-
sequentially came to include the dominant power in direct conflict with
the challenger.
In response I suggest that power transition theory, like all theories,

offers only a stylized account of theworld. Reality is too complicated for
all of its nuances to be encompassed within any comprehensible theo-
retical structure. All theorizing involves simplification. Thus we should
not be too surprisedwhenpower transition’s general expectations about
world politics do not square exactly with the specific diplomatic record.
For example, World War I, according to power transition theory, was a
clash pitting Britain and its allies against Germany and its allies. Clearly
this is not how the diplomatic dispute between Austria-Hungary and
Serbia which evolved into the war originated. But in a larger sense, was
it not exactly the tensions atop the great power hierarchy, specifically
between England as hegemon and Germany as the rising state seeking
its “place in the sun,” that made the July Crisis a major crisis? When
we consider its implications for the international system, World War I
very much was a competition between Britain and Germany with allies
arranged accordingly. Similarly, WorldWar II began when Germany in-
vadedPoland and the British (and French) no longerwerewilling to idly
watch German aggression. But why was Chamberlain’s visit to Munich
the centerpiece of pre-WWII crisis diplomacy? Why was that so much
more consequential a part of the historical record of the origins of the
war than the actions of other actors, clearly more directly involved at
earlier stages in actual fighting? It may be Anglocentrism in English-
language historical sources; but I suggest instead that it represents an
acceptance of power transition theory’s broad brushstrokes aboutworld
wars as valid.
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The “timing problem”
A second complaint might be called the timing problem. It is repre-
sented by questions of the timing of wars relative to power transitions
between great powers. In his original statement of power transition
theory, Organski suggests dissatisfied challengers are most likely to ini-
tiate war prior to actually catching up with or overtaking the dominant
state (Organski 1958: 333). He offers this claim because it helps him
understand why the challengers he has in mind (Germany in the two
twentieth-century world wars and France in the Wars of the French
Revolution and Napoleon) proved unsuccessful in their bids to over-
turn the then existing status quo. In contrast to Organski’s intuitive
presentation, Organski and Kugler report empirically that wars are dis-
proportionately likely to occur after the challenger has overtaken the
dominant power via an international power transition (see Organski
and Kugler 1980: 59 and specifically their figure 1.2).4 Thus we have a
situation in which the original proponents of power transition theory
directly contradict themselves (although Organski and Kugler suggest
their empirical finding takes evidentiary precedence over Organski’s
earlier conceptual claim).
Critics of power transition theory have occasionally used this con-

tradiction to suggest weaknesses in the theory. However, Thompson
(1983: 99) redirects attention usefully to the fact that power transition
theory is consistent with wars either before or after power overtak-
ings. Rather than suggesting power transition theory is non-falsifiable
with respect to the likely timing of wars relative to power overtakings,
Thompson’s observation redirects attention to how we should empiri-
cally evaluate power transitions andwar occurrences. Specifically, what
is important in the relative power→war equation is that there be some
uncertainty about who will win any war fought. If one actor “knows”
it will win a putative war, presumably the other actor “knows” it will
lose. When the first actor makes a demand, the second should thus be
expected to concede since it expects to lose anyway. Organski’s critique
of balance-of-power expectations about wars occurring among unequal
states is persuasive exactly because of the likely importance of uncer-
tainty about who will win. If both sides can reasonably expect not to

4 According to Organski and Kugler, the challengers tended to lose in their bids to over-
turn the international status quo not because they attacked too early, but because the
dominant powers these challengers faced were able to construct powerful coalitions of
allies to resist the challenger’s attack.
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lose, war must be more likely. Both sides are likely to think that victory
is possible when they are roughly equal in power. Thus, the critique
of balance of power based on uncertainty which Organski incorporates
into power transition theory suggests that what is likely to lead to war
is rough equality, or parity, of power. Two states are roughly equal just
before the actual overtaking and at the point of overtaking, as well as
just after the overtaking. At any of these times war should be more
likely than in periods when there is a clear difference in national power.
Consequently, power transition theory’s expectation is only that parity
is associated with a marked increase in the probability of war.
Another reason we should be suspicious of hypotheses about a spe-

cific relationship between the exact overtaking and the timing of war
between a dissatisfied challenger and the dominant state is that the data
we are likely to use in observing whether such a relationship exists tra-
ditionally have not been available to national decision-makers. Thus,
they would be unable to know a transition occurs exactly at the point
we as analysts discover it did. We therefore create unrealistic demands
for our statistical models to satisfy. For example, since gross national
product or Correlates of War material capabilities data were not avail-
able to British and German leaders in the first decades of the twentieth
century, it would have been impossible for them to monitor these in-
dices in order to initiate World War I at exactly the right moment. Even
if German and British leaders had an understandably heartfelt desire to
prove the yet-to-be-born Organski right in his contention that dissatis-
fied challengers attack before the actual overtaking, they would have to
have been clairvoyant to time the outbreak of war in August 1914 such
that years later when David Singer and his colleagues collected what
became the Correlates of War (COW) composite capabilities index the
relative power of Germany would be trending toward that of Britain,
but not yet overtaking it (in fact, Germany’s share of the COW power
index overtook Britain’s several years before World War I). In short, the
data we use are generally unavailable to the decision-makers choosing
betweenwar and peace. To expect that these decision-makers time their
decisions precisely, as would be indicated years, decades, or centuries
later by then-unavailable statistical indicators assumes a false equiva-
lence between what was of interest to decision-makers, our theoretical
constructs of those interests, and our empirical measures of them. The
data are messy, so general relationships may be the best we can expect.
That said, however, I wish to be very clear that I think our power data

are reasonably valid. I think the data that go into measuring COW-style
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material capabilities or the vast economic resources represented byGNP
or GDP are very important to leaders and they take pains to try to
gauge these very same things when they consider the costs and bene-
fits of given foreign policy choices. Thus, I think that although the data
are not perfectly representative of actual power calculations made by
decision-makers, they are reasonable approximations and are suitable
for evaluation of all but very specific hypotheses. I simply mean to sug-
gest that how scholars measure power and how leaders gauge relative
power are likely to be imprecise and unlikely to be identical.
Consequently, I agree with Thompson that we should not consider

power transition theory to offer specific hypotheses about the exact tim-
ing of war. We should expect a general relationship between parity and
an increase in the probability ofwar, conditioned of course by the caveat
that parity is only expected to be dangerouswhen one of the states in the
dyad is the dominant power and the other is dissatisfied with the status
quo. It is exactly such a hypothesis that Lemke and Werner (1996) eval-
uate and substantiate with multiple indicators of power, and with di-
chotomous as well as continuous measures of parity. In my opinion, the
“timing problem” is not really a problem for power transition theory.5

The “powerful-therefore-satisfied problem”
Much more troublesome is what might be referred to as the powerful-
therefore-satisfied problem. This problem represents a concern that
catching up with the dominant power should make a state satisfied
with the status quo. Recent statements of this concern (e.g., de Soysa,
Oneal, and Park 1997; but see also Powell 1999: ch. 4) suggest the pro-
cess of becoming aspowerful as thedominant statemustmean the rising

5 An alternate, and in some ways opposite, reaction to the “timing” problem is offered
by Frank Wayman (1996). Wayman suggests that rather than being overly specific in ex-
pectations about the timing of war relative to power shifts, power transition researchers
have not been specific enough in describing and cataloging power shifts. Wayman log-
ically argues that the general phenomenon of shifting power creates incentives for war
among both rising and declining states, and so a larger category of power shifts should
be studied. He then offers just such a study, focusing on the presence and absence of
power shifts among great powers. Wayman gauges Organski’s notion of status quo dis-
satisfaction by indicating whether the great powers were enduring rivals. He finds power
transitions do increase the risk of war generally, and specifically among enduring rivals,
but that another kind of power shift, what he calls “rapid approaches,” is even more dan-
gerous. Summarizing his empirical results, Wayman writes: “Organski and Kugler have
merely established a specific instance of amore general pattern. The general pattern is that
change – any change in relative capabilities, not just power transitions – produces war.”
(1996: 157) It would be interesting to replicate Wayman’s great power analysis using my
minor power hierarchies to see if the general category of power shifts is similarly bellicose
among minor power dyads.
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state is a very successful one. Why would such a state remain dissat-
isfied with the status quo? Would it not be likely that being powerful
and being satisfied are very nearly, if not exactly, the same thing? If so,
then the problem for power transition theory is that it would lead us
to expect there never would be a situation in which a dissatisfied state
catches upwith the dominant state because by the time it achieved such
a premier position it would be or become satisfied. Power transition
theory would thus predict that wars between great powers never oc-
cur, flatly contradicting its other hypothesis about the conditions under
which great powers wage war with each other.
Lemke and Reed (1998) comment on de Soysa, Oneal, and Park’s pre-

sentation of the “powerful-therefore-satisfied problem,” admitting its
plausibility but suggesting it does not follow from a careful reading
of power transition theory. Specifically, it is possible for a state to rise
in power, even to the point of becoming the most powerful state in the
world, yet remain dissatisfiedwith the international status quo, because
the state in question might have experienced such dramatic growth in
spite of the current status quo. Lemke and Reed offer the example of
Soviet growth initiated under Stalin. The Soviet Union, as mentioned
above, experienced tremendous economic advance and did so in rela-
tively short order. However, all of this growth originated domestically.
American growth in the middle of the nineteenth century was similar
in scope to Soviet growth in the middle of the twentieth century, but
American growth occurred under the favorable shadow of substan-
tial investment from Europe, was promoted energetically by valuable
trade links between the United States and more developed continen-
tal economies, and thus was actively abetted by the British-imposed
nineteenth-century status quo. In contrast, Soviet growthoccurredwith-
out foreign economic assistance, virtually without foreign trade, and
occasionally with the active antagonism, via interventions in the early
Soviet period or CoCom restrictions during the Cold War, of status quo
supporters. Consequently the Soviets would be expected to resent the
British and then American status quo under which they suffered. Had
the international status quo been established by a Soviet-style state, it
is very likely Soviet growth projects would have been actively assisted
by other members of the international system. It is possible to be pow-
erful and dissatisfied, as power transition theorists have always argued.
Lemke and Reed close their comment with an empirical demonstration
that status quo evaluations and national power levels (measured either
as COW capabilities or GDP) or status quo evaluations and changes in
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national power, are not systematically related to each other. Lemke and
Reed conclude the powerful are not disproportionately likely to be sat-
isfied, and the weak are not disproportionately likely to be dissatisfied.
However, this does not mean the “powerful-therefore-satisfied prob-

lem” is easily dismissed, for as Oneal, de Soysa, and Park (1998) aptly
rejoin, it is not exactly clear which states will be satisfied and, most im-
portantly, it is not clear – based on the theory – why some states are sat-
isfied while others are dissatisfied. Oneal, de Soysa, and Park’s concern
is clearly evident in the following passage: “The theory’s proponents
need to show that a rising challenger would have grown more rapidly,
according to standard economic theory, if it had not been for the influ-
enceof thedominant state. Someevidenceofhowthehegemon thwarted
the challenger’s potential would also increase confidence in the theory.”
(1998: 518) Assertions, even if illuminated by an apt historical example,
are not satisfactory substitutes for demonstrated empirical regularities.
Thus, the “powerful-therefore-satisfied problem” is not so much a

direct challenge to the account of world politics power transition theory
offers; it does not mean power transition theory is logically inconsistent
or otherwise falsified, but it certainly does highlight one of the most
glaring conceptual opacities in the theory – what does it mean to be
satisfied? How are satisfied states “benefited” by the status quo, and
how are dissatisfied states “harmed” by the status quo? As yet there are
no definitive empirical answers to these questions. Thus, this remains a
very important direction for continued research.

The “prevention problem”
A fourth concern is represented by the prevention problem. Accord-
ing to power transition theory, wars to change the international status
quo are most likely to occur among great powers when a power transi-
tion brings a dissatisfied challenger into parity with the dominant state.
The probability a dissatisfied challenger will initiate a war to change
the status quo when it is dramatically inferior to the dominant state
is hypothesized to be very low, specifically because leaders of a weak
challenging state are expected to anticipate their effort will be unsuc-
cessful given their power disadvantage. Instead, they are more likely to
bide their time until their loss to the dominant power is not certain. This
depiction represents dissatisfied challengers as reasonably efficient for-
eign policy practitioners. They are hypothesized to be unlikely to waste
resources frivolously in struggles they are likely to lose. Rather, they are
likely to wait until the odds on success improve. There is little in this
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view of challenger behavior that poses a problem. But, in contrast to the
reasonably efficient foreign policy practitioners at the helm of dissat-
isfied challengers, the leaders of dominant states seem rather myopic.
They presumably can extrapolate challenger growth trends and must
anticipate rising dissatisfied states are an increasing threat to the status
quo and thus to themselves. And yet, power transition theory hypothe-
sizes wars are disproportionately likely to occur under parity, implying
dominant states will tend not to wage preventive war against dissat-
isfied challengers in an effort to stall their growth and thus stave off
future, more serious and costly, challenges to the status quo.
How dominant states can ignore the preventive motivation for war

is increasingly difficult to understand when we consider the many in-
centives conventional wisdom associates with waging preventive war
(Vagts 1956; Morgenthau 1960: 211; Levy 1987; and Schweller 1992). It
is almost as though power transition theory presents rising states as
patient and forward-thinking actors while dominant states are unable
to anticipate the likely future course of relations with those rising, and
perhaps dissatisfied, states.
To be sure, this “prevention problem” is not an insurmountable one

for power transition theory. The British did not wage preventive war
against the main rising states of the nineteenth century (Germany,
Russia, and theUnitedStates), theUnitedStatesdidnotwagepreventive
war against the Soviet Union and does not appear likely to do so against
a currently rapidly rising People’s Republic of China. If Reiter’s (1995)
claims about preemptive wars almost never occurring can be translated
into a similar claim about preventive wars almost never occurring, then
the “prevention problem” may be an anomaly of great power politics
generally rather than specifically for power transition theory.6 At amin-
imum, however, it seems odd that dominant powers would tend not
to prevent dissatisfied states from achieving parity with them. Thus,
this problem also persists as a clear area within which conceptual, and
hopefully empirical, elaboration of power transition theory would be
helpful.7

6 The distinction between preemptive and preventive wars concerns the imminence of
the threat being addressed. In preemptive wars the “preemptor” initiates war under
the immediate concern its adversary is about to attack, whereas in preventive war the
“preventor” initiates under the perhaps long-term concern its adversary will eventually
attack.
7 Of course, it is possible the problem of identifying who is dissatisfied causes the pre-
vention problem. If the dominant power is unsure whether the rising state is satisfied or
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The four problems presented in this section are not exhaustive of con-
cerns about power transition theory. However, they are four of themore
common complaints about the theory, and thus recommend themselves
as important for consideration. Neither individually nor cumulatively
do they suggest power transition theory is a poor base of knowledge
from which to begin the process of generalizing from great power re-
lations to those of minor powers. The “accuracy problem” reminds us
that power transition theory is a crude tool, ill-suited for anticipation
of the exact details of international politics. The “timing problem” sug-
gests power transition researchers should not be overly specific in their
hypotheses about when wars will occur, but rather should only antici-
pate parity is associated with war (and primarily so where there is dis-
satisfaction of the challenging state). The “powerful-therefore-satisfied
problem” suggests power transition theorists have thus far failed to be
explicit about how the status quo benefits satisfied states or denies ben-
efits to dissatisfied states. The “prevention problem” suggests an inter-
esting asymmetry may exist between the farsightedness of challengers
and the myopia of dominant states.
None of these problems suggests we should doubt power transition

theory’s hypotheses about the causes of war. None of these problems
suggests power transition theory is internally inconsistent or otherwise
false. Rather, they point to fruitful arenas for future theory elaboration.
This is indicative of a fertile and productive research tradition, rather
than of insurmountable problems. This is a part of my justification for
using power transition theory as the starting point from which I gener-
alize tominor power conflict relations. The rest ofmy justification is that
there is a wide range of empirical support suggesting power transition
theory offers a reasonably persuasive account of the causes of war. This
empirical support is summarized in the next section.

Empirical evidence about power transition theory
There is no definitive empirical evaluation of power transition theory.
Rather, there is a wide range of studies employing different spatial and
temporal domains, different model specifications, different statistical

dissatisfied, it is probably more likely to resist the preventive motivation for war. Powell
(1996) offers a discussion of this issue in his formal consideration of appeasement, and de-
duces that some amount of appeasement is always an equilibrium solution to the strategic
problem of relative decline.
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techniques, and different operational definitions of relative power and
status quo evaluations. The general findings of these various studies
are persistently consistent with power transition theory’s expectation
of parity and disparate evaluations of the status quo as likely causes of
war. Technically speaking, this hypothesis only applies to dyads includ-
ing the dominant power. Of the many studies summarized below, only
Lemke and Werner (1996) restricts analysis to just dyads including the
dominant power. Thus, only Lemke and Werner (1996) offers a direct
test of power transition theory’s hypothesis. The other studies should be
interpreted as suggestive and consistent with power transition theory’s
expectations, but not as direct tests of the theory’s war hypothesis.
A vast number of studies have demonstrated power parity (vari-

ously measured) is associated with war among great powers, major
powers, or all dyads, and preponderance (again, variously measured)
is similarly associated with an absence of war. Organski and Kugler
(1980) demonstrate for the very strongest of great powers that power
equality is strongly associated with great power war. Houweling and
Siccama (1988), Kim (1989), and Gochman (1990) extend this finding to
the slightly larger population of all major powers. Geller (1993, 1998) ex-
tends it to the population of interstate rivals. A related body of studies
demonstrate power inequality, especially power preponderance within
a dyad, is associatedwith the absence ofwar (seeWeede 1976 for the ear-
liest finding, but Bremer 1992 for perhaps the most persuasive demon-
stration of this relationship). Only a sampling of the wide range of
studies is mentioned here (interested readers are referred to the more
exhaustive summary in Kugler and Lemke 2000), but other researchers
come to the same conclusion about the robustness of the parity→war
and/or preponderance→peace relationship. For example, in their com-
prehensive survey of the empirical literature on international conflict,
Geller and Singer (1998: 75–76) conclude: “conditions of approximate
parity and shifts toward parity are consistently and significantly asso-
ciated with conflict and war . . .”8

A small but growing body of studies investigate the importance of
status quo evaluations onwar occurrence. Ray (1995) offers a case study

8 A large number of studies include relative power variables as controls when inves-
tigating other hypotheses. Those finding parity associated with war, or preponderance
associatedwith peace, include Bremer (1992, 1993), Huth, Bennett, and Gelpi (1992), Huth
and Russett (1993), Maoz and Russett (1993), Davis and Moore (1997), and Oneal and
Russett (1997).
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comparison of two crises in 1898, arguing that negative evaluations
of the status quo caused war in one case while satisfaction with the
status quo prevented it in the other. Rousseau et al. (1996) report the
international crisis actor dissatisfied with the status quo in dispute is
much more likely to be the first party to escalate hostilities. Gelpi (1997)
reports dissatisfied states aremore likely to give in to pressures to divert
attention from domestic woes by initiating foreign conflicts. None of
these studies conceptualizes status quo evaluations in exactly the same
way as power transition theory, and thus they are suggestive at best,
although consistent with power transition expectations.
However, more directly applicable to power transition theory’s war

hypothesis are studies byKim (1991, 1992, 1996) andWerner andKugler
(1996) which find that disparate evaluations of the status quo are very
dangerous among great power dyads. Lemke andWerner (1996) report
that for dyads including the dominant power, disparate status quo eval-
uations have a greater positive effect on the probability ofwar than does
power parity.
All of the studies cited here offer evidence of parity and status quo

dissatisfaction being dangerous conditions increasing the probability of
war. Only the Lemke andWerner (1996) study evaluates the importance
of these variables within the population of dyads including the domi-
nant power. Unfortunately, they fail to evaluate correctly the statistical
importance of the interaction between parity and status quo evalua-
tions, because only the multiplicative interaction term is included in
their models. Consequently, no definitive evaluation of the theory has
been offered. Nevertheless, the range of studies and research designs
that suggest parity and dissatisfaction are dangerous is certainly indica-
tive of empirical support for power transition theory. I am aware of no
other structural theory of the causes of war which has enjoyed such ro-
bust empirical support across so many spatial and temporal domains,
operational definitions, or model specifications.
Empirical validation is only one criterion by which we judge a partic-

ular theory to be superior to competing explanations. Another criterion
involves excess content: theories that canaccount for awider rangeof be-
haviors are superior to those limited to fewer typesof behavior. In this re-
gard, power transition theory is indeed impressive. Power transition ar-
guments have been employed to offer insights into questions of nuclear
deterrence (Kugler and Zagare 1990; Kugler 1996), the democratic peace
(Lemke and Reed 1996), the existence of interstate rivalry (Lemke and
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Reed 2001b), and to offer predictions about likely threats to great power
peace in the post-Cold War world (Lemke 1997; Tammen et al. 2000).
Power transition theory is attractive because it is logically coherent,

enjoys substantial empirical support, and offers implications for a wide
range of interstate behaviors and for disparate subsidiary literatures
in world politics. For these reasons I derive my theoretical origin from
the literature on power transition theory. I am convinced I am building
on a reasonably sound foundation in this endeavor; yet one significant
question remains: why employ any structural theory of world politics
when strategic explanations have been so productive in recent decades?
Even if power transition theory is the best candidate among structural
theories, why employ a structural theory at all? I address this question
in the next section.

Why power transition theory instead
of a strategic theory?

Strategic theories of world politics have gained great popularity, prob-
ablybecauseof the successes ofBruceBuenodeMesquitawithhis expec-
ted utility theory of war (1981) and its later extension in game-theoretic
form (Bueno deMesquita and Lalman 1992). Bueno deMesquita’s work
is the tip of the iceberg, as subsequent scholars have offered myriad
strategic theories about many aspects of world politics (see Morrow
2000 for a summary of formal strategic work in world politics).
By “strategic” theory, I mean theoretical arguments and models ex-

plicitly designed to represent the strategic calculations of leaders when
they decide to undertake a given foreign policy. It seems obvious that
leaders of states calculate the likely consequences of the decision to
initiate war against another state. They must consider whether they are
likely towin,whether thirdpartieswill involve themselves, andwhether
they might not be able to extort concessions from their would-be oppo-
nent without all the costs associated with actually going to war. The
expected results of these calculations must affect whether the foreign
policy is enacted. What is more, these calculations likely involve expec-
tations of what the leaders of the other states are similarly calculating.
Thus, the foreign policies chosen are the result of strategically interde-
pendent choice. By strategic theory I mean any theoretical argument or
model that explicitly incorporates such calculations.
In contrast, structural theories focus on physical realities without ex-

plicit consideration of how decision-makers calculate how they should
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react to those physical realities. Power transition theory is a structural
theory because it hypothesizes that given certain structural regularities
in the relations between a pair of states, certain foreign policies are ex-
pected to be observed. Thus, all satisfied states are expected (with a
very high probability) to be at peace with each other. Further, a dyad
with a dissatisfied state at parity with the dominant power is expected
(with a very high probability) to experience war. No explicit consider-
ation is given to the thought processes of the leaders of any of these
states; they are simply expected to conform to the structurally induced
pattern (probabilistically, of course). Power transition theory does not
deny such strategic calculations aremade, and there is an implicit strate-
gic calculation implied by the expectation that states are more likely to
fight at parity because under such equality both aremore likely to expect
they will not lose. The record of empirical success that power transition
theory enjoys suggests the absence of any explicit strategic calculations
does not impinge on power transition theory’s usefulness in anticipat-
ing what leaders of states will do internationally. And yet, although
power transition theory does contain implicit and non-formal strategic
elements, it is essentially a structural theory and, arguably, many use-
ful insights would be gained if explicitly strategic considerations were
incorporated into the theory.9

I am convinced good theories accurately reflect the activities and
thought processes of the actors theorized about. I am persuaded this
means good theories must (eventually) explicitly consider the strategic
calculations of these actors. In spite of the fact that power transition
does not include these explicit strategic considerations, I think it is still
enormously useful for extensions such as presented here. There are two
reasons for this. First, the structural focus of power transition theory
provides a backdrop within which the strategic calculations central to

9 Readers interested inanexampleofnon-obvious insights are referred toAlastair Smith’s
(1995) game-theoretic model of alliance choices. A conventional non-strategic literature
(exemplified by Sabrosky 1980) “demonstrated” alliances are an unreliable way to guar-
antee a state’s security, since most of the time allies do not honor their promises when one
member of the alliance finds itself attacked. Smith’s strategic model of alliance choices
persuasively suggests such past research errs by ignoring that attackers likely target states
with no allies or with alliances deemed unlikely to be honored. His empirical follow-up
article (Smith 1996a) suggests this is true. Conceptually, Smith’s work instructs us to re-
consider how alliance choices are strategically linked. Would-be attackers do not attack
stateswith allies likely tohonor their commitmentswhilewould-be targetswithunreliable
allies are less likely to resist attacks. Thus, the strategic calculations of would-be attackers,
would-be targets, and would-be honorable allies stop opportunities occuring for allies to
honor their commitments. Gartner and Siverson (1996) offer a similarly dramatic strategic
reinterpretation of the extant literature on war diffusion.
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formal modeling are made and thus we are benefited by knowing as
much as possible about the structural backdrop and how widely appli-
cable it is. Second, there are explicitly strategic models similar to power
transition theory offering the same or similar war hypotheses as the
traditionally structural version of the theory (Alt, Calvert, and Humes
1988; Kim and Morrow 1992; Powell 1996; Alsharabati 1997).
In his memoirs, William Somerset Maugham wrote:

The metaphor of chess, though frayed and shop-worn, is here won-
derfully apposite. The pieces were provided and I had to accept the
mode of action that was characteristic of each one; I had to accept the
moves of the persons I played with; but it has seemed to me that I had
the power to make on my side, in accordance perhaps with my likes
and dislikes and the ideal that I set before me, moves that I freely
willed. (Maugham 1938: 281)

Maughamperceivedhehad room inhis lifewithinwhich tomake strate-
gic choices, to choose between options with due consideration paid to
the likely course of decisions made by others. However, he also felt con-
strained in these choices by the structures of society around him. One
might expect a playwright to have chosen the metaphor of society pro-
viding the physical constraints of a stage, set, etc., and his life the dialog
and actions portrayed within the confines of the stage and set, but his
use of the chessboard metaphor is striking here, perhaps more so since
security studies and analyses of war often also use chess as a metaphor.
Maugham’s chessboard is similar to Shepsle andWeingast’s (1981) no-

tion of structure-induced equilibria. Shepsle and Weingast respond to
Tullock’s “Why so much stability?” question of how the expectations of
social choice models for pure majority rule institutions (cycling majori-
ties and rampant instability) can be so at odds with observed legislative
reality. They suggest the structure of legislative institutions such as the
US House of Representatives induces stability and equilibria. Specifi-
cally, in the House of Representatives amendments to bills are voted on
with the initial version of the bill always brought up for reconsideration
last. Second, legislation can only be advanced to general consideration
after it has passed through committee review. Third, the House Rules
Committee can alter the debate and amendment procedure for each bill.
Singly or cumulatively such rules affect who has access to the agenda
as well as the order in which proposals are considered. This allows the
pure-majority-rule pathologies of cycling majorities and instability to
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be overcome, and stability prevails. Why so much stability? The rules
(structure) of the House (institution) constrain the actions and decisions
of its members (actors).
James Morrow (1988) applies such consideration to analysis of world

politics. He writes: “Generalizing from the literature on democratic in-
stitutions and social choice, structure – in the form of rules and institu-
tions . . . allowsdecisive and consistent social choice.” (1988: 85) Inworld
politics the structural elements of the international system include the
distribution of power, the nature and durability of alliances, interna-
tional regimes, etc. Morrow concludes that a theory focusing only on
the structures (such as power transition theory) or ignoring those struc-
tures altogetherwill be inadequate. Good theorymust consider the pref-
erences of the actors and the structures which constrain their efforts to
achieve their more preferred outcomes.
I suggest that power transition theory’s empirical success demon-

strates that the constraints of relative power and the status quo are im-
portant structural bounds on behavior in world politics. Relative power
and the status quo are akin in world politics to the chessboard, num-
ber of pieces and rules of movement from Maugham’s metaphor. They
constrain the behavior of actors in world politics much as the delibera-
tive rules of the U.S. House of Representatives constrain the instability
that pure majority rule would otherwise produce. These structural ele-
ments are thus important building blocks that strategic theories should
consider if they would satisfy Morrow’s (1988) reasonable demands for
good theory. Further, evaluations of the status quo (whether a state is sat-
isfied or dissatisfied) clearly are statements of preferences. However, if
power transition theory’s important structural considerations are lim-
ited only to interactions among the very strongest of states, then we
might reconsider how generally important these structural constraints
really are.Most strategic theories aim at generality. If relative power and
the status quo are structures constraining relatively few actors, strategic
theorists might profitably avoid inclusion of them as the structural ele-
ments in their models. Consequently, I see an important implication of
the empirical analysis in this book being that strategic theorists would
bewell served by incorporating relative power and the status quo as the
structural constraints in their models. Power transition theory is gener-
alizable to regional interactions (as demonstrated in later chapters), and
thus relative power and the status quo do not constrain behavior only
among the very strongest of states.
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In contrast to the previous paragraph, Robert Powell (1999, esp.
chs. 3–4) argues that power transition is neither useful nor accurate
as a theory of international politics because its main expectations do
not follow logically from its underlying assumptions. He specifically
suggests (pp. 141–2) that war is not deduced to be more likely at or
around transition points and thus that parity is not especially danger-
ous. Further, he claims past evidence in favor of power transition
theory is discredited because of research design flaws. If he is right, then
continued investigation of international politics based on power tran-
sition theory is pointless and the wealth of empirical evidence in favor
of the theory suspect. Although Powell’s book, and the three models
contained therein, are potentially useful opening claims in a modeling
dialog, there are a number of problems with his evidence and models.
Consequently, we should not reject power transition theory based on
his preliminary and incomplete efforts.
The first problem is that Powell makes a number of assumptions

in building his models which are inconsistent with power transition
theory.10 As a result, Powell’s models’ failure to identify the greatest
risk of war as being at or around parity is not a problem for power tran-
sition theory. Rather, this suggests Powell’smodels are inconsistentwith
power transition theory, and, consequently, whether power transition
theory or Powell’s models are correct depends on whether his assump-
tions or power transition’s lead to empirically accurate deductions.
These assumptions vary quite a bit. Powell implicitly assumes the

anticipated costs of waging war for both rising and declining states
are independent of the distribution of power. In addition, he explicitly
assumes (p. 91) that, oncewaged, the costs ofwar are constant for the rest
of time. Both of these assumptions are very important to his deductions
aboutwhenwar ismost likely to occur. Powell repeatedly demonstrates
that high costs decrease the likelihood of war. If the costs of war are
related to the distribution of power, then relaxing Powell’s assumption
about expectedwar costs would very likelymodify all of his deductions
about the distribution of power and the probability ofwar. Constant and
uniformcosts thatmust bepaid afterwar iswaged affect decisions about
when to wage war because in Powell’s models the rising and declining
statesmust think about future streamsof utility fromdifferent courses of

10 Critiquing assumptions is frowned on in many circles. I disagree with the likes of
Friedman and Waltz, agreeing instead with Bueno de Mesquita (1981: 10) who writes:
“When assumptions are made without sensitivity and knowledge of ‘real’ experiences,
the result is likely to be a trivial theory about an unreal world.”
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action. Since all of Powell’s deductions about the timing of war depend
on his assumption about permanent and constant war costs, they too
would change if this assumption were relaxed.
Neither of Powell’s assumptions about the costs of war are consistent

with power transition theory. In fact, it is precisely the expectation a
state will lose and thus suffer high costs without any compensation that
deters dissatisfiedweak challengers fromwagingwar prior to achieving
parity. At parity the expected benefits of waging war increase, and con-
sequently the net costs of waging war decrease. Thus power transition
theory assumes that the expected costs of war change as relative power
shifts. This directly contradicts Powell’s assumption of war costs being
independent of the distribution of power.
Moreover, research on the Phoenix Factor (Kugler 1973; Organski

and Kugler 1977; Kugler and Arbetman 1989b), related closely to other
power transition theory research, demonstrates empirically that the
costs of war not only diminish over time, but actually vanish in the
reasonably short time-span of two decades (Olson [1982] offers simi-
lar cautions against assuming constant non-diminishing war costs). It
seems clear that in order to model power transition theory Powell’s
assumptions about the expected costs of war must be changed.
There are also substantial differences between power transition the-

ory and Powell’s models in terms of what is the status quo and what it
means to be dissatisfied. Powell defines dissatisfaction as concomitant
with a willingness to fight, and since power increases improve a state’s
prospects in war, rising power, ceteris paribus, engenders dissatisfaction.
According to Powell (1999: 91) “a state is dissatisfied if it is willing to
use force to try to revise the status quo.” This definition is an important
central element of hismodels, butwhile it has some initial plausibility in
a conversational sense, it differs fundamentally from power transition’s
notion of dissatisfaction. Power transition’s dissatisfied states are those
not benefiting from the status quo or who at least believe they would
benefit more from a revised status quo. Their willingness to use force to
achieve a different status quo is immaterial to whether or not they are
satisfied or dissatisfied within the confines of power transition theory.
It is for precisely this reason Organski described “weak and dissatis-
fied” states (those who, although they dislike the status quo, do not
challenge the dominant power because they know they would lose) in
the first place (1958: ch. 12). Similarly, it is quite conceivable, within
power transition theory, for a satisfied state enjoying growth in power
to remain satisfied, and peaceful, even if the benefits it enjoys from the
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international status quo do not change. This is impossible in Powell’s
models but not in power transition theory because of different notions
of what the status quo is across the two bodies of work.
Neither of these disagreements between power transition theory and

Powell’s formal models is proof Powell is wrong. Certainly none of this
is proof power transition theory is right. Powell himself (1999: ch. 1)
writes of a “modeling dialogue” in which modelers and empirical ana-
lysts react to each other’s work. Even in the absence of empirical anal-
ysis, modelers themselves often envision a series of models beginning
with one the modeler might believe is wrong. The dialog is heuristic,
with increasinglymore practical payoffs asmore andmore accurate and
powerful models develop. In this regard Powell’s version of the strate-
gic situation facing rising and declining states is a potentially useful
opening offer in a modeling dialog. I believe this opening offer misses
important structural elements central to power transition theory, and
if he incorporated them by changing his assumptions, his deductions
would change too. Whether or not that is the case will have to wait fu-
ture conversations in the modeling dialog, but there is some evidence I
am right (or at least not yet wrong).
This evidence is offered by other formal modelers who reach differ-

ent conclusions. For example, perfect deterrence theory, which is based
on a set of assumptions consistent with power transition, finds parity
relationships to be particularly tenuous (Zagare and Kilgour 2000). In
addition, Kim and Morrow (1992) offer a game-theoretic model of the
strategic interaction between a state declining in power and another ris-
ing in power. Kim and Morrow’s model applies to overtakings among
and between any two states, and is thus more general than power tran-
sition theory. However, they deduce from it a number of propositions
very similar to power transition theory. For example, Kim and Morrow
deduce that war should be more likely if the two states are roughly
equal in power and if the rising state is dissatisfied with its relations
with the declining state (1992: 908). These are power transition theory’s
war hypotheses (at least as I present them above). Kim and Morrow’s
model of the “logic of overtaking” (as they call it) produces additional
deductions about the importance of transition points, rates of growth,
and risk propensities. The evidence I present in this book suggests
Kim and Morrow included important structural constraints in their
model, and at least two of the hypotheses of their model are supported
among developing states (they evaluate the hypotheses of their model
only for great powers over the 1816–1975 time-period).
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The existence of contradictory models proves nothing. In the end,
theories must be judged by the empirical accuracy of their conclusions.
On this score, Powell’s models do not withstand scrutiny. Indeed, the
weight of empirical evidence onwar andpowerdistributions (discussed
at length in the previous section) directly contradicts Powell’s conclu-
sions. Powell is aware of this contradiction, but seems untroubled by
it. Specifically, he suggests the weight of empirical evidence misleads
because research design flaws compromise past research on power tran-
sition theory and consequently the general evidence about power dis-
tributions and war does not yield consistent conclusions.
Powell claims (1999: 146n) that in addition to a weak logical founda-

tion, power transition theory has weak empirical legs. He specifically
criticizes past evaluations of power transition theory for including too
much in their analyses. He suggests power transition theory can only
be tested fairly by evaluating dyads in which the distribution of power
is expected to change. This is incorrect. Power transition theory hypoth-
esizes that while the dominant power is preponderant, war is unlikely.
The theory thus makes a specific prediction about the behavior of un-
equal dyads in which power is not changing, and consequently there
is no justification for excluding the information contained in such cases
from analyses of the theory.
Powell also complains about the procedures used to evaluate power

transition theory in the past being suspect because they ignore strategic
interaction with third parties. This is true, but is an odd criticism for
him to make as his models also ignore strategic interaction outside of
the dyad in question. Presumably, whatever pathology this introduces
into past research on power transition theory compromises and renders
suspect his work too.
Finally, Powell repeatedly suggests his deductions are consistentwith

an alleged absence of widely accepted empirical findings linking par-
ity and war. This is an interpretation of past research that is difficult or
impossible to substantiate. His summary of studies coming to different
conclusions about the relationship between parity and war (see, for in-
stance, Powell 1999: 109) conflates systemic with dyadic work, and only
lists studies from the 1970s and early 1980s as those finding parity as-
sociated with peace. The overwhelming majority of dyadic analyses in
the past two decades disproportionately find parity associatedwithwar
andpreponderance associatedwithpeace (see the studies listed innote 8
above and summarized in Kugler and Lemke [2000]). Moreover, the
selfsame Geller and Singer volume Powell repeatedly cites as evidence
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of no strong empirical relationshipbetweenparity andwar informsus of
“a growing and cumulative body of evidence pointing to the salience
of both static and dynamic capability balances for the occurrence and
initiation of militarized disputes andwarfare. Specifically, conditions of
approximate parity and shifts toward parity are consistently and sig-
nificantly associated with conflict and war irrespective of population”
(1998: 75–76).
In sum, power transition theory is not internally logically inconsis-

tent. Powell’smodels are based on assumptionswhich contradict power
transition theory. When the theory’s assumptions are faithfully repre-
sented (as in Kim andMorrow’s [1992] and Zagare and Kilgour’s [2000]
works), parity is deduced to be dangerous. What is more, power tran-
sition’s conclusions are simply much more empirically accurate than
Powell’s. The evidence presented in subsequent chapters further solid-
ifies this claim. And yet, this should not be read as a rejection of formal
models of power transition theory or of the strategic situations facing
states. In spite of its empirical success and range of associated hypothe-
ses, power transition theory is imperfect. These imperfections are not
only easier to diagnose, but also easier to fix, if formal tools are included
in the continuing development and evaluation of power transition
theory.

Conclusions
The theoretical origin of this book is power transition theory. Power
transition theory provides a persuasive and empirically validated ac-
count of the conditions under which great powers are more likely to
engage each other in war. In addition to its central hypotheses about
war’s occurrence, it also offers insights into other behaviors such as
why democracies have been so peaceful among themselves for the past
two centuries, why some great powers become interstate rivals, etc. It is
thus a robust and empirically rich theory. That said, it does suffer from
a number of problems (accuracy, timing, powerful-therefore-satisfied,
and prevention), which need to be addressed if the theory’s usefulness
is to continue. Problems notwithstanding, the theory offers helpful in-
dications to strategic theorists in spite of the fact that in its traditional
form it offers no rational choice formal model. It offers these useful in-
dications by highlighting important structural constraints which affect
the strategic calculations of decision-makers.
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The result of all these considerations is a claim that power transition
theory offers a very useful base of knowledge which might be extended
to attempt to understandwhen, where, andwhy developing states go to
war with each other. I attempt this extension in this book in an effort
to see how successful it can be. The result of this effort tells us much
about the structural constraints conditioning the strategic calculations
of decision-makers in charge of developing states as well as of those at
the helm of the great powers. The extension begins in the next chapter.
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3 Theoretical revision: the multiple
hierarchy model

Because of its internal coherence, long history of empirical validation,
and wide range of excess empirical content compared to competitor
theories of world politics, I center my efforts in this book around a
theoretical revision of power transition theory intended to permit anal-
ysis of minor power international relations. I call my revision of power
transition theory the “multiple hierarchy model.” Power transition the-
ory describes the international system as an international hierarchy of
power. My revision recasts the international system as a series of par-
allel power hierarchies, each of which functions similarly to the others
and to the overall international power hierarchy. The revision highlights
the existence of sub-systems within the overall international system. In
purely technical terms this may seem a modest revision. But I very
much hope the reader will not dismiss my revision as too modest to be
of interest. Oaks grow fromacorns, after all, and I suggest the discussion
hinted at in chapter 1, and returned to in chapters 5 through 7, augurs
well that a rather mighty theoretical oak will grow from the acorn of
the multiple hierarchymodel. In the following pages I describe in detail
what the multiple hierarchy model is, how it differs from traditional
power transition theory, and what specific hypothesis follows from it.
I then trace some of the intellectual history of the notion of sub-systems,
subordinate state systems, and regional systems in an effort to provide
some sense of the plausibility of a theoretical revision along these lines.
The chapter closes with a discussion of the operational requirements for
an evaluation of themultiple hierarchymodel, and therein foreshadows
chapter 4.
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The multiple hierarchy model
The structure of the international system

Recall from the discussion in chapter 2 that Organski’s conceptual de-
scription of the international system offers a diagram of it as a pyramid
in which height represents power, and thus the dominant state is at the
apex. Similarly, width in the pyramid represents the number of states
at different power levels: many weak and few powerful states. This
pyramid conceptually represents the international hierarchy of power.
The multiple hierarchy model begins with the same diagrammatic

depiction of the international system, but then nests smaller pyramids
of powerwithin the overall international power pyramid. These smaller
pyramids represent local hierarchies of power within the international
system. They are thus local/regional systems, or sub-hierarchies, of the
overall international system or overall international power hierarchy. In
a similar structure to the overall international power hierarchy, each of
these local hierarchies has a local dominant state supervising local re-
lations, by establishing and striving to preserve a local status quo. Just
as with the global system and the overall dominant state, local domi-
nant states bother to create and defend the local status quo because they
anticipate gains from doing so. There are thus localized parallels to the
relative power and status quo evaluation concerns which power transi-
tion theory highlights for the overall international system.
The expectations about peace and war within local hierarchies are

very similar to those about peace and war in the overall international
powerhierarchy.When the local dominant power is preponderant, there
is a high probability peace will obtain within the local hierarchy. How-
ever, when a power transition upsets the power hierarchy and a locally
dissatisfied state rises to parity with the local dominant state, the ex-
pectation is of the probability of war increasing substantially within the
local hierarchy.
These local hierarchies are often geographically very small. They

encapsulate local relations between geographically proximate states.
As described in the next chapter, for example, the African continent
is made up of as many as nine local hierarchies with from two to
eight states in each. The overall international power hierarchy may be
thought of as the chessboard upon which great powers operate. The
local hierarchies are the parallel smaller chessboardswithinwhich prox-
imate small powers interact. Martin Wight (1946) was among the first
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to attempt definitions of “great powers” and “small powers.” He noted
as important that “At the Paris Conference in 1919 the distinction was
made between Powers with general interests and Powers with limited
interests.” (1946: 18) The former type of powers are great powers, while
the latter are small orminor powers. In themultiple hierarchymodel the
“limited interests” of small or minor powers are geographically limited.
Great powers have geographically general interests which lead them to
be active politico-militarily around the globe. The limited geographical
interests of the small powers, combined with their relative impotence
and inability to exert influence around the globe, lead them to be active
politico-militarily within the local hierarchy in which they are located.1

It is very important to stress that the multiple hierarchy model offers
hypotheses about war and peace within the overall global hierarchy as
well as within the various local hierarchies. The original empirical con-
tent of power transition theory is subsumed by the multiple hierarchy
model. In the multiple hierarchy model the great powers are described
as interactingwith each otherwithin the construct of the overall interna-
tional power hierarchy. The dominant state of this overall international
power hierarchy is power transition theory’s dominant state. When
a dissatisfied challenger within this overall hierarchy achieves parity
with the dominant state, the probability of war is hypothesized to
increase. The first contribution of the multiple hierarchy model, then,
is to extend these expectations to relations between developing states
within local hierarchies.2 The intent is to work toward a single theore-
tical argument about the causes of war among great powers as well as
among minor powers.

Great power interference in local hierarchies
Of course, it is possible for great powers, perhaps most frequently the
dominant power, to interfere with relations within local hierarchies.
Since at least the time of Thucydides, it has been conventional wisdom
that the strong do as they will while the weak suffer what they must.
Great powers are strong while minor powers are weak, so great powers
could anticipate some level of success in any effort to interfere in local

1 Similar representations of minor powers as locally constrained are reflected in
Papadakis and Starr’s claim: “since the small-state capacity for international interaction
is limited, it is most likely that their interactions will be regionally located” (1987: 429);
and in Rothstein’s recognition: “the Small Power is forced into an intense concentration
on short-run and local matters” (1968: 25).
2 Similarly, Jack Levy (1983: 10) writes: “The great power system may be a subsystem of
the larger international system, but in fundamental respects it is a dominant subsystem.”
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hierarchies. Although no specific hypothesis about great power inter-
ference within local hierarchies is drawn from the multiple hierarchy
model at this point, such interference is possible but does not contra-
dict the model. When the dominant power or another great power feels
strongly about the issues at stake in a dispute within a local hierarchy,
interference might be expected. However, in the absence of such strong
interest by external great powers, the local hierarchies are expected to func-
tion in a manner parallel to the overall international power hierarchy.
When great powers do not interfere, parity and dissatisfaction with the
local status quo are expected to increase the probability of war within
local hierarchies.
What would great power interference look like? The most obvious

form of such interference in minor power local hierarchies would be
overt military intervention. Of course, it is reasonable to assume minor
powers would take steps to prevent such interference, perhaps by ad-
justing policies to forestall such dramatic great power action. If this
reasonable expectation were valid, then it would be more likely for
great powers to interfere indirectly, aiding one or another local hierarchy
member by transferring economic or military resources, by providing
intelligence, etc. Such interferencewouldbehard to observe but perhaps
all the more common as a consequence.
Do the great powers interfere with local hierarchy relations much? If

we restrict interference to overt military intervention, the answer is a
perhaps surprisingly loud “no.” Great powers almost never intervene
militarily in minor power interstate conflicts and disputes. There are
surely some obvious exceptions (such as American participation in
the conflict between North and South Vietnam or UN participation
in the conflict between North and South Korea), but by and large
great powers do not intervene in minor power affairs. Hensel (1994:
295n2) reports that in the entire population of “militarized interstate
disputes” initiated by Latin American states against each other, there
is not a single instance of a great power subsequently becoming a
party to the dispute. More generally, Tammen et al. (2000: ch. 3) claim
that in the global population of more than two thousand disputes
initially involving only minor powers, great powers subsequently
intervened only seventy times. Given that each great power could inter-
vene in each of these minor power disputes, this is a tiny fraction of the
“opportunities” for such great power intervention. In terms of disputes
underway between minor powers, great powers generally turn a blind
eye militarily.
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Of course, the great powers might not actively intervene simply
because they canmore effectively intervene covertly, or indirectly, or be-
cause their covert/indirect interventions tend to prevent disputes from
occurring in the first place. Such interferencemay be quite common. But
a problem arises: we have no way to gauge whether covert intervention
is common or not, because by its nature it is hidden. There is no existing
dataset on covert operations by the great powers against minor powers.
There are similarly no datasets about informal pressure by great powers
on minor powers.3

Asmentioned above, the multiple hierarchymodel hypothesizes that
in the absenceof great power interference,minorpower local hierarchies
function as parallel smaller international systems. If great powers do not
interfere, the local hierarchies are hypothesized to behave according to
the model. If great powers do interfere, the multiple hierarchy model
does not apply because it assumes great power indifference. Statisti-
cally, the potential of great power interference is not an insurmountable
problem either. If great powers do consistently interfere in covert or in-
directways theymaypreventwars fromoccurringwhen they otherwise
would, or cause them to occur when they otherwise would not. Either
way, it would seem unlikely the great powers would intervene in such
a way that minor power wars in local hierarchies would occur under
conditions of parity and dissatisfaction. Put simply, if great power inter-
ference is common it would be likely to obscure any consistent pattern
between structural characteristics such as relative power or status quo
evaluations and the occurrence of war between minor powers. Great
power interference would be the “cause” of such wars, and the corre-
lates of such interference would be great power intentions, preferences,
etc., rather than the structure of local relations between the minor pow-
ers. Consequently, great power interference, if and when it occurs, will
deflate statistical estimates of a relationship between war and dissatis-
faction and parity within local hierarchies unless great power intentions
and preferences strongly correlate with the structure of local relations.
I find strong statistical relationships between parity, dissatisfaction and
war within local hierarchies in chapter 5, even though I include no pro-
vision for great power interference.
But concerns about great power interference clearly are not ade-

quately silenced by statistically significant coefficient estimates. Rather

3 It would be interesting to interview area specialists as a data source about “known”
but unpublished instances of great power covert interference in local relations.
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than rely on an untested assumption of non-interference, I replicate and
extend the analyses from chapter 5 in chapter 6. In those replications
and extensions I allow for great power interference by reconstructing
my dataset to allow great powers to be actors within local hierarchies.
Details are provided in chapter 6.
In constructing the dataset upon which the analyses in chapter 5 are

based, I assume states predominantly pay attention to the highest-level
power hierarchy within which they may be able to operate. In a sense,
this assumption is simply a statement that states are snobs. If they
have the resources to be active in the overall global hierarchy, they
will do so with more interest than they pay to the local hierarchy from
which they emerge and within which most of their past international
activity has been carried out. Arguably, the United States initially was
able to interact politico-militarily only within a North American local
hierarchy. The course of American economic and political development
allowed the United States to extend its influence over time, ultimately
to the global overall power hierarchy dominated by the great powers.
Concomitant with American development was the expansion of its
international milieu. The United States has certainly not abandoned
interest in North American interstate relations,4 but these have become
only a part of America’s foreign policy. Prussian development in the
nineteenth century changed its foreign policy from being primarily
Central European to being global after the unification of Germany in
1871. China today may similarly be “outgrowing” East Asia. A perhaps
more acceptable way to express this “states are snobs” assumption is
simply to suggest that as states move fromminor power to great power
status, their control over local relations becomes solidified to such
an extent, or their fears and worries about what their local neighbors
do diminishes to such an extent, that they can largely overlook the
interactions of their neighbors.5

What is the local status quo?
Another question asks with what issues a local status quomight be con-
cerned? If the global dominant state of the overall international power

4 US obsession with Castro is an interesting example of a great power paying close
attention to local concerns. Note, however, that in this case Soviet influence on Cuba
introduces a global element to the otherwise local concern.
5 In an interesting prediction of Soviet foreign policy in the 1980s, Bill Zimmerman (1981:
101–103) wrote that as Soviet global influence waxed, Soviet activity in, and concern
about, Eastern Europe would wane.
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hierarchy establishes and defends patterns of interaction globally, then
a local dominant state would be courting trouble if it established a
local status quo at odds with the global dominant power’s preferences
(since such a local status quo might “invite” interference by the global
dominant power). It seems likely the local dominant state would prefer
to avoid such great power interference, and therefore the local status
quo of most local hierarchies would revolve around issues of local con-
cern. Local issues of diplomacy, economics and/or security politics not
addressed by the global status quo would most likely compose the sub-
stance of a given local status quo.
The most obvious such issue of primarily local concern is likely to

be rules governing the control of territory. The exact boundaries of de-
veloping states were often poorly delimited by colonial administrators.
Rectifying such uncertainty, by assigning specific territories to specific
local actors, would likely matter little if at all to the great powers atop
the global power hierarchy. So long as the resources of such territories
continue to be exported to world markets the great powers are unlikely
to care from whom they buy them. For example, the territorial bound-
aries of Chile, Peru, and Boliviawere dramatically redrawn in the 1880s.
These three countries border each other in the Atacama desert region,
a territory rich in nitrates, copper, and other minerals. Peru had tra-
ditionally been the strongest state in this Pacific Coast local hierarchy,
andnot surprisingly controlledmost of thepoorlydefinedborder region
either directly, or indirectly through its ally, Bolivia. By the 1870sChilean
development had progressed and Chile achieved parity with Peru. The
decisive War of the Pacific (1879–1883) was waged between Chile and
a Peru–Bolivia alliance, with Chile emerging clearly victorious. As part
of the peace settlement Chile redrew the local status quo arrangements
about territorial control, thereby denying Bolivia access to the sea and
demanding substantial territorial concessions from Peru. This dramatic
change in the local status quo clearly benefited Chile, the new local
dominant state, at the expense of Peru and, especially, Bolivia. Since the
Chileans were interested in exporting for profit the mineral wealth of
the Atacama, the great powers raised no objections and did not interfere
with the war nor with subsequent relations in this local hierarchy.
This examplemay be representative of the local status quos themulti-

ple hierarchymodel describes as existing around the globe. If local dom-
inant states are interested in benefiting themselves but are constrained
by the existence of a global status quo maintained and defended by the
much-stronger global dominant power, designing rules to governwhich
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states have access to territorymay be themost likely issue aroundwhich
a local status quo is created. Local dominant powers are posited to be en-
trepreneurial just like the global dominant power. They are interested in
types of international interactions they can carve out of the international
system as their own, so they can achieve benefits thereby. The plausi-
bility of a claim that this potential is likely to be realized in specifically
territorial matters is increased by the fact that of all the local hierarchy
relations empirically analyzed in chapter 5, in every case where minor
power wars occurred there was a pre-existing territorial disagreement
between the belligerents (more discussion of this is offered in the next
two chapters). If the local status quo commonly concerns rules about
territorial control or access, thenweshouldexpectwarswithin localhier-
archies to be disproportionately about control of or access to territory.
This seems to be the case.
However, I do not mean to imply all local status quos revolve around

territorial arrangements, or territory only matters in terms of minerals
within it. It is probably more useful to think of territorial arrangements
within local hierarchies in a very broad fashion. For example, the territo-
rial component of local status quos may also concern rules about which
states have access to navigable waterways and other transit routes, who
has access to water for irrigation, who has control of more easily defen-
ded geologic formations so borders are secure, who enjoys access to
holy sites or otherwise culturally important places, etc. Further, it will
likely prove useful to think of local status quos as rules governing non-
territorial issues as well. It is possible for local status quos to be char-
acterized by differing attitudes between local dominant powers and
local challengers about ethnic, military, economic, and even ideological
matters.
An example is potentially offered by recent relations within Central

Asia. Since the dissolution of the Soviet empire, a Central Asian local
hierarchy may be emerging (see Anderson 1997 for an interesting dis-
cussion). The five former Soviet Republics (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) and the state of Afghanistan
jointly compose what I suspect is the heart of this new local system.
These six countries vary dramatically in terms of ethnic composi-
tion, economic development, and the degree of secularization of their
societies. No clear local dominant power has yet emerged, but it seems
obvious that whichever state emerges as locally dominantwill affect the
character of Central Asian interstate relations. Uzbekistan is the most
populous of the five former Soviet states, and its leaders have made
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statementsaboutpotentialUzbek leadershipof the region (seeAnderson
1997, esp. pp. 197–201). ShouldUzbekistan emerge as the local dominant
power the local status quo would likely be decidedly different, specif-
ically with respect to rules about the influence of secular and religious
interests in politics, than it would be if another important regional actor,
Afghanistan, emerges as locally dominant.
Ideological local status quos are conceivable as well. One of the local

hierarchies from the empirical analyses to follow is that of Southeast
Asia. Vietnam emerged as the local dominant power within this small
sub-systemwith its defeat of South Vietnam in the 1970s. For some time
communistVietnam’s leadershadbeenencouraginga communist insur-
gency in Laos, and in 1977 invaded Cambodia and instituted a similar
regime in Phnom Penh. Any local status quo in Southeast Asia under
Vietnamese influence involved primarily ideological rules of interac-
tion. A similar example may be offered by South African influence over
political relations within and between the states at the southern end of
Africa.Under the apartheid regime thepolitical/ideological character of
this local hierarchy’s status quo would be expected to be very different
from the post-apartheid era.
These last two ideological examples again raise interesting subsidiary

questions about interference by great powers within local hierarchies.
Here I do not mean activities such as American relations within a
North American local hierarchy, but rather US intervention in African,
Asian, or other local hierarchies. The Southeast Asian and SouthAfrican
local hierarchies were ones within which there clearly was a great deal
of external interference by the great powers. Perhaps the ideological
nature of the local status quos in these local hierarchies triggered the
United States, the Soviet Union, and China (among others) to involve
themselves in local hierarchical relations. One wonders if there might
be a pattern of types of local status quos that consistently do or do not
trigger great power interference.6

In summary, themain thrust of themultiple hierarchymodel is a con-
ceptualization of multiple international sub-systems, of multiple power

6 Zimmerman (1972) offers a fascinating account of how Eastern European states strug-
gled to carve out some autonomy and influence within their regional interactions. His
account repeatedly emphasizes they were successful, and avoided Soviet repercussions,
only when their actions did not have immediate Cold War implications. Similarly, Buzan
(1991: 215) writes “Indeed, it has been a notable feature of post-war superpower interven-
tions in the domestic politics of Third World countries that the superpowers were much
more interested in manipulating Third World attitudes towards the East–West divide,
than in reconditioning the attitudes of Third World states towards each other.”
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hierarchies, that cumulatively form the international system.Traditional
power transition theory arguments focus only on the overall global sys-
tem, the overall global power hierarchy, and on relations among great
powers atop the hierarchy. The hypothesis is that when the great power
hierarchy of power is overturned such that a dissatisfied great power
challenger achieves parity with the global dominant state, the prob-
ability of war increases. The multiple hierarchy model preserves this
traditional depiction of the international system and this traditional
hypothesis aboutwar among great powers, but extends them by adding
the notion ofmultiple local hierarchies of power nestedwithin the over-
all international hierarchy.Within each of these local hierarchies there is
a local status quo established andmaintained by a local dominant state.
Should the local power hierarchy be overturned and a dissatisfied local
challenger achieves parity with the local dominant state, the probability
of war is hypothesized to increase. Local hierarchies operate in parallel
fashion to the overall global power hierarchy, so long as great powers
do not interfere. The multiple hierarchy model thus offers a consistent
theoretical argument about wars among great powers and wars among
minor powers.

Past conceptualizations of multiple
international systems

This discussion of multiple international systems operating simulta-
neously is not unique within the literature on international politics
(although it is original within the literature dealing specifically with
power transition theory). Various researchers have discussed the inter-
national system as a set of systems. I review them briefly in order to
suggest that extensions like mine are commonly considered plausible.
I also do so in order to give credit where credit is due to those earlier
scholars who informedmy thinking on thesematters. A third reason for
this review is to allow an opportunity to indicate where my notion of
local hierarchies differs from other efforts at sub-systemic classification.
A number of balance-of-power theorists have written about multiple

international systems operating simultaneously. Their conceptualiza-
tions are very similar in many respects to that of the multiple hierarchy
model. For example, Hans Morgenthau wrote:

We have spoken thus far of the balance of power as if it were one single
system comprehending all nations actively engaged in international
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politics. Closer observation, however, reveals that such a system is
frequently composedof a number of subsystemswhich are interrelated
with each other, but which maintain within themselves a balance of
power of their own. (1948: 146)

Morgenthau continues his discussion by introducing notions of sub-
European, Asian, Western Hemisphere and even African balances of
power. He includes consideration of how subordinate the various lesser
balances of power were to the dominant balance of power (claiming
primarily that physical distance greatly enhances the autonomyof lesser
balances). All of this is very consistent with the multiple hierarchy
model.
In addition to Morgenthau, historians of the balance of power, such

as Martin Wight (1946: esp. 12) and Edward Vose Gulick, have also
written about multiple international systems, but within an exclusively
European international balance. Gulick specifically mentions “smaller,
local frameworks, or ‘inferiour balances’” (1955: 13) as important parts
of the overall balance of power.
More recently, theorists also writingwithin the balance-of-power the-

ory tradition reiterate Morgenthau’s earlier conceptualization of multi-
ple international systems. Hedley Bull writes that “The existence of local
balances of power has served to protect the independence of states in
particular areas from absorption or domination by a locally preponderant
power” (1977: 106, emphasis added). KennethWaltz is often cited for the
first line of the following, but the rest is more relevant here:

A general theory of international politics is necessarily based on the
great powers. The theory once written also applies to lesser states that
interact insofar as their interactions are insulated from the intervention
of the great powers of a system, whether by the relative indifference
of the latter or by difficulties of communication and transportation.
(1979: 73)

In spite of the fact that these authors variously use the terms lesser-,
subordinate-, “inferiour”-, local-, or regional balances, they all seem to
be suggesting the same thing; namely, the international balance or inter-
national system is a setof international systemsarrangedgeographically,
or in positions of relative inferiority/superiority, or both. Scholars asso-
ciated with the balance-of-power tradition have thus offered a concep-
tualization of the international system much like that advanced by my
multiple hierarchymodel. Unlike these earlier balance-of-power efforts,
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however, the various local hierarchies of the multiple hierarchy model
are defined operationally and empirically analyzed in the remainder of
this book. What is more, the sub-system focus in the multiple hierarchy
model is primarily on Third World local hierarchies rather than on re-
gional balances within Europe as in most of the balance-of-power work
cited above.
In addition to these conceptual efforts at describing regional sys-

tems and inferior/superior sets of systems, a wide range of scholars
(mostlyoutsideof thebalance-of-power theory tradition) also contribute
conceptualizations of systems and sub-systems. In these efforts to
divide the international system into meaningful sub-units we are
offered conceptualizations of “regions” (Russett 1967; Banks 1969;
Cantori and Spiegel 1969; Lebovic 1986), “subordinate state systems”
(Brecher 1963; Bowman 1968), “subordinate international systems”
(Binder 1958), “international subsystems” (Berton 1969; Hellman 1969;
Sigler 1969; Haas 1970), “hierarchical regional systems” (Zimmerman
1972), “regimes” (Krasner 1983), “regional subsystems” (Kaiser 1968;
Thompson 1973a), “politically relevant neighborhoods” (Gochman
1991), and “clusters of nations” (Wallace 1975). Most of these concep-
tualizations lead to lists of sub-units impressionistically culled from a
perusal of the international system. In those few instances in which
operationalization employs systematic data analysis, the criteria for
being labeled a sub-unit include cultural similarities, trade patterns,
common membership in international organizations, alliance patterns,
and demographic similarities, but most often, simple geographic
proximity.7

The various regional or country-specific specialists we tend to label as
practitioners of “area studies” are implicitly designators of sub-systems
within the international system. My impression is that it is uncommon
for such area specialists to indicate the criteria justifying their exclu-
sive focus on the region of interest to them. This is not a criticism, and
wouldbe inappropriate as such, for area specialists arenot engaged in an
effort to uncover general patterns across the international system. Their
purpose thus differs from that of most practitioners of international
politics research. However, the failure of area specialists to delineate
what makes their specific regions of interest unique translates into an

7 Buzan’s (1991) regional security complexes are especially relevant to my local hierar-
chies in terms of conceptual similarity as well as descriptive similarity. I return to them in
more detail in the next chapter.
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absence of criteria by which we can designate operationally what is a
sub-system of the international system. A laughably sad example of
the lack of precision in regards to delineation of regional sub-systems
is offered by an article entitled “Where is the Middle East?” (Davison
1960). The term “middle east” was coined, apparently, by Alfred Thayer
Mahan in 1902, but Mahan identified the Indian subcontinent as the
“middle east.” In the early 1920s, Winston Churchill, then British
Colonial Secretary, “officially” designated the “middle east” as the area
between the Bosporus and the eastern frontiers of India. Davison offers
an example of Dulles, Eisenhower, and a State Department spokesman
all using “middle east” to designate different areas of the world in a
single year. These are not academic references, but the confusion crosses
from the public realm to the scholarly, and vice versa.
In the next chapter I devote a fair amount of space to the question of

defining local hierarchies. I offer explicit criteria for designation of an
area as a local hierarchy. What I lose in flexibility I gain in replicability
and transparency. I think the trade-off is one that is well worth making.
There is a wide range of conceptual discussions of regional sub-systems
of the international system. I think these scholars are right to think in
systemic and sub-systemic terms. I hope I emulate them in this regard.
However, most previous efforts fail to offer anything approaching ob-
jective guidelines for sub-system classification (I regard Russett 1967,
Wallace 1975, and Buzan 1991 as laudable exceptions).
Many readers will likely notemost of the references in this section are

quite dated.Academic discussion of regions and sub-systems appears to
have tapered off after the mid 1970s. I strongly suspect the cause of this
decline in attention was failure to specify objective criteria for defining
regions and sub-systems. Regardless, with the end of theColdWar there
is a resurgence of interest in questions of regions and regionalism (see,
inter alia, Singer andWildavsky 1993; Lake andMorgan 1997; Mansfield
and Milner 1997, 1999; Kacowicz 1998; Moon 1998; Solingen 1998), but
none of these new regional studies offers an answer to the question:
“What, specifically, is a region?” I attempt to answer such questions in
the next chapter.8

8 T. V. Paul (2000) persuasively argues that the conflict dynamics within each non-great
power’s region are especially important influences on decisions to acquire or forego nu-
clear arsenals. His book makes clear the impossibility of understanding foreign policy
choices without consideration of regional context. Unfortunately, like the other “new re-
gionalism” works referred to above, Paul offers no empirical criterion by which regions
might be generally defined.
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An alternate application of the multiple
hierarchy model

Addressing questions about what is a region allows me to test the mul-
tiple hierarchy model and thereby evaluate my reformulation of power
transition theory. Using the operational definition of a region from the
next chapter to construct amore generalized regional perspectivemight
allow researchers to say something about other theories of international
relations as well. For example, a regional perspective like the multi-
ple hierarchy model might lead us to recast Cliff Morgan and Glenn
Palmer’s “two-good” theory of foreign policy.
Morgan and Palmer (1997) argue states are motivated by two types

of concerns in foreign policy: concerns about preserving what they
already enjoy (security), and concerns about improving their situation
by changing other states’ behavior or otherwise enlarging the pool of
goods they enjoy from international interactions (proaction). Security
and proaction are the two goods pursued in the “two-good” theory.
Morgan and Palmer claim increases in power allow states to pursue
more of both proaction and security, but the mix of proaction and/or
security a state will pursue, given an increase in power, depends on
whether the state is already powerful or weak. Specifically, powerful
states will use increases in power to pursue more proaction than secu-
rity, while weak states enjoying an increase in power will employ the
windfall to enhance their security.9

Morgan and Palmer offer an empirical evaluation of their hypothe-
sis that increases in power among the powerful lead to more proaction
while increases in power among the less powerful lead to security-
enhancing foreign policies. They define militarized interstate dis-
pute initiation as proaction (arguing that initiators are attempting to
change something internationally by starting disputes) while milita-
rized response by targets in such disputes represents security-seeking
(since such responses clearly represent actions to defend what a state
already has). Morgan and Palmer find support for both expectations.

9 Morgan and Palmer assume the rate at which a state can use increases of power to pur-
sue security-enhancing foreign policies diminishes at higher levels of power. Intuitively
we might think that there are larger gains in security to be had among weak states, since
they are so insecure in the international system. Morgan and Palmer also assume the abil-
ity of a state to use increments of power to pursue proaction increases at higher levels of
power. For a follow-up incorporating some domestic political concerns, see Morgan and
Palmer (1998).
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The multiple hierarchy model or some more generalized regional
perspective might recast the two-good theory of foreign policy. This
claim is suggested by the way in which Morgan and Palmer evaluate
the hypothesis that increases in power among the powerful are likely
to be used for proactive foreign policies. They report that increases in
power among the more powerful of great powers are associated with a
greater propensity to initiatemilitarized interstate disputes (1997: tables
II and III). Note that they restrict the empirical domain of this analysis
to observations only of great powers. I suspect that if they had stud-
ied all states, they would not have found evidence confirming their
hypothesis.
In order to explore my suspicion, I undertook a cursory review of the

dispute dataset (Jones, Bremer, and Singer 1996) used in the Morgan
and Palmer study.10 Recall their operational definition of proaction is
dispute initiation; great powers are especially proactive (according to
this definition). The United States initiated 131 disputes between 1816
and 1992. Similarly, other great powers account for many dispute initi-
ations, and are thus also proactive. The United Kingdom accounts for
86 dispute initiations, Germany managed to initiate disputes 95 times
during its tenure as a great power, Russia/Soviet Union accounts for
162 disputes, and China is attributed 73 militarized interstate dispute
initiations. Reasonably high numbers of disputeswere initiated by Italy,
Austria, and Japan, but at much lower levels than the first group. This
is all consistent with Morgan and Palmer’s expectations of proaction
by the powerful, since the most powerful of the great powers initiate
more disputes than do the less powerful great powers. However, there

10 In an attempt to adhere to Morgan and Palmer’s guidelines as much as possible, I
culled cases from theMilitarized Interstate Disputes (MID) version 2.1 dataset as follows.
First, since dispute initiation is consequential, I consider only originators on side A. Like
Morgan and Palmer, I delete cases where there was more than one originator on side A of
the dispute. The number of dispute initiations I include (1,975) is larger than their sample
size. I am not especially concerned about the disparity in the number of cases because,
unlike them, I do not eliminate the first ten years of the 1816–1992 MID time-frame (since
I am not including an independent variable of power change over time), and similarly,
since I am not including any covariates in this descriptive exploratory analysis, I do not
lose any cases on account of missing data on the independent variables. To establish my
suspicions definitively, I would need to construct a nation–year dataset of all states and
rerun Morgan and Palmer’s analyses presented in their tables I, II, and III. I do not do so
here because I am only suggesting there may be another way to interpret and apply their
two-good theory of foreign policy from a regional perspective. The empirical description
offered is thus only intended to elucidate the potential of my regional suggestion for
reconsideration of the empirical evidence for their theory.
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are patterns within the dispute initiation data which are less consistent
with their expectations. For instance, 42 of the disputes initiated by the
United States occurred prior to American achievement of great power
status in 1898, and in all but two of those 42 cases I am reasonably sure
the disputes were initiated regionally within the Western Hemisphere.
Peru (with 42 initiations) appears more proactive than Japan (with
38 initiations), Iran ranks higher than most great powers in proaction,
with 82 dispute initiations. Iraq has initiated 63 disputes (even though
it has only been an independent member of the interstate system since
the 1930s). Syria and Egypt have combined for 87 dispute initiations,
while Israel has initiated 41 disputes since 1948. Other minor powers
(India, Pakistan, Chile, Argentina, North Korea, Thailand, etc.) also
have initiated dozens of disputes. When one considers that these minor
powers have not been independent states anywhere near as long as the
great powers, the dispute-initiating propensity of these particularminor
powers becomes evenmore impressive. I suspect that if one constructed
a nation–year dataset and replicated Morgan and Palmer’s evaluations
of the impact of power changes on the probability of dispute initiation
for all states rather than just for great powers, one might not be able to
claim the powerful are disproportionately likely to seek proaction given
an increase in power.
However, if we take a regional perspective our notion of who is a

great powermay change. Iran is not a great power. But, within aMiddle
Eastern local hierarchy Iran is definitely a major player. It should not
surprise anyone if an increase in national power was employed by Iran
to seek proaction within the Middle East. In such a scenario Iran would
not be using a power windfall to try to change the policies of the great
powers, but the Iranians might use such a gain as a gambit to change
the behavior of the Saudis.
What we might get from a regional reformulation of the two-good

theory of foreign policy is an expectation of minor powers behaving
within regions as major powers behave within the overall international
system. Minor powers seek proaction locally. The leading states within
regions and the leading states at the top of the international power hier-
archy are expected, in this regional reformulation of the two-good the-
ory, to use power advances proactively. Lesser global powers and lesser
regional powers are expected to use power advances to enhance their
security. A list of the twenty most frequent dispute initiators is a list
of the great powers and of minor powers who are important actors
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within regional sub-systems.11 This reformulation suggests that if we
take into account regional concerns we might gain a richer perspective
of the foreign policy behavior of bothmajor andminor powers, one that
is probably more consistent with the empirical record than is the two-
good theory of foreign policy as currently constructed. The two-good
theory of foreign policy offers an interesting statement of the goals and
behaviors associated with states’ foreign policies. However, it might
enjoy even greater empirical support if reformulated to take into
account regional considerations.12 I suspect a largenumber of additional
theoretical arguments would be similarly improved by consideration
from a regional perspective.

Conclusions: requirements for evaluation
of the multiple hierarchy model

The multiple hierarchy model hypothesizes that within power hierar-
chies (global or local), preponderance by a dominant state decreases
the likelihood of war. However, should a dissatisfied challenger achieve
parity with the dominant state (again, global or local), the probability
of war is hypothesized to increase. Thus, the multiple hierarchy model
offers a war hypothesis much like that of traditional power transition
theory, but onewhich offers expectations aboutwars amongdeveloping
states as well as among the great powers.
This chapter has described themultiple hierarchymodel and offered a

number of hypothetical, but hopefully plausible, examples of local hier-
archies, of wars fought within them, and of local status quos. In the next
chapter I turn from plausible examples to detailed discussion of mea-
surement issues with regard to the central concepts of local hierarchy,
dyadic power relations, and status quo evaluations. In chapter 4 I offer
operational definitions for each of these concepts, and provide detailed
justifications for the measurements I offer. I do so for two reasons. The

11 The “top twenty” list is as follows (minor powers in bold and number of dispute ini-
tiations in parentheses): Russia/Soviet Union (162), United States (131), Germany (95),
United Kingdom (86), Iran (82), People’s Republic of China (73), Iraq (63), Syria (53),
France (53), Italy (50), Turkey (43), Peru (42), Israel (41), India (40), Japan (38), Egypt
(34), Argentina (33), Pakistan (30), Chile (27), Thailand (24). One last great power,
Austria/Austro-Hungarian Empire, does not make it onto the “top twenty” list, as it
initiated only 18 disputes over the 102 years it is commonly considered to have been
a great power.
12 I discuss the two-good theory here not because I think it the only theory likely to be
improved by regional considerations, but rather because I happen to like it.
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first is, of course, that one must go to such lengths to satisfy a scholarly
audience. The second reason, however, is much less Machiavellian: I
honestly find such measurement issues fascinating.
Many scholars claim we need to think regionally as well as globally.

This refrain is enjoying renewed popularity of late. I offer suggestions
in this chapter of how a regional perspective might enrich both power
transition theory and the two-good theory of foreign policy. I believe
many other theoretical arguments can be similarly improved by incor-
poration of regional considerations. However, if we are to accept such
calls for regional thinking, we have to know what a region is. There is a
woeful dearth of objective indicators to help us in this regard. I offer one
in the next chapter. It leads me to a very different view of regions than
is traditional. Specifically, most “regional” theorists use continents as
shorthand for regions. They thus talk about “Africa” or “LatinAmerica”
or “Asia” as a region. I find almost no continental regions in the parts of
theworld I study. I find four “regions”within SouthAmerica alone, nine
“regions” in Africa, etc. If my measurement technique has any validity,
it suggests regions are smaller than we traditionally think. If so, then a
solution to problems in Africa may need to be nine different solutions.
Similarly, dissatisfied states are expected to be the initiators of con-

flict in the international system. Scholars outside the power transition
theory tradition also use the term “dissatisfied states” (e.g., Ray 1995;
Rousseau et al. 1996; Gelpi 1997),meaning something conceptually simi-
lar toOrganski’s notion.RaymondAron (1966: 160–162)writes of “peace
by satisfaction,” clearly implying that dissatisfied states are less likely to
be peaceful than are satisfied states. Other scholars write of revisionist
states, frustrated-hence-aggressive states, etc. Clearly the idea of differ-
ent kinds of stateswithdifferent attitudes toward the status quo is an im-
portant one. If we knewwhich stateswere dissatisfiedwe could attempt
to satisfy them, and thereby avert conflicts. But how to measure which
states are satisfied andwhich dissatisfied? There is no definitive answer
to this question as yet, and only an unsatisfying solution is proposed in
the next chapter. But, merely struggling with this specific vexing mea-
surement issue is rewarding, and thus I discuss it at length in chapter 4.
If we would evaluate the multiple hierarchy model we also need to

know when wars occur as well as when they do not occur. This is a
much less contentious operationalization, specifically since there are ex-
tant data collections, the validity of which is generally widely accepted.
Finally, the multiple hierarchy model focuses attention on two impor-
tant explanatory variables (relative power and status quo evaluations).
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Surely war is caused by more than these two important variables. In
order to test the robustness of the parity and dissatisfaction and war
relationship, I include some control variables. The variables included
as controls are strong candidates as suggested by their importance in
previous analyses. I justify each and discuss my measurements of them
as they become relevant in later chapters.
I have written these paragraphs of introduction to chapter 4 in hopes

of conveying to the reader the excitement I feel suchmeasurement ques-
tions should generate. I see one of themajor contributions of this book as
being the struggle with questions such as “What is a region?”, or “What
is a satisfied or dissatisfied state?” For this reason I think skipping over
chapter 4 in a rush for the results in later chapters will miss quite a bit.
The devil may not really be in the details, but these deviling details are
nevertheless interesting and important in their own right.
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4 Identifying local hierarchies
and measuring key variables

The multiple hierarchy model requires extensive attention to case def-
inition and variable measurement. I need information about a number
of important variables in order to evaluate the model’s hypothesis that
power parity and dissatisfaction with the relevant status quo increase
the probability of war within international hierarchies. In addition to
knowing when wars occur or do not occur I need to know what a
local hierarchy is, when contenders in such hierarchies are at parity, and
whether the challenger is dissatisfied with the status quo. In sum, the
evaluation of the hypothesis necessitates operational definitions of local
hierarchies aswell as of the variables highlighted by themodel. Local hi-
erarchies are not a self-evident phenomenon.What itmeans to be at par-
ity, and evenmore, what it means to be a dissatisfied actor, are similarly
non-obvious. Nevertheless, these are the theoretically important con-
cepts inmy analysis, and as suchmust be operationally defined. In order
to clarify the operational definitions I offer, I go to some length justifying
my choices and explainingmy rationales. I subject my readers to all this
detail in an effort tomakemyprocedures as transparent as possible, and
thus replicable and, ideally, amenable to subsequent improvement.
Constructing operational definitions of these concepts allows me to

evaluate the multiple hierarchy model’s central hypothesis about when
wars will and will not occur within international hierarchies. However,
these concepts are increasingly important to other explanatory efforts
in world politics research. Consequently, I hope the measures produced
here will prove useful to those investigating other questions as well.

Operational definition of local hierarchies
As described in chapter 3, previous researchers interested in regional
or local international systems tend either to cull, impressionistically,
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a list of such local international systems from perusal of the general
international system or alternatively to offer operational definitions of
international sub-systems based on a combination of cultural similari-
ties, trade patterns, common IGO membership, alliances, demographic
similarities, and geographic proximity. Neither of these tendencies is
completely useful in either a general sense or in terms of my specific
evaluation of the multiple hierarchy model.
In order to evaluate the multiple hierarchy model I need a defini-

tion of local hierarchies such that the members of each local hierarchy
consider each other when developing their foreign policies and plan-
ning for various military contingencies. Recall that power transition
theory at the global level describes great powers fighting for control
of the status quo of the overall power hierarchy that is the interna-
tional system. Great powers, according to the theory, fight for the priv-
ilege to write the rules that structure the general tenor of their relations
with each other. Since the multiple hierarchy model is an extension
of power transition theory to minor powers, it describes minor pow-
ers as fighting for control of the status quos of their local hierarchies.
Minor powers, according to the model, fight for the privilege to write
the rules governing important local elements of their relationswith each
other.
What is needed, then, is an operational definition of local hierarchies

that identifies the members of such international sub-systems as able
to interact militarily with each other. The definitions of sub-systems
advanced by the qualitative and quantitative efforts of other scholars
over the decades are not especially relevant in this sense because they
tend to identify sub-systems coterminous with continents. I find it hard
to believe Indonesia’s foreignmilitary planning takes into consideration
likely Pakistani foreign military activities. Both are Asian states, and
consequently any definition of international sub-system that identifies
“Asia” as a sub-system (as many of the past researchers mentioned in
chapter 3 do) would group these two together as members of the same
international sub-system. I would accept a claim that Indonesia and
Pakistan interact more frequently and in more ways than do Indonesia
and Paraguay or Ivory Coast and Pakistan, but would not extend this to
meaning Indonesia and Pakistan consider their “Asian” relations to be
governed by an “Asian” status quo. I would be surprised to learn that
in either Islamabad or Jakarta serious consideration is given to potential
military interactions with the other state’s forces. I suspect (a suspicion
supported below) that Indonesia and Pakistan could not go to war with
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each other even if they wanted to, and thus that they do not consider
each other as militarily relevant.
Nevertheless, past efforts attempting to conceptualize and/or list in-

ternational sub-systems are, in contrast to the criticisms leveled hereto-
fore, partially useful for my purposes. A common theme running
through past efforts is the claim that international sub-system des-
ignation should be based upon notions of proximity and interaction
(Thompson 1973a). A combination of such notions forms the conceptu-
alization of local hierarchy I offer. Specifically, rather than proximity and
observed interaction being central, the essential characteristic of inter-
state relations assigning states to the same local hierarchy is the ability
to interact militarily. Proximity will, of course, increase the probability
suchmilitary interaction is possible, but the relationship is far from per-
fect. Two proximate states separated by a body of water when neither
possesses a naval force are unable to interact militarily. Two otherwise
proximate states bordering one another within an areawith highmoun-
tains are similarly hampered in any effort to interact militarily. Thus, in
identifying local hierarchies proximity matters, but the physical nature
of the distance between states conditions the extent to which proximity
matters.
Readersmay be initially suspicious of the replacement of actual inter-

actionwithonly theability to interact.However, I think this an important
and useful alteration to past conceptualizations because in situations
where one state is especially dissatisfied with the local status quo, it is
very likely to be isolationist. There may be little or no actual interaction
between this state and the local dominant power. A seething local Cold
War type of situation would represent such relations. Any definition of
local hierarchies based on actual interaction would fail to place such
a pair of states in the same sub-system. For example, aside from the
militarized interstate disputes that have occurred, most of Arab–Israeli
history has involved no interaction between Israel and her Arab neigh-
bors. The tensions between Israel and Egypt or Syria, for instance, pre-
cluded cultural exchanges, governmental interactions, and even trade.
Any definition of local hierarchy requiring or expecting sustained ac-
tual interaction would potentially fail to include Israel and Egypt in the
same sub-system.
Substantial interaction certainly is consistent with joint membership

in a local hierarchy, but the absence of such interaction couldmean either
a pair of states are not members of the same local hierarchy or they are
members who choose not to interact. Using the ability to interact as the
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conceptual core of the operational definition of local hierarchies allows
me to separate the states unable to interact from those who are able but
choose not to interact. In sum, my conceptualization of local hierarchies
defines them as groups of states with the ability to interact militarily.
Two states are able to interact militarily to the extent that they can

move military resources into each other’s territory. If Indian forces can
invade Pakistan, and vice versa, regardless of the likely outcome of
such invasions, India and Pakistan are able to interact militarily and
are consequently part of the same local hierarchy. Technically, so long as
onemember of a dyad can invade the other, those two states can interact
militarily, but initially I focus on joint ability to invade each other as the
centerpiece of my operational definition of local hierarchy. This more
strict criterion ofmutual ability to interactmilitarilymakesmembership
in one ofmy local hierarchies the conceptual equivalent of the contender
great powers central to analyses of power transition theory among the
great powers (see Organski and Kugler 1980: 42–45 and Lemke and
Werner 1996: 243–244 for discussions of power transition tests focusing
on contender great powers).1

Each state has the ability to exertmilitary influence over some portion
of the globe’s surface. Obviously the more powerful a state is, the
larger the area over which it can exert military influence. Similarly, the
further from a state’s home territory it tries to exert military influence,
the harder such efforts become. Power degrades over distance because
of the loss-of-strength gradient (Boulding 1962).2 The weaker a state is
to begin with, the rougher the terrain across which military influence
is to be exerted, or the less developed the transportation infrastructure
between the state and its intended target, the steeper the loss-of-strength
gradient. The steeper the loss-of-strength gradient, the smaller the
portion of the globewithinwhich the state can exert influence or interact
militarily. The “strength” lost over the loss-of-strength gradient could be
exclusively military or more generally could be thought of as power. In
this book I use the loss-of-strength gradient to degrade general power.

1 Buzan (1991: 194) similarly distinguishes between mutual and asymmetric security
interactions.
2 I cannot be clearer than Boulding himself, so I quote him: “The general principle applies
that each party can be supposed to be at his maximum power at home . . . but that his
competitive power, in the sense of his ability to dominate another, declines the farther
from home he operates. This is the great principle of the further the weaker. The amount by
which the competitive power of a party diminishes per mile movement away from home
is the loss-of-power gradient” (1962: 78–79, emphasis in original). For the remainder of his
book, Boulding refers to this as the loss-of-strength gradient, so I do too.
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Applying the concept of the loss-of-strength gradient to state efforts
to interact militarily (potentially or actually) with other states, we can
calculate (making certain assumptions discussed below) the portion of
the globe within which a given state can operate. This portion of the
globe is the state’s “relevant neighborhood.” All the stateswithin a focal
state’s relevant neighborhood are proximate enough that the focal state
can“reach” themmilitarily and thus exertmilitary influencewithin their
territory. When two or more states’ relevant neighborhoods overlap, I
define them as forming a local hierarchy. Borrowing a termwidely used
by others (Weede 1976; Maoz and Russett 1993; Lemke 1995; Oneal and
Russett 1997; Lemke and Reed 2001a), such mutually reachable pairs of
states may be thought of as “relevant dyads,” as their joint reachability
makes war between them possible.
Local hierarchies are thus sets of dyads with the ability to reach each

other militarily; each state within a dyad has the ability to exert military
influencewithin theother’s territories. Such states arevirtually certain to
take each other’s likely courses of action into accountwhen formulating
military contingency plans. More importantly, when a minor power is
dissatisfied with its local relations, its local status quo, the states it will
identify as the source of its dissatisfaction or at least against which it
may take steps to redress that dissatisfaction, are those against which it
can exert military influence, those it can “reach” militarily. All of these
considerationsareofferedasa justification, basedon the theoretical story
the multiple hierarchymodel tells, for this nearly operational definition
of local hierarchies.
In moving from a “nearly operational” to a genuinely operational

definition of local hierarchy, I build upon Bruce Bueno de Mesquita’s
formula representing Boulding’s loss-of-strength gradient. Bueno de
Mesquita (1981: 103–108) operationalizes it as a logarithmic exponent to
which a country’s share of power is raised. The component parts of this
exponent are the distances between the state in question and its dyadic
partner, the distance that can be covered per day, and a constant term
which prevents the exponent fromdegrading power immediately (since
short transits should be relatively costless). The exact formula is:

Adjusted Power = Powerlog[(miles)/(miles per day)+(10−e)]

According to Bueno deMesquita, “miles” is the distance from the home
country’s locus of power to the nearest point of its dyadic partner. The
“miles per day” that can be achieved vary with time, in order to repre-
sent advancing transportation technology. Consultation with military
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officials and published histories leads Bueno de Mesquita to use 250
miles per day from 1816 through 1918, 375 miles per day from 1919
through 1945, and 500 miles per day thereafter. The logarithmic char-
acter of the formula assures that the degradation in power over dis-
tance will be monotonic, and that the weaker a state is at home, the
steeper the loss-of-strength gradient will be. The exponent is positive
because Bueno de Mesquita developed this exponential formula to de-
grade power share (based on Correlates of War composite capabilities
index data) rather than raw power total. Were one using a raw power
total, inserting a negative sign at the beginning of the exponent would
suffice to degrade power as the positive version of the exponent does
for shares of power.3

Bueno deMesquita’s loss-of-strength gradient formula is simple, con-
ceptually appealing, and, not surprisingly,widelyused (for example, the
expected utility modeling literature sparked by Bueno de Mesquita’s
1981 book, as well as research by others, such as Bennett and Stam 1996,
Huth 1996, Rousseau et al. 1996, etc., all degrade power over distance
with Bueno de Mesquita’s formula). Wohlstetter (1968) offers a plausi-
ble critique of Boulding’s contention that power loss over distance is
monotonic, but his suggested changes would require collection of data
on overseas bases and/or contributions from allies which he argues
might abate the loss-of-strength gradient. Such data would not only
be quite difficult to collect, but alsowould be of questionable value since
it is not clear that advanced overseas military bases would reverse the
loss-of-strength gradient. Consequently, Wohlstetter’s complaint might
simply reduce to the discovery that the loss-of-strength gradient may
become less steep, or even flatten considerably, but then decline there-
after. Such a pattern would still be monotonic, or at least very nearly so.

3 Mathematically inclined readers may find the decay function Bueno deMesquita spec-
ifies in his loss-of-strength formula odd. Specifically, the combination of the logarithm
from the base ten with e, the exponent of the natural logarithm, is uncommon. However,
Bueno de Mesquita discusses and justifies this seemingly odd functional form as pro-
viding the most appealing beginning point at which power begins to degrade as well
as a satisfactory rate for it to degrade. If we simply use distances and transit rates with
the logarithm from the base ten, power will not begin to degrade until ten days’ transit
has occurred. That seems too long a delay. In contrast, using the natural logarithm will
degrade power scores after e (2.71828. . . ) days’ worth of travel, which seems reasonable.
Unfortunately, employing a natural logarithmwill then subsequently degrade power very
rapidly. Consequently, Bueno de Mesquita’s formula adds 10 to the logarithm from the
base ten specification so that power decline is not delayed ten days, but then subtracts e
from that 10 so that the decline in power begins after a little under three days. Thus, the
exponential equation is uncommon in form, but has intuitively appealing results (for his
own explanation, see Bueno de Mesquita 1981: 106).
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An alternate complaint is offered by Diehl (1985: 1209) and Moul (1988:
254) who criticize Bueno de Mesquita’s “miles per day” estimates as
overly generous. This latter critique has substantial merit.
The expectation of military transit of 500 miles per day after 1945

cannot apply to the military establishments of Third World states. Lack
of transportation infrastructure and power projection capabilities such
as large air forces, substantial number of troop-ships, or even paved
roads prevent Third World militaries from moving virtually anywhere
quickly. A stark but representative example was offered in 1997 by
Kabila’s rebel insurgency in Zaire. While it is true that Kabila him-
self moved around the country by jet, his was the only airplane the
insurgents possessed. His troops moved by canoe, by foot, and, on very
rare occasions when possible, by stealing automobiles from unfortu-
nate civilians. Consequently, Kabila’s troops rarely advancedmore than
fifty miles per day.4 A developed-world example suggests caution as
well. The distance betweenWashington D.C. and Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
(arguably theaveragebeginningandendpointsof theAmericandeploy-
ment for the GulfWar) is roughly 8,500miles. After Iraqi forces invaded
and occupied Kuwait in August 1990, President Bush asked General
Schwarzkopf to estimate how long it would take to get American forces
in position to defend Saudi Arabia from any continued Iraqi aggression.
TheGeneral estimated seventeenweeks.Moreover, to have sufficient re-
sources in the area to mount an offensive operation against the Iraqis,
Schwarzkopf estimated that eight to twelve months would be required
(Woodward 1991: 303). The 8,500miles and seventeen-week time-frame
(for the more limited defensive goal) indicates Schwarzkopf’s best guess
at American transport range being just over seventy miles per day. Ob-
viously, some forces were in position in Saudi Arabia within days, and
the eight-to-twelve-month estimate proved too conservative (given that
the defensive Desert Shield became the offensive Desert Storm only five
months after the beginning of the mobilization). Further, the American
mobilization and transportation of forces to the Gulf in 1990–1991 is an
extraordinary case in which reserves were called up, and, together with

4 According to contemporaneous accounts:

With Mobutu’s army in collapse, the rebels’ biggest challenge has been the
great distances between cities in a country one-third the size of the United
States. Throughout most of their seven-month war, rebel forces have moved
withoutmotorizedvehicles, advancingby footor indugout canoesand typically
covering anywhere from 20 to 60 miles a day, depending on the terrain. “The
only military obstacle now between the rebels and Kinshasa is the state of the
roads,” said one regional military expert. (French 1997: 2)
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regular military units, dispatched literally half-way around the world
and sent into a situation where battle with a large entrenched armywas
viewed as possible at any point. I do not mean to imply that a 500 miles
per day transit range is impossible, but rather that it should be seen
as an upper limit.
There is thus reason to credit Diehl’s and Moul’s complaints that

Bueno de Mesquita’s transit ranges (the “miles per day” part of the
formula) are inaccurate. However, accepting the complaint as valid re-
quires the substitution of the 250, 375, and 500miles per day rangeswith
more accurate distances. In making this substitution, I take account of
thephysical characteristics of thedistances tobe coveredbetweenpoten-
tial adversaries (are there mountains or jungles or plains; if the distance
is not over land, are the obstacles rivers or seas?), the transportation
infrastructure in existence in the territory in question, the troop transit
resources of the states in question, and the speeds atwhichmilitary or at
least quasi-military forces have actually covered distances with similar
terrain type and transportation infrastructures.5

In effect what this means is that within each of the general minor
power regions I study (South America, the Middle East, the Far East,
andAfrica),6 I collect data fromatlases, compendia of theworld’s navies,
and military histories about terrain, transportation infrastructures, and
actual transit ranges of forces that have moved through the same or
similar territory with the same or similar transportation infrastructures.
This is exactly the type of detail military planners would be likely to
consider when contemplatingmilitarized engagement. It is thus exactly
the type of detail relevant to calculations about which other states pose
threats to one’s state, or against which one’s state might exert military
influence. In short, when military planners consider with which other
statesmilitary interaction is possible (recall: the conceptual definition of

5 One is struck by the literary parallel offered in the opening line of James Fenimore
Cooper’s (1993 [1826]) The Last of the Mohicans: “It was a feature peculiar to the colonial
wars of North America that the toils and dangers of the wilderness were to be encoun-
tered before the adverse hosts could meet.” Clearly terrain mattered in those wars, but in
no “peculiar” way.
6 I apologize for the Americo-centric regional designations. I appreciate the fact that the
Far East is “Far” or “East” only from a Western perspective (and also appreciate that
the West is only the West from an Eastern perspective). I sympathize with non-American
readerswhowonderwhy there is somuch discussion of “miles per day”whenmost of the
world’s military planners (including those at the Pentagon) think in terms of “kilometers
per day.” I am a typically insular American, and these are the terms which spring to my
mind. Perhaps if there is sufficient interest in this work, I will be offered the chance to
produce an “international” edition equally offensive to American readers.
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local hierarchies is the ability to interact militarily), it is exactly this sort
of informationuponwhich they are likely to focus. Logistics, transit, and
supplyhavebeen incredibly important elements ofwarfare over thepast
centuries, and, as the Gulf War shows, they are still important for even
the most sophisticated modern military establishments. Boulding and
Bueno de Mesquita explicitly recognize this in their thinking about the
loss-of-strengthgradient. I believe theywere right todo so, butwouldgo
further and suggest more accurate measurement of such concepts will
producemore valid information about which states can interact militar-
ily. In using such detailed information I am approximating what I think
are the actual considerations of military planners. Doing so allows me
to determine the memberships of local hierarchies which validly repre-
sent the security environments, and thus the international sub-systems,
within which minor powers carry out their primary foreign relations.7

Information about the speed with which military or quasi-military
forces can cover, or have covered, various terrain types is widely avail-
able, although time-consuming to compile because of the variety of
sources. Most useful are military histories of past conflicts. The impor-
tance of logistics and of transit more generally are well-enough estab-
lished that many histories provide detailed information about how far
and how fast troopsmoved. For example,Wilson (1971) provides an ap-
pendix of the itinerary of the Long March in which he indicates where
the Chinese Communist forces were each day between October 1934
and October 1935 complete with daily mileage figures. Such sources
offer invaluable indications of how rapidly a highly motivated group
canmove over the various terrain types encountered as the LongMarch
unfolded. Similarly excellent summaries of the logistic reality of mili-
tary transit in the Third World are offered by Lawrence (1927, 1938) for
World War I activities in the Middle East, by Karnow (1983) for move-
ment along the Ho Chi Minh Trail, by Morris (1965) for the movements
of both British and indigenousmilitary forces in southernAfrica, aswell
as in histories of many other conflicts. From these one can gain specific

7 A fewquantitative researchers inworldpolitics havebegun to consider similar concerns
directly relevant to military planning. Allan Stam’s (1996; see also Bennett and Stam 1998
and Reiter and Stam 1998) inclusion of strategies, and of their appropriateness given the
terrain within which most of the battles of a given war are fought, as a variable in his
analyses of war outcomes epitomizes a tendency to represent in our statistical models
the same sorts of things considered by military planners as they plan, fight, or avoid
conflicts with other states. What I attempt to do in defining local hierarchies with detailed
information about terrain type and actual military transits is the logistics equivalent of
what Stam and his co-authors do with respect to military strategies.
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information about individual conflicts. Additionally, one can also then
generate general information about how fast military forces can cover
different terrain types in different historical periods and given different
transportation infrastructures by using eachwar as an example of likely
transit under similar conditions.8

Such sources are invaluable, but they only convey information about
military movements actually undertaken. In order to identify local
hierarchies, I also require information about the likely speed of mili-
tary movements not undertaken. This is needed because of the possi-
bility that such movements were not undertaken specifically because
military planners decided the distances were so insurmountable that
states could not interact militarily. Whereas I can and do estimate how
fast other military forces might move in East Asia based on Wilson’s
data, there are some parts of the world that have never experiencedwar
(specifically much of Africa and South America), and thus for which
military transit histories do not exist.
Often the areas without a history of wars are especially underdevel-

oped and have no roads or rails. In such instances I am not confident
about the use of records ofmilitary transits in other parts of theworld to
estimate how long it would take tomarch from one state to another. For-
tunately, the records of explorers can often be used to fill these gaps. The
journals of explorers are well suited to provide this kind of information
because their efforts were often quasi-military (if not overtly military).
Additionally, such explorationswere specifically interested in how long
it took to get from one point to another because this affected the feasi-
bility of future colonial and economic operations. The members of such
expeditionswere usually trained to determine their locations accurately,
rendering their estimates of distances covered highly reliable. Finally,
the explorers were interested in advancing scientific knowledge about
the territories they explored, and thus spared no effort to keep metic-
ulous records. Anyone doubting the relevance of such information for
troop movements in the Third World today should compare Stanley’s
expedition through the Congo from east to west in 1874 with that of
Kabila’s insurgency in 1997. They not only covered the same territory,
but they did so at virtually identical speed.9

8 An argument might be made that I should consider climate as well as terrain. See, for
instance, Winter (1998).
9 I do notmean to imply that I have consulted explorer accounts about distances between
all ThirdWorld states for which actual military records are unavailable. Rather, there have
been sufficient numbers of explorations in the “missing” areas to increase my confidence
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Aswith past research limited to analysis of SouthAmerican local hier-
archies (Lemke 1993, 1995; Lemke andWerner 1996), I use my estimates
of transit ranges to replace the “miles per day” component of Bueno de
Mesquita’s loss-of-strength gradient formula and determine howmuch
of one state’s power would be lost in a hypothetical effort to exert mil-
itary influence against another state. The revised version of Bueno de
Mesquita’s loss-of-strength gradient formula I use is:

log
[∑

i

(
(milesi )/

(
miles per day j(i)

)) + (10− e)
]

where index i refers to types of terrain to be traversed and index j(i)
refers to the transportation technology j used to traverse terrain type i.
Note that the transportation technologies available to each state in a
dyad for traversing a given terrain type, and hence the “miles per day”
for that terrain, may differ.
In order to apply this equation as an exponent to degrade a state’s

power and determine what part of the earth’s surface it can exert mili-
tary influence over, I need to know the focal state’s share of power and
the distance itmust overcome in order to exertmilitary influence against
some potential target. The list of other states against which such influ-
ence can be exerted constitutes the focal state’s relevant neighborhood.
I use regional shares of power and inter-capital distances. Whether

one uses regional share of gross domestic product (GDP) or regional
share of the Correlates of War (COW) project’s composite capabilities
index, very similar relevant neighborhoods are identified (this is be-
cause the correlation between GDP and COW power shares is so high).
The choice of regional share of power as the indicator of a focal state’s
capabilities at home is somewhat arbitrary. But were I to use global
shares of power instead of regional shares, I would discover that virtu-
ally all Third World states have all their power degraded away before
even their nearest neighbors can be reached. The reason for this is that
the loss-of-strength gradient formula uses a logarithmic transformation
and, consequently, weak states have especially steep loss-of-strength
gradients. Given the glaring inequality between superpowers like the
United States andmost or all ThirdWorld states, the global power shares
of these states are tiny indeed. I agree that most are very constrained in

that the terrain type and lack of transportation infrastructure confronting movement in
these parts of the world today are similar to those in at least one or a few of the explorer
accounts available. Readers may be surprised by how plentiful explorer accounts are. For
Africa alone I have consulted accounts of twenty-nine explorations across all parts of the
continent.
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terms of the size of their relevant neighborhoods, but reject as obviously
untrue the notion that none can exert military influence beyond their
borders. Using world shares of power would suggest this is true and
thus overly penalize Third World states by creating an unnecessarily
small list of local hierarchy members. Share of regional power (where
the regions are the selfsame continental designations I criticize above as
too general) offers a more intuitively satisfying roster of local hierarchy
members.
My decision to use inter-capital distances to define the “miles” part

of the loss-of-strength gradient formula is also somewhat arbitrary, but
it strikes me as simple, plausible, and easy to measure. National capi-
tals are arbitrarily defined starting and ending points for any putative
military mission. However, whatever other start and end points I might
choose would also be arbitrary. Inter-capital distances seem least arbi-
trary to me. In his initial usage of the loss-of-strength gradient formula,
BuenodeMesquita degrades power over the distance from the “sender”
state’s locus of power to the nearest point of the “target” state. It is not
obviouswhat the locus of power of a given sender is. BuenodeMesquita
informs us that: “Until the Spanish-AmericanWar, I viewed the locus of
American power as being on the Atlantic coast . . . In the case of Russia/
Soviet Union before World War II, the locus of power was in the area
fromMoscowto its borderswithEuropeon thewest and fromLeningrad
to Stalingrad in terms of a north-south axis.” (1981: 104–105) Where
the locus of power is on the Atlantic coast of the United States is not
clear (although Bueno de Mesquita suggests Washington D.C. – coinci-
dentally the capital). Where in the area of the two overlapping parts of
Russia one might locate Russian power is never disclosed. Some phys-
ical point must be used; inter-capital distances are easy to identify and
use and arguably relevant to military planning.
According to the multiple hierarchy model, the purpose of wars

fought within international power hierarchies is control of the rele-
vant status quo. Being the local or global dominant power grants a
state the ability to rewrite rules and establish the status quo to its
advantage. There are thus positive incentives to be the dominant power.
Presumably, challengers find that current dominant powers resist their
efforts to alter the status quo. The current dominant power may have
to be conquered by the challenger in order for their struggle to come to
a clear conclusion. How is a state conquered? It seems likely to me that
a conquered state has its capital city occupied, its government toppled,
etc. Thus, the kinds of wars envisioned by themultiple hierarchymodel
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suggest inter-capital distances may be more appropriate and less arbi-
trary than onemight initially think. Inter-capital distances also offer the
benefit of making the distance between states symmetric within each
dyad.10

Returning to considerations of other distances, what if a state has
multiple loci of power? What is the locus of power of the United States
currently? It would seem to be either the entire United States, or else
the demographic and industrial/economic centers of major cities like
New York, Atlanta, Los Angeles, and Chicago. Alternately, perhaps it
is the site of major American military installations. When calculating
the distance between the American locus of power and Nigeria, for in-
stance, which of these various loci should an investigator employ? On
the other end of this calculation, why should theNigerians be especially
concerned about American military activity on the Nigeria–Benin bor-
der (which appears to me to be the closest point of Nigerian territory
to an American locus of power in New York City)? Often the nearest
point of the target state is some similarly marginal territory of little or
no value to either the target or focal state.
Alternately, I might take advantage of sophisticated computer rou-

tines available in Geographic Information Systems and specify the
“miles” part of the loss-of-strength gradient formula as the distance
between the focal and target states’ geographic centroids. This alter-
nate specificationof geographicdistancewould certainly raise questions
such as why geographic centroids are appropriate? I would surely be
askedwhether statesusuallykeep theirmilitary forces at their centroids?
The fact is that for most countries in the world the capital city is either

the only city or the most important city. The prospect of another state
being able tomovemilitary forces into this salient area, and thereby dis-
ruptingeconomic andpolitical life, is especially threatening. Formypur-
poses there is no clearly superior alternative to inter-capital distances. A
locus of power might be an appealing concept, but it is not amenable to
operationalization. Nearest points on or in target states are likely often
to be barren, remote, and unimportant. Alternately, a major port may
be an important start- or end-point for putative military operations, but

10 Capitals are salient diplomatic features as well. Herbst (2000: 110) informs us that “the
OAU said, in effect, that if an African government is in control of the capital city, then
it has the legitimate right to the full protection offered by the modern understanding
of sovereignty.” Similarly, Coser (1961: 350) writes: “If in the common consciousness of
the citizens, the capital symbolizes the very existence of the nation, then its fall will be
perceived as defeat and will lead to the acceptance of the terms of the victor.”
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often the major port is the capital city. Further, for land-locked states,
what is the major port? Again, no preferable alternative to inter-capital
distances emerges.11

Using regional power shares and inter-capital distances (and bearing
inmind the physical characteristic of those distances and transportation
resources available for covering them), I calculate how much of a focal
state’s power is lost as it hypothetically exertsmilitary influence beyond
its borders. I thus calculate what each state’s adjusted power is at other
states’ national capitals. If I find that at some target state’s capital this
adjusted power is less than 50 percent of the focal state’s unadjusted
power share (i.e., its power “at home”), I define that target state as
not militarily reachable. All other states to which a focal state could
extend50percentormoreof itspower constitute the focal state’s relevant
neighborhood. Wherever relevant neighborhoods of two or more states
overlap, local hierarchies are defined to exist.
Admittedly, 50 percent power loss as the cut-off point beyond which

targets are not reachable is somewhat arbitrary. I donot knowhowmuch
power a given focal state is willing to “spend” in travel to a target. It
is possible that some especially aggrieved state would be willing to use
almost all of its power covering the distance to a hated target. How-
ever, I suspect such instances are extremely rare. A focal state’s power
share will not degrade to zero no matter how remote the target. The
logarithmic exponent will make a focal state’s power share approach
zero asymptotically, but it will not become zero. Thus, mathematically,

11 Readersmay be struck by the fact that some states are not even able to reach contiguous
neighbors. One reader suggested that using the distance from one’s capital city to the
nearest point on the putative foe’s border is preferable prima facie to inter-capital distances.
There may well be something to this, and a replication along these lines, though quite
time-consuming, might prove interesting. However, such a change in case identification
would introduce potential subsidiary problems. First, capital-to-border distances will not
be symmetric within dyads. This means it will be easier for one dyad member to attack
the other, independent of differences in their power shares. What, effectively would this
mean? It wouldmean that State Awould have an easier time getting its troops to State B’s
hinterland than does State B itself. What would State A’s troops find in this hinterland?
Presumably none or few of B’s troops. If A’s army is to engage B’s troops, would it
not be quite advantageous for B to withdraw and make A carry the fight to it (as the
Russians historically have done against invaders from the West)? Surely A’s military
planners would take this likely strategy into account when planning the attack against
B. In such a case, would A’s planners not be more likely to think of the distance from its
capital to B’s? I agree that the non-relevance of some dyads, such as Chad–Libya, in my
dataset is unfortunate and indicates some prima facie problemswithmy case identification
procedure, but I think alternatives are worse. I think that Hitler planned to go all the way
to Moscow rather than just to Minsk, and that more generally inter-capital distances are
representative of strategic considerations.
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all states can reach all other states. Even Ivory Coast will find some of
its power remains after its forces reach Islamabad, but I cannot ima-
gine Pakistani military considerations are seen as especially important
in Yamoussoukro. I must set a limit to distinguish pairs of states that
face a real possibility of interactingmilitarily from those that do not. No
choicewill be perfect. I choose 50 percent in an effort tominimize errors.
In order to introduce the various local hierarchies, I now turn to some-

whatmoredetaileddiscussionof the local hierarchies identified inSouth
America, the Middle East, the Far East, and Africa. In so doing, I not
only list the actual local hierarchies, but also provide some more infor-
mation about specific decisions made for each region, as well as some
of the sources consulted.12

South America
I analyze SouthAmerican power projection capabilities for the ten states
that have been independent sovereign entities throughout the period
1860–1990 (i.e., I do not include Suriname, Guyana, or FrenchGuiana).13

I calculate each state’s relevant neighborhood at ten-year intervals. Ide-
ally the relevant neighborhoods would be calculated annually, but the
procedure is tedious and power shares and transportation infrastruc-
tures do not change much from year to year (the ten-year interval also
applies to my identification of local hierarchies in the other regions de-
scribed below).
I describe my efforts to identify South American local hierarchies

in more detail elsewhere (Lemke 1993, 1995, 1996), so only a cursory
description is offeredhere. I consult the recordsof travelers and scientific
explorations in SouthAmerica in thenineteenth andearly twentieth cen-
turies. These suggest transit ranges of 8 miles per day through jungles,

12 Observant readers will note that temporal coverage varies across the regions in my
study. This unfortunately inconsistent left-censoring is imposed by data availability. I
appreciate the fact that South American history pre-dates my 1860 start point, but I have
been unable to compile GDP data for South American states prior to this (with a few
exceptions – see Lemke 1993: appendix B). Similarly, I think it would be very useful to
include Middle Eastern interactions in the 1950s, but find that data are extremely limited.
Where possible (see the end of chapter 5), I attempt to evaluate empirical patterns prior
to the years included in my dataset.
13 In SouthAmerica and the other regions, I employ the standardCorrelates ofWar (COW)
project definition of states as international system members (Russett, Singer, and Small
1968), with the exception that I retroactively include Uruguay as a state as early as 1860.
A recent reconsideration of this COW list (Gleditsch and Ward 1999) provides numer-
ous thoughtful arguments about what our “states” should be. It would be interesting to
replicate my analyses with Gleditsch andWard’s list, and at a minimumwe should think
carefully about their article.
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10 or 20 miles per day through the Andes (depending on altitude), and
30milesperdayover openground (seeLemke1993: app.A for adetailed
list of sources). Whenmore sophisticated transportation infrastructures
such as railroads or, especially after 1970, paved roads are in place, I
employ Bueno de Mesquita’s estimates of the “miles per day” that can
be traversed.
Using regional power shares, inter-capital distances as calculated

from historical atlases, the ExpertMaps computer program (I deviate
from straight-line distances when a better route offers itself), and the
miles per day transit ranges of the previous paragraph, I uncover four
persistent groupings of states in local hierarchies in South America.
Colombia, Ecuador, and Venezuela are identified as a “Northern
Tier” local hierarchy for the entire time-period. Argentina, Brazil, and
Uruguay constitute an “Atlantic Coast” local hierarchy, while Chile and
Peru constitute the parallel “Pacific Coast” local hierarchy. After 1900
Bolivia and Paraguay are able to interact militarily with each other,
and thus they form a “Central” local hierarchy for the final ninety
years of the period. After 1970 the transportation infrastructure in South
America isdevelopedenough to justifydefinitionof all of SouthAmerica
as one local hierarchy, with Brazil as the South American dominant
power. According to my calculations the “tyranny of distance” sepa-
rating South American states from each other has largely been eroded
owing to the shrinking world of advancing technology. I have not made
similar calculations across European history, but I presume this same
phenomenon occurred there much earlier.

Middle East
As mentioned in chapter 3, there is no consensus as to where the Mid-
dle East begins and ends. Some include northern Africa in the Middle
East because of the common Islamic faith and other ethnic similarities.
Others extend the Middle East through the Horn of Africa as well as
into Afghanistan, and presumably would include Central Asia. I define
fifteen states asMiddle Eastern: Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, the United
Arab Emirates, and Yemen. The time-period I consider is 1960 to 1990.
I understand arguments for inclusion of northern African states in the
Middle East (below I describe a “Maghreb” local hierarchy in Africa),
and understand that some may argue Turkey is European rather than
Middle Eastern and/or that Afghanistan belongs in the Middle East.
I do not think that alterations of “Middle Eastern-ness” along these
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lineswould have any noticeable effect on the results reported in the next
chapter, and am comfortable with my decisions regarding inclusion.
Above I raised doubts about the United States’ ability to move into

the Middle East at a rate of 500 miles per day. The American effort to
transport troops and fighting material into the Middle East was inter-
continental and thus a larger undertaking than would be the dispatch
of Arab troops against Israel, or of Saudi troops against some mem-
ber of its local hierarchy. Consequently I suspect Middle Eastern forces
would move at least somewhat faster through the Middle East than
American troops moved to the Middle East (recall Schwarzkopf esti-
mated US troopmovements at about 70 miles per day). Of perhaps spe-
cial interest are the movements of T. E. Lawrence’s irregular indigenous
forces throughout the Middle East (they ranged from Egypt through
Palestine and much of Saudi Arabia, throughout Syria, and even into
parts of modern-day Turkey and Iraq) during the Arab Revolt in World
War I (Lawrence 1927, 1938). My calculations of the distances he reports
his forces traversing suggest theyaveraged, over the twoyears theywere
active, just over 37 miles per day. Lawrence and his men moved almost
exclusively by camel, but their speed was seen as their greatest asset in
their ultimately successful war against their better-equipped and more
numerous Turkish enemies. Thus, even thoughmodernMiddle Eastern
forces would not move by camel, we might still begin with Lawrence’s
efforts and suggest the transition from camel to internal combustion en-
ginewould result inmodernmilitary forcesmoving roughly three times
faster, or 100 miles per day. This is admittedly an imprecise estimate,
but hopefully a reasonable one.
Using regional power shares, inter-capital distances (again, based on

atlases such as Grosvenor 1966 and Garver 1990 and ExpertMaps, and
deviating from straight-line routes when such appears advantageous),
a figure of 100 miles per day as the possible transit range, and the list
of states above, application of the modified loss-of-strength gradient
formula produces relevant neighborhoods that form three local hier-
archies in the Middle East. Not surprisingly, this procedure uncovers
an “Arab–Israeli” local hierarchy comprising Egypt, Iraq, Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon, and Syria. A second local hierarchy along the “Northern Rim”
of the Middle East includes Iran, Iraq, and Turkey. Finally, an “Arabian
Peninsula” local hierarchy emerges after 1971 when many of the states
of the peninsula achieved independence. This Arabian Peninsula local
hierarchy comprises Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the
United Arab Emirates.
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Of special note is the role Saudi Arabia attains in GDP-based calcu-
lations of relevant neighborhoods. Because of its vast oil wealth, Saudi
Arabia’s share of regional GDP is extremely large. If one calculates
power with GDP, Saudi Arabia emerges as something of a Middle
Eastern hegemon, able to exert military influence in every other state
in the Middle East, even though most other regional states cannot
“reach” Riyadh. If one calculates power with COW’s composite capa-
bilities index, Saudi Arabia does not achieve such distinction. The COW
power interpretation of Saudi Arabia’s role in the Middle East strikes
me as more realistic than the GDP power interpretation. Saudi Arabia
is surely a major power in the Middle East (as demonstrated by its sta-
tus as local dominant power within the Arabian Peninsula), but not a
hegemon.

Far East
As with the Middle East, there is no perfect consensus about where
the Far East begins or ends. Since there is no immediately obvious
characteristic of a state that makes it “Far Eastern,” I have decided to
err on the side of being too inclusive and designate twenty-five states
as such: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Burma/Myanmar,
Cambodia,China, India, Indonesia, Japan,Laos,Malaysia, theMaldives,
Mongolia, Nepal, North Korea, North Vietnam, Pakistan, Philippines,
Singapore, South Korea, South Vietnam, Sri Lanka, Taiwan and
Thailand. I consider interactions between these states from 1950 to 1990.
The region designated “Far East” is thus quite vast and encompasses

some of the world’s densest jungles as well as its highest mountains. In
calculating themiles per day that Far Easternmilitary forcesmay expect
to cover, I have attempted to take these matters into consideration. At
a minimum, I am convinced no Far Eastern state is or has been able
to transport military forces at a rate of 500 miles per day. Consider the
following.
On the first day of the Korean War (June 25, 1950), North Korean

forces just reached Seoul (Dupuy and Dupuy 1986). This was a land
distance of about 25 miles from the North Korean border but about
130miles fromPyongyang. If theNorthKorean forceswere able to travel
at a rate of 500 miles per day, they should have reached Seoul either
one hour or six hours after their advance began (depending on whether
they began from the border or their capital city). Obviously the North
Koreanswere slowed by SouthKorean resistance, butwhenwould such
resistance not be a factor? Itwould not be a factor, orwould bemuch less
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of a factor, when an army advances through its own territory. Evidence
about such speeds in Asia may be gleaned from a number of sources.
In his authoritative history of the war in Vietnam, Karnow (1983) de-
scribes travel ranges on theHoChiMinh Trail of tenmiles per day.More
useful, perhaps, are reports about the Chinese Communist Party’s Long
March of 6,000 miles in 1934–1935. Wilson (1971: Appendix) provides a
daily itinerary of the Chinese 1st Army, the main military unit involved
in the Long March. Based on his data, I calculate the 1st Army aver-
aged just over 16 miles per day, over a variety of terrain from jungles
to mountains to grasslands. Many legs of the Long March were con-
ducted under attack by the KMT, while many other days were spent
recuperating from previous forced marches. Thus, it might be more
useful to consider the upper limit days, those on which the greatest dis-
tanceswere covered. According toWilson, on September 23, 1935 the 1st
Army covered 80 miles on foot in one day. In his recounting of the Long
March, Salisbury (1985: 128) writes that the communists “covered ex-
traordinary distances on foot, forty or fifty miles a day. Sometimes they
held that pace for several days running.” Salisbury himself retraced the
route of the Long March with a small party of Chinese military officials
in 1983. With newer roads, automobiles, and airplanes they averaged
slightly under 100 miles per day. Maintaining this kind of speed over
time, under attack or not, is impressive. But, it is far from 500 miles
per day.
In an effort to employ a more realistic set of transit ranges, I suggest

that 100 miles per day is an accurate estimate when there are roads,
railroads, or navigable waterways. In the absence of a transportation in-
frastructure, I estimate thatmilitary forces are limited to 10milesperday.
I assume Far Eastern militaries will use whatever route offers the least
difficulty. The preferred route is likely to depend on whether the state
has sufficientnaval capabilities to land troopsby sea, or onwhether there
are roads or railroads. I determine which Far Eastern states have navies
largeenough to transport invasion forcesbyconsultingGardiner’s (1979,
1983) historical compendia of the world’s fighting ships. Naval forces
with at least ten ships of 1,000 tons or more are designated large enough
to allow regional transport of troops by sea.14 The presence of roads or

14 This ten ships of at least 1,000 tons may seem especially arbitrary, but careful perusal
of Gardiner’s books suggests anything smaller is likely to be employed only for limited
coastal defenses and not for international transit. Further, the ten ships of at least 1,000
tons criterion provides a convenient breakpoint between states with small naval forces
and states with large navies. Finally, there are few cases that fall just below or just above
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railways is determined by consulting atlases published at various points
in time (Grosvenor 1966; Garver 1990). Once the likely mode of transit
is found, I use the ExpertMaps computer program to determine how
many miles the chosen route entails.
Application of the loss-of-strength gradient formula indicates a num-

ber of local hierarchies in the Far East. The first is a “South Asia” local
hierarchy composed of Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, and Pakistan. India
is the dominant power within this local hierarchy for the entire time-
period under study.
Additional Far Eastern local hierarchies include a “South East Asia”

local hierarchy among Cambodia, Laos, South Vietnam (until 1975),
Thailand, and Vietnam (formerly, North Vietnam). An “East Asia” local
hierarchy is presided over by China as the local dominant power, and
also includes Japan, Mongolia, North Korea, South Korea, and Taiwan.
An “Asian Archipelago” local hierarchy includes Indonesia, Malaysia,
and Singapore. Finally, there are three dyadic relations within the Far
East, each of which either includes the only reachable target for one
of the dyad’s members, or else has a clear history of separate inter-
state relations within the dyad to justify its consideration as a local
hierarchy on its own. Given this limited military horizon, these states
are very likely to view each other as the most relevant international
“system” of interest. In each of the three cases the dyadic local hierarchy
is similar to the SouthAmerican “Central” local hierarchy of Bolivia and
Paraguay in that much stronger external regional actors can, and pro-
bably do, exert influence upon one or both members of the dyad. These
dyadic local hierarchies comprise the dyads of Afghanistan–Pakistan,
Burma/Myanmar–Thailand, and North Korea–South Korea. Designa-
tion of the Korean peninsula or Afghanistan–Pakistan as distinct sub-
regional local hierarchies seems plausible, especially given the limited
ability one or more of these states has to interact with others. Burma–
Thailand as a sub-regional local hierarchy is included because it satisfies
the same conditions, although it is not as immediately plausible as the
other two dyadic systems.15

this breakpoint. Although not mentioned in discussion of the other regions, I consulted
Gardiner in ruling out naval delivery of troops by South Americans, Middle Easterners,
and Africans.
15 Readers may be surprised by the absence of Russia/Soviet Union as an actor in Far
Eastern local hierarchies. Russia is excluded from the Far East because of my coding
rules. Specifically, although Russia/Soviet Union possessed sufficient resources to allow
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Africa
Compared to the Middle East and the Far East, there is much less dif-
ficulty identifying African states. Although some might argue North
Africa should be considered part of the Middle East, I make relevant
neighborhood calculations for all states physically present on the conti-
nent ofAfrica (but also include the island states ofCapeVerde,Comoros,
Equatorial Guinea, Madagascar, Mauritius, São Tomé and Prı́ncipe, and
the Seychelles) so that a total of fifty-one states are designated “African.”
I employ theproceduredescribedabove to identifynine local hierarchies
in Africa over the 1960 to 1990 time-period.
Information about the transportation infrastructure of Africa was

gleaned from the previously mentioned atlases and maritime compen-
dia, with the addition that I also consulted van Chi-Bonnardel (1973) for
information about African roads and rail lines. I calculate inter-capital
distanceswith theExpertMapsprogramforwhat appear, basedonavail-
able travel options andgeographic obstacles, tobe themostdirect routes.
As discussed in detail in chapter 6, there have been very few wars

and surprisingly fewmilitarized interstate disputes inAfrica since post-
colonial independence. Consequently, I am unaware of any contempo-
raneous histories of efforts by African states to move military resources
into each other’s territories. I make extensive use of explorers, accounts
to fill in the gaps, and am reassured that doing so is reasonable by the
above-mentioned nearly equal speeds of travel attained by Stanley’s

power projection to the Far East, no Far Eastern state could similarly project power back
to Moscow. Consequently the two-way reachability component of my definition of local
hierarchies is never present, and Russia is excluded. One possible way to correct this
potential oversight might be to designate Vladivostok as Russia’s capital for Far Eastern
purposes. However, this in turn would raise two new problems. First, what proportion
of Russia’s aggregate capabilities should be designated Far Eastern? Certainly not all, but
what fraction? Second, how many other states might have a base of interest in a distant
region? Should the United Kingdom’s capital be London for Great Power calculations,
but Lagos or Mombasa for African purposes and Delhi or Hong Kong for Far Eastern
purposes? Rather than open such vexing questions I prefer initially to accept the perhaps
questionable designation of Russia/Soviet Union as not being a principal actor in the Far
East. This may not be such a questionable designation, however. James L. Richardson
writes that Russo-Japanese conflicts in the Far East in the twentieth century were exac-
erbated by Russia not paying sufficient attention to the Far East on account of the low
priority of the region in Russian/Soviet foreign policy (1994: ch. 6, esp. pp. 106, 121). Any-
one still unconvinced will find reassurance in chapter 6’s replications. In that chapter I
relax the two-way reachability assumption somewhat, and consequently Russia becomes
an actor within some Asian local hierarchies.
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second expedition in the 1870s and by Kabila’s insurgents in 1997. I con-
sulted annotated versions of the records left by twenty-seven European
explorers in Africa from the mid 1700s through the early twentieth cen-
tury (Hibbert 1982; Pakenham 1991). In addition, I consulted Morris’s
(1965) history of military activity in southern Africa in the nineteenth
century, and the unannotated accounts of du Chaillu (1861) and Stanley
(1890). By averaging the miles per day traveled by different explorers
within similar territories it is possible to determine how far military op-
erations are likely to be able to move per day. The major difference be-
tween Livingstone’s miles per day and those of the Zimbabwean army
today is there are now often railroads and paved roads. Where such
modern transportation infrastructure exists I estimate armies are able to
move 100miles per day.Where roads and railroads are absent, I estimate
armies are able to move at the speed of earlier explorers. In the absence
of roads and rails the distances are small indeed. In north-eastern Africa
the average speed is 15 miles per day. In western Africa I calculate the
average to be 16 miles per day. In the Sahara and around Lake Chad,
19 miles per day is the average. In southern Africa the distance drops
to 12 miles per day. In eastern Africa the distances further drop to 8
miles per day, while in the heart of central Africa’s jungles, only 4 miles
per day on average is achieved.16

Nine African local hierarchies are identified. First is the above-
promised north African “Maghreb” local hierarchy of Algeria, Libya,
Morocco, and Tunisia. It may strike some readers as odd to learn Egypt
is not included in this local hierarchy (or alternately in onewith Ethiopia
or Sudan), but the fact is no African state is calculated as being able to
exert military influence within Egypt – not even Libya. This may be an
example of a gap between intuition and evidence. However, I suggest
it is not surprising upon reconsideration. Egypt is physically in Africa.

16 This may sound like ridiculously slow progress, but consider the following: “the men
tramped rapidly westwards, swinging their arms rhythmically, averaging eight or ten
miles a day, a record for the period” (Pakenham 1991: 407). Pakenham is here describing a
joint Europeanmilitarymission throughwhat later becameTanzania to rescue endangered
missionaries in 1891. In such a situation time would surely be of the essence. Similarly,
Morris (1965: 621) describes the advance of LordChelmsford’smain column in the second
invasion of the 1879 ZuluWar: “With close to 700wagons andmore than 12,000 lumbering
oxen he could hardly sprint . . .Four miles, three miles, a heart-lifting five miles and once
a whole day crossing a silted drift that had to be firmed with bundles of grass thrown
into the riverbed.” One might question the relevance of oxen to estimates of the expected
speed of African armies today, but recall Kabila’s dugout canoes. These distances are also
consistent with Herbst’s (2000) various discussions of power projection abilities in Africa.
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Egypt does have a fair amount of interaction with her African neigh-
bors. But, Egypt’s foreign policy is primarily geared toward the Middle
East. Historically, Egypt’s military threats have been more Middle
Eastern thanAfrican. Further,whenEgypt threatens others, those others
are located in the Middle East. Thus, I think the identification of Egypt
as a Middle Eastern-directed, albeit physically African, state is valid.
The second local hierarchy is that of “West Africa,” and includes the

Gambia, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Mauritania, Senegal, and Sierra
Leone. A “Gulf of Guinea” local hierarchy lists Benin, Burkina Faso,
Ghana, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Niger, Nigeria, and Togo as its members.
A “Central Lowlands” local hierarchy comprises the Central African
Republic and Chad. The “Horn of Africa” local hierarchy has Djibouti,
Ethiopia, Somalia, and Sudan, while a “Central Highlands” local hier-
archy comprises Burundi and Rwanda. Continuing down the continent
fromNorth to South, the “SouthAtlanticCoast” local hierarchy includes
Angola, Cameroon, Congo, Gabon, and Zaire. An “Indian Ocean” lo-
cal hierarchy is made up of Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda. Finally, the
“Southern Africa” local hierarchy includes Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. None
of the island states ringing the African continent possesses sufficient
naval resources to mount an invasion of its mainland neighbors, and
thus none is part of any local hierarchy.
The minor power local hierarchies for all four regions are listed in

table 4.1.

Great Power overarching hierarchy
The final hierarchy included in the analyses in subsequent chapters is
the global hierarchy inwhich the great powers contend for control of the
overall international system’s status quo. The great powers of interest
are those actively influencing the international system: those states that
are either currently the dominant power or capable of challenging the
dominant power within the foreseeable future. Of interest, in short, are
the contenders for system leadership (see Organski and Kugler 1980:
42–45 for the initial power transition discussion of contenders). These
are thegreatpowers actively engaged inmaneuverings related to system
leadership. The dominant power and its main challenger clearly are
contenders. Additionally, those great powers allied with the dominant
state or with the leading challenger are also contenders. Basically, the
active powerful core of the great powers are the states of interest in
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Table 4.1. Local hierarchies

South America (1860–1990) Middle East (1960–1990)

Northern Tier Arab–Israeli
Colombia* Egypt*
Ecuador Iraq
Venezuela* Israel*

Jordan
Lebanon
Syria

Northern Rim
Iran*
Iraq
Turkey*

Arabian Peninsula
(after 1971)

Bahrain
Kuwait
Qatar
Saudi Arabia*
United Arab Emirates

Atlantic Coast
Argentina*
Brazil*
Uruguay

Pacific Coast
Chile*
Peru*

Central (after 1900)
Bolivia*
Paraguay

Notes: Local hierarchies are listed for whole decades, but obviously states did
not become members until independence, which often occurred mid-decade.
Asterisks indicate the local dominant power. Some local hierarchies list more

than one dominant power. This indicates either that there was an overtaking at
some point or that for some time the identity of the dominant power was not
clear (e.g., because the area had just emerged from colonial status).
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Far East (1950–1990) Africa (1960–1990)

South Asia Maghreb Horn of Africa
Bangladesh Algeria* Djibouti
Bhutan Libya Ethiopia*
India* Morocco* Somalia
Pakistan Tunisia Sudan*

South East Asia West Africa Central Highlands
Cambodia Gambia Burundi
Laos Guinea Rwanda*
South Vietnam Guinea Bissau
(until 1975)* Mali South Atlantic Coast

Thailand Mauritania Angola
Vietnam* Senegal* Cameroon
(former N. Vietnam) Sierra Leone Congo

Gabon
East Asia Gulf of Guinea Zaire*
China* Benin
Japan Burkina Faso Indian Ocean
Mongolia Cameroon Kenya*
North Korea Ghana Tanzania*
South Korea Ivory Coast Uganda
Taiwan Liberia

Asian Archipelago
Niger

Southern Africa

Indonesia*
Nigeria*

Botswana

Malaysia
Togo

Lesotho

Singapore

Malawi
Central Lowlands Mozambique

Dyadic local hierarchies
Central African South Africa*

Afghanistan–Pakistan*
Rep. Swaziland

Burma/Myanmar–
Chad* Zambia

Thailand*
Zimbabwe

North Korea–South Korea*
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applications of the multiple hierarchy model at the apex of the overall
international power hierarchy.17

In an effort to be consistent with past work (Lemke andWerner 1996),
I define the set of contenders as follows. First, the dominant state is al-
ways a contender. The dominant state of the global hierarchy of power
was theUnitedKingdomuntilWorldWar II, and theUnited States there-
after (Organski 1958: 326; Organski and Kugler 1980: 19). Second, the
other contenders are defined by ranking, according to their capabilities
(measuredasGDP, asdescribedbelow), all states identifiedby theCorre-
lates of War project as major powers. I then observe where the largest
unit drop in capabilities occurs. Great powers above this point are iden-
tified as contenders for the overall international power hierarchy. For
example, a set of hypothetical great powers and their capabilities might
look like: great power A = 100 power units, great power B = 90 power
units, great power C= 85 power units, great power D= 40 power units.
The largest unit drop is fromgreat powerC to great powerD. Thus, great
powersA, B, andCwouldbe the contenders. Third, it is essential that the
greatpowers identifiedas contendersbeactivelyengaged ingreatpower
interactions. Isolationist great powers, ignoring their opportunities or
responsibilities with respect to the international status quo, are not con-
tenders, regardless of how powerful they are. Thus, active involvement
in great power interactions, identified by the presence of alliances with
other great powers or a relatively recent history of such alliance commit-
ments, is the third criterion for contender status.18 The states identified

17 The Great Power overarching global hierarchy represents the overall international sys-
tem. Conceptually every state in the world is a member of this overall hierarchy, and thus
there might be analysis of all dyads including the global dominant power. This would
lead to an enormous inflation of cases in which developing states would be paired against
the United Kingdom or United States. In all of these instances parity would not obtain,
and dissatisfaction also would be unlikely to be observed (given how I measure it). Of
course, in virtually all of these cases there would be no war. Statistically this would result
in a lot of cases appearing to support the hypothesis about war onsets. However, I suspect
in most, if not all, of them the dominant power and the developing state did not really
think about the possibility of going towarwith each other. This perceived impossibility of
war would surely be captured by calculating how much of Ghana’s power, for instance,
would have been degraded in an effort to transport troops from Accra to Washington,
DC. Consequently it seems quite reasonable to apply the traditional power transition the-
ory contender classification to analysis of the multiple hierarchy model when the overall
international hierarchy is the focus of consideration.
18 This third coding rule primarily excludes the US from contender status until after
World War II. This exclusion is consistent with past power transition research (Organski
and Kugler 1980; Lemke and Werner 1996), but is somewhat controversial (see Vasquez
1993: 99,103). I can certainly understand how readers might see American omission from
contender status duringWorldWar I andWorldWar II as odd, specifically sinceAmerica’s
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as contenders according to these criteria are Britain from 1816, France
from 1816, Prussia/Germany 1816–1945, Russia/USSR from 1816, and
the United States from 1950.

Assessing the validity of local hierarchies
I apply my revision of Bueno de Mesquita’s loss-of-strength gradient
formula tominor power regional power shares, given detailed informa-
tion about distances between national capitals, to identify the relevant
neighborhoods of minor powers. Where such relevant neighborhoods
overlap with each other, local hierarchies are defined to exist. There are
four local hierarchies in South America, three in the Middle East, seven
in the Far East, nine in Africa, and one additional power hierarchy
among the great powers. In the analyses to follow I study interactions
within these power hierarchies for all dyads including the dominant
state of that hierarchy.
I have tried to be as transparent as possible in describing the pro-

cedures used to arrive at the designation of local hierarchies. How-
ever, I understand these procedures involve a certain amount of opacity
which might raise concerns among more skeptical readers. In order to
allay such fears, I offer some more detail here, via a specific example of
where my version of the loss-of-strength gradient formula and Bueno
de Mesquita’s original version differ, and then by offering a more in-
tuitive discussion of the local hierarchies as recognizable international
sub-systems. In a “conceptual explication and propositional inventory”
of the then-state-of-the-field in analysis of international sub-systems,
Thompson (1973a: 89) encourages researchers to define international
sub-systems based on proximity, interaction, and the intuitive recogni-
tion of an area as a sub-system. I have combined proximity and interac-
tion into a single component of the ability to interact (heavily influenced
by proximity), and offer the paragraphs that follow in defense of the in-
tuitive recognition of the local hierarchies as sub-systems.
First is the specific example of the application of the revised version

of the loss-of-strength gradient formula. Suppose onewere interested in

contributions to those wars arguably proved decisive to their outcomes. However, in the
case of World War I the US avoided participation in the war for years, and then quickly
retreated to isolationism as soon as the Central Powers were defeated. The US remained
isolationist as a matter of legislative stipulation until WorldWar II broke out in 1939. Such
resistance to international interactions is hardly the action of a leading state or would-be
leading state. Those somehow unpersuaded by this note will be pleased to see the US
included in the Great Power hierarchy from 1900 in chapter 6’s replications.
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ascertaining howmuch power would be lost by Argentina in a putative
invasion of Colombia in 1880. In 1880 Argentina had a 21 percent share
of SouthAmerican power (this example employsGDPdata discussed in
Lemke1993: appendixB). BetweenBuenosAires andBogotá at that time
there were 850 miles of open terrain, 725 miles of mountainous terrain,
and 1,200 miles of jungle. Since there were no rails or roads linking
these countries in 1880, and since neither had naval capacities sufficient
to transport troops overseas, the distances that could be traversed were
30miles per day, 20miles per day, and 8miles per day respectively.With
Bueno de Mesquita’s formula the exponent would be:

log{(2775/250) + (10− e)} = 1.26

Since Bueno de Mesquita treats all miles as equivalent, and assigns 250
miles per day as the transit range in 1880, the exponent remains fairly
simple. For my adaptation of the formula, Argentina’s power share
should be raised to:

log{(850/30)+ (725/20)+ (1200/8)+ (10− e)} = 2.35

RaisingArgentina’s 21 percent share of SouthAmerican power to Bueno
de Mesquita’s exponent results in an adjusted power share of 14 per-
cent, while using my exponent results in an adjusted power share of
3 percent. According to my coding rules Argentina could not “reach”
Colombia in 1880. According to Bueno de Mesquita’s transit range
Argentina could reach Colombia. Clearly these are large differences in
how much power Argentina could expect to retain after transit in any
effort to invade Colombia in 1880. I suggest my one-seventh is more
plausible than the alternative two-thirds.
As already mentioned, most sub-system classifications tend to refer

to continents as sub-systems. My procedure defines sub-systems much
more narrowly, and thus produces a longer list of sub-systems (local
hierarchies) than do others. For instance, the most systematic data-
based effort to define regions (Russett 1967) offers, among other things,
five regions of “socio-cultural homogeneity.” These five regions com-
prise Afro-Asia, Western Community, Latin America, Semi-Developed
Latins, and Eastern Europe. There are some odd classifications within
these five regions. For example, China is “unclassifiable,” apparently
not sufficiently similar to either the Afro-Asians or Eastern Europeans
(largely communist) to be included in their regions. JapanandArgentina
are found in the Western Community, rather than in the Afro-Asian
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or Latin American regions, while the Philippines is located in the
Latin American region. One can easily offer persuasive reasons for
these classifications (specifically if we take the cultural dimension
and the economic development aspect of the social component seri-
ously). However, in terms of militarized interactions, these five regions
are clearly too broad to offer an intuitive way to divide the world into
sub-systems.
Are my much more geographically constrained “regions” more in-

tuitively appealing sub-systems? I think so. As part of an intriguing
discussion of warfare from an anthropological perspective, Quincy
Wright (1942: 545) offered a map he titled “Regional Classification of
Primitive Peoples.” The map divides the world such that indigenous
peoples with similar ways of organizing their societies, similar cultural
patterns, and similar forms of production are grouped together. Presum-
ably these similarities were caused or reinforced by interaction. There
are a number of very close overlaps between Wright’s map and my lo-
cal hierarchies. For instance, in South America theNorthern Tier, Pacific
Coast, and Central local hierarchies closely correspond to sections 1,
3, and 4 of Wright’s map. The Atlantic Coast local hierarchy of South
America is represented on hismap as sections 5 and 6 of SouthAmerica.
In Africa, his section 1 is my West Africa, his section 2 is my Gulf of
Guinea local hierarchy, his section 3 is very nearly identical to my South
Atlantic Coast, his section 5 corresponds nearly exactly with my Indian
Ocean local hierarchy, while his section 6 is very similar to my Southern
Africa. Turning to the Middle East, there are no overlaps, as he has only
one section for all of what I consider the Middle East. However, in the
rest of Asia (what I call the “Far East”), similarities return. His section
2 is my East Asia, his section 6 is my Afghanistan–Pakistan dyadic sys-
tem, his section 11 is my South East Asia, and combining his sections
12 and 13 would produce my Asian Archipelago local hierarchy. What I
call South Asia is section 8 on his map. It seems that indigenous “prim-
itive peoples” were constrained by geographic barriers and distances
similar to those that affect the present-day states of much of the Third
World.
Diplomatic histories of South America offer additional cross-

validation of the local hierarchies. Comparison of my delineation of
South America with a map of colonial South America shows that the
Viceroyalty of New Granada, the Viceroyalty of Peru, and the Viceroy-
alty of the Rio de la Plata correspond quite closely with three of the local
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hierarchies (Northern Tier, Pacific Coast, and Atlantic Coast), although
there was no corresponding interior Viceroyalty, or even Captaincy-
General, for the Central local hierarchy of Paraguay and Bolivia.
Several major texts on South American diplomatic history (see Davis

and Wilson 1975, as well as Bethell 1984–1991, esp. vols. 3 and 8) or-
ganize their subject matter into four sections consistent with my local
hierarchies.More persuasively, several authorswrite of SouthAmerican
interactions as though they somehow envisioned local hierarchies. Burr
(1955: 40) writes of a balance-of-power system along the Rio de la Plata
(basically the Atlantic Coast local hierarchy) as well as of a balance of
power between Chile and Peru (my Pacific Coast local hierarchy). In
a later work Burr considers South American rivalries, all of which are
located within one or another local hierarchy (1970: 101). Ortega (1984:
373) describes the War of the Pacific between Chile and Peru as aris-
ing from an inevitable rivalry, the kind of rivalry states with disparate
evaluations of their status quo might generate.
Additionally, there are notable similarities between my Middle

Eastern local hierarchies and Thompson’s (1981) delineation of regional
sub-systems based on networks of diplomatic visits among Middle
Eastern states. Focusing on these actual diplomatic interactions leads
him to identify sub-systems similar to those I find by focusing on the
opportunity for military interaction.
In Africa, a number of the local hierarchies correspond quite closely

with the geographic limits of great civilizations of ancient Africa as
reported by Lester Brooks (1971). The Mali civilization at its zenith, in
the period 1200–1500AD, is nearly coterminouswithmyWestAfrica. Its
successor, the Songhay (lasting until 1600 AD), also closely corresponds
to my designation of a West Africa local hierarchy. The Kanem-Bornu
civilization (800–1800AD) closely resemblesmyCentral Lowlands local
hierarchy. Finally, accounts of the imperial reach of Shaka Zulu as he
forged the Zulu empire, and of the larger Bantu civilization he so greatly
disrupted, give the impression that Shaka and the earlier Bantu leaders
dominated an area similar to what I call Southern Africa (Morris 1965).
Finally, in a discussion of regional groupings in Africa, Christopher
Clapham (1996: 117–118) describes regions very similar to seven of my
nine African local hierarchies.
Yet another validity check is offered by comparison of my local hier-

archies with a volume focusing on “regional hegemons” (Myers 1991).
Six of the chapters of that volume (chapters 3–8) deal with regional
leading states in the developing world. All six of the chapters discuss
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the strategic behaviors and responses to threats of states I identify as
the local dominant powers (for all or part of the time-periods I study)
of local hierarchies in the developing world.
My notion of local hierarchies is conceptually very similar to Buzan’s

(1991) notion of “regional security complexes.” According to him, “A
security complex exists where a set of security relationships stands out
from the general background by virtue of its relatively strong, inward-
looking character, and the relative weakness of its outward security
interactions with its neighbors” (p. 193). Clearly this predecessor is ex-
tremely similar to my notion. The original contribution I make is to
suggest that the ability of states to interact militarily with each other
helps identify when security complexes exist. Given the similarity of
our conceptualizations, it is not surprising that many ofmy local hierar-
chies bear a striking resemblance to sub-complexes within his security
complexes. For example, his Horn of Africa sub-complex is the same
as my Horn of Africa local hierarchy, his Eastern Mediterranean sub-
complex corresponds strongly with my Arab–Israeli local hierarchy, his
Maghreb is my Maghreb, etc. The functioning of his sub-complexes is
complicated by occasional activity by actors able to operate inmore than
one, much as my local hierarchies occasionally blur into each other.
In sum, there is much evidence that the local hierarchies I identify

as plausible groupings of developing states militarily relevant to each
other have similarly struck other researchers, from a variety of intel-
lectual traditions, as plausible. I have belabored the presentation of the
local hierarchies because they are an important element of the project
reported upon in this volume. The identification of local hierarchies
is undertaken in an attempt to identify the sub-systems of the inter-
national system within which minor powers interact with each other.
The identification of such local hierarchies is essential to any empiri-
cal evaluation of my multiple hierarchy model. Given the importance
of local hierarchies for case selection in my analyses, it is potentially
damning that there are so many places in the data collection and
manipulation procedure described above where errors could creep into
mydataset. I respond to this threat by being as transparent as I can about
how I identify local hierarchies. I also respond by providing an alternate
calculation of local hierarchy membership in chapter 6. Finally, I offer
the preceding paragraphs as validation of the plausibility of the local
hierarchies identified. I turn now to consideration of how I measure the
important variables affecting the probability of war within these local
hierarchies.
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Measuring power and parity
In contrast to the concept of local hierarchies, there is widespread (if
grudging) agreement about measures of power, or at least about mea-
sures of capabilities. The most widely used measure is the Correlates
of War (COW) project’s composite capabilities index introduced by Singer,
Bremer, and Stuckey (1972) anddescribed in detail by Singer (1988). This
well-known indicator combines demographic, industrial, and military
components of thematerial capabilities of states. It results in each state’s
share of world capabilities observed annually.
An alternate and also widely used measure of national capabilities is

gross national product (GNP) or gross domestic product (GDP) (first sugge-
sted for this purpose by Organski 1958: 203; technically, Organski sug-
gests power be measured as population multiplied by per capita gross
national product, but this simplifies to GNP). Among power transition
researchers GNP or GDP, often weighted by the efficiency of the gov-
ernment of the state in question, is the most commonly used measure
of national capabilities.19 National product is preferred by power tran-
sition researchers because of the theory’s focus on domestic and demo-
graphic factors as the basis of power (recall the discussion in chapter 2).
About a decade ago an edited volume (Stoll andWard 1989), in which

all of the contributors discussedmeasures of power and issues raised by
efforts to measure power, provided a useful commentary on the com-
plexity of the concept of national power. A large number of measures
of power were empirically compared and logically dissected. However,
not surprisingly the COW and GNP/GDP measures emerged as the
empirically most robust and intuitively most plausible. Also not sur-
prisingly, at least two of the chapters in the edited volume (Kugler and
Arbetman 1989a, andMerritt and Zinnes 1989) demonstrated that COW
and GNP/GDP measures of power are very highly correlated.

19 Arbetman and Kugler (1997) offer a detailed discussion of relative political efficiency,
or RPE (while Organski andKugler 1980: chapter 2 and appendix 1 offer a similar detailed
discussion of the earlier concept of relative political capacity, or RPC). I have replicated
most of the results from chapter 5 and the Appendix with GDP or COW power weighted
by RPE, and generate reasonably similar results. The results are only “reasonably” similar
because RPE is calculated on the basis of tax data. These are notoriously difficult to collect,
and especially so for developing states. Consequently, when I weight power by RPE a lot
of cases are lost because of missing data. I believe this change in sample size causes the
variation in results between unweighted GDP or COW estimations and those weighting
power with RPE.
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In the empirical evaluations to follow, I employ both Correlates of
War andGDPmeasures of power. The Correlates ofWar data are drawn
directly from theCorrelates ofWar project at theUniversity ofMichigan.
The GDP data are primarily drawn from the Penn World Tables
(Summers andHeston 1991), and are based on purchasing power parity
versions of GDP. The Penn World Tables GDP data are supplemented
with data from Maddison (1989) and from a variety of original sources
for South American states detailed in Lemke (1993: appendix B). In the
chapters to follow I place primary emphasis on the GDP-based power
analyses, because I accept the argument that GDPmore accuratelymea-
sures power transition theory’s conceptualization of power. However,
in the Appendix I replicate all of the analyses from chapters 5 and 7
using the COW power indicator. That the results of this are very sim-
ilar to those based on GDP is strong evidence of the robustness of the
findings reported in this book.
National power by itself is not a critically important variable in the

multiple hierarchy model or in traditional power transition theory.
Rather, what matters is the relative power relationship between the
dominant state and a would-be challenger. I measure relative power
as the ratio of the weaker state’s power to the stronger state’s. Relative
power thus can vary from nearly zero to one. In Organski and Kugler’s
(1980) original evaluation of power transition theory theydefine “power
parity” as existing whenever the ratio of relative power is greater than
80 percent. Instead of this 80 percent threshold, I define any ratio greater
than 70 percent as being at parity. My justification for this broadening
of the range of parity values is a belief that there is more uncertainty
among developing states about when they are at parity than among
great powers. I think this uncertainty sufficient justification for a larger
range of values being defined as power parity.

Measuring status quo evaluations
As described in chapter 2, some states are dissatisfied with the status
quo because it either actively discriminates against their preferences
and interests, or because they perceive they would be better off under
different formal and informal institutional arrangements. Chapter 3
extends the systemic notion of dissatisfaction to the local level, and ar-
gues minor power states within local hierarchies similarly evaluate the
formal and informal arrangements governing their relations with other
local hierarchymembers. If these formal and informal arrangements are
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disadvantageous, or perceived to be so, these states will be dissatisfied
with their local status quo. Power transition theory and the multiple
hierarchy model both identify such status quo dissatisfaction as an im-
portant variable increasing the probability of war within international
hierarchies. An empirical indicator of status quo evaluations is a neces-
sity for any empirical evaluation of the multiple hierarchy model or of
power transition theory more specifically.
It is thus more than a little surprising that for most of power tran-

sition theory’s history no measures of status quo evaluations were in-
cluded in empirical analyses. Woosang Kim (1991, 1992, 1996) corrects
this oversightwith ameasureof statusquoevaluationsbasedon the sim-
ilarity of alliance portfolios between great powers and the internation-
ally strongest state. The similarity of alliance portfolios between a great
power and the dominant state is assumed to measure a more general
similarity of foreign policy outlook. Kim argues that great powers that
formallianceswith states allied to thedominant state andavoidalliances
with states ignored by the dominant state are likely do so because they
share international preferences similar to those of the dominant state.
The more a great power’s alliance portfolio coincides with the alliance
portfolio of the dominant state, themore it has similar preferences to the
dominant state, and is thus satisfied with the international status quo.
In providing an actual measure of alliance portfolio similarity as a

status quo evaluation, Kim draws on Bueno de Mesquita’s (1975) ear-
lier efforts. In that earlier work Bueno de Mesquita constructs matrices
where each column or row indicates the type of alliance (defense pact,
neutrality pact, entente, or no alliance) the row or column state has with
every other member of the international system. If two states had iden-
tical alliance portfolios only the negatively sloping diagonal cells would
contain cases. If two states had exactly opposite alliance portfolios only
the positively sloping diagonal cells would contain cases. The more
similar two states’ alliance portfolios, the closer the negatively sloping
situation is approximated. Bueno de Mesquita measures this similar-
ity with a τb coefficient, equaling 1 in instances of perfect similarity in
alliance portfolios and –1 in instances of perfect dissimilarity.
Kim’s contribution is to calculate these τb alliance portfolio similarity

scores for each great powerwith the dominant state (Bueno deMesquita
simply compares all dyads and uses the resulting τb scores as an indi-
cator of similarity of foreign policy outlook rather than as a specific
measure of power transition theory’s status quo evaluations). In a se-
ries of papers (Kim 1991, 1992, 1996, and Kim and Morrow 1992) Kim
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demonstrates that the τb alliance portfolio similarity measure of status
quo evaluations is strongly related to the probability ofwarwithin great
power dyads. In fact, he routinely finds this indicator of status quo
evaluations is more important than relative power calculations. Subse-
quently, Lemke and Reed (1996, 1998) extend the τb measure beyond the
great powers, and use it as an indicator of status quo evaluations. Kim’s
power-transition-specific adaptation of BuenodeMesquita’s τb measure
of alliance portfolio similarity has become the most widely used indica-
tor of status quo evaluations in analyses of power transition theory.20

I do not employ Kim’s τb measure (nor Signorino and Ritter’s alterna-
tive Smeasure) in the analyses reported in subsequent chapters simply
because there is so little variation inminor power alliance portfolios that
τb (or S) does not differentiate among minor power states. For instance,
in South America the standard data compilation of alliances provided
by the Correlates of War project (introduced by Singer and Small 1966)
lists virtually no SouthAmerican alliances prior to the 1930s. Since then,
all of South America (and almost all of the Western Hemisphere more
generally) has been allied in a defense pact through the Organization
of American States. African states are similarly almost uniformly al-
lied in an entente via the Organization of African Unity. In the Middle
East a defense pact associated with the Arab League has knitted thir-
teen states together for most of the time-frame I study. There are very
few other alliances involving minor power states. Consequently, a τb
measure of alliance portfolio similarity indicates all South American
states, all African states, and virtually all Middle Eastern states are sat-
isfied with their local status quos. There simply is too little variation
in alliance participation behavior among minor powers to make any
alliance-based measure of status quo evaluations useful.
A number of scholars convincingly demonstrate that territorial

disagreements are an especially disputatious type of disagreement
(Vasquez 1993; Hensel 1996; Huth 1996). My discussion in chapter 3
of the likely focus of local status quo rules strongly hints territorial is-
sues play amajor role in local hierarchy affairs (Kacowicz [1995] goes so
far as to suggest territorial arrangements are the local status quo). Conse-
quently, it would seem desirable to define dissatisfaction with the local
status quo as being present whenever a local territorial disagreement

20 Signorino and Ritter’s (1999) reanalysis of the τb measure demonstrates it does not
measure the similarity of two alliance portfolios; rather it measures the association of two
alliance portfolios. Signorino and Ritter demonstrate how this is an important distinction,
and offer an improved measure, S.
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exists. Data about territorial disagreements (regardless of whether they
escalate to threats or uses of force) are available in the appendix to Paul
Huth’s Standing Your Ground (Huth 1996) and as part of Paul Hensel’s
Issue Correlates of War project (Hensel 1998). I have used these two
datasets to consider whether there is a relationship between war and
territorial disagreements within local hierarchies. As hinted in previ-
ous chapters, it happens that every single instance of war in one of my
local hierarchies occurred within the pre-existing context of a disagree-
ment about territory. This is strong evidence of how important territorial
disagreements are in minor power relations (and is not at all surpris-
ing given the studies cited in the opening sentence of this paragraph).
But it presents the problem of perfect identification between war and
territorial disagreement. Statistical models such as logistic regression
will not converge if I use territorial disagreements as a variable because
there are no instances of a 1 on the dependent variable (war) and a zero
on this potential independent variable. Consequently, I cannot use ter-
ritorial disagreements as a variable in my statistical analyses. This is
unfortunate because territorial disagreements clearly matter in local hi-
erarchies. I do not mean to suggest that territorial disagreements would
be a perfect indicator of dissatisfactionwith the local status quo, because
I can conceive of situations in which the local status quo may not have
a territorial component. Further, I prefer to use a consistent indicator of
dissatisfaction for both thegreat andminorpower levels.At aminimum,
territorial disagreements are strongly related to war within local hierar-
chies. There are clearly important questions about why the relationship
exists and of how strong it is. I hope to readdress this relationship in
subsequent work.
The similarity of states’ votes in the United Nations General Assem-

bly has often been used as an indicator of a common foreign policy
outlook, or of affinity more generally. Techniques for calculating the
similarity of any two states’ votes have been offered by Lijphart (1963),
Gartzke (1998), Signorino andRitter (1999), andVoeten (2000). Given the
precedent and measures already developed, it is tempting to think the
similarity of a state’s UN votes with those of the dominant power of its
hierarchy might be a good indicator of its satisfaction or dissatisfaction
with the dominant power and thuswith its relevant status quo.Unfortu-
nately, a numberof obstacles rule out theuseofUNvote similarity scores
for measuring status quo evaluations, especially for minor powers.
A first problem arises because UN voting has only existed since 1945.

This is not a problem from an African local hierarchy (or Middle East or
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Far East) perspective, but it is for my Great Power and South American
local hierarchy evaluations. League of Nations voting similarity scores
donothelp extend the time-frameback to 1918because theLeaguevoted
by acclamation: all states voted identically, when they voted at all.
In order for UN voting patterns to be a useful indicator of affinity

between states and thus of status quo evaluations, there would have to
be variation in voting patterns. Put differently, if Mongolia is satisfied
with China as the local dominant power but Taiwan is dissatisfied, and
if UN voting patterns are a good indicator of status quo evaluations
(putting aside for a moment the vexing detail that China and Taiwan
have never been concurrent members of the UN), then Mongolia and
Taiwan must vote differently in the General Assembly.
The unfortunate fact is that minor powers almost never vote in any

differentiable way in the General Assembly. Keisuke Iida (1988) offers
an analysis of voting in the General Assembly by the Group of 77 (the
“Third World” group in the UN). He reports (especially in his figure 1
on p. 378) G77 members almost never vote against one another. In 1974
his defection ratio, “the likelihood that a country randomly chosen from
the Group of 77 will deviate from the common position on any given
resolution” (1988: 377) reached an all-time high of only 12.4 percent!
It only once reaches a value half that high, and usually hovers much
closer to zero. ThirdWorld states vote with astonishing similarity in the
General Assembly.
This is perhaps less surprising when one recognizes the UN has al-

ways passed at least 50 percent of its resolutions without a single nega-
tive vote, and in some years has passed as many as 80 percent without
a single “no” cast (Marin-Bosch 1987: table 3). When one further under-
stands the question of Namibia “has been the subject of more resolu-
tions than all other past decolonization issues combined” (Marin-Bosch
1987: 706) and “South Africa’s policy of apartheid . . .has been the topic
of . . .more General Assembly resolutions than any other single item
ever to appear on its agenda” (p. 707), one sees why there is so much
Third World solidarity at the UN. The votes of Third World states who
hate their local status quo and of ThirdWorld states who love their local
status quo do not vary because, aside from the Southern African local
hierarchy, their local status quos are never at issue at theUN. Thus, there
is essentially no variation in Third World voting in the United Nations.
This does not mean all Third World states see eye-to-eye on impor-

tant issues. Jacobson et al. (1983) take the extraordinary step of actually
interviewing eighty negotiators representing their states at meetings in
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Europe in 1976 dealing with the New International Economic Order.
The Group of 77 voted as a solid bloc on all NIEO resolutions, and
thus a researcher analyzing voting records might believe they were of
a single mind. Not so, according to Jacobson and his colleagues. They
found substantial disagreement across ThirdWorld negotiators with re-
spect to a variety of important developmental issues (includingwhether
multinational corporations play apositive or negative role).Not surpris-
ingly, they conclude “the negotiators’ views aremuchmore diverse than
would appear from analyses of roll-call votes . . .The data and analyses
presented here show that the LDC component of this coalition [theG77],
while it might find it tactically advantageous to vote as a bloc, actually
contains a wide spectrum of views” (1983: 365). Anyone skeptical that
the negotiators’ views might differ from their governments’, should be
mollified by the claim: “the answers of our respondents were strongly
influencedby their official positions and responsibilities. In otherwords,
they could hardly have been expected to give answers that would se-
riously contravene their governments’ positions” (1983: 365). This is
because the negotiators, in most cases, were the actual officials respon-
sible for shaping their governments’ positions.
Based on his comparison of UN General Assembly voting similarity

variableswith various other establishedmeasures of international affin-
ity, Brian Tomlin reports: “we must conclude that . . . the validity of the
votingmeasureshasnotbeenestablished” (1985: 205).However,hedoes
allow that “voting behavior may represent a valid indicator of national
orientations toward the superpower rivalry” (1985: 205 [a conclusion
consistent with Voeten 2000]). Since UN voting does not vary meaning-
fully (or at all) across Third World states, it cannot be an indicator of
status quo evaluations. It might offer a useful indicator of satisfaction
with the overall status quo, but can only do so from 1945 onward.
Lacking a useable alternative, I employ Werner and Kugler’s (1996)

“extraordinarymilitary buildups” indicator of status quodissatisfaction
(seeLemkeandWerner 1996 for elaborationonWerner andKugler’s dis-
cussion). Extraordinary military buildups are an imperfect indicator of
status quoevaluations, and Iwouldmuchprefer a less imperfect alterna-
tive. Unfortunately, no such alternative is currently available. However,
it is reasonable to expect dissatisfied states are disproportionately likely
to undergo an extraordinary military buildup. Therefore, the lack of a
satisfactory alternative and the likely confluence between such buildups
and dissatisfactionwith the status quo are offered as justification formy
use of the buildup measure.
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The conceptual connection between dissatisfaction with the status
quo and military buildups is provided by the belief that military
buildups often are a preparation for potentialwar. If the multiple hierar-
chymodel is correct, dissatisfied states are especially likely to expectwar
as parity between them and the dominant state in their hierarchy draws
near. They expect war because they know they are dissatisfied, antici-
pate the opportunity to demand changes to the relevant status quo, and
further suspect the dominant state’s resistance to these changeswill lead
to awar resolving the issue.Consequently, dissatisfied states shouldpre-
pare for war as parity nears. Satisfied rising states, on the other hand,
do not feel aggrieved with the dominant state in their hierarchy, and
thus do not have much reason to expect war with the dominant power
regardless of whether parity is near or not. Satisfied states are unlikely
to prepare for wars they do not anticipate fighting.
Consistent with past research (Lemke and Werner 1996, and Werner

andKugler 1996), Imeasuremilitarybuildupsby considerationof trends
in the military expenditures of states (I make use of the military expen-
diture data reported in the Correlates of War project’s composite capa-
bilities index).21 I identify which challengers are undergoing a military
buildup by comparing the average annual percentage change in mili-
tary spending for a state with the average annual percentage change for
the state prior to the time-period in question. The comparison is thus
between the current average percentage change and the cumulative av-
erage of all previous years. When calculating the cumulative overall av-
erage I eliminate any previous year in which the state in question was
involved in a war. Whenever the average annual military expenditure
increase is greater than the cumulative annual average for all previous
non-war years, the state is coded as undergoing amilitary buildup. This
military buildup is coded as dissatisfaction with the status quo, how-
ever, only if the increase is greater than any increase the dominant state
in the relevant hierarchymight simultaneously show. I thus differentiate

21 A pair of articles suggest such data are of questionable accuracy (Diehl and Crescenzi
1998; Lebovic 1998). If some states report soldiers’ pensions as part of their defense bud-
get while others do not, errors will be made when any two states’ military expenditures
are compared. Similarly, problems with exchange rate conversions, or of differential pur-
chasing power, may make cross-national comparisons of military expenditures inaccu-
rate. While crediting the veracity of these articles, I suspect the data quality problems
they highlight are less troubling in my case. In computing which states are undergoing
buildups, I compare a state’s military expenditure in a given time period to its history of
previous expenditures. In a sense, then, I standardize the errors associated with a given
state’s expenditure data bymaking a comparison with its expenditures previously, when,
presumably, similar errors in data reporting were also made.
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between those states simply increasing their arsenals and those doing
so at extraordinary levels, levels greater even than the dominant state
in their local or overall international hierarchy. Challengers expecting
war should anticipate having to fight the dominant state in their hierar-
chy, and thus preparation for war would be directed against this state.
Thus, the relevant comparison for a challenger’s military buildup is to
that of the dominant state. Challengers are coded as dissatisfied only
if they are undergoing a military buildup and increasing their arsenals
relatively faster than the dominant state. Challengers not undergoing
extraordinary military buildups are coded as not dissatisfied with the
status quo.
An immediate potential objection to the extraordinary military

buildup indicator of status quo dissatisfaction might simply restate the
conceptual connection between dissatisfaction and preparation for war
alleged above. If military buildups are part of the preparation for war,
then whenever military buildups are observed wars will also be ob-
served. Simply put, this would put war on both sides of the equations
estimated in chapter 5, thereby making all of my tests circular. How-
ever, this debilitating threat is operative only if “preparation for war”
is always followed by war. Although it might seem likely for buildups
to be followed by war, it need hardly be the case. Specifically, it could
well be that preparation forwar preventswar. It is possible for extraordi-
narymilitary buildups to cause peace by deterrence. This is the thinking
behind the adage: “if you would have peace, prepare for war.” This is
consistent with Andrew Kydd’s (2000: 231) observation: “arms races
will not cause war as the spiral model predicts. In fact the failure of
status quo states to race hard enough may actually cause war by invit-
ing attack by revisionist powers.” It is also consistent with Siverson and
Diehl’s (1989) conclusion indicating some arms races lead to war while
others lead to peace, andwithKennedy’s (1984) contention of arms races
as a product of political conflicts rather than a cause of war.
I am encouraged inmy use of buildups as ameasure of dissatisfaction

by the fact that there is no consistent relationship between suchmilitary
buildups andwarwithin the existing literature. BeginningwithWallace
(1979) and his immediate and strident critics (Weede 1980; Altfeld 1983;
and Diehl 1983) through the most recent re-evaluations (Sample 1997),
it is clear that arms buildups make militarized disputes more likely to
escalate to war. However, the only study to investigate whether arms
buildups make the initial disputes more likely to occur in the first
place concludes there is no relationship between buildups and the onset
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of conflict (Diehl and Kingston 1987). Thus any claim of arms buildups
causing war is not justified. The empirical studies by Wallace and his
critics begin with disputes as the cases analyzed, and then estimate the
influence of buildups on whether those militarized disputes escalate to
war. Since the presence of a dispute necessitates militarized interaction
(threats, displays, or uses of force), all of these studies select on the
dependent variable of international conflict and thus may produce bi-
ased estimates of the impact of a buildup on subsequent escalation. In
order to investigate whether or not buildups might cause peace by de-
terrence, analysts would have to include cases of non-disputes within
their studies. Reed (1998) offers a cogent discussion of the problems
inattention to such questions of selection can cause in statistical analy-
ses of conflict escalation. None has followed such guidelines, and thus
none can claim to have given the “if you would have peace prepare for
war” argument a satisfactory hearing.22 What is needed is a combina-
tion of Diehl and Kingston’s onset analysis with aWallace-like escalation
analysis, estimated simultaneously.
In addition to the possible consequent statistical indeterminacy of the

arms buildups → war question, there is a compelling theoretical argu-
ment to be made about different arms races or arms buildups leading to
different outcomes. The genesis of almost all research on arms races or
arms buildups is Richardson’s (1960a) differential equations model. In
hismodel, different relationships among the important defense, fatigue,
and grievance terms produce very different expectations. Specifically,
they determine where in his weapons plane the security lines of the
arms-racing states lie. If they lie such that each state’s security linepasses
through the axis representing its own arms levels, all arms buildups
will tend toward a stable equilibriumwhere the security lines intersect.
What this means is that the arms increases (or decreases) of each state
will move both states closer to their security lines, until ultimately the
states find themselves at the intersection of their security lines. The se-
curity lines represent the amount of weapons each state feels it requires
given the arsenal of the other. A situation in which both states are on
their security lines would be a situation in which each state feels secure
with their arsenals. I suggest this is a situation in which they are likely
to be at peace. If both states startedwith arsenals below this equilibrium
point, both would increase their arsenals (engage in military buildups)

22 It is also relevant that none of these studies includes minor powers; all are studies
only of the influence of buildups on the probability that great powers will escalate their
preexisting disputes to war.
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until the equilibrium was reached. They would be engaged in arms
buildups in which they come to feel more secure.23 In contrast, if each
state’s security line passes through the axis representing the other state’s
arsenal, arms races will tend to make arsenals increase toward infinity.
In the process the two states will increase their arsenals out of a feeling
of insecurity generated by the other’s arsenal, but in so doing they will
cumulatively move farther from their security lines. Taking steps to re-
act to the other will make both feel less secure. It seems reasonable to
suggest that such a situation would be especially likely to end in war.
The different scenarioswithin Richardson’smodel lead to very differ-

ent expectations about war and peace. In the first, the states feel secure
andeventually stop increasing their arsenals; in the second, they feel less
and less secure and consequently never stop increasing their arsenals.
The implication is that the question ofwhether arms buildupsmakewar
more or less likely by increasing or decreasing security, depends very
much on within which scenario the arms race or buildup occurs. Past
studies have not considered the contextwithinwhich the arms buildups
occur, and thus cannot distinguish between arms buildups leading to
war and those leading to peace.
Although arms buildups make disputes more prone to escalate (the

studies from Wallace to Sample make this clear), this is not the same
thing as saying two states totally without disputes but engaged in a
buildup are going to go to war (Diehl and Kingston’s [1987] results
suggest they are not). So, it is far from established that preparation for
war and occurrence of war are the same thing. There are empirical and
theoretical reasons to expect some arms buildups would lead to war
while others would not. By looking at arms buildups within the context
of changing power relations between dominant states and challengers, I
amadding in someof the context of relationswhich is generally omitted.
Consequently, I have not introduced war on both sides of the equation.
The tests offered are not circular.24 That fully a third of the wars in my
dataset occurred in the absence of buildups is further evidence war and
buildups do not perfectly covary.

23 A similar outcome is offered by Intriligator and Brito’s (1984) arms race model. In their
nuclearized version of the arms race, if two states increase their arsenals beyond the point
of mutual assured destruction, peace by deterrence follows.
24 That said, if a study including cases of non-disputes, or if a study employing a selection
model such as introduced by Reed (1998), were undertaken and found arms buildups do
increase the probability of war, my use of arms buildups as a measure of dissatisfaction
would be inappropriate. In order to be completely persuasive, however, this study would
have to include minor power interactions as well as cases of non-disputes.
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Nevertheless, I do not think military buildups are an ideal measure
of status quo dissatisfaction. If nothing else, I am unwilling to claim the
absence of a buildup necessarily indicates satisfaction with the status
quo. I also am unwilling to claim that buildups as a measure of dissat-
isfaction are especially persuasive in situations where the challenger is
far inferior to the dominant state. In such situations theweak challenger
may be undertaking an extraordinary military buildup in reaction to a
domestic insurgency or in an attempt to stimulate its domestic economy.
Similarly, even near parity it could be that an arms buildup is caused
by a domestic threat. Consequently, a satisfied state could engage in
an arms buildup even at or near parity. Ideally I would like a measure
of status quo evaluations that would predict which states will under-
take military buildups. Unfortunately, an alternative causally prior to
preparation forwar does not currently exist, and thus Imeasure dissatis-
faction with buildups by default. I express caution in using buildups as
an indicator of dissatisfaction, but I do not mean in so doing to suggest I
have no confidence that buildups indicate dissatisfaction. I suspect they
generally do. I stand by the results in the next chapters. I simplymean to
indicate my awareness that buildups are a less-than-perfect indicator of
the theoretically relevant concept of status quo evaluations, and readers
may want to discount my findings accordingly.

Conclusions
In this chapter I have introduced, explained, and justified the opera-
tional choices I make in my identification of local hierarchies and in
my measurement of power parity and status quo evaluations. The re-
sult is an appropriate set of local hierarchies and useful measures of the
theoretically important independent variables central to the multiple
hierarchy model.
That said, I am aware readers may not agree with the sagacity of all

of the many implicit assumptions and operational decisions I make.
Readers may disagree about the appropriateness of my set of local hi-
erarchies. I find the list satisfactory in terms of both intuitive recogni-
tion and cross-validation with other literatures. However, others might
disagree about the ability to interact militarily being as important as I
claim. They might accept the importance of the ability to interact mil-
itarily but reject the claim that my application of the loss-of-strength
gradient captures the concept. They might accept the application of the
loss-of-strength gradient conceptually, but be unconvinced the formula
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is correct. Readers might accept the formula, but be concerned about
the transit ranges I specify based on military histories and explorer ac-
counts. Finally, readers might accept all of the assumptions and coding
decisions, yet still worry the data are of questionable reliability. I have
tried to allay asmany of these concerns as possible by offering a lot of in-
formation about my rationale for making the assumptions and coming
to the coding decisions. I also offered some additional validity checks on
the end product. At a minimum I hope I have provided sufficient infor-
mation for any interested reader to replicate my efforts. I am convinced
the renewed focus on regional concerns and regionalism, described in
the previous chapter, is a promising renewal. However, without some
agreement about what constitutes a region, I think the Renaissance of
regional considerations will revert to a Dark Age of regional neglect.
For this reason I believe efforts such as mine to offer reasonably clear
empirical definitions of regions are worthy undertakings. I hope my re-
gional classifications will be of use to researchers exploring questions
other than those suggested by the multiple hierarchy model.
I suspect more readers will object to the military buildups measure

of status quo evaluations than to the measures of power parity. In an
effort to allay concerns about the status quo evaluations measure, I pro-
vided a rather detailed justification for why I believe it does not make
the empirical evaluations in subsequent chapters circular. The buildups
are conceptualized as preparation for war. I argue dissatisfied states
are likely to prepare for war as parity nears. If preparations for war al-
ways or usually lead to war, then there will be a bias in favor of finding
that status quo dissatisfaction so measured is associated with war. My
reading of the empirical and theoretical literatures on arms races and
arms buildups suggests that although buildups may make disputes es-
calate, there is no evidence arms buildups make the dispute occur in
the first place. At the same time, there is no evidence arms buildups
lead to peace either. The question remains open, and it seems plausible
some arms races lead to war while others lead to peace. Thus the use of
military buildups to measure status quo dissatisfaction is not ruled out
a priori. The alliance similarity and UN voting similarity measures of
status quo evaluations are not useful for my analyses because there is
so little variation inminor power alliance portfolios andUN voting pat-
terns. All, or almost all, minor powers would be identified as satisfied
if I used those measures.
A common reaction when reading any empirical analysis of interna-

tional relations is to object to the measurement of specific variables and
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to the rules for case selection. I know readers of this bookwill raise such
objections to my measures and case selection rules. The tendency to
do so is common because most of the theoretically important concepts
in international relations research do not lend themselves to obvious
measurement. Consequently, there is a lot of disagreement about mea-
surement issues. Most of this disagreement is productive; over time we
develop better measures. The measures I use are imperfect, I know they
are imperfect, but I use them because there are no superior alternatives.
I look forward to the productive outcome of disagreement about my
measures and coding rules. Such a productive outcome will increase
confidence in the relationships the multiple hierarchy model hypoth-
esizes exist. I provide the first evaluation of those relationships in the
next chapter.
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This chapter begins the presentation of tests of the multiple hierarchy
model’s main hypothesis. In general what I am testing is whether the
multiple hierarchymodel’s expectation of power parity and dissatisfac-
tion with the status quo making war more likely is true in minor power
regions as well as among the great powers. Specifically, I evaluate the
hypothesis that power parity and status quo dissatisfaction increase
the probability of wars involving the dominant power in international
power hierarchies, be they global or local. Doing so leads to additional
empirical analyses.

Units of analysis and the dependent variable
In order to test my hypothesis, I study dyadic combinations within
global and local power hierarchies. I analyze whether power parity and
status quo dissatisfaction tend to be present when wars are fought, and
whether they tend to be absent when peace prevails.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the analysis is of dyads, or

pairs of states. Unlikemost international conflict analyses, however, I do
not study all dyads nor do I observe the dyads in my studies annually.
My case selection procedure is thus somewhat different from standard
analyses. It differs because my theoretical structure, the multiple hier-
archy model, necessitates it.
Rather than observing all dyads annually, I observe dyads of the

dominant power with each contender within its power hierarchy over
decade-long intervals. The multiple hierarchy model hypothesizes that
when a dissatisfied challenger achieves paritywith the dominant power
in its hierarchy, the probability of war within the hierarchy increases.
Thus, the hypothesis is about wars involving the dominant power and
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a primary contender within a given hierarchy. Consequently the only
dyads relevant to evaluation of this hypothesis are those involving the
dominant power. A few past studies (Organski and Kugler 1980: ch. 1;
Houweling and Siccama 1988; Kim 1989) analyze all great power dyads
whether they include the dominant power or not. I do not think power
transition theory nor my multiple hierarchy model provide expecta-
tions about when two great powers, neither of which is the dominant
power, will or will not wage war against each other.1 Nor do I think
traditional power transition theory or the multiple hierarchy model tell
us what such wars might be about. Wars among non-dominant great
powers certainly do occur (for example, great powers Russia and Japan
went to war in 1904–1905 with over 200,000 battle fatalities). But power
transition theory cannot tell us much about them. There is a great deal
of domain restriction within power transition theory and the multiple
hierarchy model, but it is not arbitrary domain restriction. Rather, it is
domain restriction based on the theory. Remaining true to this theoret-
ical domain restriction allows more accurate evaluation of the theory’s
hypothesis, and provides a clear benchmark for what would constitute
better theory; namely, a theory accounting for relations involving the
dominant powers and also additional relations in other dyads. Conse-
quently, I only consider dyads inwhich one of the states is the dominant
power of a local or the global international power hierarchy.
I observe these dyads over decade-long intervals. The standard du-

ration of an observation in international conflict analyses is one year.
In contrast, the standard duration of an observation in power transition
research has been two decades (see Organski and Kugler 1980: ch. 1;
Houweling and Siccama 1988; and de Soysa, Oneal, and Park 1997). In
their initial empirical analysis of power transition theory, Organski and
Kugler (1980: 48) ask: “Should one anticipate war or peace a year, ten
years, or twenty years before or after the point when two countries
become equal?” And then answer themselves: “We thought that a
period of roughly twenty years . . .would be sufficient time” (1980: 48).
The twenty-year duration of an observation is thus chosen because it is
unclear when achieving parity will result in war. If parity is achieved in
1900 and the dissatisfied challenger decides it now has the opportunity
for war but needs some diplomatic excuse to initiate the war (perhaps
to influence potential war-joiners), there could be a delay before the

1 However,KimandMorrow(1992)offer analternatepower-transition-like formalmodel
of power overtakings and war in all dyads. For an informal presentation, see Morrow
(1996).
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achievement of parity is acted upon via war. Consequently there needs
to be some flexibility built into what is an observation so that a “true”
hypothesis is not rejected.2

That said, however, one must be careful about allowing too generous
a time-interval for an observation.Wars are infrequent events to be sure,
but they are far from being as rare as wemight like. Too long an interval
for an observation might predispose analysis to uncover covariation
between rough equality (or dissatisfaction) and war. As John Vasquez
writes (1996: 37–38): “While some time lag is reasonable, a twenty-year
lag is a very long time and raises the possibility that any association
between a power transition and war could be coincidental.” Siverson
and Miller (1996: 64–65) agree: “twenty years is an arbitrary selection.
There is nothing obviously wrong with it . . .At the same time, there is
nothing to prevent investigators from re-testing the same relationships
on periods of, say, fifteen, twenty-five, or thirty years to explore the
robustness of the results.”
I agree: twenty-year lags may be too generous a period within which

to allow the independent variables to manifest themselves in war.
However, annual observations require us to assume the effects of the
independent variables are felt instantaneously. This seems too strict an
assumption given our ignorance of decision processes and the crudity
of our data. Consequently, I split the difference between “too gener-
ous” and “too strict,” and observe dyads involving dominant powers
for ten-year periods. A case, in my analyses, is thus a dyad involving a
dominant power and a challenger observed over a decade. Suchdecade-
long observations are curtailed in the event ofwar. Consequently, a great
power dyad observation beginning in 1910 would end in 1914, rather
than persisting until 1919. In this way I can ensurewar does not precede
my observation of parity or dissatisfaction. I aggregate each indepen-
dent variable, control variable and dependent variable over the decade
of each observation.3

The dependent variable in my analyses is a dichotomous indicator of
the occurrence (1) or avoidance (0) of interstate war as defined by the

2 This is similar to the question of what is parity or what is an overtaking, described
in chapter 2. Leaders of countries may not have access to empirical datasets of national
capabilities and thus might not be aware a power transition occurs in exactly 1913 (or
whenever it actually occurs). Consequently, we should anticipate only a general relation-
ship between parity and war and be concerned about periods of approximate equality
rather than exact equality. Similarly, there may be some time-lag between the onset of
parity and its manifestation in war.
3 Wayman (1996) also studies decade-long dyadic observations.
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Correlates of War (COW) project (Small and Singer 1982, updated by
Singer 1991). Instances of militarized conflict between states in which
1,000 or more battle fatalities occur are wars according to the COW
definition. When a COWwar occurs and pits the members of one of my
dyads against each other, the dependent variable takes on the value of 1.
Otherwise, the dependent variable is coded 0. Wars persisting from one
decade to thenext are recordedonly for thedecade inwhich they started,
since the hypothesis of the multiple hierarchy model concerns only the
onset of war, not its duration. There is one instance in which more than
one COWwar occurred within a dyad within a decade, specifically the
1960s observation of Egypt–Israel in which both the Six DayWar (1967)
and theWar of Attrition (1969) occurred. This is the only observation for
which the dependent variable is arguably something other than 0 or 1,
and I default to what appears the most appropriate category and code
the observation as a 1.4

Theoretical and statistical issues
in pooling observations

In order to evaluate the empirical validity of the multiple hierarchy
model I have to aggregate regional analyses into a global whole. If the
multiple hierarchy model is accurate, such aggregation is appropriate.
Whether the aggregation is appropriate, however, must be determined
by consideration of the data rather than bymypreference that themulti-
ple hierarchy model be found accurate. There are important theoretical
issues at stake in the simple act of aggregation.However, there arewider
epistemological issues at stake too: specifically whether the causes of
war are truly global phenomena or whether they differ across parts of
the world. These theoretical and epistemological issues are discussed in
chapter 1, so I only briefly review them here.
A common caricature contrasts area specialists (who implicitly or ex-

plicitly assume there is something different about the area they study
whichmakes it intrinsically interesting or otherwise justifies its isolated

4 Since my cases are dyads involving the dominant powers, the wars involving such
dyads are: the War of the Pacific, the Chaco War, the Iran–Iraq War, the Yom Kippur
War, the Six Day War, the 1982 Israeli–Syrian War in Lebanon, the Korean War, India
and Pakistan’s 1965 and 1971 wars, the Vietnamese–Cambodian War of 1975–1980, the
Vietnam War, the Ugandan–Tanzanian War of 1978–1979, the Somali–Ethiopian War
of 1978–1979, the eastern and western fronts of World War I and World War II, the
Franco-Prussian War, and the British–Russian and French–Russian warring dyads in the
Crimean War.
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analysis) with social scientists (who seek to uncover general patterns
of political behavior free of regional context). The former supposedly
would say the globe is not the sum of its regional parts, while the latter
would allegedly reach the opposite conclusion.
Aggregating regional analyses into a global whole requires us to as-

sume the caricatured political scientists are correct while the caricatured
area specialists are wrong. This is exactly the assumption made by the
vast majority of quantitative international conflict researchers, most of
whom employ a case selection procedure of all-dyads in their analyses.
They assume agglomerating dyads from every region is appropriate.
I treat this question of aggregation as a hypothesis rather than as an

assumption. The multiple hierarchy model includes no region-specific,
cultural, or other contextual variables as components of the story it
tells about how international systems function. The model implicitly
assumes global aggregation is appropriate. Nevertheless, I begin my
analyses with the question of whether such aggregation is technically
appropriate. Thus, I ask a statistical question: is pooling of observations
from different regions the correct statistical procedure? Pooling refers
to the aggregation of disparate cross-sections of observations into a uni-
fied analysis. Answering the question is thus a reasonably simple statis-
tical reaction to my assumption that global aggregation is appropriate.
Again, the answer to this simple statistical question has very important
theoretical and epistemological ramifications.
An example of a statistical circumstance in which pooling would

not be appropriate would be a situation in which the relationship be-
tween the independent and dependent variables is negative in one
cross-section of observations but positive in the other(s). If the rela-
tionship between parity and war is negative in Africa and the Middle
East, but positive in South America, the Far East, and among the Great
Powers, the net effect of aggregating these regional analyses would
likely yield a finding of no relationship between parity and war (since
the positive relationships would cancel out the negative ones). In such
a situation, pooling the regional analyses would mask parity’s relation-
ship to war, and would specifically mask the fact that this relationship
varies across different regional contexts. Any analysis that pools cross-
sections of data necessitates an assumption of consistent effects of the
independent variables across each cross-section (for detail, see Gujarati
1995: 522–525; while for an accessible introduction to the potential sta-
tistical problems of pooling, see Stimson 1985). Thus, the first statistical
question is whether I can pool the five regions into one unified analysis.
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The procedure bywhich one determineswhether pooling is appropri-
atewithin logistic regression estimation (the technique used throughout
this book) involves comparison of the log likelihoods for regional and
global (pooled) models. In this “likelihood ratio test,” if the sum of
the log likelihoods for separate regional analyses is not statistically sig-
nificantly different from that calculated for the global/pooled analysis
(multiplying these log likelihoods by –2), then pooling is appropriate.
The difference between the sum of the regional log likelihoods and the
log likelihood for the global model is distributed as a χ2 statistic, where
the degrees of freedom are the number of parameters estimated in the
separate regional analyses less the number of parameters estimated in
the pooled model. In order to address whether pooling is appropriate, I
estimate regional and global versions of a model where the dependent
variable is “war onset” while “power parity,” “dissatisfaction with the
status quo,” and an interaction term multiplying parity by dissatisfac-
tion are the independent variables. I then compare the log likelihood
estimated in the global model with the sum of the corresponding log
likelihoods in the five separate regional models. The difference in log
likelihoods between the global and regional models is quite small. For
the version of the model reported in table 5.1, the difference is just over
14. With twelve degrees of freedom this value is very far from statis-
tically significant. I am thus confident that pooling regional analyses
is statistically appropriate. However, even though I report only pooled
analyses hereafter, I do not assume pooling means that the relationship
between the covariates is identical across the regions, and do not make
any “global” conclusions other than that there does appear to be a pos-
itive relationship between parity, dissatisfaction, and war in all of the
regions studied.
A clear implication of this likelihood ratio test is that if I analyze the

multiple hierarchymodel, I uncover relationships across the five regions
similar enough to be treated as parts of the same general global pattern.
This is important good news for the multiple hierarchy model and sup-
port for the prevailing tendency to pool observations in international
politics research.

Another consideration: controlling for time
An additional statistical issue that must be addressed before discussion
and interpretation of results concerns the impact (or potential impact)
of time on my analyses. Above I have described howmy data represent
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local and global hierarchy cross-sections of the world. In addition to be-
ing cross-sectional in this specific form, my data are also time-series of
the dyads over the course of their relations within their specific hierar-
chies.Most international relations analyses of cross-sectional time-series
with a binary dependent variable ignore the fact that adjustments must
be made for the possibility that observations of the same units at differ-
ent points in timemay not be independent. It seems impossible to argue,
for instance, that British–Russian relations in the 1890s are completely
independent of British–Russian relations in decades prior to the 1890s.
And yet, exactly this sort of assumption is implied by not controlling
for the possibility of temporal dependence of observations. Causes of
the dependent variable omitted from the analysis will make the error
terms for a given cross-section exhibit correlation over time. This will
tend to dampen the standard errors for other covariates included in the
model, thereby over-stating the confidence we have that the covariates
are statistically significant. Further, if any of the variables included in
the model are correlated with time itself, i.e., if there is a trend in one or
another of the variables, the estimated coefficient for that variable will
be inconsistent.
Beck, Katz, and Tucker (1998) offer a simple correction for such poten-

tial problems in cross-sectional time-series analyses of binarydependent
variables. They demonstrate the inclusion of a series of time-interval
dummyvariables indicating the number of observations since the cross-
section was first observed, or since the dependent variable last took on
a value of 1 for that cross-section, explicitly models the effects of time
on the dependent variable. Inclusion of such a string of time-interval
dummy variables produces accurate standard errors and consistent co-
efficients. In all of the analyses below I include a series of dummy vari-
ables indicating thenumberofdecades thedyad inquestionhasbeenob-
served, or the number of observations for thedyad since the last instance
in which a war occurred between them. In order to save space, none of
the time variables are reported in the tables; none of themare significant.

Empirical results
A first analysis

Table 5.1 presents the first set of empirical results directly evaluating the
multiple hierarchy model’s hypothesis that parity and dissatisfaction
with the status quo increase the probability of war in dyads involving
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Table 5.1. Logistic regression estimates

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −4.337∗∗∗

Parity 2.735∗∗∗

(0.0082)
Dissatisfaction 2.552∗∗∗

(0.0107)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.929∗

(0.0788)
Observations: 289; Model χ2: 22.759∗; correct predictions:
overall: 94.46%, wars: 0%, non-wars: 100%

Notes: Twelve time-interval dummy variables to control for
duration dependence are included but not reported in order
to preserve space.
∗ p < 0.10 ∗∗ p < 0.05 ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

the dominant states within the global power hierarchy and local hierar-
chies. Themodel estimated in table 5.1 is a unified, or pooled, model ag-
gregating cases among theGreat Powers, and fromAfrican, Far Eastern,
Middle Eastern, and South American local hierarchies. A set of twelve
temporal dummy variables is included to correct for the possible prob-
lems of time dependence.
I focus on GDP-based models in my discussions throughout this and

the next two chapters because I believe GDP is a more accurate mea-
sure of power as conceptualized by power transition theory, and thus
GDP-basedmodels are more theoretically appropriate. However, as pe-
rusal of the Appendix will indicate, the model is supported regardless
of whether power is measured by GDP or COW’s composite capabili-
ties index. Themultiple hierarchymodel is supported by the analysis in
table 5.1 because the joint presence of parity and dissatisfaction greatly
increases the probability of war within the dyads analyzed. The nega-
tive sign of the interaction term in table 5.1 should not be interpreted
as refuting the hypothesis of the multiple hierarchy model. In order for
the interaction of parity and dissatisfaction to be non-zero, it is mathe-
matically necessary that both the parity and dissatisfaction individual
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variables be non-zero as well. Consequently, when parity and dissatis-
faction are observed to be jointly present the coefficient of −1.929 for
themultiplicative term is observed, but at the same time the statistically
significant coefficients of +2.735 and +2.552 must also be observed for
the individual terms of parity and dissatisfaction respectively. These
positive individual effects combined with the negative interactive term
jointly lead to an expected increase in the probability of war when par-
ity and dissatisfaction are both present – exactly as anticipated by the
multiple hierarchy model.5 The negative coefficient on the interaction
term does not mean the joint presence of these variables decreases the
probability of war, but rather themultiplicative effect is smaller than the
additive combination of the individual effects. The overall effect (multi-
plicative and additive) of the joint presence of parity and dissatisfaction
is to increase the predicted probability of war.6

Table 5.2 presents the substantive impact of variation in parity and
dissatisfaction on the conditional probability of war based on the re-
sults estimated in table 5.1. When neither parity nor dissatisfaction is
observed, the pooled estimated probability of war for all of the dyads in
the analysis is just over 1 percent. When parity and dissatisfaction are
jointly present, the conditional probability of war is much higher, over
27 percent. This large change in the conditional probability of war sug-
gests the correct signs on the variables in themodel reported in table 5.1
are substantively aswell as statistically significant. Combined, tables 5.1

5 This discussion of the interaction term ignores the constant. Obviously even when the
variables for parity anddissatisfaction take on values of 1 so thatwe get+2.735 and+2.552
but also the −1.929 value, we also get the −4.337 value of the constant. This “sums” to a
negative number, but this does not mean the probability of war is negative or lower than
when parity and dissatisfaction are absent. Logistic regression coefficients can only be
interpreted when we exponentiate the entire function. Thus, the calculation when parity
and dissatisfaction are present is e(−4.337+2.735+2.552−1.929) which simplifies to e−0.979. This
equals 0.376 (e being 2.71828 . . . ). In order to calculate what the probability of war given
these values is, we reapply the logistic functional form, and consider 0.376/1.376 which
is 0.273 or 27.3%. When neither parity nor dissatisfaction is present, the calculations are
simplified since we multiply all the estimates except the constant by 0. We thus consider
only e−4.337 which equals 0.0131, leading to a probability of 1.3%. So, even though the
overall sum of coefficients and the constant may be less than zero, given the exponential
nature of the calculations this simply means the outcome will be less than one. Given the
dependent variable is the probability of war, a fraction is a perfectly understandable value.
6 Significance levels for all of the variables included in table 5.1 are one-tailed because
of the use of directional hypotheses. The multiple hierarchy model clearly makes di-
rectional hypotheses about the theoretically important parity and status quo evaluation
variables. Those dissatisfied with one-tailed tests can determine what the probabilities
of the coefficients being statistically significantly different from zero are in table 5.1 by
multiplying the reported probabilities by two.
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Table 5.2. Substantive effects of Parity and
Dissatisfaction for model reported in table 5.1

Neither Parity nor Dissatisfaction 1.3%
Parity, no Dissatisfaction 16.7%
Dissatisfaction, no Parity 14.3%
Parity and Dissatisfaction 27.3%

and5.2 provide strongglobal support for themultiple hierarchymodel’s
hypothesis about war onset.

Persistent cross-regional variation
The results presented in table 5.1 are for a pooledmodel. Such pooling is
appropriate statistically inmy analysis of themultiple hierarchymodel.
But the appropriateness of pooling does not mean the relationship be-
tween the covariates is identical across the different regional contexts.
In fact, there is reason to suspect that in spite of the statistical appro-
priateness of pooling the regional analyses, the relationships of parity
and dissatisfaction with war should not be identical across regions. In
chapter 1 I summarized persuasive arguments about international in-
teractions in the developingworld “looking” different from those of the
developed world (Ayoob 1995; Holsti 1996; Neuman 1998). If nothing
else, we might expect the relationship between parity, dissatisfaction,
and war to vary somewhat across regions owing to region-specific data
limitations (as will be substantiated by anyone who has looked closely
at data for the Third World). Consequently, it seems very reasonable
to allow for the possibility that the impact of parity and dissatisfaction
with the status quo on the probability of war will vary across regions in
spite of the result of the likelihood ratio tests reported in the previous
section. I allow for the possibility of cross-regional variation by includ-
ing a series of region-specific dichotomous, or dummy, variables in my
statistical models.7 I admit there is, as yet, no theoretical justification for
doing so, and there is specifically no justification based on the multi-
ple hierarchy model of power transition theory. However, as the reader
will see, the inclusion of these region-specific dummy variables is not
without precedent, and provides the ability to calculate region-specific

7 “Dummy variable” refers to a dichotomous indicator constructed from an originally
qualitative variable. Hardy (1993) offers an exhaustive discussion.
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substantive significance of the covariates. I am thus able to respond to
claims that the Third World is “different” from the First by estimating
exactly howmuch different a given ThirdWorld region is in terms of the
statistical effect of parity and dissatisfaction on the probability of war. I
thus can use the region-specific dummy variables to provide evidence
about these asserted differences.
But first, whether or not the inclusion of the region-specific dummy

variables is a good idea statistically must be determined by the same
sort of likelihood ratio tests used above to ascertain whether pooling
is appropriate. Here the comparison is between the log likelihoods of
global/unified/pooled models with and without the regional dummy
variables. If the log likelihoods of global models with the regional
dummy variables are statistically significantly different from the log
likelihoods of models without them, then their inclusion is statistically
justified. In order to assess the statistical appropriateness of including
the regional variables, I ranmodels inwhich the dependent variablewas
war and the independent variables were parity, dissatisfaction, and an
interaction term multiplying parity and dissatisfaction. I vary whether
or not regional dummies are included in these models. I use four re-
gional dummy variables, one for the Middle East, one for the Far East,
one for Africa, and one for South America. Great Power dyads are thus
the index category as no dummy specific to the Great Powers is in-
cluded. The difference in log likelihoods between the models with and
without regional dummy variables is just over 8. With four degrees
of freedom this value is statistically significant at the p ≤ 0.05 level.
Adding regional dummy variables to my analyses is statistically appro-
priate and improves the overall fit of the model. A clear implication of
this likelihood ratio test is that there is important information gained
by including region-specific dummy variables in models evaluating the
multiple hierarchy model. The regional parts of the global analysis are
similar, but not uniform. There is something different about the minor
power regions which distinguishes them from the Great Powers. As a
result, in all the statistical models to follow, I include the four regional
dummy variables.
Some readers may wonder why I do not include a dummy variable

specific to each of my local hierarchies. Donald Green, Soo Yeon Kim,
and David Yoon (2001) argue exactly that such “fixed effects” modeling
is amajor omission ofmost quantitative research inworld politics. They
demonstrate how inclusion of dyad-specific control variables substan-
tially revises the results of a number of prominent published studies.
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Table 5.3. Logistic regression estimates with regional variables

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −3.04∗∗

Parity 2.003∗

(0.0575)
Dissatisfaction 2.395∗∗

(0.0177)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.810∗

(0.1020)
Africa −2.031∗∗

(0.0231)
Far East −0.753

(0.2424)
Middle East −0.293

(0.3685)
South America −1.980∗

(0.0588)
Observations: 289; model χ2: 30.735∗∗; correct predictions:
overall: 94.81%, wars: 6.25%, non-wars: 100%

See notes to table 5.1.

Sensitive to such concerns, I have estimated a version of the model
reported in table 5.3 with such local hierarchy-specific dummies rather
than regional dummies.8 None of the local hierarchy dummies in that
analysis is anywhere near statistically significant, although the overall
model is, and the coefficients for the parity and dissatisfaction variables
are virtually unchanged from those reported in table 5.3. At a mini-
mum, the results reported in this book are not affected by controlling
for fixed effects, as advocated by Green, Kim, and Yoon. This non-result
is not surprising theoretically. The multiple hierarchy model makes no
hypothesis about variation across local hierarchies (quite the reverse,

8 In this analysis, dummy variables were included only for those local hierarchies that
experienced both peace and war. This significantly reduces the local hierarchy dummies
included because seven of nineAfrican local hierarchies, two of four SouthAmerican local
hierarchies, one of three Middle Eastern local hierarchies, and four of seven Far Eastern
local hierarchies experienced no war during the time I study.
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since it hypothesizes they function as parallels). In contrast, the critical
work of Ayoob, Neuman, and Holsti, summarized repeatedly in this
book, suggests larger regional variations.
The addition of region-specific dummy variables in table 5.3 does not

change thepreviousfindingof support for themultiplehierarchymodel.
Even in the presence of these new variables, both parity and dissatis-
faction increase the probability of war. Again, the multiplicative term is
negative, but the overall interactive effect, including the additive aswell
asmultiplicative variables, is positive and strongly so. Perhapsmost sur-
prising are the statistically significant Africa and South America coeffi-
cients (all region-specific dummies have the anticipated negative sign).9

Table 5.4 reports the substantive impact of variation in parity and
dissatisfaction on the probability of war within each of the five regions.
Here the value of the region-specific dummy variables is dramatically
clear. Having such variables in the models amounts to the logistic re-
gression equivalent of a change of intercept parameter for ordinary least
squares regression. Statistically, “switching on” the Africa dummy vari-
able, for example, allowsme todeterminewhat the impacts of parity and
dissatisfaction are across the nine African local hierarchies as opposed
to within the local hierarchies of some other region or among the Great
Powers. The region-specific dummy variables act like switches which
allow me to calculate the substantive strength of the relationship be-
tween parity, dissatisfaction, and war within each region individually.
When the four region-specific dummy variables are all “switched off,”
the results are specific to the Great Powers.
Clearly situations in which there is neither parity nor dissatisfac-

tion are, according to the model estimated in table 5.3, very unlikely to
coincidewithwars involving the dominant power of local hierarchies or
the dominant power of the overall international system. The estimated

9 As was the case in table 5.1, all of the theoretically relevant variables are reported with
one-tailed significance levels because of the use of directional hypotheses. In addition, I
also make directional hypotheses about the regional control variables because I have rea-
son to believe they should all be negative. There have been a rather large number of studies
establishing how much more war-prone great powers are than minor powers (see, inter
alia, Bremer 1980;GochmanandMaoz1984; Jones, Bremer, andSinger 1996). Since all ofmy
regional dummy variables represent minor power regions, it is reasonable to expect them
to be negative compared to the indexed Great Power “region.” Past research on the war-
proneness of great powers is thus a precedent establishing a strong prior expectation of a
negative estimated coefficient for each regional dummy variable. Moreover, in chapter 7
I attempt to specify variables to capture what makes the minor power regions less war-
prone; in effect I attempt to specify variables which will make the regional dummy vari-
ables insignificant. One-tailed significance is easier to establish than two-tailed, so the
one-tailed significance levels used here make my task harder in chapter 7.
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Table 5.4. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction for model reported
in table 5.3

Great
Powers Middle East Far East S. America Africa

Neither Parity nor
Dissatisfaction 4.6 4.6 4.6 0.7 0.6

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 26.3 26.3 26.3 4.7 4.5

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 34.6 34.6 34.6 6.8 6.5

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 39.0 39.0 39.0 8.1 7.8

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of war (expressed as a
percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the region designated
in each column.

conditionalprobabilityofwar in theabsenceofparityanddissatisfaction
ranges from less than 1 percent in Africa and South America to between
4 and 5 percent in the rest of the world. However, when parity and dis-
satisfaction are present, the same estimated conditional probabilities of
war rise dramatically. In Africa and South America the probability of
war increasesmore than tenfold (although admittedly a tenfold increase
above a base probability of less than 1 percent is far from staggering),
while in the other three regions the probability of war rises from less
than 5 percent at the base to almost 40 percent.10

Taken together, tables 5.1 through 5.4 suggest that parity and dissat-
isfaction increase the estimated probability of war in the aggregate and
in all five regions studied. This supports the multiple hierarchymodel’s
hypothesis about the incidence ofwarwithin international systems. The
results reported in the tables also suggest that howmuch parity and dis-
satisfaction affect the probability of war varies considerably around the
world. While parity and dissatisfaction make war more likely in all five
regions, the impact of these variables in the minor power regions, in

10 One unanticipated outcome is the reasonably large independent effects of parity and
dissatisfaction. The multiple hierarchy model anticipates parity and dissatisfaction are
conducive to war when jointly present. Thus, though not directly contradictory to my
model (since their joint presence is clearly more dangerous than the presence of either
in the absence of the other ), they are a surprise. Any explanation I might offer for them
would be ad hoc, so I leave this to future investigation.
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Africa and South America especially, is much smaller than among the
Great Powers. Clearly power parity and dissatisfaction with the status
quo do not make war as likely in Africa as they do in Europe. Thus,
whereas the multiple hierarchy model is supported by these analyses,
a new empirical puzzle is presented by considering how substantively
important the covariates are within each region.

A digression about proper-noun control variables
To recap: the presence of statistically significant region-specific vari-
ables allows me to diagnose and calculate cross-regional variation in
the substantive importance of the theoretically interesting variables of
parity and dissatisfaction. However, the region-specific dummy vari-
ables are not theoretical concepts by any stretch of the imagination.
Rather, they are proper nouns. Proper nouns make very poor variables
for those interested in theory because they have no ready theoretical in-
terpretation. Being in Africa, for instance, cannot cause dyads to vary in
their war-fighting behavior compared to dyads elsewhere. There must
be something else, some other factor simply more or less prevalent in
Africa (such as the level of development, political capacities of the gov-
ernments, etc.) causingAfrican dyads to be different. It is this something
else one would prefer to specify as a variable.
Proper-noun variables like “Africa” are of obvious statistical impor-

tance (they improve the fit of the model), but are of no immediate the-
oretical importance. Consequently, in spite of the interesting puzzle of
cross-regionalvariation theyallowmetodiscover, readersmayfind their
inclusion in the analyses theoretically objectionable. Although sympa-
thetic to such objections, I nevertheless include the proper-noun vari-
ables because I think the finding of such large cross-regional variation
in the importance of parity and dissatisfaction is very likely to produce
theoretical elaboration in the future. Further, the dummies are impor-
tant statistically, as demonstrated by the likelihood ratio tests above.
Finally, there are interesting precedents for inclusion of proper-noun
variables in research on American politics, comparative politics, and
economics.
The statistical importance of the region-specific dummy variables

is that they improve the overall fit of the model to the data on war
occurrence. Discussing the meaning of such variables, James Stimson
(1985: 923) writes: “the estimated dummy coefficients are not explana-
tion, but rather summary measures of our ignorance about the causes
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of between-unit differences, what Maddala (1971) called ‘specific ig-
norance’ as opposed to the general ignorance represented by the error
term.”
Stimson is referring to pooling time-series cross-sections of American

politics data, in which his “units” are regions of the United States. The
statistically significant regional dummies in table 5.3 are summarymea-
sures indicating something is different about Africa or South America
compared to the other regions, but what that something is, is unknown.
I am ignorant as towhy someminor power regions differ from theGreat
Powers (I write “some” because in the analysis reported in table 5.3 the
Far East and Middle East do not differ from the Great Powers), but I
nevertheless “know,” based on the statistically significant coefficients
for Africa and South America, they do differ. The term “specific igno-
rance” nicely captures the state of my knowledge about the sources of
cross-regional variation in parity and dissatisfaction’s impact on war.
In American politics research such as Stimson describes, the use of

proper-noun variables to represent similar specific ignorance is wide-
spread. In presidency research it is common to include a dummy vari-
able for specific presidential administrations to capture how “Nixon,”
for example, varies from other modern presidents (see Brace and
Hinckley 1992 for an excellent example; and see Green, Palmquist,
and Schickler 1998 [esp. p. 889] versus Erikson, Mackuen, and Stimson
1998 [esp. pp. 902–904] for a debate about the use of such proper-noun
presidency control variables). In American politics voting studies and
state-level public policy analyses, it is common tofindadummyvariable
for the South, often justified by some reference to V. O. Key’s Southern
Politics in State and Nation (1949). Since Key’s time, at least, researchers
in American politics have known there is “something different” about
the South (party structure, racial characteristics, political culture), but
often, even after controlling for such conceptual constructs, the South
remains statistically significantly different.11

11 For example, Timpone (1998) recently reports a statistically significant “South” vari-
able in his analysis of turnout, in spite of the inclusion of seven demographic and five
social “connectedness” variables which, one would think, would tend to account for
how the South differs. Burden and Kimball (1998) similarly report a distinction between
Southerners and others in ticket-splitting. In addition to the South’s ubiquitous pres-
ence in such analyses, other regions may be distinct too. Joel Lieske (1993) identifies ten
distinct regional sub-cultures and suggests empirical researchers in American politics
might benefit from specifying their specific ignorance of more regions than simply the
South.
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Perhaps the most interesting precedent specific to my regional
dummyvariables is offered by some of Robert Barro’s (1991) research on
economic growth. Barro finds that in addition to theoretically appealing
conceptual variables such as debt ratios, investment in human capital,
and past economic performance, dummy variables for Africa and Latin
America are statistically significant in virtually all of the models he
runs.12

Thepoint of thisdigressiondiscussing theuseofproper-noundummy
variables in other areas of social scientific research is to suggest a wide
precedent for including regional dummies even though there is no prior
theoretical justification for their inclusion.Moreover, I argue they should
be included because their very inclusion uncovers a statistical puzzle of
cross-regional variation in the substantive importance of theoretically
interesting variables. But, this cross-regional variation will be produc-
tive only if it stimulates future theoretical elaboration.13

I do not mention these studies to ridicule a-theoretical inclusion of the South by
American politics researchers. On the contrary, I think they are right to include variables
improving the fit of theirmodels. I also applaud their efforts to specify variables to account
theoretically for why the South (or other regions) might differ from the national norm.
I mention these studies to describe how “specific ignorance” variables are employed in
sub-fields of political science other than international politics research. A rather fun exer-
cise undertaken in preparation for writing this section involved perusing recent issues of
American Political Science Review in search of proper-noun variables and discussion thereof
in the text. I was very surprised by how common the practice is. Often there are interesting
discussions of what the proper nouns may be capturing. In comparative politics research
Kaufman and Zuckermann (1998) report a statistically significant variable called “Mexico
City” in their analysis of Mexican attitudes toward economic reform. Clarke, Stewart,
and Whiteley (1998) report a statistically significant “Mad Cow” variable in their analy-
sis of Labour support in Britain. Apparently international politics researchers are alone
in not admitting specific ignorance in their statistical models (although, for an exception
in which international politics researchers do include proper-noun variables, see Kugler
et al. 1997).
12 In a similar vein to the exercise I undertake in chapter 7 to account for Africa’s statis-
tical significance, Barro (1991: 435) writes: “A common view is that countries in Africa
or Latin America have poorer growth performance than other countries. Of course, if
the nature of being in Africa or Latin America is already held constant by the other ex-
planatory variables, continent dummies would be insignificant in equations for growth,
fertility, and investment. Thus, the finding of significant coefficients on these dum-
mies indicates that some regularities are missing from the model.” Given that Africa
and South America are the dummy variables for which consistently statistically signif-
icant coefficients are reported in this book, I may well be missing what this prominent
economist is missing. I find it very comfortable to be specifically ignorant in such good
company.
13 Przeworski and Teune (1970: 8)write: “The goal of comparative research is to substitute
names of variables for the names of social systems, such as Ghana, the United States,
Africa, or Asia.” In chapter 7 I substitute variables representing concepts such as level of
development and political instability in an effort to replace the proper names Africa, Far
East, Middle East, and South America.
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A second analysis: adding additional control
variables

The results presented thus far ignore a lot of empirical literature iden-
tifying important correlates of war.14 At a minimum, these variables
should be included to see if the relationships reported above might
be sensitive to consideration of these known (or at least strongly sus-
pected) correlates of war. Consequently, I now turn to a second analysis
of the multiple hierarchy model. This second stage differs from the first
by assessing the impact of power parity and status quo dissatisfaction
while controlling for the potentially mitigating effects of alliances, joint
democracy, and how militarized dyad members are.
Before discussing the results of this second-stage analysis, some ex-

planation and justification of the control variables is in order. The first
control variable indicateswhether there is any formof alliancewithin the
dyad in question during the decade under observation. I employ Corre-
lates of War alliance data (described in detail in Singer and Small 1966
and Small and Singer 1969, and subsequently updated by the Correlates
ofWarproject), coding this variable as 1whenever thedyadmembers are
simultaneously signatories of bilateral or multilateral ententes, neutral-
ity pacts, or defense pacts. Otherwise this variable is coded 0.15 James
Morrow’s (1991) capability-aggregation model suggests alliances sig-
nify coinciding security interests and are an aggregation of capabilities
against a common threat. If alliances are actions in recognition of com-
mon security interests, they should be associated with the avoidance
of war between allies. In contrast, Bueno de Mesquita (1981: ch. 5) re-
ports allies suffer an increased risk of finding themselves at war with
one another compared to non-allies.16 Specifically, Bueno de Mesquita
(1981: 160–161) reports: “wars between allies are about three timesmore

14 In fact, I amunaware of anypast evaluation of power transition theory’swar hypothesis
or of themultiple hierarchymodel inwhich control variableswere included in the analysis.
As a frequent recent contributor to the power transition literature, this is something of a
guilty confession. My inclusion of control variables here is intended as more than mere
atonement; I believe including them represents added value by this volume to the power
transition research program.
15 I also ran the analysis in table 5.5 with an alliance variable equal to 1 only if the dyad
members were joint signatories of a defense pact. The results do not change noticeably
with this alternate specification.
16 Stuart Bremer (1992: 328) also reports allies are disproportionately likely to experience
war compared to non-allies. Depending on how one aggregates types of alliances, Bremer
reports that allies are from4.5 to 5.6 timesmore likely to fight each other than are non-allies.
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likely than one would expect from the distribution of bilateral military
agreements . . . In fact, if we focus only on Europe . . .we find that al-
lies fight with each other almost five times more often than expected
by chance.” Bueno de Mesquita accounts for this finding by suggest-
ing allies are disproportionately likely to interact with each other, and
consequentially might be more likely to discover they have serious dis-
agreements. Given that the argument and the findings lead to contradic-
tory expectations about whether allies will bemore or less likely to fight
each other, I do not make any directional hypotheses about the role of
alliances.17

Perhaps the strongest “known” correlates of war and peace in in-
ternational conflict studies are the pacifying effects of joint democracy
(excellent recent summaries are offered by Chan 1997 and Maoz 1998),
the bellicose potential of contiguity (compellingly demonstrated by
Bremer 1992), and the inherent danger posed when two states disagree
about the control of some physical territory (Vasquez 1993; Huth 1996).
Of these three “prime suspects” only joint democracy is included here.
The reason for the omission of the other two variables is the same in both
cases; neither varies much, or with respect to war onset, in my dataset.
Specifically, almost all of my minor power dyadic observations are di-
rectly contiguous by a land or river border because of the way I identify
cases for my analyses. Since contiguity is so similar to my case selec-
tion procedure, it is statistically inappropriate to include it as a control
variable. Similarly, as already discussed in chapters 3–4, the existence of
a territorial disagreement (as reported by Huth 1996 and/or by Hensel
1998) is observed in every instance inmydataset inwhichminor powers
fought wars. The territorial disagreement data available from Huth
or Hensel do not systematically record such disagreements for great
powers prior to 1919. Consequently, I am unable to include this variable
for all of my cases. Since, for the cases I can include, the observations

17 It seems quite possible that including an alliance control variable could substantially
weaken the effect of status quo evaluations on the probability of war. If some state is
satisfiedwith the status quo, it would seem likely to be allied with the dominant power in
its hierarchy. Dissatisfied states would, in contrast, be unlikely to ally with the dominant
power. As a result of these two tendencies, alliances might strongly correlate with status
quo evaluations. This possibility has occurred to Woosang Kim (1991, 1992, 1996), who
measures status quo evaluations via comparison of states’ portfolios of alliances to the
dominant power’s portfolio. If Kim is right, the simple alliance variable included here
is not as strongly related to status quo evaluations as one might think. I do not use the
more complicated alliance portfolio version of status quo evaluations in my analyses, for
reasons detailed in chapter 4.
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of a 1 on my dependent variable are simultaneously observations of a 1
on this potential control variable, statistical evaluation including it is
impossible.18

Again, the only one of these three strongest known correlates of war
included is joint democracy. Both Chan (1997) and Maoz (1998) sum-
marize a vast amount of literature seemingly conclusively demonstrat-
ing that jointly democratic dyads are disproportionately unlikely to go
to war with each other. I anticipate joint democracy will decrease the
likelihood of war within local and global hierarchies, and thus offer
a directional hypothesis anticipating a negative coefficient. Further, the
inclusion of a joint democracymeasuremight diminish the impact ofmy
status quoevaluationvariable specifically because thedominantpowers
of the global system, over the past twohundredyears, have beendemoc-
racies. Since the dominant power creates a status quo that is the exter-
nalization of what has proven successful in its domestic governance,
other democracies should be disproportionately likely to be satisfied
with the status quo of a democratic dominant power. Thus, a variable
for joint democracy might correlate very highly with status quo evalu-
ations in the global hierarchy. I measure joint democracy with Tucker’s
(1998) formula, which not only indicates a dyad’s joint democracy, but
also gauges how similarly democratic itsmembers are. Itmeasureswhat
Maoz and Russett (1993) intended with their “jointreg” variable.19

18 Again, as described in chapter 4, this strong overlap between territorial disagreements
and war suggests such disagreements with the local dominant power are dissatisfaction
with the local status quo. This seems very plausible to me, and might suggest addi-
tional ways to conceptualize local dissatisfaction more intuitively, or perhaps more con-
cretely than I do. (I should mention that Hensel, Huth, and Vasquez have repeatedly
made such suggestions to me about what it might mean to be dissatisfied with a local
status quo.)
19 The specific procedure I use beginswith Polity III’s “institutionalizeddemocracy” score
(see Jaggers and Gurr 1995 for a description of Polity III, and Gleditsch andWard 1997 for
an evaluation). This score assumes only whole-number values between 0 and 10. The first
transformation I make is to add 1 to each state’s democracy score to avoid having to take
the square root of zero in step three. I thenhavevalues ranging from1 to11. The secondstep
multiplies the democracy scores of both dyad members. This produces a value ranging
from 1 to 121. The third transformation takes the square root of the multiplied adjusted
democracy scores. This results in a joint democracy score for the dyad that can assume
any value between 1 and 11. I then aggregate this value for the dyad over the decade in
question. The problemwithMaoz and Russett’s “jointreg” variable (as described in Oneal
andRussett 1997), is that it increases anddecreasesnon-monotonically as adyadmember’s
democracy score increases, holding the other dyadicmember’s democracy score constant.
Multiplying the modified democracy values and taking the square root overcomes this
problem. The more democratic, and the more similar, two states’ democracy scores are,
the higher the value with Tucker’s formula.
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Finally, I also include a pair of variables indicating the militarization
levels of the two states in the dyad. This variable, introduced in Bremer
(1992), is the ratio of a state’s share of military (number of troops and
military expenditures) components to its share of demographic (total
and urban population) components of the Correlates of War capabili-
ties measure. I include the militarization level of each dyadic member,
averaged over the decade under observation. States with a ratio above
1 aremilitarized, and are believed to be predisposed to settling disputes
militarily. I anticipate militarized dominant powers will tend to deter
warwhilemilitarized challengerswill tend to provoke it. Consequently,
I offer opposite directional hypotheses anticipating a negative coeffi-
cient for the dominant power’s militarization but a positive coefficient
for challenger’s militarization. The primary justification for inclusion
of these variables as controls here is that there might be a relation-
ship between militarized states and my buildup measure of status quo
dissatisfaction. Specifically, given the nature of the buildup measure,
some states may be designated as “dissatisfied” simply because they
tend always to have a large, and increasingly larger, military estab-
lishment. The preexistence of a large military establishment may be
due to a cultural predisposition supporting martial values, the exis-
tence of a long-term domestic insurgency, etc. None of these potential
other sources of a large military is conceptually the same thing as dis-
satisfaction with the local or global international status quo, and thus
inclusion of a militarization variable for each dyad member could di-
minish the estimated coefficient for dissatisfaction. Of course, a state
could be both militarized and dissatisfied, or could be dissatisfied for
the same reason it is militarized. In either case militarization would
inappropriately dampen dissatisfaction’s effect. As a result, including
militarization variables introduces a conservative bias against my dis-
satisfaction variable.
Table 5.5 reports amodel re-estimating the effects of parity and dissat-

isfaction on the probability ofwar in pooledmodelswith region-specific
dummies, temporal dummies controlling for duration dependence, and
four control variables suggested by the existing literature on the causes
of war. The four new control variables potentially could diminish the
importance of status quo evaluations, but this is not the case. The re-
sults reported in table 5.5 indicate that both power parity and status
quo dissatisfaction increase the probability of war. The interactive term
isnot statistically significant at traditional levels in themodel reported in
table 5.5 (although it does not miss by too much), but nevertheless
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Table 5.5. Logistic regression estimates with regional
and control variables

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −2.488∗

Parity 2.184∗∗

(0.0455)
Dissatisfaction 2.252∗∗

(0.0256)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.508

(0.1517)
Alliance −0.688

(0.3672)
Joint Democracy −0.092

(0.2999)
Dominant Power’s −0.211
Militarization (0.2758)

Challenger’s 0.203∗

Militarization (0.0787)
Africa −1.809∗

(0.0806)
Far East −0.731

(0.2821)
Middle East −0.761

(0.2337)
South America −1.850∗

(0.0819)
Observations: 287; Model χ2: 35.319∗∗; correct predictions:
overall: 95.12%, wars: 18.75%, non-wars: 99.63%

See notes to table 5.1.

the joint presence of parity and dissatisfaction is positive, and rather
substantial (as demonstrated in table 5.6 which reports the substan-
tive impact of changes in parity and status quo dissatisfaction).20 Of
the control variables, only challenger’s militarization is statistically

20 Readers may be interested to know that the inclusion of the challenger’s militarization
variable causes the standard error on the multiplicative interactive term to increase such
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Table 5.6. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction for model reported
in table 5.5

Great
Powers Middle East Far East S. America Africa

Neither Parity nor
Dissatisfaction 9.8 14.8 9.5 1.4 1.4

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 49.1 60.7 48.2 11.3 11.4

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 50.8 62.3 49.9 12.0 12.1

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 67.0 76.5 66.2 21.1 21.3

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of war (expressed as a
percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the region designated
in each column. Control variables are set at their regional means.

significant, and it has the anticipated positive sign. Dominant power’s
militarization has the correct sign but is not significant. The insignifi-
cant joint democracy coefficient might surprise some, but it is consis-
tent with past analyses combining status quo evaluations and various
measures of joint democracy (Lemke and Reed 1996; Clark and Hart
1998).
Table 5.6 reports substantive effects of power parity and status quo

dissatisfaction based on the estimates in table 5.5.21 As with the first-
stage analysis, these tables suggest very large impacts of parity and
dissatisfaction on the probability of warwithin all regions. The substan-
tive effects are greater at this second stage than in the first for two rea-
sons. First, the dampening effect of the multiplicative interaction term
(the negative sign of which, again, indicates only that the multiplicative
combination is smaller than the additive sum) is diminished by the in-
troduction of the additional control variables. The second reason is that

that the coefficient is not statistically significant. If challenger’s militarization is dropped
from the model, the multiplicative term is statistically significant. I have no explanation
for why this variable should have this effect.
21 In all of the substantive effect calculations reported in this book I include regionalmeans
(or modes) for control variables whenever the p-value for their coefficients is smaller than
0.20. Such values are not statistically significant in the standard sense, but given the
possible inefficiency introduced by my reasonably small sample size, I thought it better
to err on the side of cautious inclusion.
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the challenger’s militarization variable (held constant at regional aver-
ages in these calculations) is positive. Including it in these calculations
simply raises the estimated probability of war for all dyads.
In the absence of parity and dissatisfaction, the estimated probability

of war ranges from an African and South American low of just over
1 percent, to a Middle Eastern high of almost 15 percent. Comparing
situations in which both power parity and dissatisfaction with the sta-
tus quo are present with these baselines, we see substantial increases in
the estimated probability of war. Great Powers are almost seven times
more likely to engage in war given parity and dissatisfaction. Similar
increases are observed for Far Eastern and Middle Eastern local hier-
archy dyads. In South America and Africa the increases are more than
tenfold (again, however, a tenfold increase over a baseline probability
of around 1 percent is far from overwhelming).
The expectations of the multiple hierarchy model are strongly sup-

ported by this second-stage analysis. Power parity and dissatisfaction
with the status quo greatly increase the estimated probability of war
within all of the regions studied, even after controlling for the possibly
mitigating effects of alliances, joint democracy, andmilitarization levels.
All of the models estimated in the first and second stages support the
war-onset hypothesis of the multiple hierarchy model. Whether one
considers competitions like those between Uganda and Tanzania in the
1970s or betweenGermany and Britain at the beginning of the twentieth
century, parity and dissatisfaction seem to increase the likelihood such
competition will result in war.
This is strong support for the multiple hierarchy model’s expectation

about when wars are more likely. However, the reader must bear in
mind that this expectation about when wars will be more likely only
applies to dyads which include the local or global dominant power.
Above I referred to this restricted applicability as theoretical domain res-
triction, and this is an accurate description. Wars have occurred outside
of the set of dyads comprising the multiple hierarchy model’s theoreti-
cal domain. Neither traditional power transition theory nor the multi-
ple hierarchy model can say anything about these wars. Earlier in this
chapter I referred to the Russo-Japanese War as a war between great
powers, neither of which was the systemic dominant power. As such,
the Russo-Japanese War was an event my model does not anticipate.
This is not to say the model suggests the Russo-Japanese War should
not have occurred. Rather, it is an event beyond the theoretical domain
of the model. Other wars among non-dominant great powers, such as
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the 1866 Seven Weeks War and the 1939 Nomohan War between Japan
and the Soviet Union, are similarly beyond the theory’s purview. In
the minor power regions, wars external to the theoretical expectations
have also occurred. In 1962 China and India went to war along their
Himalayan border. China and Vietnam went to war in 1979 and again
in the mid 1980s. None of these wars are anticipated by the multiple
hierarchy model because the states fighting them are not identified as
members of the same local hierarchy.22

I mention these wars that are beyondmymodel’s theoretical purview
as a caution against my otherwise unrestrained tendency to trumpet the
empirical validity of the multiple hierarchy model of power transition
theory. The model does a very good job accounting for international
relationswithin the circumscribed set ofdyads comprising its theoretical
domain. But readers should bear in mind there are dyads beyond this
theory-restricted domain, and a theory accounting for both the behavior
of the multiple hierarchy model’s dyads and that of additional dyads
would be a superior theory. Readers might also keep in mind that in
the next chapter I extend the theory’s domain and include dyads like
China–Vietnam.

Conflict prior to the time-frame of my analysis
In addition to wars and relations beyond the theoretical domain of the
multiple hierarchy model, there have also been wars and relations be-
tween states relevant to the theory but prior to the time-frame included
in the preceding analyses. The specific periods I analyze are dictated
by data limitations or by the fact that the states in the minor power
local hierarchies were not sovereign entities until relatively recently. An
exception is offered by Sino-Japanese relations in the East Asian local
hierarchy of the Far East prior to World War II. China and Japan have
interacted for many centuries, and have waged war repeatedly in the
modern era (in 1894–1895, 1931–1933, and 1937–1945). Have these wars
coincided with the presence of power parity and dissatisfaction with
the status quo?

22 I calculate that at the times of these wars, China could reach Hanoi, but Vietnam could
not reach Beijing. China could almost reachNewDelhi. Given this, it is not surprising that
the wars occurred far from China’s core territory, that all three were initiated by China,
and that fatality levels were reasonably low in all three events. However, the occurrence
of these three wars demonstrates these states did interact militarily. This contradicts what
their relations should be given my conceptual definition of local hierarchies.
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This is a difficult question to answer because persistent upheaval and
turmoil in China as theManchu dynasty disintegratedmake data either
scarce or unreliable (or both) for China prior to the Communist takeover
in 1949 (at which point other problems of data reliability and availabil-
ity arise). Nevertheless, I make an effort to determine whether Sino-
Japanese relations prior toWorldWar II are consistent with themultiple
hierarchy model’s expectations by considering what limited informa-
tion is available in extant datasets and from historical accounts.
Angus Maddison (1989) offers historically reconstructed estimates of

gross domestic product in constant prices. Included in his series are esti-
mates for both China and Japan back to 1900. As perusal of his estimates
makes abundantly clear,China’sGDPwas consistentlymuch larger than
Japan’s throughout the period 1900–1939. In fact, China’s GDP is esti-
mated to have been from two to four times as large as Japan’s in this
period.
The immediate conclusion is Japan was not as powerful as China at

any point during this time-period, and consequently none of their wars
were fought at parity. However, this conclusion is, perhaps, a superficial
one. If one consults anyaccount ofChinesehistory for theperiod inques-
tion (such as that offered by Langer 1948), it becomes clear how much
turmoil plagued China in the latter half of the nineteenth and the first
half of the twentieth century. In the 1860s the Taiping Rebellion even-
tually concluded, but not before laying waste much of the country and
resulting in an estimated 20 million deaths. In 1900 the Boxer Rebellion
resulted in far fewer deaths, but generated foreign interventions and the
near total disruption of civil administration for the ensuing few years.
In 1911 the Chinese Revolution led to the selection of Sun Yat Sen as
president, but his presidency endedwithin a fewmonths as he resigned
in favor of General Yuan Shih-k’ai. In 1912 the last Manchu emperor,
Pu Yi, abdicated. The ensuing Chinese Republic proved untenable, and
was rapidly undermined by local military leaders who ignored it. From
1920 to 1926 a civil war among the various local military officials further
devastated the nation. In 1927 the Kuomintang and the Chinese Com-
munist Party began their long struggle against each other (a depressing
but gripping account of Chinese political disintegration at the end of
the Manchu dynasty is offered by Jansen 1975: ch. 2).
This overly brief summary of the low-points of Chinese history dur-

ing this period is presented in order to suggest that estimates of Chinese
GDP at the beginning of the century and the likely amount of re-
sources available to the central Chinese government are vastly different
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quantities. In contrast, in the same period, Jansen (1975: 62) informs us
that at no point was “the government of Japan . . .unable to collect its
taxes or meet its obligations.” It seems likely, based on Chinese disin-
tegration and Japanese stability, that the GDP reported for Japan might
well represent the resources available to the Japanese government, but
that the GDP reported for China is a gross over-statement of the re-
sources available to China’s government(s).
The question then becomes howmuch of an over-statement is China’s

GDP?Thequestion reintroduces the concept of relativepolitical capacity
(discussed in chapter 4), traditionally used in power transition analy-
ses to gauge the efficiency of governments (Organski and Kugler 1980:
appendix 1;Arbetman andKugler 1997). I suspect Japan’s RPCwas very
high during this period, while China’s was very low.
Unfortunately my suspicion about Chinese RPC can be neither con-

firmed nor refuted because in order to calculate the RPC of a govern-
ment, data on tax revenues and on the relative size of important sectors
of the economy are required. Such data do not exist for China during
this period. Not surprisingly, such data do exist for Japan. Kugler and
Domke (1986: 51) report that in response to the demands of fighting the
Russians in 1904–1905, the Japanese government extracted so much in
taxes from its population that its RPC statistic was 4.4. RPC is a ratio of
actual tax extraction to expected tax extraction, where the “expected” is
calculated by comparison with as many other countries as possible in
terms of level of development, which sectors of the economy are promi-
nent, etc. Thus, the Japanese extracted over four times asmany resources
from their population and economy as they might be expected to have
done based on the extractive capacity of similarly endowed states at
that time. This is very impressive indeed. The Japanese government
was clearly a very capable one.
There is one source of data about the revenue available to both the

Japanese and Chinese governments for much of the period of interest
here. Arthur Banks (1971) reports “national government revenue” of the
central government in currentUSdollars aswell as revenue per capita.23

Government revenue may come from a variety of sources (taxes, loans,

23 Banks (1971: ix–xxiii) himself cautions users about the reliability of some of his data. In
discussing his national revenue data he writes: “Revenue and expenditure data, particu-
larly when expressed in US dollar equivalents, are peculiarly susceptible to both random
and systematic error” (p. xviii). Banks also indicates which data points are “real” observa-
tions and which are linear interpolations or extrapolations, so that researchers will know
where to be especially cautious in using his data. For the period 1874 through 1913 Banks
reports two actual observations (1883 and 1913). The rest of the years are interpolations
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tribute, etc.) and is not the same thing as the tax revenue central to RPC.
Since a large revenue could be symptomatic of government weakness,
as would be the case if much of the government’s revenue came in the
form of loans, one should be careful in using such data as an indicator
of governmental strength. At a minimum though, the revenue of the
government, from whatever source, is an indication of the resources
available to that government, if only for that year.
The Chinese government did not enjoy vast resources, judging by

its revenue and especially by its revenue per capita. Banks reports the
Chinese government enjoying, in 1900, a revenue of $233 million. This
represents $0.59 per capita. In contrast, the Japanese government had
revenues of $174 million, but this represents $3.88 per head of pop-
ulation. Given a much smaller demographic base and economy with
which to work, the Japanese government collected almost as much rev-
enue in aggregate as the Chinese government, and substantially more
relatively.
An indicator, albeit a crude one, of the capacity of the Japanese

government compared to the Chinese government can be constructed
by dividing Japan’s national government revenue per capita figure
by China’s. This gives us a ratio indicating how much revenue Japan
collected, given its demographic potential, compared to China. If we
weightMaddison’s estimate of Japan’s GDPwith this ratio, we produce
figures suggesting that in the early part of the twentieth century, Japan
and China were approximately equal in power. This situation persisted
through the early 1920s, beyondwhich point Japan pulled clearly ahead
(although the two states were again approximately equal in the early
to mid 1930s).24 If we adjust the power relationship between China and
Japan in order to account for Chinese political disintegration, it looks as
though the two states were equal in power when they fought their war
in the 1890s (extrapolating the trends back just a few years), but that
Japan was clearly superior by the time the two states fought their wars
in the 1930s. This is mixed support of the multiple hierarchy model’s
expectations.
What about dissatisfaction with the status quo? Was Japan undergo-

ing an extraordinary military expenditure increase prior to the wars?
Again, the empirical record for China is very incomplete and estimates

or extrapolations. Given how chaotic Chinese history was during this time, linear extrap-
olations must be treated as suspect. As a consequence of this, I encourage readers to treat
my discussion of Chinese power trends with a healthy dose of skepticism.
24 Actual figures available from the author.
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prior to the 1894 war are unavailable. However, the COW project does
report military expenditure data for China and Japan consistently after
1896, and this data, with the procedure detailed in chapter 4, indicates
the Japanese were not undergoing a buildup relative to China in the late
1890s, but were thereafter. According to this measure the Japanese were
dissatisfied from the early 1900s through World War II. This suggests
the wars in the 1930s were fought under a situation of status quo dis-
satisfaction, as anticipated by the multiple hierarchy model.
In the foregoing pages I have attempted a pseudo-empirical analysis

of Chinese and Japanese power trends and status quo evaluations in or-
der to determinewhether pre-1950 relations within this East Asian local
hierarchy were consistent with my model’s expectations. The answer is
one of mixed support. I cannot determine whether the Japanese were
dissatisfiedprior to the 1894–1895 Sino-JapaneseWar (theywere not dis-
satisfied after the war, which is consistent with the fact that they were
the victors), but it does seem that China and Japan may have been at
parity at that time.When thewars occurred betweenChina and Japan in
the 1930s, the Japanese were dissatisfied, according to the buildupmea-
sure, but theywere clearlymore powerful than the Chinese. Support for
multiple hierarchy model expectations is thus mixed.
Historical accounts of Sino-Japanese relations prior to World War II

also offer mixed support for my expectations. Several contemporary
statements by Japanese opinion leaders suggest the 1894–1895 Sino-
Japanese War was viewed in Tokyo as a struggle over the status quo in
East Asia. Until the 1890s East Asia was totally dominated by China
(Jansen 1975: ch. 1), and Korea was economically little more than a
tribute-paying Chinese enclave. The Japanese had wanted greater ac-
cess to Korean resources and consumers for some time. Matters came to
aheadwhen the leaderof thepro-Japanese factionwithinKoreanpolitics
was assassinated in China, and when the Chinese returned his assassin
in triumph to Seoul. The Japanese dispatched troops to Korea in July
1894, sunkaChinese troopshipon July24, anddeclaredwaronAugust 1.
Contemporary newspaper editorials in Tokyo described the Sino-

Japanese War as one in which “We intend only to develop world civi-
lization and to defeat those who obstruct it . . . this is not a war between
people andpeople and country and country, but a kind of religiouswar”
(quoted in Jansen 1975: 47). That the Japanese were dissatisfiedwith the
East Asian status quo is strongly suggested by claims Japan could not
compete under the Chinese-dominated system, and that things would
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be very different once Japan beat China: “Japan’s victory shall mean
free government, free religion, free education, and free commerce for
600,000,000 souls that live on this side of the globe” (again, quoted in
Jansen 1975: 47).
The Sino-Japanese War of the 1890s appears to have been a conflict

between actors with widely different views about international politics
in East Asia. The long-standing status quo in East Asiawas one inwhich
China dominated all interactions. Language, culture, trade, and diplo-
macy all flowed through the Chinese capital, and usually involved both
tangible and intangible tribute paid to the Chinese. This status quowent
unchallenged until Western incursions into the region, beginning in
earnestwith theOpiumWar in the 1840s, allowed thepossibility of ques-
tioning Chinese dominance. Increasing interaction with theWest neces-
sitated a change in East Asian politics, but the Chinese and Japanese
elites disagreed strongly overwhat this changemeant. InChina, the elite
denied any reformwasnecessary. In Japan, the elitewas convincedmod-
ernization, althoughwithin anAsian framework, was necessary. Conse-
quently, the Japanese and Chinese held quite different views about the
status quo in their local hierarchy. Jansen (1975: 69) writes: “the 1880s
witnessed a vigorous polemic against the backward-looking societies
and governments of Korea and China, as well as enthusiastic and ro-
mantic views of the role a modernized and democratic Japan might
play in Asia.” Swift victory in the Sino-Japanese War “proved” to the
Japanese (and to many of the Chinese counter-elite too) that their reac-
tion to changed reality was superior to Chinese retrenchment.
Such historical presentations, and certainly the contemporary quotes

cited above, are consistent with multiple hierarchy expectations that
wars are fought within local hierarchies in order to change the patterns
of inter-state interactions within them. It seems possible to argue the
1890s saw the culmination of a rise of Japanese power coupled with a
decline of Chinese power, which provided the Japanese with a window
of opportunity to beat the Chinese and change relations, specifically
economic relations, in East Asia.
It is harder, basedon thediplomatichistories I have consulted, tomake

similar arguments about the conflicts between China and Japan culmi-
nating in theirwars in the 1930s. Brecher andWilkenfeld (1997: 150–157)
describe Japanese decision-making in the 1930s as extremely disjointed.
They claim the Emperor, the civilian government, the general staff in
Tokyo, theKwantungArmyheadquarters inManchukuo, and local field
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commanders all made foreign policy decisions affecting Sino-Japanese
relations, and these various decision-making groups frequently contra-
dicted each other.
A somewhat more unified view of Japanese revisionist goals in the

1930s (and one certainly more consistent with the multiple hierarchy
model) is offered by Beasley (1987, esp. ch. 13), who recounts how the
Great Depression’s effects in Asia led the Japanese to begin thinking
of “the concept of a New Order (shin-chitsujo). The expression was first
applied to Japan, Taiwan, Korea, North China, and Manchukuo” (1987:
199). Ignoring ethnic chauvinist overtones, this New Order was to be
one of economic cooperation and integration. The Japanese would offer
the industrial engine transforming rawmaterials from these other states
into finished goods all the peoples of East Asia could share. The idea
was a Japanese-dominated East Asian separatist reaction to the losses
in trade suffered since 1929.
Amultiple hierarchymodel interpretation of the JapaneseNewOrder

might suggest the Japanese were dissatisfied with the lack of coordina-
tion between states in East Asia, were specifically dissatisfied with the
economic consequences of this lack of coordination, and sought to re-
draw the rules of interaction within East Asia in order to correct these
flaws. Beasley (1987: 202) goes on to describe how this New Order de-
veloped in Japanese thinking to produce the Greater East Asian Co-
Prosperity Sphere: “From the point of view of ministers in Tokyo, none
of thiswasmeant to bring about territorial expansion. They still thought
in terms of informal empire, that is, of securing an increase in Japan’s
privileges through pressure exerted on Asian governments, including
that of China.” If Brecher andWilkenfeld’s contention of disjointed cen-
ters of Japanese decision-making is accurate, it might well be that the
military elite had a different point of view aboutwhat the Co-Prosperity
Sphere entailed. At a minimum, it appears clear (based onMorley 1983)
that the Chinese were opposed to a Japanese-dominated sphere of eco-
nomic cooperation. Consequently, war broke out.25

25 Nish (1977: 37) and Beasley (1987: 198) suggest that in both the 1890s and 1930s, the
impact of European orAmerican influence on the foreign policies of China and Japanwith
respect to each other was nonexistent or negligible. Nish suggests this was true because
the non-Asian great powers themselves were divided about whether Chinese or Japanese
supremacy was more desirable in East Asia in the 1890s. Beasley suggests the non-Asian
great powers did not concern themselves in Sino-Japanese affairs (and infamously did not
do so when China specifically asked the League of Nations for help in resisting Japanese
aggression) in the 1930s because they were so concerned with domestic economic affairs
and with military threats closer to home.
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This is an admittedly limited and perhaps unrepresentative survey
of diplomatic histories of Sino-Japanese relations prior to World War II.
Nevertheless, there are some intriguing pieces of evidence of these rela-
tions conforming with what the multiple hierarchy model would sug-
gest relations within an East Asian local hierarchy should have been. It
seems likely the 1894 Sino-Japanese War was one pitting a dissatisfied
Japan against the complacent traditional local dominant power, China.
It is less obvious that the wars of the 1930s were consistent with pat-
terns anticipated by the multiple hierarchy model, but a case can be
made that the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere was an alter-
nate local status quo preferred by a dissatisfied Japan. Claims that there
was no unified Japanese position on foreign policy, the absence of a
unified Chinese position, and the great importance of non-East Asian
forces in creating Japanese dissatisfaction (theGreat Depressionwas not
East Asian in origin, after all), must all temper any claim that the 1930s
in East Asia conform to the model’s expectation. Thus, the diplomatic
histories offer mixed support for the multiple hierarchy model.

Conclusions
In this chapter I evaluated the multiple hierarchy model, and specifi-
cally analyzed the hypothesis linking power parity and dissatisfaction
with the status quo to a greater likelihood of war in the global and local
hierarchies. In so doing I investigated the prior hypothesis that pool-
ing disparate evaluations of regions into a global whole is statistically
appropriate. I found it is. I then determined that in spite of the general
similarity across regions which makes pooling statistically appropriate,
there are nevertheless important cross-regional differences which make
it statistically appropriate to include region-specific control variables.
Having established what the statistical model employed to test my

hypothesis should look like, I then turned to the actual analysis of the
hypothesis. I first presented straightforward models using GDP-based
measures of power (replications with COW-based measures are offered
in the Appendix). I found power parity and dissatisfaction with the
status quo increase the likelihood of war. I then found this hypothesis-
confirming result persists even when controlling for a set of control
variables which plausibly could confound the relationship between my
theoretically important variables and war. I conclude that this is strong
support for the empirical validity of the multiple hierarchy model, at
least for the five regions and the time-periods analyzed here.
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In order to evaluate how well the multiple hierarchy model’s ex-
pectations conform with empirical reality beyond the dyadic relation-
ships evaluated in the global statistical analysis, I conducted a pseudo-
empirical case study of Sino-Japanese relations prior to World War II. I
traced, as best I could given the quality of available data, relative power
relationships and Japanese status quo evaluations over the 1900–1939
period. Doing so suggests the Chinese and Japanesewere roughly equal
in power for the first half of this period, but Japan was stronger for the
second half. I also discovered Japan was undergoing an extraordinary
military buildup after 1900, and consequently the wars fought in the
1930s were ones in which status quo dissatisfaction was present. I also
consulted the accounts of Sino-Japanese relationsprovidedbyhistorians
to determine if those relations were consistent with my model’s expec-
tations. I am reasonably convinced that in the early part of the period
(and importantly in the Sino-JapaneseWar of 1894–1895) those relations
were consistent with the multiple hierarchy model’s expectations. The
latter half less clearly fits theoretical expectations, but it is possible to
depict Japanese behavior as that of a dissatisfied actor with an alternate
view of what the local status quo should be, and subsequently acting to
institute this alternate status quo.
The combination of the general analysis of all the regions and the de-

tailed analysis of Sino-Japanese relations prior toWorldWar II suggests
substantial support for the multiple hierarchy model. All models are
simplifications of reality, but the multiple hierarchy model focuses on
sufficiently important variables that it accords quite well with reality as
demonstrated in this chapter. The various analyses reported here clearly
justify continued evaluation of the multiple hierarchy model.
As described at length above, I include a set of region-specific dummy

variables in the statistical analyses of the main hypothesis. These vari-
ables should be included, if only on statistical grounds, because they
improve the fit of the statistical model. However, their inclusion has im-
portant and, I think, fascinating implications. Their inclusion allowsme
to calculate the importance of power parity and status quo evaluations
for the probability of war for each region individually. Consequently,
I can determine power parity and status quo dissatisfaction make war
very likely among the Great Powers, quite likely in the Middle and Far
East, but only marginally likely in South America and Africa. There is a
diminishing importance, substantively, of parity and dissatisfaction as
focus shifts from the Great Powers to Africa. Parity and dissatisfaction
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do increase the probability of war in all five regions, but they do so at
much lower rates of increase in some regions.
The coefficient for the Africa dummy variable in tables 5.3 and 5.5

is generally always the largest, and certainly the most consistently sig-
nificant, of the regional dummy variables. That it is negative means
that Africa is, according to this analysis, the most peaceful region stud-
ied. Thus, another way of rephrasing the question of why there is
cross-regional variation in the substantive importance of parity and
dissatisfaction on the probability of war is to askwhyAfrica is so peace-
ful? Is there an “African Peace”? I take up such questions in chapter 7.
Before doing so, I undertake one more diagnostic consideration. As

described in chapter 3, the multiple hierarchy model assumes the local
hierarchies function as parallels to the overall global hierarchy provided
the great powers do not interfere. Clearly some great powers can inter-
fere in some local hierarchies. In chapter 6 I replicate and extend the
analyses presented here, but do so allowing directly for great power
participation in local hierarchies.
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interference?

Perhaps themost obvious criticism of the results reported in chapter 5 is
they are based on analyses of a dataset which includes neither cases nor
variables representing great power interference inminor power interac-
tions. This may be especially egregious in some situations. For instance,
it is hard to think of the outbreak of various Arab–Israeli wars without
consideration of American and Soviet activity in providing weapons,
intelligence, etc. At the same time, it is not hard to imagine that Israel
and Egypt were at parity, one of them dissatisfied with the local status
quo, and both itching to go to war with the other in, say, 1965. However,
escalation in Vietnam might have drawn American strategic attention
away from the Middle East, and thus the Americans might have pres-
sured the Israelis into avoiding war at that point in time.
In these hypothetical cases the actions of external great powers affect

whether minor powers wage war. In the first case superpower activity
makeswarmore likely, while in the second it makes it less likely. In both
cases the activity of one or both superpowers might have been an im-
portant causal factor in whether war occurred. In none of the analyses
in chapter 5 is such activity represented in anyway. Consequently, if ex-
ternal great power activity is systematically related to the occurrence of
minor powerwar, the analyses in chapter 5 are potentially contaminated
byomittedvariablebias.Omittingvariablesdoesnotmean Ibelieve they
have no effect. But it does force me to assume, when interpreting my
results in the previous chapter, that parity, dissatisfaction, the regional
variables, and the four control variables are completely statistically in-
dependent of the activity of powerful external actors. The less accurate
this assumption, the more reason to question chapter 5’s results.
However, it would be rash to reject the conclusions of that chapter

out of hand. Rather, I suggest confidence in my empirical claims would
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be bolstered were I to show the inclusion of great power activity does
not meaningfully change my results. If I am able to replicate chapter 5’s
analyses with great power activity included yet estimate similar results,
then we know great power interference does not negate the strong sup-
port chapter 5 seems to show for the multiple hierarchymodel. I under-
take exactly this sort of replication here. I then extend the analyses by
including the extent of possible great power interference as a fifth con-
trol variable. Doing so leads to estimates consistent with my claim that
the multiple hierarchy model enjoys empirical support, but also consis-
tent with an argument recognizing great power activity as an important
independent factor in the onset of minor power war.

Including great power interference
in local hierarchies

Two alternatives occur to me as possible techniques for including great
power activity in my analysis of war and peace in local hierarchies. I
might include a set of independent variables indicating whether vari-
ous types of great power interference occurred. This would essentially
control for great power activity in the analysis of the variables central
to my argument. A problemwith this technique arises because I am un-
convinced systematic data on great power interference can be obtained.
Some interference is overt and easily observed. Some is not. Moreover,
I suspect the data quality varies dramatically from great power to great
power (some being better able, or more motivated, to hide their inter-
ference) as well as from region to region (with, for instance, Middle
Eastern coverage being better than African coverage). I do not see how
this technique could overcome the omitted variable problem. Rather,
I suspect it would simply introduce profoundly non-random missing
data problems.
Happily an alternative exists, consistent with the basic conceptualiza-

tion driving the identification of local hierarchies in the first place. Recall
from chapter 4 that local hierarchies are constructed based on the ability
of states to interact militarily with each other. In extending this thinking
to great power interference, I suggest a satisfactory way to overcome
the non-random missing data problems discussed above is to calculate
which great powers can overcome the tyranny of distance and transport
military resources into the various local hierarchies. When I discover
Britain is able to transport more than 50 percent of its power to Dakar,
for example, I conclude Britain can interfere in West Africa. If I then
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include Britain as a contender in the West Africa local hierarchy and
treat it like any other local contender, I am, at least partially, representing
Britain’s ability to interfere inWest African local relations. Undertaking
similar calculations for all great powers for all local hierarchies, allows
me to determine with which local hierarchies each great power might
be able to interfere. I propose including great powers in various local
hierarchies based on their ability to interact militarily with them.
This requires me to relax the mutual reachability assumption central

to identification of local hierarchies as described in chapter 4. Since I
do not propose relaxing the mutual reachability assumption for iden-
tification of minor power local hierarchy members, I am suggesting
assigning great powers differently to local hierarchies than I do minor
powers. Generally I believe consistent coding is good. However, I do
not think my revised and inconsistent coding here is especially trou-
blesome, because I am interested in great power ability to interfere in
local hierarchies, not in minor power ability to interfere in the global
hierarchy. American participation in the Vietnam War had enormous
consequences for the Southeast Asian local hierarchy (essentially pro-
longing the war for ten years), but it never threatened the global power
hierarchy. There was never any possibility North Vietnamese soldiers
would fight on American soil, or even against American military bases
elsewhere in Asia. What I am suggesting is mutual reachability identi-
fiesminor power contenderswithin local hierarchies for reasons argued
in chapter 4, but one-way reachability identifies which great powers are
contenders inwhich local hierarchies and only in those local hierarchies.
The result of this revised case construction technique (the nuts and

bolts of which are described in the next section) is a reasonably large
number of additional cases included in my analyses. All of the cases
included in the analyses in chapter 5 are included in the revised version
of the dataset investigated in this chapter. But added to these existing
cases are decade-long observations of dyads composed of a great power
and a local dominant power. This adds a set of cases highlighting great
power interference, if it occurs, by treating great powers as local hierar-
chy members.

Defining great power membership
in local hierarchies

The first step in assigning great powers as members of local hierar-
chies is identifying which states are great powers. I default to the
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well-worn set identified by a historians’ consensus for the Correlates
of War project: United States (from 1898), Great Britain (from 1816),
France (from 1816), Prussia/Germany (1816–1945), Austria-Hungary
(1816–1918), Italy (1860–1943), Russia/Soviet Union (from 1816), China
(from 1950) and Japan (1895–1945). For these states I consulted
Gardiner’s (1979, 1983) compendia of the world’s navies. I define states
with navies featuring at least ten ships of 10,000 tons as sufficiently large
enough for global reach. In chapter 4 I identified a navy of at least ten
ships of 1,000 tons as large enough for regional maritime troop transit.
The greater demands of trans-oceanic movement of military forces sug-
gest the need for a larger navy than is required to move troops along a
coastline. Perusal ofGardiner’s entries for various states produced a rea-
sonably valid list with global reach capabilities.1 The list of great powers
with sufficiently large navies includes: the United States (from 1901),
Great Britain (from 1888), France (from 1891), Germany (1900–1920),
Italy (1890–1920), Russia/Soviet Union (1894–1945, and from 1953), and
Japan (1900–1904, and 1913–1945). The Austro-Hungarian Empire and
China never had navies with at least ten ships of 10,000 tons during the
period I study.2

Having identified which great powers are able to move by sea, I also
need to determine which great powers can move by land. This entails
consideration of the transportation infrastructure between the Soviet
Union and the Middle and Far East, and between China and her Far
Eastern neighbors. My consultation with the various atlases and com-
pendia described for roads and railways in chapter 4 suggests that by
the 1950s (the time-period in which Far Eastern local hierarchy analyses
begin), the Soviets had so many railroads and paved roads they could

1 Readers unfamiliar with the size of naval vessels might perceive a ship of 10,000 tons as
gargantuan. This size is actually quite modest by modern standards. The aircraft carrier
USS Ronald W. Reagan is over 100,000 tons. India has had several vessels in its navy since
independence at well over 10,000 tons. The figure is not gargantuan. Many navies have
several ships this large, but it is very rare for a navy to include at least ten ships of this
size.
2 Perhaps I should include airlift capabilities. Although I agree this could offer an im-
provement, I do not include them because of complications. One would want to know
how the troopswould be landed. If they are dropped, how are they supplied? If the planes
land, how dowe know that a “friendly” airfield is available? Should I use naval transport
until World War II and airlift capacity thereafter? If I use both simultaneously, how do I
trade off between them, i.e., what is the air–sea “exchange rate”? Finally, states with big
navies often also have large airlift capacity. Thus, consideration of airlift capacity might
needlessly complicate data collection for little, if any, gain. Of course, these are untested
assertions.Were someone to include airlift capacity, their results might differ from and/or
be more valid than mine.
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move forces at Bueno de Mesquita’s (1981) 500 miles per day, at least
to their own borders. These sources suggest China has not been so well
equipped in transportation infrastructure. As a result I default to my
chapter 4 Asian 100 miles per day transit range, but the infrastructure
is especially poor through the Himalayas, and consequently I assume
50 miles per day for Chinese transit there.
Having determined what the transportation capabilities of the great

powers are, I next need to know what distances must be overcome in
transporting troops from home to each local hierarchy. I use the capital
city of the local dominant power as the end point of such potential troop
transits, and the great power’s capital as the starting point. I employ the
technique described in chapter 4 to calculate, using ExpertMaps, the
most likely route that would be taken. For minor powers with inland
capitals, I calculate straight line coast-to-capital distances and use the
miles-per-day figures described for land travel in the region-specific
descriptions given in chapter 4. The power figures degraded are shares
of global hierarchy power (i.e., the shares of GDP among great powers
listed above),with only the degraded “remainder” used to indicate each
great power’s power in any local hierarchy in which it can interfere.
Employing this technique I calculate theUnited States is an actor in all

South American local hierarchies from 1901 (although only from 1920
in the Central local hierarchy), Britain can reach the Northern Tier local
hierarchy from 1888, France can do so from 1960, and the Soviet Union
can do so in the period 1940–45 and from 1953. Additionally, the Soviet
Union can reach the Atlantic Coast local hierarchy of South America
from 1960.
Turning to the Middle East, I calculate the United States can inter-

fere within all three local hierarchies over the entire 1960–1990 period,
Britain and France can interfere in the Arab–Israeli local hierarchy for
all three decades, and the Soviet Union can interfere in both the Arab–
Israeli andNorthern Rim local hierarchies of theMiddle East by sea and
land, respectively. In the Far East, China is able, by land, to interfere
in the Southeast Asian, Burma–Thailand, and Korean Peninsula local
hierarchies.3 Similarly, I calculate the Soviet Union is able to interfere,

3 My calculations suggest China expends slightly over 50 percent of its power resources
in transit to New Delhi and/or Islamabad; consequently I do not include China in either
the South Asia or Afghanistan–Pakistan local hierarchies. I understand my measures are
somewhat imprecise and overly rigid adherence tomy 50 percent power loss cut-offmight
be objectionable. However, my sense is I am already over-generous in my estimation of
transit ranges and thus feel the 50 percent cut-off should be adhered to here. The fact
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by land, in the East Asia andKorean Peninsula local hierarchies. Finally,
the United States is able to exert influence in all seven Far Eastern local
hierarchies for the entire period. Readers may be surprised Britain and
France are not calculated as able to interfere in Far Eastern local hierar-
chies. This seems to fly in the face of the fact they had colonies in this
region as World War II ended. I suggest to skeptics that the tyranny
of distance, in a world where the superpowers were replacing them as
the main international interferers, offers a rather simple explanation for
why they ultimately acquiesced in decolonization.
Only theUnitedStates is able to interferewith all nine local hierarchies

in Africa (although the calculations indicate substantial power loss in
movement from Washington DC to the Central Lowlands and Central
Highlands local hierarchies). Great Britain, France, and the SovietUnion
are all able to interfere in the Maghreb, West Africa, and Gulf of Guinea
local hierarchies from 1960.
One last calculation must be described. Vasquez (1996: 41–42) argues

persuasively about American exclusion from the great power hierarchy
until afterWorldWar II as one of themost objectionable codingdecisions
within power transition research. Consequently, I took advantage of the
opportunity of calculating all of these distance and power projection
figures to determine if theUnited States could “reach” Britain (as “local”
dominant power of the global hierarchy) prior to 1945. Not surprisingly,
I calculate that the United States can reach Britain from 1901, but in so
doing, especially into the 1920s, some 40 percent of US power share is
“spent” in transit. Thus the United States that “reaches” the other great
powers in the first half of the twentieth century is amuchweakenedUS.
Britain remains the strongest state, and is thus the legitimately dominant
power, so long as the global hierarchy is Eurocentric. In the empirical
analyses to follow, a set ofUS–UKdyads is included inwhich theUnited
States effectively “interferes” in the global hierarchy.

Replication with great powers as actors
in local hierarchies

This section offers straightforward replications of the analyses reported
in chapter 5. In each of the tables to follow, I run the same model as in

India and China have gone to war only partially undercuts my confidence in doing so.
Their 1962 conflict was of limited duration, low casualties, and has not been repeated.
I think this is because the transit ranges are simply too costly to allow them to bring their
militaries fully to bear on each other.
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Table 6.1. Logistic regression estimates

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −4.996∗∗∗

Parity 3.372∗∗∗

(0.0015)
Dissatisfaction 2.760∗∗∗

(0.0058)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −2.271∗∗

(0.0458)
Observations: 449; model χ2: 30.085∗∗∗; correct predictions:
overall: 96.44%, wars: 0%, non-wars: 100%

Notes: Twelve time-interval dummy variables to control for
duration dependence are included but not reported in order to
preserve space.
∗p < 0.10 ∗∗p < 0.05 ∗∗∗p < 0.01

the corresponding analysis reported in the previous chapter. The only
difference is that the set of cases is somewhat larger (about 150 addi-
tional cases), since the dataset now includes dyads having external great
powers as actors within local hierarchies.
Table 6.1 reports the results when I regress the probability of war

within local hierarchies against parity and dissatisfaction. In this first
analysis I estimate results substantively very similar to those reported in
table 5.1. There I found positive and statistically significant coefficients
for parity and dissatisfaction, and a smaller but negative coefficient for
the multiplicative interaction term. Here I find larger coefficients, and
the overall equation has a larger impact on the likelihood function than
was the case in the previous analysis. Substantively, the results are iden-
tical. The joint presence of parity and dissatisfaction with the status quo
has a substantial impact in increasing the probability of war. Includ-
ing great powers as local hierarchy actors introduces no change in this
supportive finding.
Table 6.2 reports the substantive effects of changes in parity and dis-

satisfaction on the estimated probability of war. In chapter 5 the joint
presence of parity and dissatisfaction increased the risk of war from
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Table 6.2. Substantive effects of Parity and
Dissatisfaction for model reported in table 6.1

Neither Parity nor Dissatisfaction 0.7%
Parity, no Dissatisfaction 16.5%
Dissatisfaction, no Parity 9.7%
Parity and Dissatisfaction 24.4%

1.3 to 27.3 percent. Here it increases the risk a very similar amount, from
0.7 to 24.4 percent. The only difference is that in these estimations parity
has a larger individual effect than does dissatisfaction. The oppositewas
true in chapter 5.
Next I introduce region-specific dummyvariables to see if, evenwhen

I introduce great powers as local hierarchy actors, there are still cross-
regional differences in the probability ofwar. As in the previous chapter,
I findwhen I add four region-specificdummyvariables to themix, parity
and dissatisfaction still have a large positive impact on the probability
of war. The coefficients reported in table 6.3 all have the same sign as
the parallel coefficient estimates in table 5.3, and every variable that
was significant there is so here as well. Importantly, the African and
South American dummy variables are both statistically significant and
negative.
Table 6.4 parallels table 5.4 in offering the region-specific impacts of

changes in parity and dissatisfaction on the probability of war. As in
chapter 5, the impact of moving from neither parity nor dissatisfaction
to their jointpresence increases the estimatedprobabilityofwarapproxi-
mately tenfold across all four regions and for the Great Powers. Again,
the absolute increases inAfrica and SouthAmerica are tiny compared to
those elsewhere. The only difference is that in table 5.4 the probability of
war remained lower in Africa than in South America, while in table 6.4
the probabilities are essentially identical for these two least war-prone
regions.
Finally, I turn to consideration of control variables. Table 6.5 parallels

table 5.5, again save for the fact that table 6.5 reports analyses on an
enlarged set of cases. Aside from a few minor differences, the results
are again extremely similar. All coefficients have identical signs across
the two analyses. Parity and dissatisfaction increase the probability of
war. In this estimation the multiplicative interaction term is statistically
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Table 6.3. Logistic regression estimates with regional variables

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −3.654∗∗∗

Parity 2.576∗∗

(0.0199)
Dissatisfaction 2.736∗∗∗

(0.0067)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −2.213∗

(0.0570)
Africa −2.123∗∗

(0.0186)
Far East −1.210

(0.1226)
Middle East −0.310

(0.3609)
South America −2.239∗∗

(0.0355)
Observations: 449; model χ2: 39.219∗∗∗ correct predictions:
overall: 96.66%, wars: 6.25%, non-wars: 100%

See notes to table 6.1.

significant whereas it just failed to satisfy conventional levels of
significance in the analysis reported in table 5.5. Similarly, challenger’s
militarization was statistically significant in table 5.5, but just misses
the p < 0.10 level in table 6.5. In table 5.5 only the Africa and South
America region-specific variables were statistically significant, whereas
in table 6.5 the coefficient for Far East is almost statistically significant
at the p < 0.10 level. Turning to table 6.6 we see the region-specific
substantive effects of changes in parity and dissatisfaction have simi-
lar patterns across the two analyses, although the absolute size of the
effects are slightly smaller throughout table 6.6 than they were in table
5.6 (and aremuch smaller for the Far East in table 6.6 thanwas the case in
table 5.6).
It is hard to imagine more similar results than obtained in this repli-

cation exercise. It is impossible to argue that failure to include the great
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Table 6.4. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction for model
reported in table 6.3

Great
Powers Middle East Far East S. America Africa

Neither Parity nor
Dissatisfaction 2.5 2.5 2.5 0.28 0.3

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 25.5 25.5 25.5 3.6 3.8

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 28.0 28.0 28.0 4.1 4.1

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 36.5 36.5 36.5 5.8 5.8

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of war (expressed as a
percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the region designated
in each column.

powers as actors in local hierarchies compromises the conclusions of-
fered in chapter 5. Themultiplehierarchymodelwas robustly supported
there and is bolstered substantially here.

A second consideration of great power
interference

Skeptics might complain these replications are a relatively easy test
to pass. In the second section of this chapter I outlined two possible
techniques for incorporating great power interference into my analysis
of parity and dissatisfaction’s effects in minor power local hierarchies.
Including control variables to represent specific types of great power
interference is very appealing conceptually, but introduces seemingly
insurmountable problems of data availability and quality. Despairing
of obtaining such data I opt for the alternative. I include great pow-
ers as actors in local hierarchies provided they can “reach” those local
hierarchies. This allows me to include great power interference in my
analysis for the new cases. But it is questionable whether or not doing
so affects estimates for the cases initially in the dataset. Essentially what
I may have done in the replications thus far is to have introduced a set
of cases which, at worst, could have “watered down” the relationships
I observed in chapter 5.
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Table 6.5. Logistic regression estimates with regional
and control variables

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −2.839∗

Parity 2.621∗∗

(0.0206)
Dissatisfaction 2.595∗∗∗

(0.010)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.982∗

(0.0817)
Alliance −0.543

(0.4448)
Joint Democracy −0.113

(0.2350)
Dominant Power’s −0.245
Militarization (0.4780)
Challenger’s 0.151
Militarization (0.1219)
Africa −2.347∗∗

(0.0315)
Far East −1.481∗

(0.1025)
Middle East −0.700

(0.2458)
South America −2.238∗∗

(0.0445)
Observations: 446; model χ2: 42.905∗∗∗; correct predictions:
overall: 96.86%, wars: 12.5%, non-wars: 100%

See notes to table 6.1.

Happily, the calculations associated with determining which great
powers to include in which local hierarchies can be useful in another
way. Specifically, knowing which great powers can interfere within
which local hierarchies provides information about the extent to which
each local hierarchy suffers from potential great power interference. To
the extent potential and actual great power interference covary (one
would think theymust), ameasure of potential great power interference
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Table 6.6. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction for model reported
in table 6.5

Great
powers Middle East Far East S. America Africa

Neither Parity nor
Dissatisfaction 6.9 8.8 1.7 0.7 0.6

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 50.4 56.9 19.0 8.8 8.4

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 49.8 56.3 18.6 8.6 8.2

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 65.3 70.9 30.2 15.1 14.5

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of war (expressed as a
percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the region designated
in each column. Control variables are set at their regional means.

might beusedas aproxy to indicate the types of great power interference
for which I cannot obtain reliable data.
What I can do is return to the original dataset and cases used in all of

the analyses reported in chapter 5, and include a new control variable
representing the ability of great powers to interfere in local hierarchies.
If great power interference covarieswith potential for great power inter-
ference, and if great power interference is an important cause of minor
power wars, then such a proxy control variable will generate a statisti-
cally significant coefficientwhenwar is the dependent variable. Further,
if great power interference is correlated with any of the other indepen-
dent variables included in my analyses, inclusion of great power inter-
ference in a statistical model will change the estimates for those other
independent variables.
In table 6.7 I estimate the same model as employed in table 5.5. I

have the same 287 cases as in that analysis. The independent vari-
ables included in table 5.5 are all included in table 6.7. The only dif-
ference is that the analysis reported in table 6.7 includes “great power
interference,” a dichotomous variable equal to 1 if two or more ex-
ternal great powers are able to interfere within the local hierarchy in
question.4 The data for this variable are available as a consequence

4 I have no argument to make justifying why I code this variable as equaling 1 when
two or more external great powers are able to interfere in a hierarchy. I specify the
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Table 6.7. Logistic regression estimates with great power interference

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −2.028
Parity 2.539∗∗

(0.0335)
Dissatisfaction 2.664∗∗

(0.0137)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.818

(0.1197)
Alliance −0.479

(0.5290)
Joint Democracy −0.211

(0.1334)
Dominant Power’s −0.537∗

Militarization (0.0949)
Challenger’s 0.249∗∗

Militarization (0.0475)
Great Power −2.824∗∗

Interference (0.0319)
Africa −1.856∗

(0.0809)
Far East 0.011

(0.4966)
Middle East 1.498

(0.1755)
South America −2.005∗

(0.0680)
Observations: 287; model χ2: 40.494∗∗ correct predictions:
overall: 95.12%, wars: 18.75%, non-wars: 99.63%

See notes to table 6.1.

variable this way for convenience. I have rerun the analysis reported in table 6.7
with great power interference as a variable ranging from 0 to 4 to indicate the num-
ber of external great powers able to interfere in a hierarchy. I have also specified
great power interference as equal to 1 when one or more external great powers is able
to interfere. I have also specified it as a series of dummy variables indicating whether
one, two, three, or four great powers are able to interfere. In all of those alternate analy-
ses great power interference is not statistically significant, and some combination of the
regional and/or control variablesdemonstrates enormous change in coefficient values and
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of having undertaken the reachability calculations to see which great
powers might be included in which local hierarchies. This variable has
a large negative effect on the probability of war within hierarchies. Its
coefficient is not only large, but also highly statistically significant. A
likelihood ratio test comparing this analysis with the one reported in
table 5.5 produces a χ2 statistic of 5.175 which, with one degree of
freedom, is statistically significant at well beyond the p < 0.05 level.
Great power interference is thus an important covariate, noticeably
improving the fit of the model to the data. Its inclusion is warranted
on statistical grounds, and very appealing for anyone concerned that
great power interference affects the probability of war among minor
powers.
The especially interesting result from the multiple hierarchy model

perspective is that parity and dissatisfaction are still important causes
of war in hierarchies, even controlling for great power interference. The
size of coefficients for the parity anddissatisfaction variables are slightly
larger in table 6.7 than they were in table 5.5, and the multiplicative in-
teraction term is closer to statistical significance on its own thanwas the
case previously. The four other control variables show a few changes,
with joint democracy almost attaining statistical significance for the first
time, and dominant power’s militarization now being statistically sig-
nificant. Also of interest, especially aswemove to the next chapter, is the
fact that the Africa and South America dummy variables are still statis-
tically significant (they are very nearly unchanged fromwhat they were
in table 5.5, suggesting there is no multicollinearity between potential
great power interference and these two regional variables). The main
report is that controlling for great power interference does not diminish

especially standard errors. In all of these alternate analyses the change in the likelihood
ratio from what it was for table 5.5 is large enough to be statistically significant, indicat-
ing that even though there are fewer statistically significant variables than reported in
table 5.5, the overall model is a better fit to the data. These improvements in statistical fit
via insignificant variables suggest to me the alternate specifications of great power inter-
ference introduce substantial multicollinearity with respect to some of the other variables.
I could investigate some of this multicollinearity further but do not do so for two reasons.
First, in all of the alternate analyses the parity and dissatisfaction variables are statisti-
cally significant with very nearly unchanged coefficients and standard errors. Thus, the
multicollinearity does not affect the theoretically important relationships which the repli-
cations and extensions in this chapter are designed to probe. Secondly, I think it would be
inefficient to probe correlations and partial correlations, trying to tease out a relationship,
when I have no theory of great power interference to guide me. Thus, I report the analysis
as I do in table 6.7 because what is important is recognition that great power interference
does matter (hence the statistically significant impact on the likelihood function), but it
does not change my findings about parity and dissatisfaction.
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parity and dissatisfaction’s impact on the probability of war in hierar-
chies. Chapter 5’s results are robust.

Conclusions
I began this chapter by admitting that the omission of great power in-
terference undermines confidence in the results offered in the previous
chapter. I described two possible techniques I might employ to control
for great power interference and thus bolster confidence in my results.
The first technique was dismissed because of the subsidiary data prob-
lems it introduces. The second technique, requiring calculation ofwhich
great powers could “reach”which local hierarchies and then re-creating
my dataset to include cases with great powers as local hierarchy actors,
was adopted instead. The process of undertaking the second technique
suggested a way to control for potential great power interference within
the original dataset analyzed in the previous chapter. Since potential
and actual great power interference are likely strongly related to each
other, this strikes me as a satisfactory way to get at the first technique.
I thus undertake two types of analyses to determine if my chapter 5
results are compromised by great power interference.
I find my results are not compromised by great power interference.

Whether I correct for the omission of great power interference by intro-
ducing additional cases or an additional control variable, I persistently
find parity and dissatisfaction are important correlates of war in hierar-
chies around the world. My results appear robust; confidence in them
appears justified.
Throughout the dozen or so empirical analyses undertaken in this

and the previous chapter, the dummy variables specific to Africa and
South America have consistently been statistically significant, despite
the various control variables which might have accounted for some
of the characteristics that cause these regions to vary systematically.
As persistently as I find support for the multiple hierarchy model’s
expectations about parity and dissatisfaction, I find evidence of cross-
regional variation in how well the multiple hierarchy model fits the
different regions. This cross-regional variation is the subject of the next
chapter.
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(interstate) Peace?

In the analyses reported in the previous chapter, the Africa and South
America dummyvariables are always statistically significant. The statis-
tical interpretation isAfrica andSouthAmerica arepersistentlydifferent
from the other regions in terms of war-fighting. I “know” these regions
vary from other regions, but I have no ideawhy. I am specifically ignorant
about the sources of cross-regional variation.
A consequence of estimating statistically significant region-specific

coefficients is I can switch the regional dummies on andoff and calculate
how large an effect parity and dissatisfaction have on the probability of
war within each specific region. When I do this I find a diminishing im-
pact, substantively, of parity and dissatisfaction as I move from analysis
of the Great Powers, through analysis of the Far East and Middle East,
to analysis of South America and Africa. The diminishing impact and
negative sign of the region-specific coefficients suggests an increasing
pacificity. Regardless of whether parity and dissatisfaction are present,
war is less likely in some regions than others. Since Africa’s coefficient
is the most negative, and since the corresponding substantive effect of
parity and dissatisfaction on the probability of war is the smallest, we
might conclude from this that Africa is the most peaceful region.
The notion of an African Peace is not intuitively appealing. News

coverage of atrocities in Rwanda, of seemingly constant strife in the
Horn of Africa, and within Congo/Zaire in the late 1990s, presents an
image of a Hobbesian world, of the “war of all against all” (see Kaplan
1994, and Economist 2000a, 2000b). Nevertheless, the results presented
in chapters 5 and 6 suggest that the cross-regional variation highlights a
greater propensity for interstate peace in Africa. Since this is so counter-
intuitive and seems unlikely, I investigate the possibility of an African
Peace as part of a larger question of why the region-specific dummy
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variables in chapter 5 are statistically significant. If I can account for
the cross-regional variation, I might be able to understand why my
results suggest an African Peace. In the process I speculate at length
on why data-driven scholarly conclusions are so at odds with popular
perceptions of Africa.1

The term “African Peace” is meant to refer only to interstate relations
in Africa. I am attempting to extend a theory of great power relations to
help understand and anticipate interactions amongminor power states.
I am well aware there may not be much interaction among underdevel-
oped states to either understand or anticipate in the first place.2 How-
ever, I do not see this likely lack of interactions as negating the value of
my theoretical extension of power transition theory. Rather, I think the
continued investigation of theoretical anomalies like an African Peace
might lead us to understand why there are fewer interactions among
underdeveloped states and how this systematic difference should be
built into general efforts to understand world politics.
In this chapter I explainwhy the existence of anAfrican Peace is para-

doxical from the standpoint of international politics conflict research,
and offer a detailed discussion of whether there really is an African

1 Readers may wonder why I restrict myself to discussion of an African rather than an
African and South American Peace, since both dummy variables for these regions are
persistently significant. The reason is South America more convincingly fits the pattern
of state development and interstate conflict sketched out in the remainder of this chapter
(although see Centeno 1997 for a dissenting view). South American states frequently
fought wars in the nineteenth century, and seemed to do so to decide where their borders
would be, who could control mineral resources, who would have access to important
waterways, etc. Those issues have been resolved and South America’s states are much
more established than are Africa’s. Further, power relationships in South America are
more stable than in Africa, and not surprisingly war has become rare. Consequently, I
think that South America’s coefficient is not too hard to understand. Africa’s, in contrast,
seems much at odds with expectations and thus more controversially illuminates the
pattern of state development and conflict developed here. What follows is a critique of
standardpractice inworld politics empirical research;Africa simply bettermakesmy case.
This does not mean I think South America fails to do so.
2 As Kalevi Holsti (1998: 106–107) writes:

The problem of interstate war . . . is not the critical problem facing most Third
World and post-Socialist states. It is there in some areas at some times – parti-
cularly in the Middle East – but it is not a ubiquitous phenomenon as was
war in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and first half of the twentieth centuries in
the European and Cold War contexts. If this generalization is essentially cor-
rect, then International Relations Theory as it has developed over the past 250
years may be of limited relevance in helping to explain the crucial issues facing
contemporary Third World and post-Socialist states.

I suspect this is true to an extent, butwould add that one shouldmake all possible efforts to
learn the limits of one’s existing theory before undertaking efforts to elaborate (or further
elaborate) it.
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Peace (even if only statistically). After that, I offer three possible expla-
nations for the broader issue of cross-regional variation represented by
the statistically significant region-specific dummy variables. I first con-
sider whether the cross-regional variation might be coincidental. I then
turn to a preliminary effort to build a theoretical explanation for cross-
regional variation by reconsidering theAfrican Peace. This loosely theo-
retical explanation represents an attempt to account for the significance
of the proper noun region-specific variables with variables representing
theoretical concepts. Finally, I take up the possibility that region-specific
measurement error produces the statistically significant regional coef-
ficients. Each of these possible sources of the puzzling cross-regional
variation is treated separately, but there is always the possibility that
two or more of them operate simultaneously.

An African Peace?
Anyone familiar with international conflict research has heard of the
“democratic peace.” Few or none, however, have heard of or written
about an African Peace. I suspect some might respond that no one has
writtenaboutanAfricanPeacebecause the concept is absurd.Regardless
of how absurd it might sound, the statistical results reported in chapter
5 suggest Africa is the least war-prone of the five regions studied. Either
Africa really is especially peaceful, or there is something about how we
collect data or otherwise analyze interstate conflict that fails to capture
conflict dynamics equally well in all parts of the globe. It seems worth-
while to consider indepthwhether there is anAfricanPeace. Ingetting to
that question, however, I first summarize what previous research on the
causes ofwar andpeace suggests about howwar-proneAfrica should be.
Consistent with popular expectations, existing research on the causes

ofwar and conditions of peace suggests the likelihood ofwar inAfrica is
especially high. Known or suspected correlates of war are widespread,
while known or suspected correlates of peace tend to be absent. One
relevant argument about the causes of war is offered by Starr and Most
(1976, 1978), who contend that the number of borders a state has should
correlate with the frequency with which it engages in interstate con-
flict (an expectation first advanced and evaluated by Richardson 1960b).
Starr and Most suggest that, as points of interaction, borders offer an
opportunity for war between neighbors. Further, if neighboring territo-
ries have intrinsic value, borders can also provide willingness for war
(see Diehl 1991 for another discussion of borders as both opportunity
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and willingness for war). For these reasons, Starr and Most expect, and
find, a correlation between the number of borders a state has and the
frequency with which it engages in wars.
Currently the average African state has 3.92 directly contiguous land

borders. The average number of directly contiguous land borders char-
acterizing non-African members of the interstate system (as defined by
theCorrelates ofWar project) is 2.89.3 There are a larger average number
of interaction opportunities on the continent of Africa than in the rest
of the world. If one omits the six island states ringing Africa, the aver-
age number of such direct borders increases to 4.43. If one omits island
states from the larger Correlates of War dataset, the average number of
direct borders is 3.73. Again, African states have more borders than do
other states, on average. Since many or most of Africa’s borders are a
legacy of imperialism and are of questionable legitimacy, the potential
for these interaction opportunities to represent willingness for war in-
creases. The raw number of border/interaction points should lead one
to expect frequent war.
In addition to borders, another characteristic of the African map

suggests frequent interstate wars might be anticipated there. Recent
research on the role of ethnicity in interstate conflict suggests ethnic dif-
ferences are an especially difficult issue to resolve peacefully (Carment
1993; Carment and James 1997, 1998). A glance at the distribution of
ethnic groups across Africa shows a crazy-quilt pattern (Ray 1998: 115).
With the possible exception of Somalia, true nation-states are absent in
Africa. This is relevant becauseDavis andMoore (1997) report thatwhen
an ethnic group is a minority at risk in one state but a dominant ethnic
group inaneighboring state, thepotential for interstate conflict increases
dramatically. This is reminiscent of interactions between South Africa
and the frontline states prior to the 1990s.
A large body of literature dealing with incentives for leaders to use

external conflict to divert attention from domestic problems suggests a
thirdargument anticipating frequentwar inAfrica.ManyAfricangover-
nments are plagued by problems of domestic instability occasioned by a
variety of economic, ethnic, and political factors. The diversionary the-
ory ofwar (summarizedbyLevy 1989) suggests somedomestically chal-
lenged leaderswill usewar todivert attention fromdomestic troubles, or
to punish external scapegoats for domestic problems. Similarly,Michael
Haas (1973) argues the processes of development make states war-like

3 Author’s calculations.
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because the changes engendered by development upset societal norms
and institutions. The resulting upheaval causes wars via civil strife. In
earlier work, Haas (1968) reminds us that arguments historically ad-
vanced by the likes of Comte and Spencer suggest non-industrial states
could use war as a means for growth. Agriculture-based states need
new land in order to growmore crops and becomemore powerful. They
favor war for conquest. Given that many African states have govern-
ments plagued by domestic instability, have non-industrial economies,
and are arguably attempting to undergo development, the potential for
diversionary wars must be high.
A cautionary note is introduced by the possibility there is so much

domestic instability in some African states that even if their leaders
would like to divert, they cannot. However, the inability of State A
to act on its diversionary incentives against State B might provide an
incentive for B to attack weak and disorganized A. If there are any
outstanding claims by B againstA,A’sweaknessmight prompt B to take
advantage. In short, domestic instability in A could provide incentives
for war started by either A or B.4

ZeevMaoz (1989) writes about the occasion of national independence
as a special kind of instability that canmakewarmore likely. He demon-
strates how new states which emerge suddenly (in contrast to states
achieving independence gradually) are prone to experience muchmore
international conflict than states on average, although this propensity
diminishes as the state ages. Many writers remark on the speed with
which former colonies became independentAfrican states (seeClapham
1996: part I). Based on Maoz’s empirical analysis, it would have been
understandable if the sudden emergence in the early 1960s of dozens
of new states in Africa occurred violently. Specifically, it would have
been consistent with Maoz’s research if there had been a large number
of disputes and wars in Africa tapering off over time since 1960. Thus,
patterns associating international conflictwith the sudden emergence of
new polities would lead us to expect many wars and disputes in Africa.
Numerous articles and books remind us democracies either do not

fight each other, or else fight each other much less frequently than do

4 This argument is attenuated by a lack of clear evidence supporting the diversionary
theory. Additionally, evidence byMorgan and Bickers (1992) suggests only troubles origi-
nating in the leader’s core constituency are related todiversionarybehavior.More recently,
Smith (1996b), as well as Leeds and Davis (1997), complain that diversionary studies ig-
nore strategic interactions. Domestic discontent is usually transparent. If neighboring
states wish to avoid conflict, their leaders will be especially likely to accommodate, or at
least not provoke, leaders of states suffering from domestic crises.
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non-democracies ormixeddyads (for comprehensive recent summaries,
see Chan 1997 and Maoz 1998). The democratic peace suggests regions
with many democracies should be especially peaceful. A perusal of the
Polity III dataset (Jaggers and Gurr 1996) demonstrates quite clearly
that Africa is not overly endowed with democracies. The average
institutionalized democracy score for the entire world between 1960
and 1994 is 3.53. For Africa over the same period the average score is
only 1.45. While it is true there are democracies in Africa (Botswana,
for example, has scored a perfect 10 on this scale since independence
in 1966), there are few of them. What is more, the average democracy
score for the continent is quite low, both relatively and absolutely.
Based on the democratic peace literature we should not expect war in
Africa to be prevented by the presence of many liberal regimes.
In addition to joint democracy as a pacifying condition, some have ar-

gued that the enormous costs that could be inflicted by nuclearweapons
deter conflict (Waltz 1981; Mearsheimer 1990). When both adversaries
have large nuclear arsenals the pacifying effect is supposedly enhanced
(Intriligator and Brito 1984). No such pacifying effect exists for Africa.
The only known or suspected possessor of nuclear weapons in Africa
was South Africa under the apartheid regime, but even in this case
the suspected arsenal was believed to have been tiny. Therefore, this
presumed correlate of peace cannot operate at all in Africa, I would ar-
gue. Expected costs of conflict are unlikely to prevent war in Africa
either. Although some African leaders have initiated large weapons
increases, generally the military establishments of the continent are
underdeveloped. Evidence of this is provided by calculating Bremer’s
(1992) “militarization ratio” (discussed and employed as a control vari-
able in chapter 5) for Africa and comparing it to the average value in the
rest of the world. The average militarization ratio value for the entire
world for the years 1960 to 1993 is 0.92. The average value for Africa
for these same years is 0.35. Africanmilitary establishments are smaller,
relative to demographic potential, than military establishments around
theworld. Given thatAfrican states are poorer too, this is not surprising.
But what is consequential is the fact these underdeveloped military es-
tablishments are unlikely to be able to inflict large costs on other states.
One of the most consistent deductions from game-theoretic treatments
of war is high expected costs make war less likely (e.g., Powell 1999).
Since the expected costs of war in Africa are generally quite low, owing
to underdeveloped military establishments, we might expect war to be
relatively frequent.
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This admittedly unsystematic literature survey highlightsmany theo-
retical and empirical arguments anticipating frequent interstate conflict
inAfrica.Unfortunately forAfricans, the conditions associatedwithwar
are virtually uniformly present, while those associated with peace are
virtually uniformly absent. These extant literatures suggest war should
be common in Africa, or should at least be no less common in Africa
than elsewhere.
Scholarly arguments, when naı̈vely applied to generate expectations

regarding war in Africa, anticipate that war will be relatively frequent.
What is the empirical reality? There have been only two events in post-
colonial African history qualifying as interstate wars according to the
standard definition provided by theCorrelates ofWar project.5 Over the
fall andwinter of 1977–1978 Somali and Ethiopian armed forces clashed
for control of the Ogaden territory, resulting in 6,000 battle deaths. In
the fall of 1978 Idi Amin ordered the Ugandan army to invade north-
western Tanzania. The Tanzanians fought back successfully, ultimately
reconquering their territory and driving Amin from power. Three thou-
sand battle deaths resulted (Singer 1991: 63). Aside from these two
events, the armed forces of African states have not been reported to
have engaged each other in any conflict resulting in more than 1,000
battle deaths.
An immediate objection is that Africa has had much more interstate

violence than the observation of twowars since independence suggests.
Starr and Most (1983, 1985) argue Africa is an especially good place to
study conflict diffusion because during the period they study “the re-
gion became a major locus of international conflict” (1983: 99). James,
Brecher, andHoffman (1988) begin their articlewith the observation that
international crises inAfricaare frequent. Similarly,Agyeman-Duahand
Ojo study interstate conflict inWestAfrica specificallybecause “Over the
past decade and a halfWestAfrica has been rifewith interstate conflicts”
(1991: 299). None of these authors arewrong.However, their definitions
of interstate conflictdiffer fromtheoneemployed in this book.6 Starr and

5 Although, pending updates of the Correlates of War project, it seems quite likely re-
newed clashes between Eritrea and Ethiopia have been sufficiently deadly to qualify their
ongoing violence as an interstate war. This would be a third interstatewar in African post-
colonial history. Also, Ray (2001) argues that the Democratic Republic of the Congo’s civil
war in the late 1990s may have been an interstate war.
6 It is interesting to note, as an example of the lack of scholarly consensus about
what international conflict is, that West Africa is “rife with interstate conflict” ac-
cording to Agyeman-Duah and Ojo, but is a “zone of peace” according to Kacowicz
(1998: ch. 4).
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Most employ Kende’s (1971, 1978) “local wars” dataset. Kende’s ope-
rational definition for local wars includes not only intrastate conflict,
but can also include conflicts in which there are zero fatalities. James,
Brecher, andHoffman employ the International Crisis Behavior dataset,
which can include as crises, events perceived by a single actor, as well
as events in which no fatality occurs. Finally, Agyeman-Duah and Ojo
employ a definition so broad that diplomatic criticism qualifies as inter-
state conflict. These may all be useful definitions of interstate conflict,
but they can differ sharply from what we might think of as interstate
wars. Of course, if African interstate conflict is as rife as these authors
suggest, it still remains to be explainedwhyonly two instances escalated
to the point wheremore than 1,000 soldiers lost their lives. It seems very
odd, especially given the arguments summarized above, that African
states frequently engage in a variety of interstate conflicts, yet generally
avoid only those interstate conflicts the Correlates ofWar project defines
as war.
Maybe, however, two wars is not fewer than we would expect based

on a comparison with observed frequencies of war around the world.
War is itself a rare event. Most African countries have only existed as
independent states since 1960 or so (more recently for some). Given
there have been so few years of independent existence, maybe the
“surprisingly few” observations of war in Africa are not so surprisingly
few after all.
Table 7.1 reports the expected frequencies of a variety of aspects of

interstate war Africa could be expected to have experienced based on
the worldwide occurrence of war. It also reports what has actually been
observed forAfrica. The values in the top half of the table include the ex-
pected frequencies for Africa based on global war experience 1816–1993
(the temporal limits of the Correlates of War project’s interstate conflict
datasets). The bottom half reports the expected frequencies for Africa
based on global war experience 1960–1993, arguably a more appropri-
ate period since it is the one in which post-colonial Africa has existed as
an independent region. The first column reports observed frequencies
of various indicators of war in Africa, the second reports the expected
value, and the third reports a summary statistic indicating the degree of
statistical significance between observed and expected.
Calculation of these values is relatively straightforward. The values

for dyad-years of war (row 3 of table 7.1a), for example, are calculated
as follows. First, the global frequency of dyad-years of war relative to
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Table 7.1. Expected and observed frequencies of wars

a. Based on world experience 1816–1993

Observed Expected Z-score

# of interstate wars 2 10 −2.589∗∗

Nation-years of war 10 53 −6.087∗∗∗

Dyad-years of war 6 63 −4.747∗∗∗

b. Based on world experience 1960–1993

Observed Expected Z-score

# of interstate wars 2 6 −1.667∗

Nation-years of war 10 31 −3.833∗∗∗

Dyad-years of war 6 11 −4.430∗∗∗

Note: Z-scores are based on the formula presented in Bremer
(1992: 327); negative values indicate that the observed value
is lower than the expected.
∗p < 0.05 ∗∗p < 0.01 ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

dyad-years of existence is calculated. This gives:

(dyad-years of war, globally)/(dyad-years, globally)
or 883/532, 426 = 0.0017.

This is the observed number of dyad-years of war per dyad-year of ex-
istence globally and historically. This value is multiplied by the number
of African dyad-years (36,805) to arrive at an expected frequency of
war in Africa if Africa were representative of global and historical war
propensity. The value arrived at is 0.0017∗36,805 = 62.569. If African
dyads are as likely to experience war years as dyads throughout the
entire international system have been, there should have been approx-
imately 63 dyad-years of war in Africa. That there have been only 6
suggests Africa is not representative of the rest of the international
system’s annual dyadic war propensity. Whether we compare Africa’s
number of wars, nation-years of war, or dyad-years of war with those
for the historical or contemporary international system,wefindAfrica is
substantially less war-prone (generally three to five times less) than the
wider international system.7

7 The rows in table 7.1 that do not calculate dyad-years use nation-years as the basis
of comparison. Thus, the value of ten expected wars in Africa based on the historical
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Table 7.2. Expected and observed frequencies of militarized
interstate disputes

a. Based on world experience 1816–1993

Observed Expected Z-score

# of MIDs 172 274 −6.875∗∗∗

Nation-years of MIDs 481 909 −22.064∗∗∗

b. Based on world experience 1960–1993

Observed Expected Z-score

# of MIDs 172 301 −8.33∗∗∗

Nation-years of MIDs 481 919 −22.568∗∗∗

See notes to table 7.1.

Table 7.2provides a similar presentationof expected andobserved fre-
quencies of “militarized interstate disputes” (MIDs) in Africa. Accord-
ing to Correlates ofWar coding rules (Jones, Bremer, and Singer 1996), a
MIDoccurswhenever one state threatens, displays, oruses government-
sanctioned force against another. This is clearly a lower threshold of in-
terstate conflict, yet again we see Africa is less conflictual than would
be expected based on the system-wide probabilities of such disputes.
Whetherwe consider thenumber of disputes or howmanyyears nations
are involved in disputes, Africa appears to be only about half as dispu-
tatious as it “should be,” based on system-wide experience.
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 indicate that the observed frequencies of interstate

conflict in Africa are substantially lower than the frequencies we might
expect basedon the experience of the international systemmore broadly.
Given that every row of the two tables reports that the observed fre-
quency is substantively and statistically significantly lower than the
expected frequency, it is safe to conclude that Africa is unexpectedly

system-wide experience is derived as follows: (number of wars, globally)/(nation-years,
globally)= 75/11,495= 0.00652wars per nation-year of existence historically andglobally.
This ismultiplied by the number ofAfrican nation-years: 0.00652∗1551= 10.11252,which I
round to 10. If Africawere representative of the number of wars per nation-year the rest of
the system has evidenced, there would have been about ten wars in Africa. This assumes
that each nation-year provides an opportunity for an independent war, a questionable
expectationperhaps.Althoughpotentiallyflawed, thisproceduredoesallowstandardized
comparisons of observed and expected frequencies of wars (and disputes).
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peaceful in terms of what empirical interstate conflict researchers de-
fine as interstate relations. This is the casewith bothwars and disputes.8

Given that the theoretical and empirical arguments reviewed above lead
us to expect a greater than average propensity to engage in interstate
conflict, this African Peace is especially surprising.9 The African Peace
is interesting specifically as an example of the larger cross-regional vari-
ation inwar propensity reported in chapter 5. It clearly seems important
to try to understand why this general cross-regional variation, and its
specificanddramaticAfricanPeacemanifestation, exists.What “causes”
the regional differences?

Cross-regional variation is coincidental
A first reaction might be that the region-specific coefficients are statisti-
cally significant simply by coincidence. It could be the case that, given

8 Surprisingly, Africa may have a Civil War Peace as well. Henderson and Singer (2000)
estimate what makes civil war (defined as sustained armed conflict within one state and
resulting in at least 1,000 battle fatalities per year) more likely. They do so for African, East
Asian, and Middle Eastern states. They include dummy variables indicating East Asia
and the Middle East, leaving Africa as the referent category. In many of their analyses
these two region-specific dummies are positive and statistically significant. This means
that in these two regions civil wars aremore likely than in Africa. Henderson and Singer’s
results do not mean there is a relative lack of domestic militarized violence within Africa,
but rather indicate that this domestic militarized violence either does not escalate to the
1,000 fatalities per year level, or otherwise goes unreported.
9 There is additional evidence of an African Peace. Consideration of average fatality
levels in interstate wars (according to Small and Singer 1982; updated by Singer 1991)
suggests that when Africans do go to war with each other, they kill far fewer soldiers than
does the rest of the world. The average combat fatality level in African wars is 4,500 dead.
The average in the wider international system is 441,414. Since averages can be skewed
by extreme cases, and since there are a number of extreme cases historically (World War
II accounts for nearly half of the total battle fatalities for the entire 1816–1993 period), it
might be more interesting to consider the average excluding the six wars in which over
onemillion soldierswere killed. This smaller, less skewed, set ofwars produces an average
of 35,088 battle fatalities. A second additional piece of evidence about an African Peace
is offered by a replication of results about escalation published by Bill Reed (2000). Bill
was kind enough to replicate some of the results from that article, introducing a control
variable equal to 1 whenever the dyad under observation comprises two African states
(the article in question employs the Oneal and Russett [1997] relevant dyads dataset for
the years 1950–1985). The other covariates are alliance, joint satisfaction, joint democracy,
development and interdependence. For the entire dataset with 20,990 observations, when
thedependent variable iswar onset the coefficient for the variableAfricandyad is negative
and statistically significant at p = 0.039. When the dataset is restricted to only those dyads
experiencing a dispute and the dependent variable is whether the dispute escalates towar
or not, the coefficient for the variable African dyad becomes even more negative and is
now statistically significant at the p < 0.001 level. I encourage any interested readers to
replicate their war analyses controlling for African dyad. I predict they will persistently
estimate a statistically significant negative coefficient for this variable.
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as small a dataset as I employ here (only around 300 observations in
the analyses in chapter 5 and later in this chapter), some outlier obser-
vations could have a disproportionately large impact on the estimated
relationships between variables. Thus, including a few of these dispro-
portionatelyweighty cases in an aggregated sub-set of casesmightmake
the whole sub-set appear to be substantively “different” when in reality
it is only the few cases coincidentally included that produce the result.
If thiswere the case, there reallywould be something coincidental about
the statistical significance of aggregating observations into sub-sets of
the specific sizes of my regions. It could be that any similar aggregation,
whether we called the sub-set “Africa” or organized it along some other
potentially arbitrary line such as “states represented on the PGA tour,”
would include a few of these weighty observations and also attain
statistical significance.
Thispossibility canbe evaluatedbydeterminingwhether some totally

arbitrary aggregation of cases into random regions, for instance, would
also produce statistically significant estimates. If a randomly assign-
ed “regional” classification of the cases into five sub-sets also produced
significant differences between the sub-sets, we might reasonably con-
clude there is nothing different about Africa per se, but rather there is
something different introduced by looking individually at a given 25.1
percent of the cases. That a “random-regions” analysis will be conclu-
sive seems a long shot, but it is reasonably easy to perform, and worth
trying.
In order to determine whether randomly designated regions exhibit

similar properties tomy geographically designated regions, I first deter-
mine what proportion of my cases fall into each regional sub-set. I next
construct a column of random numbers in my dataset. I then sort my
cases along ascending values of the randomnumber column, and desig-
nate thefirstxpercent “RandomRegion1” (so thatxpercent corresponds
with the actual percentage of my dataset that is South American), and
continue on through four more random regions (each equivalent in size
to my Middle East, Far East, African and Great Power sub-sets). I then
rerun themodels from tables 5.3 and5.5 of chapter 5 replacing theAfrica,
Far East, Middle East and South America region-specific dummy vari-
ables with the random-region dummy variables. Not surprisingly, the
estimates for the parity and dissatisfaction variables (as well as for the
alliance, joint democracy andmilitarization control variables) are virtu-
ally unchanged and none of the random-region dummy variables are
statistically significant.
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This is a verymodest evaluation ofwhether I can reproduce the statis-
tically significant results for aggregated sub-sets of my observations by
constructing random regional aggregations.10 Nevertheless, I believe it
safe to conclude that, even given the rudimentary nature of this exer-
cise, there is something about the regions as designated by their true
geographic determinants that is not reproducible with a random-region
specification. It seems unlikely the region-specific dummy variables are
statistically significant only by coincidence.

“Theory”-driven explanation
for cross-regional variation

I know the cross-regional variation exists because the statistically and
substantively significant region-specific variables improve the overall
fit of the empirical model to the data on war. As mentioned repeatedly,
this knowledge is really specific ignorance, since I do not know what
causes the cross-regional variation. An ideal solution to my problem
of ignorance would be the identification of a variable, or set of vari-
ables, representing theoretical concepts, the inclusion of which would
make the region-specific dummy variables statistically or substantively
insignificant (or both). I would then have an explanation for why the re-
gions vary, and would no longer be ignorant (specifically or otherwise).
In this section I offer a pre-theoretical (or loosely theoretical) expla-

nation for why the cross-regional variation should exist. I describe a
set of variables I expect will make the regional variables insignificant.
I then present an empirical analysis evaluating whether my expecta-
tion is correct. To foreshadow that outcome: I am partially correct in my
expectation.
In chapter 5 I discussed Robert Barro’s (1991) work on economic de-

velopment. Imentioned that Barro also estimates statistically significant
coefficients for region-specific dummyvariables. Since that initial study,
Barro has succeeded in specifying a set of alternate variables, suggested

10 Mathematically, this exercise should not be able to produce statistically significant
random-region coefficients. Since the cases assigned to each random region are randomly
assigned, they should tend to be normally distributed around the samplemeans. Thus the
hypothesis test that a given random-region coefficient is statistically significant compares
observations in that random region to the mean observation, and divides by the standard
error. The difference between the random-region observations and mean observations
shouldbezeroonaverage, soall random-regiondesignations should tend tobe statistically
insignificant. The random-region results arenot reproduced in the text, but curious readers
may request them directly.
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byneo-classical growth theory,whichmake the region-specific variables
in his analyses insignificant. He reports (1997: ch. 1, esp. pp. 30–32) that
inclusion of an inflation rate variable makes his Latin America dummy
variable statistically insignificant, the inclusion of a governmental con-
sumption variable makes his sub-Saharan Africa variable insignificant,
and the inclusion of amale schooling, rule of law, or democracy variable
makeshis EastAsia variable insignificant. In a similarway, I amattempt-
ing here to specify interpretable concepts that will make my region-
specific dummy variables insignificant too.
In order to do so, I offer a loosely theoretical story about why the con-

flict propensity and impact of parity and dissatisfaction should vary
fromregion to region. In sodoing I amstrongly influencedby theauthors
discussed at length in chapter 1 (specifically Ayoob 1995, Holsti 1996,
and the contributors to Neuman 1998). These authors suggest that in
much of the Third World, and specifically in Africa, the degree of po-
litical centralization is vastly lower than in the rest of the world. In
the Third World, endemic poverty, lack of human capital, lack of in-
frastructure, and resulting domestic unrest mean very often the threats
governments face are domestic rather than international. Consequently,
when a governing regime in the Third World contemplates its strate-
gic future, it does not think about conflict with other states, but rather
with someof its owncitizens/subjects. In theunderdevelopedcountries,
military forces serve different purposes than in the developed or de-
veloping worlds. Further, the conditions listed above may mean Third
World leaders cannot use force outside of their borders even if they
have a desire to do so (presumably they would have this desire when
they observe the existence of parity between themselves and the local
dominant power and feel dissatisfaction with the local status quo).
Consider a scenario involving the president of a hypothetical African

republic. Call it Ishmaelia.11 The Ishmaelian president might observe
Ishmaelia is at parity with its neighbor, Azania. He might believe
Azania’s economic hegemony and treatment of Ishmaelian nationals
are unacceptable. He might perceive Ishmaelian dissatisfaction with

11 Readers unfamiliar with this fictional African country are referred to Evelyn Waugh’s
1930s’ novel Scoop. It tells the story of an inexperienced journalist sent to East Africa to
cover a civil war in Ishmaelia. The fictional republic is useful for my purposes because it
preventsme frommaking any blatantly incorrect statements inmyhypothetical examples,
and is of interest to political scientists because Waugh wrote that its constitution was
written by a committee of political science professors who, perhaps anticipating Arend
Lijphardt, saddled Ishmaelia with the single transferable vote. Its neighbor, Azania, is the
fictional African country in Waugh’s Black Mischief.
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Azania’s governance of the local status quo. For all these reasons he
might verywell like to go towarwithAzania in order to change the local
status quo. However, were he to initiate this war, he would have to send
Ishmaelia’s army into Azania’s territory. If he did that, the private mili-
tia of an opposition tribe might storm into the capital, assassinate him,
and thereby take over the political system. Moreover, sending the
Ishmaelian armyawaywouldperhaps anger army leaders.Having been
ordered away, theymight instead storm into the presidential palace, kill
the President, and thereby take over the political system. Consequently,
all the pieces might be in place (parity between Ishmaelia and Azania,
and Ishmaelian dissatisfaction with the Azanian local status quo), but
the president of Ishmaelia cannot choose war because it is not a good
policy option given his larger political context. Part of political develop-
ment is political stability. Political stability allows the leader to dispatch
troops. Political instability might prevent this.
A second hypothetical situation again imagines the situation con-

fronting an Ishmaelian president. He perceives Ishmaelian dissatisfac-
tion with the local status quo, and would like to do something about it.
He would be willing to go to war with Azania, but only if the chances
of victory are even or better. In short, having read all about the multi-
ple hierarchy model, the president would be willing to fight if parity
obtains. How might he know what the relative power relationship be-
tween Ishmaelia and Azania is? He might ask the leader of Ishmaelian
Intelligence, or perhaps the chairman of the Ishmaelian Joint Chiefs for
a strategic assessment. These sourcesmight even provide himwith their
estimates of the situation. Should thepresident trust the estimates?What
if one or both of the individuals consulted are of questionable loyalty
to the current president? Alternatively, maybe they are loyal, but how
good are their sources? Are the communication, intelligence, analysis,
etc. facilities of their respective agencies adequately funded to answer
the strategic question satisfactorily? If not, it could be perilous for the
president to act on their recommendation. If Ishmaelia is as politically
and economically underdeveloped, and as fragmented ethnically, as the
averageAfrican state, then thepresidentwouldbe a fool to put toomuch
trust in such advice. In short, he would have a lot of trouble knowing
when the (theoretically correct) time is ripe for war with Azania.
These hypothetical examples are intended to elucidate a loosely theo-

retical argument that the foreign policy options available to the leaders
of profoundly underdeveloped states may not be comparable to the op-
tions available to leaders of developed states confronted with the same
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foreign policy stimulus.12 Power transition theory (and most other the-
ories about when states go to war) represents the onset of war as a
conscious policy choice. For the leaders of developed states, this is not
a difficult scenario to imagine. It could well be, however, that in the less
developed parts of the Third World, leaders do not have sufficiently
centralized control over the resources necessary to foreign military ac-
tion (either because of general poverty, or because of concerns about
what the local opposition will do while the troops are away) for the
“choice” of going to war to be an option as it is in the developed world.
War in thedevelopedworldoccurs because the challenger and thedomi-
nant power decide to fight each other.War in the underdevelopedworld
may sometimes occur for this reason, may occasionally occur for differ-
ent reasons altogether, and, most importantly, may fail to occur in spite of
the existence of the conditions associated with war. The general consequence
of these scenarios is that the relationship between any specific “cause”
of war and the actual occurrence of war will be weaker in the underde-
veloped world than in the developed world. The specific consequence
for the multiple hierarchy model is that parity and dissatisfaction will
have less impact in regions where governments have less control over
resources or have fewer resources to begin with.13

I attempt to determine whether such considerations might account
for the cross-regional variation by specifying a pair of variables de-
signed to represent this “lack of control,” or “lack of resources” facing
the leaders of underdeveloped states. The first of these variables is in-
tended to represent political instability. It indicates the number of non-
constitutional changes of government occurring in either dyadmember
during the decade in question. “Coups” is thus the number of such

12 The point is more eloquently put byHolsti (1996: 116): “Weak states face a fundamental
difficulty that is rarely resolved satisfactorily. While giving the appearance of authori-
tarian power, the reach of the state is severely limited by local centers of resistance, by
bureaucratic inertia and corruption, and by social fragmentation along religious, ethnic,
tribal, factional and cultural lines.”
13 My thinking in this chapter is heavily influenced by Robert Jackson’s work on quasi-
states. Sincehe ismore eloquent thanme, consider the following from JacksonandRosberg
(1982: 8): “In proportion to their territories and populations, African governments typ-
ically have a smaller stock of finances, personnel, and material than Asian or Western
governments, and their staffs are less experienced and reliable. As a result, the concept
of governmental administration as a policy instrument bears less relation to reality.” And
from Jackson’s solo work (1990: 177): “Economic underdevelopment and technological
backwardness do not mean that quasi-statesmen have any less right to make decisions
than other statesmen. Itmeans that they have far fewermeans and resourceswithwhich to
implement and enforce their decisions and consequently must face harder choices as to
what they will concentrate their scarce resources and energies on.”
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domestic political events according to the Polity II dataset.14 I suspect
leaders of states prone to coups facedifferent considerationswhendelib-
erating about using force abroad. At a minimum, I suspect the number
of coups occurring within a dyad within a given decade is a reasonable
indicator of political instability within that dyad.
The second variable, “underdevelopment,” is intended to represent

lack of resources. It is a dichotomous variable equal to 1 if both dyad
members are underdeveloped according to the United Nations Con-
ference on Trade and Development. UNCTAD (various years) defines
states as underdeveloped if their per capita GDP (in 1990 values) is
below $700. States with GDP per capita this low are profoundly un-
derdeveloped. The leaders of such states would clearly have far fewer
resources upon which to draw when reacting to foreign policy stimuli.
Given that such poverty is likely to be concentrated in certain parts of
the Third World, it seems quite possible such a variable could account
for the cross-regional variation.15

If my loosely theoretical account is accurate, then I should include
variables designed to represent those factors which arguably deny lead-
ers the luxury of free choice about when to wage war. Doing so should
improve the fit of the statistical models to the data on war onsets (i.e.,
the model χ2 should become larger and/or the variables coups and

14 A description of this variable within the Polity II dataset is provided by Gurr, Jaggers,
and Moore (1989: 49). One problem is that this dataset lists only successful coups. The
concept of political instability suggests a variable also including unsuccessful attempted
coups would be better. Luttwak (1969) and Thompson (1973b) provide data on failed as
well as successful coups. I have constructed an alternate coups variable combining the
unsuccessful Luttwak and Thompson coup attempts with the successful Polity II coups,
but do not employ it in the model reported in table 7.3 because the data on unsuccessful
coups are available for only a very limited span of years. Another version of the model
reported in table 7.3, estimated with the alternate coups variable is not much different
from those with the Polity II coups variable except for the fact that whereas the Polity II
coups variable is nearly statistically significant in table 7.3, the alternate coups variable
does not come close to attaining statistical significance.
15 I estimated the model reported in table 7.3 with a variety of alternate measures of
economic development and/or underdevelopment. One was simply GDP per capita ave-
raged across both states and over the decade observed. Another was the GDP per capita
of the poorer dyad member. A third was the GDP per capita of the richer dyad member.
A final version was the development variable suggested by Bremer (1992) based on COW
power components. This is the ratio of a state’s share of economic components (iron/steel
production and fuel consumption) to its share of demographic components. It is thus
equivalent to Bremer’s militarization variable, used throughout my analyses. One big
advantage of Bremer’s development index is that the data required to calculate it are
much more available than are GDP per capita data; consequently, fewer cases are lost.
However, none of these alternate development/underdevelopment variables attained
statistical significance (in contrast to the UNCTAD-based variable), although otherwise
the models were generally quite similar to that reported in table 7.3.
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underdevelopment should be statistically significant), and also should
eliminate or at least attenuate the cross-regional variation.
Finally, I include a third control variable not related to the loosely

theoretical story advanced above. Some research (Werner and Lemke
1997; Gowa 1999; Werner 2000) suggests that in addition to a demo-
cratic peace, there appears to be an autocratic peace. Autocracies tend
to be more peaceful with each other than are dyads composed of mixed
regime types. This finding does not contradict the democratic peace,
since it does not deny democracies are pacific in their relations with
each other. Democratic-peace researchers themselves either report ob-
serving an autocratic peace, or otherwise hint at its existence (Maoz and
Abdolali 1989; Oneal and Russett 1997). However, it may be of specific
interest here because somanyAfrican states are non-democracies. In or-
der to ascertain whether the African Peace is a sub-set of a larger peace
among autocracies, I include a “joint autocracy” variable in the model
estimated in table 7.3. This is calculated exactly like the joint democracy
variable described in chapter 5, except that it uses Polity III’s autocracy
index rather than its democracy index.16 If the African Peace, and larger
cross-regional variation, are the result of an autocratic peace throughout
the regions of my analyses, inclusion of joint autocracy will eliminate or
attenuate the region-specific coefficients.
Including these three variables in a statistical model of war onset rep-

resentsmy effort to erase the statistical significance of the region-specific
variables. Locationwithin a specific region cannot “cause”dyads tovary
in theirwar-fightingbehavior compared todyads elsewhere. Theremust
be something else, something systematically more prevalent in Africa,
causing African dyads to be different. The claim here is that political
instability and economic underdevelopment, and possibly the preva-
lence of similarly autocratic regimes, makes dyads in Africa (and other
regions) vary from global norms.
What I am trying to do by including these variables is demonstrate

that the relationship between region-specific variables and war onset
reported in chapter 5 is spurious. However, it is logically impossible
to demonstrate that the region → war-onset relationships are spurious.

16 Readers suspicious the joint democracy and joint autocracy variables are highly corre-
lated with each other will not be surprised to learn the correlation between them is –0.8.
I have run the model reported in table 7.3 alternately omitting either joint democracy or
joint autocracy, with virtually no change in the reported results. There is high collinearity
between these two variables, but it does not seem to affect the important estimates of
coefficients for the region-specific dummy variables (nor for parity and dissatisfaction).
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Table 7.3. Logistic regression estimates with additional control variables

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −3.912∗

Parity 1.949∗

(0.0653)
Dissatisfaction 2.828∗∗

(0.0111)
Parity∗Dissatisfaction −1.887∗

(0.1000)
Alliance −0.634

(0.4567)
Joint Democracy 0.0189

(0.4732)
Dominant Power’s Militarization −0.087

(0.3920)
Challenger’s Militarization 0.020∗

(0.0990)
Joint Autocracy 0.095

(0.3398)
Coups 0.496

(0.1244)
Underdevelopment 2.514∗

(0.0588)
Africa −3.088∗∗

(0.0203)
Far East −1.077

(0.1970)
Middle East −1.224

(0.1526)
South America −3.441∗∗

(0.0209)
Observations: 279; model χ2: 40.652∗∗; correct predictions:
overall: 94.98%, wars: 18.75%, non-wars: 99.62%

Notes: Twelve time-interval dummy variables to control for duration depen-
dence are included but not reported in order to preserve space.
∗p < 0.10. ∗∗p < 0.05. ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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The definition of a spurious relationship is that some alternate variable
causes both of the related variables to occur. An hypothetical relation-
ship between going to a good school and securing a high-quality job
after graduation would be spurious if it were demonstrated that being
lucky enough to have wealthy parents leads to both enrollment in pres-
tigious schools and later success in life. In my situation, it is logically
impossible that the variables coups or underdevelopment could cause
dyads to be African. It cannot be the case that the region → war-onset
relationships are technically spurious.
So, the purpose of including these newvariables is that they represent

the theoretically interesting “something” that might be systematically
prevalent in Africa (and other regions), that causes dyads in those re-
gions to vary in their war behavior. The Africa coefficient in chapter 5
is negative and large in an absolute sense. The interpretation of this
coefficient is that African dyads are less war-prone than non-African
dyads. If at the same time, African dyads are disproportionately likely
to be composed of underdeveloped states, then underdevelopment and
Africa should covary. If this happens, either the estimated coefficient
for Africa will become statistically insignificant, or smaller (and thus
substantively less significant), or taking into accountunderdevelopment
when calculating probabilities ofwarwill reduce the difference between
African dyads and those in other regions (also changing the substantive
significance of the African effect).
The new version of the model, including variables intended to wipe

out the African Peace and the larger phenomenon of cross-regional
variation, is reported in table 7.3. The inclusion of these new control
variables does improve the fit of the statistical models to the data on
war onsets. The model χ2 statistic in table 7.3 is larger than the corre-
sponding value in table 5.5 (but the difference between them is just over
5 and, with three degrees of freedom, not statistically significant). By
itself, underdevelopment is statistically nearly significant at the p < 0.05
level, while coups is nearly significant at the p < 0.10 level. Joint autoc-
racy not only has an unanticipated positive sign, but also never attains
statistical significance.
Both the coups and underdevelopment variables have positive esti-

mated coefficients. Although I have not advanced any directional
hypotheses about these variables, this seems inconsistent with the
Ishmaelia–Azania account presented (although it is consistent with
Haas’s [1968, 1973] arguments summarized earlier in this chap-
ter). Readers will note that all of the estimated coefficients for the
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Table 7.4. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction for model
reported in table 7.3

Great
Powers Middle East Far East S. America Africa

Neither Parity nor
Dissatisfaction 3.0 1.7 3.4 0.2 0.2

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 17.9 10.7 19.7 1.4 1.4

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 34.6 22.5 37.4 3.3 3.3

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 35.8 23.4 38.6 3.5 3.5

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of war (expressed as a
percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the region designated
in each column. Control variables are set at their regional means.

region-specific dummy variables are larger (in an absolute sense) than
the corresponding estimates reported in table 5.5. It is clear that the in-
clusion of the new control variables has not erased either the African
Peace or the larger cross-regional variation. However, the positive coef-
ficients for the newvariables somewhat balance the now larger negative
coefficients for the region-specific dummies because the minor power
regions tend to have high values on the new variables while the Great
Powers tend to have fewer coups and are not underdeveloped.
Table7.4 reports the substantiveeffects, or estimatedconditionalprob-

abilities ofwar across thefive regions, holding all of the other reasonably
statistically significant covariates constant at the average corresponding
to each specific region.17 These estimated effects demonstrate that the
diminishing impact of parity and dissatisfaction on the probability of
war as we move from consideration of the Great Powers through the
other regions to Africa persists even with the addition of the new vari-
ables. However, these estimated effects also suggest the differences in
the impact of parity and dissatisfaction on the probability of war across

17 The use of these region-specific average values accounts for the differences across
Great Power, Middle East, and Far East dyads’ estimated conditional probabilities even
though theMiddle East and Far East variables are not statistically significant in themodel.
“Reasonably” statistically significant in this table corresponds to p values smaller than
0.20.
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regions are smaller, in an absolute sense, than the corresponding dif-
ferences when not controlling for coups and underdevelopment (as in
table 5.6). Also, the four non-Great Power regions are more similar to
each other in this set of analyses than they are in chapter 5.
It seems quite clear that controlling for political instability and under-

development does not erase either the African Peace or the larger phe-
nomenon of cross-regional variation. However, the inclusion of these
two variables does seem to diminish how different the various regions
are from each other in terms of the substantive effects of parity and
dissatisfaction on the probability of war. Even though two of the region-
specific dummy variable coefficients are still statistically significant,
they are less substantively significant. More impressive evidence of this
lessening of the region-specific dummy variables’ substantive signifi-
cance is provided by considering the estimated conditional probability
of war in a hypothetical African dyad marked by underdevelopment
and three coups in a decade, and comparing these new estimated con-
ditional probabilities to those calculated for the Great Powers. This sce-
nario differs from that reported in table 7.4 in which regional average
values on these variables were included. Even though Africa has the
highest average value on underdevelopment, this average is less than
1. Also, even though Africa has nearly the highest average value on
coups, that average is far below the 3 employed here (recall these are
“successful” coups only). Thus, the change from regional average val-
ues to a value of 1 on underdevelopment and 3 on coups is a rather
substantial change. It is not, however, an unreasonable change. In fact,
thesevalues are frequentlyobservedwithinWestAfricandyads.Making
these changes and recalculating the substantive effects of varying the
presence of parity and dissatisfaction produces the new estimated con-
ditional probabilities of war reported in table 7.5. Clearly, employing
these higher, but not unreasonably high, values of these important
additional variables makes the African Peace substantively disappear.
In table 7.5 the effects of parity and dissatisfaction actually become
smaller for Great Power than for underdeveloped and unstable African
dyads.
Thus, while there is still cross-regional variation, the amount of cross-

regional variation seems smaller when taking into account the number
of successful coups and whether or not the members of a dyad satisfy
UNCTAD’s definition of underdevelopment. This suggests to me that
further efforts to erase the cross-regional variation, hopefullywithmore
appealing, less crude indicators of instability and lack of resources, are
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Table 7.5. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction
for hypothetical African dyad with Coups = 3 and
Underdevelopment = 1

Great Powers African dyads

Neither Parity,
nor Dissatisfaction 3.0 5.1

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 17.9 27.3

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 34.6 47.7

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 35.8 49.0

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of
war (expressed as a percentage) given the conditions
specified in each row in the region designated in each
column.

justified.18 Nevertheless, the persistently statistically significant region-
specific coefficients seem unambiguous evidence that the regions do
differ from each other.19 The reason why remains an important topic for
continued research. The recalculated effects in table 7.5 are presented as
evidence that analyses such as those undertaken in this section offer a
promising avenue along which specific ignorance may be transformed
into knowledge.

Cross-regional variation is due to region-specific
measurement error

A third possible cause of the cross-regional variation may be that data
quality issues cause me mistakenly to discover variation in how much

18 Przeworski and Teune (1970: 13) anticipate situations such as mine: “The problem is
that the same language may not be applicable across all systems but may have to be
adjusted to specific systems. This is the central problem of comparative measurement:
to incorporate into measurement statements the context within which observations are
made.” (Emphasis added)
19 It needhardly bementioned, except in a self-serving note, that the newmodel estimated
in this chapter strongly continues to support themain hypothesis of themultiple hierarchy
model. Even the introduction of new statistically significant control variables does not
change the fact that parity and dissatisfaction with the status quo strongly increase the
probability of war.
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parity and dissatisfaction with the status quo affect the probability of
war around the globe. If, to mention the most likely scenario, a large
number of disputes and wars occur in Africa but go unnoticed in the
West, I would necessarily observe anAfrican Peace because therewould
be systematicmeasurement error on the dependent variable.How likely
is this scenario?
Perhaps quite likely. Maier (1991) writes about a number of suppos-

edly unimpeachable data sources with potentially enormously conse-
quential biases in their reporting. American census data are among the
best in the world, but Maier (pp. 11–13) recounts how even the Census
Bureau admits it misses a non-negligible proportion of the US popula-
tion. Moreover, this small proportion is not evenly distributed around
the country. The missing Americans are disproportionately likely to be
minorities, inner-city residents, homeless persons, etc. There is thus sub-
stantial bias in who is omitted from the census.20 Maier reports similar
non-randomomissions fromdata collectionsonAIDScases (p. 57), crime
(p. 80), and informal-sector economic activity (p. 101). In all these ex-
amples it is the poorer, harder-to-measure segments of the population
which are underreported. In international relations, the corresponding
underreported groups would be the least developed countries.21

If the pathologies of data collection highlighted by Maier also be-
set international conflict datasets, then wars and disputes should be
systematically underreported for the most underdeveloped region:
Africa. There are a number of reasons African interstate conflict might
beunderreported. First, it could be thatWestern scholars andnewsorga-
nizations are not as interested in Africa as in other regions of the world.
Consequently, there will be fewer people gathering data on Africa and
thus a higher probability that interstate conflict (specifically in the less-
intense dispute categories) will go unnoticed. Second, it could be that
scholars and reporters actually do transmit lots of information about

20 This examplewas suggested tome by a colleague fromgraduate schoolwhoworked on
the 1990 Census in rural Arkansas. Although she faithfully visited the non-respondents
on her list, she occasionally felt uncomfortable doing so, and perceived that other, less
conscientious, census-takers might strategically miss an occasional residence.
21 These data concerns should be considered in addition to two other rathermajor sources
of data quality problems potentially systematicallymis-measuring political activity in less
developed countries: non-comparability (for instance, difficulties attendant upon con-
verting national currency units to a single, meaningful standard) and motivated bias (for
instance, CIA over-estimation of military expenditures by communist states during the
Cold War – see Maier 1991: 170–172 specifically).
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interstate conflict inAfrica, but the information isnot “received.” If amil-
itarized dispute between Chad and the Central African Republic occurs
on the same day the United States launches cruisemissiles against some
Balkan state, howmuchcoveragewould theNewYorkTimesdevote to the
dispute inAfrica?Precious little, one suspects. Similarly, imagine the sce-
nario of an African specialist meticulously documenting the interstate
nature of Zaire’s various insurgencies. Surely these data would be fasci-
nating, but publication and thus retention of them are uncertain. Conse-
quently, the “fact” that Rwanda may have been an actor in the 1967 in-
surrection by mercenaries in eastern Congo (Kinshasa) would be lost.22

I am not insinuating that the various conflict datasets compiled over
the years are inaccurate. I am simply speculating about the possibility
that data are missing, and that those data are not randomly missing. I
decided to submit the Correlates of War project’s militarized interstate
dispute (MID) dataset’s coverage of Africa in 1967 to a simple reliability
probe. I assess the reliability of the MID dataset’s coverage of Africa
because this is the region that, if the above concerns are valid, should be
most inaccurate. I choose theyear 1967because IpresumeSoutheastAsia
dominated international news coverage then, and because the very dra-
matic Nigerian Civil War began in the summer of 1967. Consequently,
it seems likely that any attention Africa received would have been re-
stricted to the Gulf of Guinea local hierarchy, leaving coverage of the
rest of Africa wanting. I consulted a variety of sources (Facts on File
1967; Keesing’s 1967; New York Times 1968; Cook and Killingray 1983),
all of which are authoritative chronologies of political events.
The sources I consulted all paint the same picture of conflict in

Africa for 1967. There were violent ongoing independence struggles
throughout Portuguese Africa (in Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea,
and Angola), there was a violent insurrection in the eastern part

22 Theremight also bemotivated bias, whether conscious or not, in reports from the Third
World. Evelyn Waugh’s memoir of travel in late colonial East Africa is rather dramatic
evidence. As he traveled from one colonial villa to another in 1959, repeated articles in
The Times (reaching him after some delay) reported protests inwhich natives were stoning
cars in Rhodesia. Upon reaching Rhodesia he wrote: “There is a current explanation of
the reports that European cars are being stoned. The responsible Ministry in Rhodesia
is said to have instituted an investigation into traffic. Since the native observers are not
handy with paper and pencil, they were instructed to put a stone into a basket for every
vehicle that passed them. A journalist finding a man at the side of the road with a basket
of stones asked what they were for and received the answer: ‘For cars’.” (1960: 110) One
wonders how many similarly easily misled reporters have filled the events datasets so
popular among Western social scientists?
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of Congo/Zaire, the Nigerian Civil War began during the summer
months,23 the Eritrean secessionist struggle continued, and civil war
in Sudan and Chad was also ongoing. Some of these conflicts spilled
across borders and involved neighboring African states, but little of this
conflict expansion occurred in 1967 specifically.
Instead, interstate conflict in Africa in 1967 was restricted to just a

few instances. In late May, Somalia dispatched troops to the Ethiopian
border to offset an Ethiopian buildup in the area. This qualifies as a
display-of-force dispute. Guinea and the Ivory Coast engaged in a po-
tentially nasty round of ship seizures, diplomatic hostage-taking, etc.,
which qualifies as a use-of-force dispute. Kenya and Somalia escalated
their simmering border conflict via Kenyan threats of dire consequences
should the Somalis fail to curb raids into Kenyan territory. Kenya made
good on these threats with pitched battles against Somali forces later
in the year. This too is a use-of-force dispute. Finally, Rhodesia warned
Zambia that if it did not take steps to deny Zambian territory to Rhode-
sian rebel forces, Rhodesia would hold Zambia militarily accountable.
This would seem to qualify as a threat-to-use-force dispute. All of these
“disputes” were reported in all four of the sources I consulted. Addi-
tionally, Keesing’s reports a use of force between Sudan and Ethiopia
in February 1967. If one is willing to accept the Sudan–Ethiopia use-of-
force dispute based only onKeesing’s report, therewere fivemilitarized
interstate disputes between African states in 1967.
What of the COW militarized interstate dispute dataset? There is

close concordance between my (admittedly potentially incomplete)
consultation of sources and the disputes reported by COW. The
Somali–Ethiopian and Somali–Kenyan disputes are linked in the
COW dataset within MID #1378. The Guinea–Ivory Coast stand-off is
faithfully represented as MID #1352. Keesing’s Sudanese–Ethiopian
imbroglio finds itself in the COW dataset as MID #1422. Additionally,
the COW dataset includes disputes between various African states
and Portugal in 1967 (MIDs #1332, 1392, and 3271), all related to the

23 Readers may object that the Biafran/Nigerian Civil War was a domestic conflict only
in hindsight. Had Biafra prevailed and won its independence, this struggle very likely
would have been recorded as an interstate war. Gabon’s, Ivory Coast’s, Tanzania’s, and
Zambia’s recognition of Biafra suggests at least four African states viewed the struggle
as an international one. My perusal of the sources listed above uncovers no militarized
interstate interactions in 1967 specifically, while the four states recognizing Biafra did not
do so until 1968. Given the coding rules employed by the Correlates of War project, this
conflict does not qualify as an interstate war. As discussed below, however, maybe those
coding rules are not optimal for the very underdeveloped.
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independence struggles mentioned above. The only “dispute” I identi-
fied which is not included in the COW dataset is the Rhodesian–
Zambian threat to use force. Given I find evidence of this interstate
threat in all of my sources, I am unsure why it is not included in the
COW dataset. I initially thought Rhodesia did not, perhaps, satisfy the
COW interstate systemmembership criteria in 1967, but find Small and
Singer’s (1982: 49) list of interstate system members includes Rhodesia
from 1966 on.
In general, theCOW list of interstate conflicts inAfrica for 1967 is very

consistent with my list of such conflicts. Perusal of Correlates of War
project publications describing the conflict dataset suggests we should
not be surprised my analysis identifies the MID dataset as reliable. The
collectors of theMID dataset went to enormous pains to ensure they did
not omit any interstate conflicts. Gochman and Maoz (1984: 589–590)
recount how the initial MID compilation was drawn from a wide range
of sources inmany languages. Similarly, Jones, Bremer, andSinger (1996:
180–182) are evenmoredetailed in listingfifteen languageswithinwhich
primary sourceswere consulted. It remains possible that the data collec-
tion pathologies described by Maier operate on conflict data and sys-
tematically underreport African conflict, but I find no strong evidence
that the possibility is reality.
However, aperhapsmore likely, andcertainlymoredifficult to correct,

source of region-specific measurement error may exist. I refer to poten-
tial problems introduced by only observing “states” as the uniformly
relevant political actors in the world.24 All standard sources of data in
world politics research, from the COWproject, to information provided
by the UN, to the Penn World Tables, and elsewhere, aggregate infor-
mation at the societal level of the state/nation/country. Membership in
the United Nations is the most common rule delineating which social
aggregations qualify as “states.” There is a presumption in these data
sources that the legal political entities thereby included as observations
in the datasets are empiricalpolitical entities. Jackson andRosberg offer a
trenchant discussion characterizing many of Africa’s states as legal but
not empirical entities. They write (1982: 9): “The modern ‘administra-
tive state’ image of government is of questionable applicability in many
24 This tendency is strongly inculcated in empirical international conflict studies by the
widespread assumption, originating in realist theory, that states are the most important
actors in world politics. See Jackson (1990) and Clapham (1996) for persuasive arguments
invalidating this assumption in the Third World generally and in Africa specifically. For
an interesting effort to move beyond state-centrism in international politics theorizing,
see Lake’s discussion of polities as political actors (1999: ch. 2).
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parts of the world, but Black African governments are even less likely
thanothers to be rational agencies.”And then: “It is evident that the term
‘empirical state’ can only be used selectively to describe many states in
Black Africa today” (p. 12). The term “empirical state” is adapted from
Weber’s “de facto state” conceptualization, in which a state truly exists
only if there is a centralized, effective government supervising inter-
actions within a clearly delineated territory. Later, Jackson (1990) coins
the term “quasi-state” to designate juridical but not empirical political
entities.
It may be that in Africa (and other parts of the Third World), the

parallel to interactions between developed states is not interactions
between the legal entities that enjoy membership in the United
Nations, but rather is interactionsbetween sub-national groups. Perhaps
Biafra’s “war” against the Nigerian federal government, or Mobutu’s
relations with regional power brokers in eastern Zaire during his long
rule, aremore like interactionsbetweenFrance andGermany thanare in-
teractions betweenAfrican quasi-states. Since the legal entities enjoying
UNmembership are widely recognized as independent states, informa-
tion is gathered about them. Various data collections report how many
soldiers there are in Sudan (for instance), how much money is spent on
the “Sudanese” army, the gross national product of “Sudan,” etc. What
these summary figures do not indicate is howmany of those soldiers are
loyal to the Sudanese central government, whether those military ex-
penditures are motivated by internal or external threats, and howmuch
of the economic activity occurringwithin the legal borders of “Sudan” is
taxable by the central government. The assumption that summary char-
acteristics of an entire state are relevant indicators of what the “state”
can bring to bear in interactions with its neighboring “states” simplifies
data collection, but it may distort reality.
My point is obvious, but has profound consequences for any analy-

sis aggregating observations of developed and underdeveloped dyads
into a global whole. If the legal entities defined as states in our datasets
are not the empirical interacting entities our theories describe, then our
research designs will be indeterminate because we are observing, in the
underdeveloped cases, the wrong actors. It may be that Biafra and the
Federal Government of Nigeria fought each other when they were at
parity and Biafra was dissatisfied with the local status quo. If these
sub-national political entities are the “true” African political actors,
the multiple hierarchy model would, given the above, expect the
Nigerian “Civil” War to have been fought when it was. Unfortunately,
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this confirming evidence would never be observed, because data on
Biafra were never collected. Similarly, data on Zairean provinces, on
Sudanese warring groups, and on other similar situations were not col-
lected. Imay be observing cross-regional variation and anAfrican Peace
in this book only because my naı̈ve designation of what is a political ac-
tor leads me systematically to observe the “wrong” units in regions
comprised primarily of underdeveloped states.25 Imagine a scenario
in which I have a theory generating an hypothesis that birds tend to
build nests while other animals do not. If, when I turned to empirical
analysis of my theory, my classification scheme defined all flying ani-
mals as birds, I would be inappropriately including both bats and flying
insects in the bird category. If I then observed that “birds” are not dis-
proportionately likely to build nests, I might conclude that my theory
is wrong. This would be unfortunate because if I removed the myriad
species of bats and flying insects frommy bird category, it might well be
that birds do disproportionately build nests compared to other animals.
I fear that when it comes to analysis of political interactions in Africa,
the entire community of empirical international relations scholars has
a lot of bats mixed in with its birds. Unfortunately, this possibility can-
not be easily diagnosed or remedied unless very different datasets are
collected.
One way in which we might at least speculate about remedying the

problem of observing the “wrong” actors in the underdeveloped world
is suggested by consideration of why empirical states are uncommon
where development is absent. Such consideration reminds us that
Africa’s weak states (and weak states in the rest of the Third World,
of course) are weak because they are in the early stages of the process
of developing. A number of authors (for example, Ayoob 1991, 1995;
Weede 1996) make plausible connections between the issue of juridi-
cal vs. empirical states in the developing world and the processes of
development. In so doing they explicitly connect Tilly’s (1975, 1985) ar-
guments about war- and state-making in Europe to current African and

25 Even if I am wrong about who the political actors are, something representing interna-
tional politics is going on. Consider Clapham’s (1996: 266) claim:

In areas of Africa where the state was no more than a fiction, the activities in
which international relations essentially consisted still continued to take place:
goods were imported and exported; external NGOs provided medical help
or famine relief, and were sometimes even protected by outside powers; local
rulers sought to control the exchanges betweendomestic andexternal resources,
and in the process to maintain their own power and security. The connection
between statehood and international relations was ultimately a contingent one.
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wider Third World experience. The disunity, corruption, violence, lack
of cooperation and other problems plaguing the fragmented states of
the less-developed parts of the Third World seem directly comparable
to the emerging states in Europe’sMiddle Ages. In this regard, the polit-
ical puzzle of assembling a unified, coherent, effective “Nigeria” out of
various regional and tribal pieces is exactly parallel to the earlier puzzle
of creating an “England” out of Mercian, Northumbrian, Anglian, and
Danelaw kingdoms.26

According to Tilly (1975, 1985), war and violence are important parts
of the process of putting states together. Political elites use violence
against each other to determine who will control the territory. Those
who emerge victorious continue to use violence to centralize their con-
trol over the resources of a territory and thereby cement their authority.
In order to do so they often develop an infrastructure to facilitate the
mobilization of the resources necessary to retain their privileged posi-
tions. Political elites use violence and make war in order to make states
in the first place.27

If we allow this argument, then we must allow the possibility that
warfare serves different purposes at different times over the course of
a state’s development. In the early phases of a state’s developmental
history, warfare (even when it involves actors physically external to the
territory) may tend to be about control of the territory that eventually
becomes the “state.” After these preliminary conflicts are resolved,wars
may be fought to establish the new state’s place in the international sys-
tem, or to otherwise improve its international position. Multiple hierar-
chymodel arguments clearly seem applicable to the later stage, butmay
also apply, in modified form, to the earlier. It may be that the various

26 But see Widner (1995) for a less enthusiastic appraisal of the parallels between con-
temporary African and early European state-building experiences. Widner argues the
African experience differs in terms of the impact of extended family structure, the exis-
tence of parallel political authorities the ruthless suppression of which is prevented by
the international community, the widespread availability of weapons, international factor
mobility, and international aid regimes. Other authors questioning the European past as a
model for the Third World’s future include Centeno (1997) for Latin America and Herbst
(2000) for Africa. An interesting point is made by Weiner (1971) in his argument that the
only part of Europe relevant to the Third World’s situation is the Balkans, where states
emerged from colonialism, did so with externally imposed borders, did so in a context
involving external developed states interested in their affairs, and were characterized by
much ethnic division.
27 For empirical evaluation of Tilly’s arguments, see Cohen, Brown, and Organski (1981),
and Rasler and Thompson (1985, 1989). For a specific application of Tilly’s argument to
modern Africa, see Kirby and Ward (1991). My argument here is clearly foreshadowed
by theirs.
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competitive political elite groups within a state fight wars of national
consolidation when they are roughly equal with each other and dis-
agree about what the domestic status quo should be.28 Unfortunately
though, if we use datasets aggregating the various local elite groups into
a national total, we cannot evaluate such possibilities.
It may also be the case that at the earlier stages of state development,

wars are fought, perhaps often involving actors from other “states,” for
reasons and under conditions very different from those identified by
the multiple hierarchy model. It could be that in these “young-state”
wars neither parity nor status quo evaluations are especially relevant.
If this is true, then we should certainly expect a weaker relationship be-
tween any given covariates (such as parity and dissatisfaction, or joint
democracy for that matter) and war. This is similar to the argument ad-
vanced in thepreceding section, andsuggestswemight actually theorize
about causes of region-specific measurement error that subsequently
“cause” an observation of cross-regional variation and anAfrican Peace.
Further, if these speculations are valid, then we should observe an in-
creasingly stronger association between parity, dissatisfaction, and war
among the great powers over time as we move through the millennium
just ended.29 At the start of this thousand-year period, political terri-
tories were coalescing into what became the great powers. Over time,
internal power struggles were resolved, political and economic infras-
tructures developed, and warfare evolved from the “young-state” to
the “established-state” variety. Unfortunately, I do not have any data
with which to evaluate this proposition, and thus leave it as a sug-
gestion for future research. But, I am encouraged in this line of argu-
ment because the positive coefficients on underdevelopment and coups
in table 7.3 are inconsistent with the loosely theoretical story justify-
ing them. That story is plausible and thus the positive coefficients are
unexpected. However, if high values on these variables do represent
newly emerging states, since they are positively associated with war, a
possible interpretation is that wars are part of the process of state
emergence.

28 For an intriguing empirical hint that power-transition-like arguments may offer in-
sight into such domestic conflicts, see Benson and Kugler (1998). McFaul (2002) offers an
interesting application of power-transition-like arguments in his discussion of domestic
conflict revolving around Russia’s democratic transition in the 1990s.
29 Statistically this amounts to an hypothesis that the relationship between parity, dis-
satisfaction, and war is heteroskedastic, where the heteroskedastic factor is time. If this
is true, then all longitudinal analyses of war (such as those undertaken in this book) are
incorrect because the data would violate the assumption of homoskedasticity.
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Conclusions
Is there anAfrican Peace?Does cross-regional variation exist in analyses
of the multiple hierarchy model? The answer is “yes and no.” On the
one hand there very definitely is statistically and substantively signifi-
cant variation in the fit of the multiple hierarchy model across various
regions. At the same time, there is statistically and substantively sig-
nificant variation in the propensity of dyads within different regions to
be involved in interstate wars regardless of the presence of parity and
dissatisfaction with the status quo. These answers suggest there is an
African Peace and there is cross-regional variation.
However, it seems to me inappropriate to conclude this means there

is something different about underdeveloped regions, or about regions
more generally, that cautions against attempts to apply what we know
about the developed world to analysis of interactions within the devel-
oping world. Mindless aggregation for the sake of increasing sample
size strikes me as a bad idea, but mindless abandonment of the effort
to pool regional analyses strikes me as equally unwarranted. There is
important information to be gained by thoughtfully piecing the regions
together. Doing so demonstrates an underlying similarity coexisting
with persistent cross-regional variation. This chapter offers some elab-
orate speculation about what might cause such cross-regional variation
toexist. I donot think it is coincidental.Rather, I think thereare character-
istics of some regions causing the observed cross-regional variation and
its extrememanifestationdubbed theAfricanPeace.Rather than tossour
hands in the air and relegate these characteristics to something nebulous
like “political culture” or “colonial legacy,” I think a more productive
path is to try to theorize about what might cause the regions to vary.
Interestingly, it seems to me the process of development by which terri-
tories become organized into centralized states likely causes us to mis-
measure political activity in underdeveloped regions, and to observe
those regions as somehow “different” from the developed world. Ear-
lier in this chapter I demonstrated that controlling for some factors likely
involved in this process of development attenuates how substantively
different the most underdeveloped region is from the developedworld.
Subsequently I speculated about how the process of development more
broadly might affect war, and mused about what this might mean for
how we should study war. An African Peace may sound absurd, but
simply being open-minded enough to speculate about it may tell us
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something interesting about Africa, or about development and war, or
about problems applying developed-world concepts and research prac-
tices to the developing world.
Of course, the most productive path to pursue might be to recognize

that my political development → conflict process is only part of the
story. Introducing variables designed to represent parts of that process
(underdevelopment, instability) do improve the statistical model’s fit
to the data. They seem to tell part of the story. But I cannot ignore the
fact that the regional variables remain statistically significant. Widner
(1995), Centeno (1997), and Herbst (2000) all question how relevant
Tilly’s story of European development is for development in Africa and
Latin America. If only because the Europeans did not develop within
borders dictated to themby already-developed states, nor try to develop
in thepresence of stronger already-developed competitors, it seemspru-
dent to heed their informed warnings (they are recognized experts on
the politics of their regions, after all). What this might amount to is a
strategy of specifying variables they identify as relevant (family struc-
ture, multiple authority structures, weapons transfers, factor mobility,
and aid for Widner; the delegitimation of political authority, fragility
of elite coalitions, and lack of national identity for Centeno; and de-
mographic and geographical factors for Herbst), as well as variables
I identify as relevant, in an effort to account for cross-regional varia-
tion. Such is not undertaken in this exploratory analysis, but it seems a
promising direction for continued research.
Our ownwritings often strike us asmore important ormore profound

than theydo our readers, and thus this last paragraphmight best be read
as conceited musings. It seems to me power transition theory has come
full circle in the course of the multiple hierarchy model extension to mi-
nor power regions. The central factor distinguishingOrganski’s theoriz-
ing from thatwhich preceded himwas his concentration on processes of
political and economic development in the construction of power tran-
sition theory’s argument. Only if andwhen states develop, according to
his theory, do they come to be contenders for control of the international
system. The very process of a state’s development, how its elite orga-
nizes domestic society in terms of resource aggregation and allocation,
determines whether the state is satisfied or dissatisfied with the sta-
tus quo.30 Power transition theory made the first international relations

30 Readers interested in tracing this central element in Organski’s thought are referred to
part 1 of hisWorld Politics (1958; 2nd edn. 1968), all of his The Stages of Political Development
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argument explicitly linking state development and subsequent “high”
politics on the world stage. My extension of this theory to minor power
regions, and my discovery of variation in how well it fits in different
regions, suggests that not only was Organski right to argue develop-
ment sets the stage for subsequent wars, but he was also extremely, and
uniquely, prescient in foreseeing development and war as inextricably
linked. If my speculations in this chapter are correct, not only does de-
velopment set the stage for subsequent war, but war and development
interact with and condition each other in setting that stage.

(1965), chapter 2 and appendix 1 of Organski and Kugler’s The War Ledger (1980), and
Organski et al.’s Births, Deaths and Taxes (1984).
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8 Conclusions, implications and
directions for continued research

The need for a weaving together of the strands of this book seems
greater than is the case with most volumes. The reason for this is that I
address three interrelated tasks in this book. The first is an evaluation
of the multiple hierarchy model extension of power transition theory to
minor power regions, necessitating consideration of whether such an
extension is justifiable. The second task is empirical identification of
what a regional sub-system is. Unless regional sub-systems of the inter-
national system are objectively identified, extensions of great power
theories to the minor power level cannot be empirically evaluated. The
final task is an exploration of possible sources of persistent cross-
regional variation in the relationships between power parity, status quo
evaluations, and war onset. All three of these tasks have been accom-
plished, at least partially, in the preceding chapters. However, my book
offers only a first perspective on each, and more can clearly be done to
address all three. The third section below lays out steps likely to help
any effort to move beyond my preliminary achievements.

Summary
Power transition theory was created to account for great power interac-
tions. No clearer statement of this is needed thanOrganski andKugler’s
own recognition that their work could:

not claim to establish connections between changes in the international
power structure and the outbreak of wars among small nations, or
among large and small nations; nor do the models explain colonial
wars . . .Thehypotheses inquestion canbe tested fairlyonly ifwe locate
conflicts whose outcomes will affect the very structure and operation
of the international system. (1980: 45)
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I elaborate power transition theorywith themultiple hierarchymodel
(introduced in chapter 3) by extending this avowedly great power
theory of international politics to the more localized interactions of
minor powers. There are variousmotivations for doing so. As described
in chapter 2, power transition theory is an especially good candidate for
continuing theoretical elaboration because so much empirical support
for it has been amassed over the years. Moreover, there are a variety
of arguments consistent with power transition theory which suggest
it might account for a number of empirical phenomena beyond the
hypothesis of whenworldwars are fought. Themotivation for an exten-
sion specifically to minor power interactions also arises from a pair of
sources. First, a larger empirical domain is evidence of a better theory.
Thus, on epistemological grounds such elaboration is desirable. Second,
practically speaking, great power interactions comprise only a fraction
of exchanges between states (although the fraction is a disproportion-
ately significant one). Consequently, there seems to be simply too much
international politics operating beyond the theory’s original purview to
justify claims it is truly useful for those who would base policy on its
arguments (see Tammen et al. 2000 for a policy-relevant application).
In order to be able to evaluate themultiple hierarchymodel’s hypoth-

esis about the importance of power parity and status quo dissatisfaction
for war onsets among both the great powers andwithin localizedminor
power sub-systems, I have to know what a minor power local interna-
tional system, or local hierarchy, is. This leads to chapter 4 in which I
explain in detail how I define local hierarchies, and why I use the defi-
nition I do. I believe my definition is better than immediately available
alternatives, andmore generally that objective efforts such as presented
inchapter 4offer ausefulway foranyone to identify regions. In chapter 3,
I speculate about how Morgan and Palmer’s “two-good theory of for-
eign policy” might be improved by regional elaboration. The procedure
for identifying regions described in chapter 4would allow evaluation of
such minor power regional elaboration for the two-good theory, or for
any other theory that might be similarly extended to account for minor
power interactions.
Of course, in any such effort to transplant what we “know” about

the developed world to interactions within the underdeveloped world,
questions of whether such interactions are fundamentally similar
enough for the transplant to take root and grow must be addressed. If
interstate politics in the Third World are fundamentally different from
those among developed states, the extension of power transition theory
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would be about as productive as transplanting trees from theAmazon to
the Antarctic. Such questions are central to caricatured debates between
area specialists andpolitical sciencegeneralists. I reviewsucharguments
in chapter 1, and return to detailed consideration of them in the analyses
presented in chapter 5. My results suggest the extension offered by the
multiple hierarchy model is fruitful. There is enough underlying sim-
ilarity between developed-, developing-, and underdeveloped-world
interactions to make unified analysis of interactions within all three
meaningful.
That said, however, there are still importantdifferences across regions,

just as the caricatured area specialists would anticipate. I find the inclu-
sion of region-specific variables improves the fit of my statistical model
to the data on war onsets. Moreover, I then discover interesting cross-
regional variation in how much impact parity and status quo dissatis-
faction have on the probability of war. These variables have their largest
substantive effects among Great Power, Middle Eastern, and Far East-
ern dyads, and have much smaller substantive effects in South America
and Africa. These findings persist even after great power interference is
considered.
I offer a detailed follow-up analysis of the cross-regional variation. I

try to diagnose why such cross-regional variation exists. I offer a pre-
liminary effort at the development of a theoretical explanation of what
causes the cross-regional variation. I provide some evidence substanti-
ating my claim of political and economic underdevelopment affecting
the conditional probability of war onset. I speculate this would be the
case if the process of development is intertwined with both the timing
of war and the purposes for which wars are fought.
In sum, I find themultiple hierarchymodel producesmeaningful and

empirically substantiated expectations about when both great powers
andminor powerswill andwill notmakewar on one another. In coming
to this finding I offer a new empirical procedure for identifying regional
sub-systems of the international system. I argue this designation of re-
gions is useful in its own right, and encourage others to make use of
it in regional extensions of their arguments. Additionally, I find in my
evaluation of the multiple hierarchy model that while there is much
consistency in war behavior across all five regions studied, there are
also important and interesting differences. These region-specific effects
may be important hints that the process of development complicates
questions about the conditions under which states fight wars and about
the purposes they pursue when they go to war. At a more fundamental
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level, I see hints that the process of development affects our ability to
observe international interactions accurately. The successful extension
of power transition theory to minor power regional interactions via the
multiple hierarchy model, the empirical delineation of minor power lo-
calized international systems, and the discovery of persistent, and the-
oretically important, cross-regional variation are the three interrelated
accomplishments of my book.

Implications for policy and research
The most immediate implications of the foregoing analyses for policy-
makers concern how they might more profitably view the world. If the
United States, for example, would prefer peace to obtain in the Third
World, its foreign policy decision-makers might pay more attention to
local power relationships and indications of discontent between minor
powers. My analyses suggest very unequal minor powers without sub-
stantial disagreements about their local status quo are unlikely to wage
war on each other. Crises between such minor powers might thus take
lower priority than those between relatively equal dyads with dissat-
isfaction. The prospects for peace in Third world local hierarchies will,
according to my analyses, be enhanced by diplomatic efforts to serve as
an honest broker seeking to rectify fundamental disagreements between
minor powers about their local relations. If these differences are in-
tractable, it may be impossible to preserve peace diplomatically. Also,
efforts to “preserve a balance” between such implacably opposedminor
power states will more likely increase the probability of war than of
peace.1

The foregoing analyses also offer implications for how we might bet-
ter study international politics. The discussion in chapter 7 suggests
it might be valuable to re-consider definitions of who the main actors
in world politics are. We might be very well served by trying to gather
data on effective/actual political actors rather than onquasi-states.Most
members of the United Nations might satisfy the criteria of empiri-
cal statehood (effective, sovereign authorities supervising interactions

1 Exactly this sort of “mistake”mayhavebeenmadeby theUnitedStates andSovietUnion
in theMiddle East during the ColdWar. According to Kinsella (1994, 1995) Americanmil-
itary assistance to Israel, and Soviet military assistance to Egypt and Syria, approximately
complemented each other. If the assistancewas intended tomake each side strong enough
to deter conflict, obviously the policies failed. A more sinister view might be that great
powers sometimes intentionally foment wars by striving to maintain parity between
minor powers.
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within a defined territory), but some are merely juridical states (legal
fictions lacking an effective centralized authority). The assumption that
all juridical states are empirical states greatly simplifies data collection
and reinforces the traditional assumption that states are the most rele-
vant actors in international politics. However, almost all of our theories
are about the behavior of international actors. I am aware of no theory
of international politics that specifically applies only to legally defined
states. Most of the legal entities are actors on the international stage, but
other legal entitiesmay actually encompass two ormore tribal, ethnic or
other sub-state aggregations of individuals, each of which is an effective
international actor approximating an empirical state. If we continue to
restrict ourselves to unquestioned analysis of juridical states as the ac-
tors in world politics, we run the risk of inappropriately observing the
wrong groups of people.
Similarly, my analyses suggest we might rethink what international

conflict is. Perhaps standard definitions such as that offered by the Cor-
relates of War project should be supplemented with instances of violent
interaction between any international actors. Had the federal govern-
ment forces lost the Nigerian Civil War, few would object to calling this
Biafran war of independence an interstate war. Theories like the mul-
tiple hierarchy model seem to suggest the conflicts that should be of
interest to us are those between any two or more international actors. If
we redefine the actors in world politics, we need also to redefine what
constitutes conflict and other interactions in world politics.
There is yet a third way in which the foregoing analyses and ar-

guments suggest we might have to change how we study interna-
tional conflict. If the process of development affects not only when
wars are fought but also what they are fought about, then it seems
likely patterns of conflict and war will vary systematically over the
course of a state’s, or dyad members’, development. This suggests
series of data relevant to war and conflict will be heteroskedastic, with
progress toward development being the factor associated with that het-
eroskedasticity. I am aware of no current international conflict research
program that diagnoses whether such heteroskedasticity exists (with
the possible exception of Maoz 1989). My arguments may be too pre-
liminary at this stage to justify dramatic changes in research design
along these lines. But if subsequent evidence bears out the possible
interrelationship between development and conflict, changes in esti-
mation procedures to incorporate this heteroskedasticity will have to be
made.
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A final implication from my analyses concerns the large epistemo-
logical question of whether we should pool disparate evaluations into
unified, global wholes. Over-stated and caricatured all-or-nothing de-
bates between area specialists and generalists obscure the possibility
(strongly supported here) that both positions are partially correct. I sus-
pect likelihood ratio tests such as those undertaken in chapter 5 would
confirm the statistical appropriateness of pooling for most studies of
international conflict. But I also suspect such tests would indicate the
inclusion of region-specific dummyvariableswithin such pooled analy-
ses is also statistically appropriate. I donot think these results are specific
only to evaluation of the multiple hierarchy model. What this means is
that while pooling is not wrong, it does obscure the fact that there are
differences across regions. We need to be sensitive to such questions
of aggregating observations while allowing for region-specific effects.
We need then to produce theoretical explanations for the cross-regional
differences we might thereby uncover.

Directions for continued research
As mentioned above, the analyses throughout this book offer only first
attempts to answer the questions raised in pursuit of the three inter-
twined tasks. There are quite a few directions in which continued re-
search could improve upon what I accomplish here.
First, and perhapsmost obviously, the loosely theoretical explanation

for cross-regional variation offered in chapter 7 is simply inadequate.
It does not satisfactorily express how development and conflict might
affect each other, nor is it specific enough to provide clear guidelines as
to what theoretical variables should or could account for the regional
effects. I believe the expectation that the correlates of war will vary with
the process of development is plausible. I think the pseudo-typology of
wars of national consolidation early on, followed by wars of national
advancement within the international system later, has a certain appeal,
but am aware how underdeveloped it is. Moreover, it could well be that
some other factors, perhaps suggested by research programs of which
I am unaware, offer clues about what better variables would account
for the cross-regional variations. I offer hints from work by Widner,
Centeno, and Herbst, but much more research on the sources of cross-
regional variation lies ahead.
Of course, this suggestion for better theoretical elaboration of the

sources of region-specific differences in the substantive importance
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of parity and dissatisfaction for the probability of war is moot if the
cross-regional variation is not robust. I believe it is, based on Barro’s
similar findings, the replication by Bill Reed discussed in chapter 7, and
the wider literature involving similar “specific ignorance” variables in
American politics research. But a second direction in which the fore-
going analysis would be improved is to offer many more, and more
varied, sensitivity analyses to see how truly robust are the relationships
reportedhere. Throughout the text I recognize that othersmight object to
my specific designation of cases to be included in the analysis. Changing
the definition ofmilitary reachability (perhaps to a different threshold at
which a target state is unreachable, or replacing inter-capital distances
with the distances between capital cities and the borders of putative
foes) would change the identity of cases in the dataset. Similarly, other
researchers might believe different operationalizations of critical vari-
ables, or different estimation techniques, would be more appropriate.
Any one of these changes might produce results different from those in
chapters 5–7. These potentially different resultsmight not include cross-
regional variation. If a compelling case could be made for such changes
in case selection, variable measurement, or estimation procedure, then
the robustness of my results might be undermined. Thus, whether time,
effort, and money should be expended on theoretical elaboration might
best wait until more sensitivity analyses, or at least more consideration
of such reanalyses, have been undertaken. I have exhausted my intel-
lectual resources in producing the results here, and am persuaded that
better measures of my variables, better procedures for case selection, or
more appropriate estimation techniques are not readily available. But
social science is a social enterprise, and I leave it to others to express
their opinions on these matters.
I evaluate relations between states in most of the world. I include

dyads in South America, the Middle East, the Far East, Africa and
among the very strongest of the great powers. I think this a reasonably
broad spatial domain, and am proud of my accomplishment. How-
ever, broad as my spatial domain may be, it does omit a substantial
number of dyads. The most obvious omissions are Central America,
interactions among European states apart from the Great Powers, and
Oceania.2 These regions are omitted from the analyses here because I
was concernedabout the extent towhich interactions inCentralAmerica

2 It is interesting to note that in his elaboration of regional security complexes, Buzan
(1991) omits, or treats as subordinate to higher-order security complexes, many of the
same states and sub-regions I omit.
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might be non-independent owing to massive American interference,
and that European Great Powers might have similarly compromised
how independent European lesser-power interactionsmight be. Finally,
aside from the extension of theWorldWar II Pacific theater intoOceania,
there is virtually no international conflict in that region to draw atten-
tion. Thus, these regions are omitted for reasons – but the reasons may
not be especially good ones. Omission of America’s or Britain, France,
Russia/Soviet Union and Germany’s potential spheres of influence in
Central America or Europe simplifies my analysis. Any future research
claiming to be an advance over this book, however, would clearly be
bolstered by more inclusive consideration of these omitted regions.
The analyses above suggest the multiple hierarchy model allows

anticipation of when wars will and will not occur among great pow-
ers and among minor powers. This encompasses a great deal of the
conflict occurring in the international system. However, it misses an
embarrassingly large number of wars pitting great powers against
minor powers. A quick perusal of the detailed COW list of sixty-seven
interstate wars through 1980 (Small and Singer 1982: 82–95), uncovers
twenty-three (one-third!) fought between a great power and a non-great
power. Eleven of these latter wars were fought in Europe, nine in the
Far East, two in the Middle East, and one in North America.
The problem these wars pose for the multiple hierarchy model is

broader than the simple failure to anticipate their occurrence. It is that
the multiple hierarchy model suggests the probability such wars will
be fought is so low that we only very rarely would expect them to
occur. According to the theory, when a disproportionately powerful
actor makes a demand of a much weaker state, the weaker state can be
virtually certain it would lose any military conflict arising from failure
to satisfy that demand, and thus the expectation is that in virtually every
instance theminor powerwill simply cedewhatever point is in question
without recourse to warfare. How many such wars should occur can
only be calculated if we know how often great powers make demands
ofminor powers, but even in the absence of such data I wonderwhether
we should expect twenty-three of these wars to have occurred between
1816 and 1980?
This discussion might lead to an expectation that the twenty-three

wars between great powers and non-great powers should dispropor-
tionately be characterized by low fatality levels. We might surmise that
most of these wars are mistakes in which the minor power miscalcu-
lates the great power’s willingness to go to war over whatever issue is
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at stake. In such a situation theminor powermight resist, a battle would
occur, and then theminor powerwould concede defeat in order to avoid
continued death and destruction in pursuit of a lost cause.3

This reasonable expectation is contradicted by the fact that the av-
erage number of battle fatalities in the twenty-three wars is just over
40,000. Recall from the previous chapter that the average number for all
COWwars excluding the extreme cases of 1,000,000+ is around 35,000.
There are no million-plus fatality wars among the twenty-three, but
there are a few extreme cases (interestingly, all involved Russia). If these
are removed the averagedrops significantly to slightlymore than 10,000.
This may be lower than the overall average excluding the high extreme
cases, but it still seems a good bit higher than what should suffice to
convince minor powers to concede defeat.
In a fascinating essay, Carlos Escudé (1998: 55) distinguishes be-

tween two types of minor powers: “states that obey, the majority of
the interstate community, including the Third World and advanced but
militarily weak industrialized states, and rebel states (a small number
of Third World states that choose to be part of the anarchical system
of the Great Powers by challenging the right of the Great Powers to
dominate).” Escudé’s examples of “rebel states,” Iraq under Saddam
Hussein, Libya under Khadaffi, and Argentina in the early 1980s under
Galtieri, are consistent with an expectation that it might be rebel states
pitted against great powers inwars. This suggests there are two types of
non-great powers: those operating within their localized international
sub-systems, and those bucking the trend and acting as though they
were great powers. Their attempts to do so may draw unfavorable
great power reactions, expressed in the twenty-three wars mentioned
above. Itwould likelybepromising todevelop theoryaboutwhich states
will be the “rebels” and under what circumstances their rebellions will
generate war with a true great power.4

3 Regardless ofwhat the theorymight leadus to expect, it could logically, and just as easily,
be the great power that underestimates the resolve of the minor power in the dispute. If
thiswere the case itmight take a higher number of fatalities to convince the great power the
minor power is resolved than vice versa. There is some evidence minor powers in these
wars aremore resolved than their great power opponents. In the twenty-three asymmetric
wars referred to here, the minor power suffered 2.84 times as many casualties as the great
power, on average. In nineteen of the twenty-three wars minor power fatalities were
higher than great power fatalities, and often drastically higher (as high as one hundred
times in one instance).
4 Suchwarsmight be an especially consequential omission frompower transition research
because it could be they are the very preventive wars far-sighted dominant powers fight,
namely wars against much weaker, but in the future much stronger, states.
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Escudé’s argument suggests the action of “rebel” states being disci-
plinedby attacking/avenginggreat powers is a description of asymmet-
ric war. In contrast, T. V. Paul (1994) investigates conditions associated
with war initiations by the weak against the strong. Paul’s analysis is
based on detailed consideration of six wars initiated by weak states.
He suggests such conflicts may be more likely when the initiator’s
politico-military strategy offsets the power disparity, when the initiator
possesses offensive weapons and/or enjoys support from great power
allies, and when domestic political conditions within the weaker state
make war initiation favorable. Escudé’s argument might offer hints
about when and where the strong wage war on the weak, while Paul’s
might suggest clues about when the weak wage war on the strong.
Combining such arguments, if possible, might offer an account of asym-
metric conflicts. Themultiple hierarchymodel as currently developed is
inconsistent with the existence of each of the twenty-three asymmetric
wars described above. This does not mean necessarily that the multiple
hierarchy model should be abandoned, but rather that efforts to further
elaborate it so it more accurately reflects the reality of great power ver-
sus non-great power interactions are needed. Escudé’s and Paul’s work
might aid such elaboration.
Finally, as discussed in chapter 2, one of the problems critics of power

transition theory have highlighted is the failure to define the status quo
and the benefits it confers on satisfied states. This concept is central
to the theory, but only loosely represented by the empirical measures
employed in statistical evaluations thereof. This is equally true of the
local status quos central to the multiple hierarchy model. In chapter 3
I speculate about what local status quos might be, and how the ability
to influence these status quos would confer benefits on those doing the
influencing. Unfortunately, I did not represent these plausible consid-
erations directly in my statistical models. I attempted to do so while
constructing the datasets employed in this book by specifying a vari-
able indicating the existence of a territorial disagreement between local
hierarchy members. The problem I encountered is that for the years in
which I have data on this potential alternate indicator of status quo dis-
satisfaction, there is perfect identification between it and wars fought
in local hierarchies. The development of a scale indicating the inten-
sity of territorial disagreements (ranging from no disagreement at all to
extreme situations such as in the cases of Palestine, Kashmir, etc.) might
offer a technical way to side-step the statistical problem of perfect
identification. As yet, unfortunately, no such scale exists.
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A more fundamental question might profitably be addressed before
other empirical elaboration is undertaken. Specifically, what if models
of war as fought in the great power past are inapplicable to the minor
powers, not because the great powers andminor powers differ in terms
of levels of development, but because the nature of war has fundamen-
tally changed? What if the types of wars central to theories like power
transition simply are no longer fought? Such speculation lies at the heart
of Holsti’s The State, War, and the State of War (1996). In this study he
claims “wars of the third kind,” wars not related to specific crises, with-
out specific starting points, declarations ofwar, decisive battles, or peace
treaties, have predominated since 1945. He thinkswe need new theories
to account for them because he claims they are a new phenomenon. I
disagree with his oft-stated claim that “Wars within and between com-
munities are not the same as wars between states” (p. 18) because it is
offered as an untested assertion. I would offer, in contrast, research such
as that by Benson and Kugler (1998) which finds power-transition-like
dynamics underlying some civil wars. But I admit no definitive em-
pirical evaluation has been offered to either support or refute Holsti’s
claims. Further, I agree that if he is right, attempts to understandwars in
the Third World based on a theory about wars in the First World’s past
are bound to fail. Thus, a good direction for future research might be
definitively to investigate Holsti’s provocative claim.

Final thoughts
The longest section of this concluding chapter discussed ways in which
the analyses I offer could be improved or otherwise better addressed
in future research. I suggest this section was as long as it was because
the issues attendant upon any effort to analyze the multiple hierarchy
model are complicated. Consequently, there aremanyways inwhich the
analysis could be recast andmany ways in which it could be elaborated
(a sign of fertility?). I trust readers will grant that a reasonably sound
base for the later improvement and elaboration hinted at in the previous
section has been constructed in the foregoing chapters. I conclude that
the effort expended in this book to address the three interrelated tasks
has been productive. It seems reasonably clear there are important sim-
ilarities in patterns of war onset among great powers interacting atop
the overall international system, and among minor powers interacting
within smaller, local hierarchies nested within that overall international
system. At the same time, there are region-specific differences in the
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frequency of war onset and in the effect of power parity and status quo
dissatisfaction on the probability of war onset. These differences do not
deny the claim of fundamental similarity; rather, they qualify it. They
suggest we might profitably think broadly about the issues associated
with aggregating our analyses into unified, global wholes. We are sta-
tistically justified in doing so, I believe, but if we then conclude the
whole is the sum of identical parts, we prevent ourselves from discov-
ering useful information about region-specific effects. If we fail to allow
for these region-specific effects in our unified analyses, we increase the
probability we will remain ignorant of them. I prefer the lesser evil
of specific ignorance: knowledge that the regions vary somewhat, but
ignorance as to why they should do so. The next step along this path
from general ignorance through specific ignorance to knowledge is to
construct theoretical explanations for the cross-regional variation tohelp
understand how and why the whole is the sum of differently shaped
parts.
InWorld Politics,KenOrganski introduced power transition theory as

a persuasive explanation of great power interactions. He wrote:

We are all bound by our own culture and our own experience, social
scientists no less than other men. We frame our theories to explain
the past and blithely project them into the future as “universal laws,”
assuming that the assumptions on which our theories are based will
continue to be true. Social theories may be adequate for their day, but
as time passes, they require revision. (1958: 307)

In this book I have revised power transition theory in an attempt to
account for minor power interactions. I have offered suggestions for
future revisions to similarly enlarge the theory’s explanatory capacity. I
have approached these tasks with keen awareness that those who pre-
ceded me constructed a theory accurate enough, fertile enough, and
flexible enough to both demand and deserve such revisions.
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Appendix: Replications with
Correlates of War capabilities data

Asmentioned in chapter 4, the Correlates of War composite capabilities
index is a very widely used indicator of national power. I rely primarily
upon GDP as a measure of national power resources, because of greater
agreement between GDP and the conceptualization of national power
within thepower transition research tradition, but present this appendix
with replications of all of my analyses using COWpower. In general, all
of the results presented in chapters 5 and 7 are reproduced quite closely
in the tables below.
The first result in chapter 5 is the likelihood ratio test investigating the

statistical appropriateness of pooling the five regions into one unified
analysis. When power is measured with the COW index, the difference
in log likelihoods between the pooled model and the sum of the five in-
dividual regional models is just below 21.With the same twelve degrees
of freedom used in chapter 5, this value is almost statistically significant
at the p < 0.1 level. Consequently, one might want to be more cautious
in poolingwith the COWpower variable thanwith GDP as themeasure
of power. However, given that the difference in log likelihoods here is
essentially insignificant, and that the GDP powermodel clearly can and
should be pooled, I pool.
Thenext statisticalmodel regressed theonset ofwaragainstparity and

dissatisfaction controlling only for possible consequences of duration
dependence by inclusion of time-interval dummy variables in line with
Beck, Katz, and Tucker’s (1998) procedure. Table A5.1 presents these
estimates (tables in this appendix are indicated with the letter “A” to
distinguish them from tables in the main text).
Aswas the casewhenpowerwasmeasuredwithGDP, bothparity and

dissatisfaction increase the probability of war. Unlike in the GDP-based
model, however, the multiplicative interaction term is not statistically
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Table A5.1. Logistic regression estimates

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −3.833∗∗∗

Parity 1.698∗∗

(0.0391)
Dissatisfaction 1.754∗∗∗

(0.0068)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.038

(0.1961)
Observations: 326; model χ 2: 19. 573; correct predictions:
overall: 94.48%, wars: 0%, non-wars: 100%

Notes: Twelve time-interval dummy variables to control for
duration dependence are included but not reported in order
to preserve space.
∗p < 0.10 ∗∗p < 0.05 ∗∗∗p < 0.01

significant when power is measured with the COW index. Thus, the
joint presence of parity and dissatisfaction is gauged by the additive
combinationwithout themultiplicativeversion.These results are similar
to those in chapter 5 in terms of substantive significance, and indeed the
presence of parity and dissatisfaction increases the probability of war
even more when power is measured by the COW index.
The next statistical analysis in chapter 5 was a second likelihood

ratio test, this time indicating the statistical appropriateness of in-
cluding region-specific dummy variables along with the theoretically
important parity and dissatisfaction variables. The difference in log
likelihoods between models with and without regional dummies,

Table A5.2. Substantive effects of Parity and
Dissatisfaction for model reported in table A5.1

Neither Parity nor Dissatisfaction 2.1%
Parity, no Dissatisfaction 10.6%
Dissatisfaction, no Parity 11.1%
Parity and Dissatisfaction 40.5%
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when measuring power with the COW index, is just over 7. With the
appropriate four degrees of freedom, this is statistically significant at the
p < 0.10 level. Adding region-specific dummy variables is statistically
appropriate when measuring power with the COW index.
The next step is to report the statistical model including the region-

specific dummies. This is offered in table A5.3 with the substantive ef-
fects of the coefficients produced therein reported in table A5.4. Once
again we see parity and dissatisfaction increasing the probability of war
onset (although the multiplicative term is again not statistically signif-
icant). Also similar is the fact that the Africa and South America dum-
mies are statistically significant. A difference here is that the dummy
representing the Far East region is also statistically significant. As was
the case in table 5.3, all the regional dummies have the anticipated
negative sign and, also paralleling chapter 5’s results, Africa’s coef-
ficient is the absolutely largest. The substantive effects of parity and

Table A5.3. Logistic regression estimates with regional variables

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −2.53∗∗

Parity 1.436∗

(0.0758)
Dissatisfaction 1.947∗∗∗

(0.0055)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.064

(0.2017)
Africa −2.452∗∗∗

(0.0068)
Far East −1.426∗∗

(0.0444)
Middle East −0.983

(0.1360)
South America −1.340∗

(0.0853)
Observations: 326; model χ2: 27.130∗; correct predictions:
overall: 94.79%, wars: 5.56%, non-wars: 100%

See notes to table A5.1.
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Table A5.4. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction for model reported
in table A5.3

Great
Powers Middle East Far East S. America Africa

Neither Parity, nor
Dissatisfaction 7.4 2.9 1.9 2.0 0.7

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 25.1 11.1 7.4 8.1 3.0

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 35.8 17.3 11.8 12.8 4.6

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 44.7 23.3 16.3 17.5 6.5

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of war (expressed as a
percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the region designated
in each column.

dissatisfaction across the regions are nearly identical in the COW-based
model to those previously reported for the GDP-based model. Again,
parity and dissatisfaction have large substantive effects.
The final set of analyses in chapter 5 added four control variables.

TableA5.5 presents the estimates,while tableA5.6 offers the substantive
effects.
Once again the COW-based models nearly identically replicate the

GDP-based models. Not only do all coefficients have the same signs
across the two versions of the model, but all the variables that are sta-
tistically significant in one are statistically significant in the other. The
only exception is that the South America dummy variable is statisti-
cally significant in the GDP-based model while it is insignificant in the
COW-based model and the Far East dummy is significant in the COW-
basedmodel but not in theGDP-based one. As reported in chapter 5, the
substantive effects of parity and dissatisfaction across all five regions,
and controlling for temporal dependence as well as the four additional
control variables, are large and positive.
In sum, there are only tiny differences between the results frommod-

els using COW’s capabilities index and those using GDP. The multiple
hierarchy model is robustly supported regardless of which power mea-
sure is employed.
In chapter 7 I shifted focus somewhat from analysis of the multiple

hierarchy model per se to analysis of the African Peace. When I measure
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Table A5.5. Logistic regression estimates with regional and control
variables

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −2.764∗∗

Parity 1.499∗

(0.0712)
Dissatisfaction 1.764∗∗

(0.0145)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.022

(0.2186)
Alliance −0.374

(0.6142)
Joint Democracy 0.123

(0.2130)
Dominant Power’s −0.145
Militarization (0.3140)

Challenger’s 0.202∗

Militarization (0.0626)
Africa −1.984∗∗

(0.0500)
Far East −1.594∗∗

(0.0536)
Middle East −1.144

(0.1336)
South America −1.191

(0.1305)
Observations: 316; model χ2: 30.702∗; correct predictions:
overall: 94.3%, wars: 5.88%, non-wars: 99.33%

See notes to table A5.1.

power with the COW index I also consistently generate a large negative
coefficient for the Africa dummy variable. This coefficient is absolutely
larger than those for the other regions, and consequently there is an
African Peace based on the COW index of power as there is based on
the GDP measure.
The first statistical results reported in chapter 7were of the differences

between expected and observed frequencies of international conflict
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Table A5.6. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction for model reported
in table A5.5

Great
Powers Middle East Far East S. America Africa

Neither Parity, nor
Dissatisfaction 7.6 4.0 1.6 2.1 0.9

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 27.0 15.8 6.8 8.6 4.0

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 32.5 20.0 8.6 10.9 5.1

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 68.3 52.3 29.7 35.4 19.4

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of war (expressed as a
percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the region designated
in each column. Control variables are set at their regional means.

in Africa. Those results do not involve power calculations, and con-
sequently are not relevant here. I also presented table 7.3 in which
I introduced three variables anticipated to erase the African Peace.
Table A7.3 presents the same statistical model as in chapter 7, but with
power measured by the COW index.
Once again quite similar results are produced. Both parity and dis-

satisfaction continue to increase the probability of war (providing one
is flexible about how close to the p < 0.10 level one must adhere). As
was the case in table 7.3, the underdevelopment variable is large and
statistically significantwhile challenger’smilitarization is small and sta-
tistically significant. The Africa and South America dummies remain
negative and statistically significant as well. However, when I measure
power with the COW index, the coups variable is also positive and
statistically significant. Most surprisingly, in table A7.3 all of the region-
specific dummies are negative and statistically significant. Table A7.4
presents the substantive effects of the coefficients estimated in tableA7.3,
which very closely mirror those reported for the GDP-based model in
chapter 7.
Finally, tableA7.5 reports the substantive effects of parity anddissatis-

faction on the probability ofwar for the great powers and a hypothetical,
although not extraordinary, underdeveloped African dyad with three
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Table A7.3. Logistic regression estimates with additional control variables

Dependent variable is War Onset

Coefficient
Covariate (Probability)

Constant −4.847∗∗

Parity 1.285
(0.1108)

Dissatisfaction 2.184∗∗∗

(0.0048)
Parity∗ Dissatisfaction −1.185

(0.1788)
Alliance −0.194

(0.8171)
Joint Democracy 0.332

(0.1190)
Dominant Power’s Militarization −0.010

(0.4830)
Challenger’s Militarization 0.219∗

(0.0593)
Joint Autocracy 0.161

(0.2394)
Coups 0.633∗∗∗

(0.0043)
Underdevelopment 2.2549∗

(0.0551)
Africa −3.234∗∗∗

(0.0098)
Far East −1.991∗∗

(0.0238)
Middle East −1.563∗

(0.0920)
South America −3.281∗∗

(0.0155)
Observations: 308; model χ2: 41.860∗∗; correctly predicted:
overall: 95.13%, wars: 17.65%, non-wars: 99.66%

See notes to table A5.1.
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Table A7.4. Substantive effects of Parity and Dissatisfaction for model reported
in table A7.3

Great
Powers Middle East Far East S. America Africa

Neither Parity, nor
Dissatisfaction 4.2 1.2 0.5 0.4 0.2

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 13.6 4.4 1.8 1.5 0.6

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 27.9 10.1 4.3 3.5 1.5

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 58.3 28.8 14.1 11.6 5.2

Cell entries are the estimated conditional probability of war (expressed as a
percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the region designated
in each column. Control variables are set at their regional means.

coups in the decade in question. Under these circumstances the African
Peace substantively disappears. There is virtually no difference in the
probability of war given changes in parity and dissatisfaction between
the great power and African dyads in this example. This suggests the
region-specific variables in table A7.3 might be statistically significant,
but perhaps not substantively significant.

Table A7.5. Substantive effects of Parity and dissatisfaction for
hypothetical African dyad with Coups = 3 and Underdevelopment = 1

Great Powers African dyads

Neither Parity,
nor Dissatisfaction 4.2 4.6

Parity, no
Dissatisfaction 13.6 14.9

Dissatisfaction,
no Parity 27.9 30.1

Parity and
Dissatisfaction 58.3 60.9

Cell entries are theestimatedconditionalprobabilityofwar (expressed
as a percentage) given the conditions specified in each row in the
region designated in each column.
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In this appendix I have reported results of statistical analyses of hy-
potheses drawn from the multiple hierarchy model. All of these re-
sults are successful replications, many of them virtually exact repli-
cations, of the GDP-based analyses that provide the structure of
chapters 5 and 7. This book’s results are not sensitive to how power is
measured.
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